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Abstract 
The study reported in this dissertation explored: (1) teachers’ use of dialogue to 
facilitate students’ historical thinking and (2) the trajectory of historical personal 
epistemology through a design-based approach. Empirical evidence emerging in 
previous decades has acknowledged that good quality classroom dialogue could have a 
positive impact on students’ learning. Through dialogic teaching, it has been argued 
that teachers could probe and promote students’ higher thinking skills. However, how 
dialogue is being used in history classes as well as the cultural context of dialogic 
education in East Asia was a salient gap in current research. The first research aim was 
to explore both teachers’ and students’ epistemic beliefs regarding the domain of history, 
which has been largely neglected in this field of study. The aim of this research was 
also to propose a new perspective on dialogic education that might not only bridge the 
dichotomy of the monologic and dialogic forms of teaching, but also address the 
pedagogical dilemma in history education raised by the latest Taiwanese national 
curriculum reform. Finally, another major aim of the research was to design a teacher 
professional development programme to change teachers’ epistemic beliefs and their 
teaching practice towards dialogic history education for promoting historical thinking.    
 
Adopting the notion of design-based research, a teaching professional programme was 
designed and administered throughout the one-academic year to 7 high school teachers. 
Three students of each participating teacher were chosen for semi-structured interviews 
to explore their personal epistemology, which were later analysed with an innovative 
discourse analysis method: Epistemic Network Analysis (ENA). Data concerning 
classroom dialogue was collected from monthly class observations and then analysed 
with a reconceptualised coding framework adapted from the Teacher’s Scheme for 
Educational Dialogue Analysis (T-SEDA, Hennessy, et al., 2021) and an observational 
instrument for historical thinking (Gestsdóttir, et al., 2018).  
 
In regard to personal epistemology, the findings reported a mixture of results with only 
a few students seeing a significant change in their epistemic beliefs after the programme. 
However, a pattern-based model for analysing historical epistemic beliefs reported from 
this study, has been generated resulting in four major patterns of beliefs being identified. 
In terms of classroom dialogue, the results found a positive increase in teachers’ use of 
dialogue. A hybrid form of dialogue informed by current dialogic theories synthesised 
with Confucianism and Taoism allowed dialogue to transgress away from the 
dichotomy of structural forms of monologue and dialogue was also put forward and 
characterised from the analysis. The contributions of this present study are discussed in 
terms of theoretical, methodological and practical uses.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
I, Zhuang Zhou, dreamt that I was a butterfly, 

a butterfly flying about, feeling that it was enjoying itself. 
I did not know that it was Zhou. 

Suddenly I awoke, and was myself again, the veritable Zhou. 
I did not know whether it had formerly been Zhou dreaming that he was a butterfly, 

or it was now a butterfly dreaming that it was Zhou. 
But between Zhou and a butterfly there must be a difference. 

This is a case of what is called the Transformation of Things. 
  (Zhuangzi, The Adjustment of Controversies, 369-286 B.C.) 

With an academic background in history and teacher education in Taiwan, I have 
always battled between two perspectives in history education. One perspective centres 
on a traditional approach for teaching substantial concepts, as in a transmission of 
historical knowledge (Lee, 2005), whereas the other focuses on teaching second-order 
concepts, or historical thinking, to use a more popular term (Hsiao, 2009; Lee and 
Ashby, 2000; Lin, 2020; Seixas, 1996, 2017; van Drie and van Boxtel, 2008, 2018; 
Wineburg, 2001). With a new national curriculum reform in 2021 in Taiwan, this 
tension between traditionalists and progressionists has only accelerated, with an 
entanglement of the complex social and political identities concerning Taiwan and 
China (Yang, 2020). There is certainly no perfect single solution to address such issues; 
however, throughout my own educational research journey (short but almost 
pilgrimage-like) from MPhil to PhD study at Cambridge, I have found the concept of 
dialogic education quite intriguing and even practical for addressing the current 
unsolvable struggle between traditionalist and progressionists in Taiwanese history 
education. However, it is undeniable that sociocultural and educational contexts need 
to be considered when exploring and promoting dialogic education in Taiwan. In my 
personal experience as a student and, later, a history teacher in Taiwan, one unique form 
of talk in classroom has constantly grabbed my attention, one that is neither monologue 
nor dialogue but, in a way, both. In this PhD research, one major aim is to conceptualise 
this form of talk and then provide possible solutions to address the issue mentioned 
above.            

One rationale of this research comes from the research gap in the field of dialogic 
education. Empirical evidence emerging in recent decades has acknowledged that 
good-quality classroom dialogue can positively impact student learning (e.g., 
Alexander, 2004; Boyd and Markarian, 2011; Cazden, 2001; Hennessy, Warwick, and 
Mercer, 2011; Howe and Abedin, 2013; Littleton and Mercer, 2013; Wegerif, 2007). 
Two recent large-scale studies have identified that some aspects of dialogue are related 
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to learning gains (Alexander, 2018; Howe, Hennessy, Mercer, Vrikki, and Wheatley, 
2019). Through dialogic teaching (Alexander, 2004), teachers can probe and promote 
students’ higher-thinking skills (Wegerif, 2018), which resonates with the idea of 
‘second-order concepts’ in historical thinking and reasoning (HTR; Lee and Ashby, 
2000; Seixas, 1996, 2017; van Drie and van Boxtel, 2008, 2018; Wineburg, 2001). To 
connect these two ideas, van Boxtel and van Drie (2017) argue that, based on Wegerif’s 
(2013) notion of dialogic space, teachers could open up and broaden the use of dialogue 
to stimulate students’ HTR. In this sense, they advocate a future involving dialogic 
history education. Nonetheless, the paucity of empirical study in this area (i.e., dialogue 
in history education) remains significant and requires further investigation.  

Another main rationale for my study concerns the limited research on epistemic beliefs 
toward history as a discipline. In the sense of psychological research, epistemic beliefs 
are an individual’s beliefs about the nature of knowledge and the process of knowing 
(Hoffer and Pintrich, 1997). The term ‘epistemic beliefs’ is also referred to as 
‘epistemological beliefs’ (Schommer-Aikins, 2002), ‘epistemic cognition’ (King and 
Kitchener, 1994), ‘epistemological reflection’ (Magolda, 1992), and ‘personal 
epistemology’ (Perry, 1970). The interest of research on epistemological beliefs in 
recent decades has been domain-general. Moreover, when researchers have tried to 
explore domain-specific epistemic beliefs, most have been dedicated to the domain of 
science (Bell and Linn, 2002; De Corte, Eynde and Verschaffel, 2002; Elder, 2002). 
Very limited research has discussed the domain of history; however, as Wineburg (2001) 
points out, to facilitate pupils’ historical thinking in the classroom, it is crucial to 
identify their epistemic beliefs towards history beforehand (see also Hsiao, 2009). 
Maggioni, VanSledright, and Alexander (2009) also argue that it is essential for 
researchers to address and identify teachers’ epistemic beliefs first in order to change 
their teaching practice afterwards.  

For this research project, I conducted design-based research (DBR; Bakker, 2018) in 
which teacher professional development (TPD) was employed to address the three 
theoretical perspectives mentioned above – dialogic education, historical thinking, and 
epistemological beliefs – within a Taiwanese context. With the latest curriculum reform, 
teachers are encouraged to adopt a more innovative pedagogical approach to foster 
students’ historical thinking as prescribed in the curriculum goals for high school 
history education (NAER, 2018). Therefore, I collaborated with teachers in the sense 
of ‘community of inquiry’ (Jaworski, 2006; Hennessy et al., 2011) to explore, jointly, 
the possibilities of adopting a new pedagogical approach (i.e., dialogic pedagogy) in 
this context. Chapter 2 presents an integrative literature review (Torraco, 2016) that 
summarises, critiques, and synthesises representative literature on the topic. 
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Additionally, the review identifies and resolves inconsistencies (the research gap) in 
the literature and provides new perspectives on the topic. A conceptual framework of 
the hybrid dialogue proposal is supplied based on Wegerif’s (2011) concept of dialogic 
space and synthesised with Confucianism and Taoism (Yin and Yang), which are two 
major philosophical underpinnings of the Taiwanese sociocultural context. Research 
questions and the research aims are also presented at the end of Chapter 2. In Chapter 
3, a detailed discussion on the proposed methodology (DBR) is presented with the 
elaborated design process of the TPD in this research. The methodological 
considerations (e.g., data collection and data analysis) concerned with exploring 
teachers’ and pupils’ historical epistemic beliefs and classroom dialogue are also 
discussed. The analysis of personal epistemologies with the use of epistemic network 
analysis (ENA, see Shaffer, 2017) are presented in Chapter 4 to answer the first 
overarching research question on this topic. In the next chapter (Chapter 5), the second 
research question related to analysing classroom dialogue is addressed using an adapted 
coding instrument to provide quantitative (i.e., frequency counting) and fine-grained 
qualitative analysis. All the analysis is informed by the design of DBR. Chapter 6 
contains an overall discussion of the major findings and how these findings are in line 
with or distinct from previous studies. In the final chapter (Chapter 7), the limitations, 
contributions, and future implications are discussed. 

The goals of this study were threefold. The first research aim was to explore both 
teachers’ and students’ epistemic beliefs regarding the domain of history, which has 
been neglected in this field of study. The second goal aimed to reconceptualise the 
notion of dialogic education in Taiwan. As mentioned above, the notion of dialogic 
education was revisited and explored due to cultural differences. The aim of this 
research was then to propose a new perspective on dialogic education that might not 
only bridge the dichotomy of the monologic and dialogic forms of teaching, but also 
address the pedagogical dilemma in history education raised by the latest national 
curriculum reform. Finally, another major aim of the research was to design a TPD 
programme to change teachers’ epistemic beliefs and their teaching practice towards 
dialogic history education. A detailed description regarding designing TPD is presented 
in the next chapter. After professional development (PD) was employed, post-
interviews and observations were conducted to explore any arising changes in three 
parts: (1) the change in teachers’ epistemic beliefs and practice; (2) the change in 
students’ epistemic beliefs; and (3) the degree of these changes. The effectiveness of 
TPD is also assessed.            

 



Chapter 2 Literature Review 

In this chapter, I first discuss two theoretical perspectives for dialogic education as the 
foundation for reconceptualising dialogic education with the Taiwanese tradition of 
Confucianism and Taoism. A conceptual framework for hybrid dialogue for this 
research, based on the model of Yin and Yang in Taoism, is also presented. In the 
second section, there is an overview of different historical thinking models, followed 
by a discussion on domain-specific epistemic beliefs in history. The final section 
focuses on the theoretical background of TPD and how it informed the design of TPD 
employed in this study. Moreover, a contextual background of current Taiwanese 
national curriculum reform is discussed to provide important insights for the research 
context. Based on these, at the end of this chapter, I present the research questions and 
research aims for this study.        

2.1 Educational dialogues 

2.1.1 Two approaches to understand educational dialogues 

A broad body of research has attempted to identify the benefits of applying classroom 
dialogues in scaffolding students’ thinking (e.g., Alexander, 2004, 2018; Howe and 
Abedin, 2013; Boyd and Markarian, 2011; Cazden, 2001; Jones and Chen, 2016; 
Littleton and Mercer, 2013; Michaels and O'Connor, 2015; Wegerif, 2007; Wells, 1999; 
Wells and Arauz, 2006). However, the definition of dialogues remains an ambiguous 
concept that could refer to various phenomena in educational research.  

From a broad perspective, dialogues can be the interactive exchange of utterances 
between people. Nonetheless, the question of how dialogues become ‘dialogic’ is 
crucial yet debatable and deserving of more discussion. To unpack the various 
definitions of ‘dialogic’, searching existing literature provides two levels of definitions. 
The first level concerns the epistemological perspective of dialogues, which is 
discussed broadly in a substantial body of research. Dialogues are considered a form of 
‘shared inquiry’ and help students and teachers collaboratively construct knowledge 
(e.g., Alexander, 2004; Mercer, 2000). This view is in contrast to teacher-led 
monologues, in which education is a mere knowledge transition from teachers to pupils 
(i.e., authoritative voice, see Bakhtin, 1981; Scott and Mortimer, 2005; Skidmore, 2010, 
2019). This notion emphasises that the education should be conducted ‘as a dialogue 
about matters’ in which knowledge is explored ‘in the context of joint action and 
interaction’ (Wells, 1999, p. 58). The same position is taken by Alexander (2004) to 
develop the concept of ‘dialogic teaching’, and Dawes, Mercer, and Wegerif’s (2004) 
project on Thinking Together, exploring the positive effect of ‘exploratory talk’ in 
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primary schools. 

To distinguish the difference between dialogue and monologue further, Bakhtin (1981) 
presents an example of teacher–pupil dialogue in the classroom (Lyle, 2008; Skidmore, 
2010). He describes a scenario in which a teacher who possesses knowledge dominance 
transmits this absolute truth to students who are ‘ignorant of it and in error’ (Bakhtin, 
1981, p. 88). In this situation, the asymmetrical relationship between teacher (the 
authority) and pupil causes the monologic discourse in which ‘polyphony’ or ‘multi-
voice’ is impeded in the classroom. In contrast, in a dialogic discourse, students are 
encouraged to present their multivoice in the dialogue and even to challenge the 
practice of asymmetrical power generated from monologic discourse (Lyle, 2008; 
Skidmore, 2010). Similarly, in Nystrand et al.’s (1997) study, the abuse of monologic 
discourse employed in classroom led to learners having low learning motivations and 
discouragement.  

The monologic style (Lyle, 2008) that teachers tend to apply in class consists of what 
Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) call the ‘IRF’ structure (Initiation/ Response/ Feedback). 
In a tripartite series, first, a teacher initiates (I), usually with a question, which then 
stimulates a student or the whole to respond (R), and finally the teacher provides some 
follow-up feedback (F). The asymmetrical relationship between a teacher and whole 
class is enhanced by the predominant practice of IRF structure, which allows teachers 
take control of ‘epistemological dominance’ (Alexander, 2004; Mortimer and Scott, 
2003). Similarly, Alexander (2004) points out that whole-class teaching in a monologic 
approach consists of a basic ‘repertoire’ of three teaching-talk types (p. 30): rote, 
recitation, and instruction (or exposition), all of which dominate significantly in 
classroom talks. Thus, a more authentic dialogue is relatively little delivered in class.   

However, despite the criticism of the IRF structure in class, Wells (1999) argues that 
more dialogic IRF exchanges occur when a teacher can create another question in 
response to students’ answers in the feedback to keep the dialogue open. This idea was 
developed by Rojas-Drummond (2000), who proposed the notion of ‘spiral IRF 
exchanges’, suggesting a series of IRF exchanges in which the role of feedback opens 
up the next exchange. Hence, the dialogic space remains open, with knowledge being 
co-constructed by the mediation of educational dialogues (Rojas-Drummond, Mercer, 
and Dabrowski, 2001; Rojas-Drummond, Torreblanca, Pedraza, Vélez, and Guzmán., 
2013; Wegerif, 2007). A similar account of ‘dialogic’ is in Alexander’s (2001, 2004, 
2020) concept of dialogic teaching, in which he highlights the highly interactive, 
sociocultural perspectives of talk for probing and extending students’ thinking, as well 
as advancing their learning and understanding (see Table 2.1; also see Alexander, 2004, 
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p. 38, for more details).   

Table 2.1 The five principles of dialogic teaching. (Alexander, 2004, p.38) 

1. Collective Teachers and children address learning tasks together, whether as a group or as a 

class, rather than in isolation.  

2. Reciprocal  Teachers and children listen to each other, share ideas and consider alternative 

viewpoints. 

3. Supportive  Children articulate their ideas freely, without fear of embarrassment over 

‘wrong’ answers as they help each other to reach common understandings. 

4. Cumulative  Teachers and children build on their own and each other’s ideas and chain them 

into coherent lines of thinking and enquiry. 

5. Purposeful  Teachers plan and facilitate dialogic teaching with particular educational goals 

in view. 

 
The conceptual framework behind this definition is heavily underpinned and influenced 
by Vygotskian theories (1978), who put forward a theory highlighting the impact of 
social interaction, including the use of tools (e.g., pencils) and signs (e.g., language), 
for individual development (Lourenço, 2012). Language, in particular, mediates the 
interpretation of knowledge shaped by its social and cultural context (Bruner, 1990; 
Lyle, 2008). Consequently, how dialogues in classroom enhance or constrain the 
intellectual development of learners is central to Vygotskian theories of language and 
learning (Mercer, 1995). Vygotsky claims that true education occurs in a ‘zone of 
proximal development’ (ZPD) in which individual potential development is steered 
through ‘adult guidance, or in collaboration with more capable peers’ (Vygotsky, 1978, 
p. 86). This idea indicates that good thinking is primarily found in social interactions, 
and only later ‘internalised’ or appropriated by individuals (Wegerif, 2018). This 
concept of language and learning has later been the subject of substantial literature 
investigating the cognitive benefits of peer collaboration (e.g., Johnson and Johnson, 
2017; Slavin, 1995) and peer tutoring (e.g., Topping and Ehly, 1998). 
 
Building on Vygotsky’s ideas of how society, culture, and historical context influence 
all learning, Bruner (1984) claims that the idea of ZPD is ‘a fusion of the idea of 
collectivism and of the role of consciousness’ (p. 94), suggesting that such a form of 
knowledge construction shapes not only knowledge itself, but also collective 
consciousness (see also Wertsch, 1985). Bruner (1984) then proposes the notion of 
‘scaffolding’ to express that children’s learning only occurs if an appropriate social 
interactional construction (e.g., support of an adult) is provided (Foley, 1994). The 
sociocultural approach of studying educational dialogues is, then, heavily grounded in 
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Vygotskian developmental psychology and Bruner’s notion of scaffolding (e.g., Brown 
and Palincsar, 1989; Cazden, 2001; Mercer, 1995; Mercer and Dawes, 2008; Mercer 
and Littleton, 2007; Wertsch, 1985). Moreover, to expand the notion of ZPD and 
scaffolding, Mercer and Littleton (2007) introduced a concept called the ‘intermental 
development zone’ (IDZ) to explain educational activity in which a teacher and a 
student jointly create and negotiate a shared ‘communicative space’ (p. 21). This 
sociocultural strand of dialogic education has led to a few promising large studies on 
the empirical evidence for a positive relationship between educational dialogue and 
pupils’ academic performance. For instance, a large-scale study (Howe et al., 2019) 
exploring the effect of teacher–pupil dialogue on pupils’ curriculum mastery found 
some forms of dialogue (e.g., ‘elaboration’ and ‘querying’) were positively associated 
with academic performance (e.g., SAT) as long as students participated actively and 
extensively. Elaboration was also positively associated with pupils’ learning attitudes. 
Another large-scale randomised-control trial (RCT) study conducted by Alexander 
(2018) examined the effect of an intervention on promoting dialogic teaching in UK 
with 5000 Year 5 (Fourth Grade) students and 208 teachers. The results reveal that 
students in the intervention group were two months ahead in English, mathematics, and 
science tests of their control group counterparts.       
 
Matusov (2009) argues that conventional educational practice is designed to reduce the 
epistemological gap between teachers and students by making the students’ (the 
ignorant) consciousnesses more in line with the teacher’s (the educated). However, no 
matter how the formation of knowledge is viewed (e.g., transmission of knowledge, co-
construction of knowledge, scaffolding knowledge), the dialogues in such a context are 
never genuinely dialogic, even being ‘anti-dialogic’ (p. 3). For a true educational 
dialogue, Matusov (2007, 2009) suggests an ontological perspective rather than one 
situated in an epistemological category in which dialogue is viewed as an end in itself 
(Sidorkin, 1999; see also, Marjanovic-Shane et al., 2019 for the idea of critical 
ontological pedagogical dialogue). In dialogue, the gap of consciousness is constantly 
‘transformed’ but never ‘reducible’ since the gap ‘defines the dialogue’ (Matusov, 2009, 
p. 5). Moreover, to realise a genuine ‘dialogic pedagogy’ instead of ‘pedagogical 
dialogue’ (Nesari, 2015; Skidmore, 2010) in class, teachers should regard themselves 
as the primary learners in both pedagogical and epistemological terms. Teachers should 
be ignorant in the sense of being unafraid to ‘suspend the certainty of their own 
knowledge’ and to explore it with students again; thus, the knowledge is never stable 
or existed (Matusov, 2009, p. 6). In this sense, both teachers’ and students’ 
consciousnesses should be equally considered as they seek information from and with 
each other (Bakhtin, 1999; Skidmore, 2010). Skidmore (2010) concludes that dialogic 
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pedagogy could promote ‘pupils’ autonomous abilities to engage in literate thinking’ (p. 
292). Echoing this notion, Matusov (2009) suggests that, ‘dialogic has important 
consequences for education’, in which dialogues should not be considered a 
pedagogical approach (instrumental approach) just to make teaching and learning more 
effective, but also as an ontological approach concerned with ‘the dialogicity and 
humanity’ in education (pp. 3 and 6).  
 
This ontological perspective views dialogue as ‘a way of being’, and Wegerif (2020) 
suggests that engagement in dialogue not only concerns co-construction knowledge, 
but also ‘a way to change ourselves and to change our reality’ (p. 11). Researchers with 
this perspective have focused on various strands of research topics that usually involve 
self-identity (e.g., Brown, 2004; Sidorkin, 1999), the transformation of reality (Wegerif, 
2007; Kennedy, 2014), and critical pedagogy inspired by Freire’s (1971) political 
interpretation of dialogic education (e.g., Flecha, 2000). Influenced by Buber’s (1952) 
concept of ‘I-Thou’, which highlights the intersubjectivity in relationship between each 
individual, a Europe Commission-funded project called DIALLS (Dialogue and 
Argumentation for Cultural Literacy Learning in Schools), led by Fiona Maine (2018), 
aims to promote children’s cultural literacy to help them develop cultural awareness, 
empathy for others, and argumentation through pupils’ engagement in classroom 
dialogue (Maine and Vrikki, 2021; Maine, Cook, and Lähdesmäki, 2019).   
 
Although the idea of true dialogic pedagogy may be inspiring and exciting, I am 
concerned about the practicality and radicality when applied in real educational settings. 
First, if a teacher constantly displays ‘ignorance’, the students might start to question 
his or her teaching profession. Second, teaching is a goal-orientated practice that has 
its own curricular goals prescribed in a national curriculum. Such endpoints of 
education, in Matusov’s (2009) term, are ‘anti-dialogical’ (p. 3) since a genuine 
dialogue could never happen if a participant knows its endpoint in advance. However, 
I argue that a true dialogue could still take place within such a context and seek the 
middle ground between the dichotomy of viewing dialogues in epistemological and 
ontological perspectives, as well as avoiding structural differences between monologue 
and dialogue, a hybrid perspective of dialogue.  
 
2.1.2 Reconceptualising dialogic education: The hybrid dialogue bridging Western 
dialogic perspectives and Taiwanese tradition of Confucianism and Taoism 
The notion of ‘hybrid dialogue’ is borrowed from the term ‘hybridity’ in British 
historian Peter Burke’s work Cultural Hybridity (2009) and grounded in Wegerif’s 
(2011) idea of ‘dialogic space’. Burke (2009) argues that the metaphor of hybridity of 
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culture indicates that all cultures are involved in one another. No culture is single and 
pure because all are hybrid and heterogeneous (see also Said, 2012). Moreover, to adapt 
the concept of dialogue in the context of Taiwan, where the culture has been heavily 
influenced by Confucianism and Taoism (Clart and Jones, 2013; Hui, 2018; Jochim 
2003; Lee, 2013; Nisbett, 2004), the notion of hybrid dialogue has also been developed 
and underpinned by the Confucian tradition of dialogue (Chen, 2002; Guan, 2012; Li 
and Wegerif, 2013; Mou, 2015) and Yin and Yang principles in Taoism (Ames, 1986; 
Kirkland, 2004; Poon and Poon, 2020).    
 
The ‘Confucian education’ has often been viewed as the mere reproduction of 
knowledge through mindless rote-learning and teacher-centred lectures with little 
learner participation (Ballard and Clanchy, 1984; Li and Wegerif, 2013; Watkins and 
Biggs, 1996, 2001). However, more recent research has reconceptualised such 
misconceptions toward Confucian-heritage learning culture (Biggs, 2001; Chen, 2002). 
For instance, Watkins and Biggs (1996, 2001) challenged the Western perception about 
Confucian education using empirical evidence that, with this particular style of 
education, learners in East Asian countries outperformed their Anglo-European 
counterparts in mathematics, science, and conceptual understanding. This phenomenon 
has been referred to as the ‘Chinese Paradox’ (Watkins and Biggs, 1996, 2001). Other 
research has found that nonverbal participation in classrooms is due to the Confucian 
tradition of inner silent reflection (Starr, 2012). Similarly, aligned to notion of inner 
reflection, Li and Wegerif (2013), via a careful examination of The Analects (「論語」), 
found a written text containing Confucius’s philosophy composed by his pupils. 
Confucius was a dialogic educator teaching through dialogue. In addition to the surface 
structure in The Analects being dialogue in its formality (question–answer form), 
Confucius also emphasised teaching through dialogue and teaching as the facilitation 
of pupils’ self-development and self-reflection. For example, in the chapter entitled Shu 
Er (「述而篇」, a chapter about Confucius’s philosophy and beliefs for education and 
learning), responding to the pedagogical method, the Master states,  
 
I do not open up the truth to one who is not eager to get knowledge, nor help out any 
one who is not anxious to explain himself. When I have presented one corner of a 
subject to any one, and he cannot from it learn the other three, I do not repeat my lesson. 
(子曰：「不憤不啟，不悱不發，舉一隅不以三隅反，則不復也。」; Confucius, 1893, 
7: 8, translated by Legge).    
 
Such a claim about education highlights the importance of students self-motivation to 
learn, as well as how teachers can scaffold to co-construct knowledge with pupils with 
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explicit and implicit demonstrative instruction. Regarding acquiring knowledge, 
Confucius explicitly connected dialogue with knowledge acquisition by stating that, 
‘If you want to learn the knowledge, then you have to ask’ (「欲能則學，欲知則

問」《尸子˙處道》). From the epistemological point of view, Confucius put forward 
the idea that humans interact with the world with confusion and acquire knowledge 
from other beings in the surroundings. Therefore, the search for one’s identity occurs 
on an ontological level, on which confusion and exploration transform into a linguistic 
form of questioning and inquiring (Chen, 2002; Guan, 2012).  
 
However, the notion of ‘dialogue’ may be broader than the simple structural form of 
teacher-led questions and student-response answers (i.e., IRF pattern) from Confucius’s 
perspective. First, in The Analects, the dialogue is often led by students’ questions and 
followed with the Master’s responses, which would then invite more questions from 
pupils. The whole dialogue would become a demonstration of inducive thinking to 
generate more concrete concepts from the general and abstract ones. For instance, one 
pupil (Yan Yuan) asked about the notion of ‘virtue’ (「仁」), the Master responded, 
‘To subdue one's self and return to propriety, is perfect virtue (「克己復禮為仁」).’ 
The student then asked for pragmatic guidance to practise virtue, to which the Master 
said: ‘Look not at what is contrary to propriety; listen not to what is contrary to 
propriety; speak not what is contrary to propriety; make no movement which is contrary 
to propriety (「非禮勿視，非禮勿聽，非禮勿言，非禮勿動。」).’ The whole discussion 
was then closed by Yan’s response to self-reflection regarding his own deficiency in 
virtue (Confucius, 1893, 12: 1, translated by Legge). Such discussion might not seem 
dialogic in the sense that in a genuine dialogue there should not be predefined answers 
or goals (Matusov, 2009). Nonetheless, Guan (2012) argues that from a broader cultural 
and temporal context, Confucius’s monologue was introduced to engage his pupils in 
long-term, shared dialogue within a cultural tradition.  
 
Highlighting the notion of long-term dialogue, Wegerif (2011) proposes an idea of 
‘dialogic space’ based on Bakhtin’s (1981) notion of the ‘Great Time’, which states 
that the inside of dialogue is not bound by time and space. This point is the reason, for 
instance, the twentieth-century Russian philosopher Bakhtin could engage in a 
‘dialogue’ with the ancient Greek philosopher Socrates when reading his work. In the 
term ‘dialogic space’, the ‘space’ itself is a metaphor rather than a fixed physical space 
where ideas resonate together, sometimes provoking new ideas and insights. Wegerif 
(2011) then argues that the aim of dialogues is not just a way for a learner to understand 
the world, but also about ‘a way of being in the world’ (p. 182), in which self is 
identified not with a fixed image but with the process of dialogue. Once the participants 
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are involved in the dialogic space, dialogues are constantly evolving and shaped by the 
‘infinite other’; that is, a ‘potentially emerging voice within all dialogues’ (Wegerif and 
Yang, 2011, p. 313). The entangled shared thinking generated from a true dialogue 
means it is no longer possible to differentiate whose voice belonged to whom (Merleau-
Ponty, 1968, cited in Wegerif, 2011) as the phenomenon of cultural hybridity; a hybrid 
of thinking is then born. Moreover, the idea of dialogic space also suggests the presence 
of cultural and virtual voices embedded in a long-term dialogue shared within humans 
(Bakhtin,1981), which Oakeshott (1960) refers to as the ‘Conversation of Mankind’ 
(cited from Wegerif, 2020, p. 20). These cultural voices represent traces of all the ways 
where they have been used (Bakhtin, 1981; Hartog, 2005). Such dialogue could appear 
an externally fixed and static authoritative voice but allows learners to enter with living 
voices to understand new things (Wegerif, 2013).   
 
Although the ‘dialogic space’ is a metaphor, Wegerif (2011) argues that it is not merely 
an idea but a plausible hypothesis that could serve as a new explanation to understand 
how people think. Highlighting the purpose of education, Wegerif (2013) also suggests 
that it should not only be about the transmission of knowledge, but also ways of being. 
Combined with Vygotskian theories (e.g., ZPD) and Bakhtin’s claims, this hybrid form 
implies that learning to think is not just by learners internalising words, but also by 
‘appropriating cultural voices with personalities and histories’ (Wegerif, 2019, online). 
This possible alternative developmental sequence in learning to think goes beyond the 
dichotomy between epistemological and ontological perspectives. Wegerif (2011) 
states that the essence of the theory of dialogic education for learning to think is the 
following: ‘to learn to think is to become dialogue with others; to learn to think well is 
to become dialogue with the Infinite Other’ (p. 189).  
 
To move away from the dichotomy between monologic and dialogic surface structure 
(Boyd, 2015) and epistemological and ontological perspectives, Wegerif (2018) 
proposes the chiasm theory for dialogic theory, underpinned by Merleau-Ponty’s 
concept of the ‘chiasm’ (1968), which implies the reversibility of a subject and an 
object. ‘I see the world: the world sees me’ is an example by Merleau-Ponty to 
demonstrate the transcendence perspective between inside-out and outside-in. In 
alignment with this concept, the notion of Yin and Yang in Taoism also suggests a 
transcendent, reversible essence between two opposite but compatible ideas (Fang, 
2012).  
 
Yin and Yang represent two opposites that stem from the same source, such as 
nonexistence and existence, black and white, low and high, voiceless and voiced, and 
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in this context, monologue and dialogue (Poon and Poon, 2020). There are four main 
principles within Yin and Yang theory: opposition, interdependence, mutual 
complementarity, and mutual transformation (Yang, 1996, p. 152). In Tao Te Ching 
(「道德經」), a fundamental text for Taoism written by Lao Zi (4th century BC), Lao 
Zi points out that each member of a pair of two opposite elements derives its meaning 
from the other and can achieve completion only through the other. This state represents 
the quality of the interdependence of oppositions. Moreover, the state of such 
contrasting, opposite elements does not remain static but is constantly ‘waxing and 
waning’ (Wei, 1996, p. 152). As explained in the text: 
 
So it is that existence and non-existence give birth the one to the idea of the other; that 
difficulty and ease produce the one from the other; that length and shortness fashion 
out the one the figure from the other; that (the ideas of) height and lowness arise from 
the contrast of the one with the other; that the musical notes and tones become 
harmonious through the relation of one with another; and that being before and behind 
give the idea of one following another. (「故有無相生，難易相成，長短相較，高下

相傾，音聲相和，前後相隨。」Tao Te Ching (1:2) Translated by Legge). 
 
The text above also argues that the opposites transform into each other and are mutually 
complementary to each other. Similar to the idea of chiasm in dialogic theory (Merleau-
Ponty, 1964; Wegerif, 2018), Yin and Yang symbolising monologue and dialogue 
depicts how these two concepts are co-emerged, accompanied, and contradicted but 
harmonise each other (see also Hui, 2016 on the discussion of relational thinking based 
on Yin-Yang; Poon and Poon, 2020), as illustrated in Figure 2.1, which depicts the 
theoretical framework of this research. The white area represents Yang, the dialogue; 
and the black, Yin, illustrates the concept of monologue. However, inside the dialogue, 
the embedment of the existence of monologue is vital to form a genuine dialogue 
(Bahktin, 1991), and vice versa. The intertwined space of monologue and dialogue 
creates a dialogic space in which hybrid dialogue is born. 
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Figure 2.1 The theoretical framework of the study. 

 
Viewing dialogues from such a hybrid perspective could provide this present study with 
a flexible, holistic, and dynamic approach (Hui, 2016) to analyse classroom dialogues 
on two levels, which would also be grounded in a Taiwanese cultural context. The first 
level concerns the present theoretical framework investigating how a more interactive 
and short-term temporal form of dialogue (Mercer, 2008), of hybrid dialogue, could 
facilitate pupils’ higher-order thinking (i.e., HTR, see Lee and Ashby, 2000; Seixas, 
1996, 2017; van Drie and van Boxtel, 2007, 2018; Wineburg, 2001). Regarding the 
second level, the examination focuses on how the long-term shared dialogue about 
historical knowledge, a synthesised perspective from Wegerif (2020) and Confucian 
tradition (Li and Wegerif, 2013; Guan, 2012), is delivered and scaffolded by teachers 
using hybrid dialogue and inducted by the short-term temporal dialogue of the first 
level. Furthermore, how dialogic space (Wegerif, 2011) opened up and how personal 
epistemic beliefs were interaffected from an ontological viewpoint (Wegerif et al., 2019) 
were also the focus of the research. 
 
2.2 Explore learners’ historical thinking 

2.2.1 The nature of history as a discipline 

Historical thinking is a widely suggested ‘standard’ in the goal of history education 
across the Western world and now in Asian countries (Keirn and Martin, 2012; Hsiao, 
2009). However, a clear definition of historical thinking remains uncertain due to 
researchers’ and history educators’ varied beliefs and perspectives about the purpose of 
history in school. These controversies reflect one fundamental question: What is history? 
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(Lévesque and Clark, 2018). On the one hand, any attempt to answer this question 
would be impractical in this review as the complexity of this topic is beyond description. 
Nevertheless, the answer to this question might provide more insights into the 
exploration of historical thinking.  
 
At the end of the nineteenth century, influenced significantly by scientific development, 
some scholars (e.g., Ranke: wie es eigentlich gewesen, meaning ‘how things actually 
were’) advocated the rigorous use of historical texts (primary source) as the only 
evidence for building up historical knowledge (Marwick, 2001). The goal of objectivity 
became the main purpose of history education and historical research, in which teaching 
history merely entails the transmission of the facts about the past (Wineburg, 2001). 
However, a few issues were raised to question this scientific method applied to history. 
Windelband, a nineteenth-century German Neo-Kantian philosopher, argues there is a 
fundamental and irreducible methodological difference (‘logical difference’) between 
history and the natural science. Sciences such as mathematics and physics aim to 
produce general laws (‘nomothetic’), whereas the goal of other sciences, such as history, 
is to explore a unique and singular individual (‘idiographic’; Windelband, 1894, p. 291). 
Another German philosopher, Wilhelm Dilthey, suggests that historians are part of their 
own research; hence, their own beliefs and perspectives toward historical texts 
inevitably shape the construction of historical knowledge (Marwick, 2001). Similarly, 
criticising the conception of history as scientific, Trevelyan (1913) argues that ‘history 
is not a scientific deduction, but an imaginative guess at the most likely generalisations’ 
(p. 9).  
 
A ‘new’ history began to develop in the twentieth century, which included the American 
New Historians (e.g., Fredrick Jackson Turner), the Annales School in France, and the 
new social history in Britain. Highlighting the interpretations of historical sources, this 
new trend of historical research significantly impacted history education and was 
accompanied by empirical research in historical thinking (e.g., Schools Council History 
Project 13–16), in which knowledge about facts is distinguished by second-order 
concepts such as evidence, accounts, cause, and empathy (Lee and Ashby, 2000; see 
also Lee 2005, pp. 41–60, for a more detailed description of the components). These 
works have had a significant implication: history in school is no longer considered a 
‘national narrative’ about memorising factual information about the past (substantive 
concepts) but a discipline about the way historians do history by employing second-
order concepts (procedure concepts; Lévesque and Clark, 2018, p. 121). That is to say, 
the nature of this discipline can be viewed as follows:  

a specific activity of enquiry into evidence surviving from the past, with a view to 
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finding out in the context of chronology and by a process of rethinking past 
thoughts and emotions, what particular events happened, and why change 
occurred. (Schools Council, 1976, p.22) 

 
The idea of teaching procedure concepts has its root in Bruner’s (1960) notion of the 
‘structure of the disciplines’ and Hirst’s (1973) work on ‘forms of knowledge’. Bruner 
(1960) argues that the aim of education is not to teach conclusions generated by experts 
in each subject, but about their forms of inquiries. He points out that fundamental ideas 
are more important than the accumulation of detailed information. If a clear context of 
the broader fundamental structure of a discipline is not provided, then teaching a 
specific subject would be ‘uneconomical’ (1960, p. 31). Hence, it is crucial to 
understand the fundamental ideas of a discipline. Building on this idea, Hirst (1973) 
explores academic disciplines as forms of knowledge. In highlighting the fundamental 
forms of knowledge, Hirst (1973) suggests that all forms of knowledge exhibit four 
characteristics (see Table 2.2). 
 

Table 2.2 Four characteristics of knowledge forms. (Hirst, 1973)  

1.  A set of distinctive concepts and key ideas, such as ‘monarchy’. 

2.  Distinctive ways of relating these concepts and ideas- the ‘syntax’ of natural languages. 

3.  Characteristics ways of use evidence to warrant the knowledge claim; for example, historians 

use historical texts to empathize and reconstruct interpretations. 

4.  Distinctive forms of inquiry, such as paleography in historical research. 

 
A large research project, the School Council History Project 13–16 (SCHP, founded at 
the University of Leeds, 1973) heavily drew on Hirst’s ‘form of knowledge’. With 
approximately 60 participating high schools, a three-year curriculum was designed and 
conducted with an emphasis on the nature of the discipline and historical inquiry. 
Shemilt (1983), the evaluator of the project, analysed the data collected from the 
postinterviews with students (from both the research and control groups) and presented 
the ‘four general models’ of historical thinking development, from Level 1 to Level 4 
(see pp. 5–13 for a detailed description of the four levels). In each conceptual stage, 
students perform different levels of historical thinking, in which the students from the 
project group generally performed better than those from the control group (e.g., at the 
highest level, 68% of project students versus 29% percent of the other group).  
 
Although the above study yielded some in-depth insights into adolescent historical 
thinking, Wineburg (2001) argues that it failed to explain changes in a practical sense. 
What do teachers do when the class is filled with Level 1 students? What do teachers 
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do to improve students’ level of historical thinking? Moreover, in response to some 
teachers’ misconceptions toward historical understanding and the nature of history, 
Shemilt (1983) simply suggests that they ‘need to familiarize themselves with the 
project philosophy and objectives’ (p. 16). Criticising Shemilt for missing the point, 
Wineburg (2001) points out that the key question here are: ‘How do we alter teachers’ 
deeply held beliefs about history?’ and ‘Can we alter them?’ (p. 44).   
 
More criticism concerned the need to teach historical thinking in history education 
(Chen, 1999; Zaccaria, 1978). Some have argued that students find it difficult and 
arduous to be required not only to understand history as a non-fixed story but also to 
shift to multiple perspectives and interpretations according to their approaches of 
analysing the primary sources (Duquette, 2015). Other history educators believe that 
the concepts of historical thinking are too sophisticated and unnecessary for students to 
grasp since not all wish to become academic historians (Elton, 1991; Lévesque, 2008).  
 
Responding to these critics, Lee (2014; also Lee and Ashby, 2000) argues that the 
emphasis on second-order concepts does not imply the reduction of the value of 
teaching substantive concepts in history. Furthermore, the goal of this new history 
education was never intended to produce miniature historians (Lee, 2011; Lévesque and 
Clark, 2018). Shemilt (1983) contends that the approach ‘should be the liberal one’ that 
enables learners to ‘make sense of and to see the value of history’ (p. 16). In line with 
this notion, Thompson (1984) synthesises the debate between the memory-history 
tradition based on the acquisition of factual historical knowledge and the ‘new history’ 
focused on historical thinking (pp. 172–173):    

Perhaps the concept of the ‘new’ history should be broadened out from a 
concentration on procedures and methodology into an approach that recognises 
the importance of studying the past in ‘new’ ways, ways whose basic concern is to 
develop students’ understanding of the response to the position of people in the 
past ...   

2.2.2 Historical thinking as an unnatural thinking act 

Thinking, in general, could refer to the skills a person uses to solve a problem, either 
well-defined problems or ill-defined ones (see Kahney, 1993, for more details), by 
employing prior knowledge or experience. Holyoak and Morrison (2005) suggest that, 
in addition to problem-solving skills, thinking can also express belief, a kind of 
foresight, or even a judgement. Kuhn (1991) argues that these general skills are 
independent from domain-specific knowledge.  
 
However, acquiring domain-specific knowledge could impact the performance of 
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thinking (Novick, 1988; also, see Leinhardt, Beck, and Stainton, 1994 for research on 
novices’ and historians’ reasoning about historical texts). Based on this concept, 
historical thinking (note that some scholars refer to it as historical reasoning, see van 
Drie and van Boxtel, 2008), or thinking historically (Lévesque, 2008), means the need 
to apply not only general thinking skills, but also various domain-specific knowledge, 
such as using historical heuristics related to the meta-concepts of history.  
 
Highlighting the difference between scientific and historical thinking, VanSledright and 
Brophy (1992) suggest that due to the lack of an ‘experiential knowledge base’ from 
‘experiential contact’ with the physical world, learners find it difficult to construct 
information regarding ‘developing historical understanding’ (p. 841). Moreover, van 
Boxtel and van Drie (2018) point out that the implication of cause-and-consequence 
reasoning is different in cases of scientific thinking and historical thinking. In the 
sciences, causal relationships are carefully controlled and tested by manipulating one 
variable at a time. However, in history, establishing cause-and-consequence relation 
takes ‘coherence, complexity of the historical explanation, [and] clarity of 
argumentation drawn on historical facts’ (p. 150). Paul (2011) further concludes that 
the epistemic system of history cannot be easily determined because it differs from a 
variety of scholarly practices.  
 
Unlike VanSledright and Brophy (1992), Lee (2005) argues that it is the exposure to 
everyday experience used by students to make sense of everyday life that leads to 
learners’ misconception about history. Hence, Lee (2005) proposes the idea of a 
‘counterintuitive’ approach to historical thinking, expressing how historians really do 
history. In correspondence with this notion, Wineburg (2001, 2010) argues that unlike 
other thinking skills, historical thinking is not a ‘natural process’ or an automatic 
‘psychological development’; instead, it is an ‘unnatural’ achievement in which 
students learn how to attain a balance between the ‘familiarity and strangeness’ of 
history and that historical thinking takes on greater importance in the aims of history 
education.  
 
To unpack the characteristics of historical thinking further, Lee (2005) addresses six 
concepts of second-order concepts from the discipline of history: time, change, empathy, 
cause, evidence, and accounts (see pp. 41–60, for a more detailed description). 
Similarly, Seixas (1996, 2017) puts forward the six elements of historical thinking in 
terms of the structure of the discipline of history, which also involves highlighting the 
tensions and difficulties that students may encounter in applying historical thinking, 
namely historical significance, primary sources evidence, continuity and change, 
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historical perspective-taking, ethical dimensions, and cause and consequence (see also 
Seixas and Morton, 2013).  
 
Integrating the works mentioned above with empirical studies on high school and 
precollege students (aged 15–18), van Drie and van Boxtel (2008; 2018) propose a 
framework to analyse learners’ historical reasoning. The framework comprises six 
components: (a) asking historical questions, (b) using sources, (c) contextualisation, (d) 
argumentation, (e) using substantive concepts, and (f) using meta-concepts. Table 2.3 
illustrates a brief comparison of three models of historical thinking. Do note that this 
comparison does not by all means indicate the concepts described in these three 
different models are identical in parallel. These six elements constitute criteria for 
examining how students describe, compare, and interpret historical phenomena by 
‘asking historical questions, contextualizing, and making use of substantive and meta-
concepts of history’ (2008, p. 89). Moreover, these components are shaped by each 
student’s background knowledge, higher-order thinking skills, and epistemological 
beliefs (van Boxtel and van Drie, 2018).     
 



Table 2.3 The comparison of three models of historical thinking. 

Concepts Lee (2005) Seixas (1996, 2017) 
Van Drie and van Boxtel  

(2008, 2018) 

Using sources 

l Evidence: 

The use of evidence is what makes 

history become possible. However, 

students tend to fail to distinguish 

the use of primary and secondary 

sources as well as detect the bias in 

historical sources. 

l Primary sources evidence: 

Teachers and students need to 

understand the three elements (text, 

context and questions) of primary 

sources. These elements could cause 

problematic tensions for dealing 

with primary sources.   

l Using sources for 

Argumentation: 

Students are able to select, interpret, 

and corroborate information from 

sources to answer given questions or 

provide evidence to support the 

arguments as well as to consider the 

evaluation of sources.  

Notion about 

time 

l Time:  

The sense of time allows students to 

not only process historical events in 

order and duration but also 

understand the link with the ideas of 

the historical period. 

 N/A N/A 

Notion about 

continuity 

l Change: 

The concept of change in history 

presupposes two other ideas, state of 

affairs and theme, both of which 

give students a better understanding 

in viewing changes not as a single  

event but as an episodic, intentional 

and long-scale process. 

l Continuity and change 

The continuity and change is a 

fundamental epistemological 

assumption of the historical 

discipline. The connection and 

continuity between past and the 

present is also in a sense of 

‘discontinuous’. 

l Using meta-concepts: 

One of the aspects of using meta-

concepts is to consider it as the 

application of discipline- based 

heuristics, which could be helpful 

for students to describe processes of 

change and continuity. 

Substantive 

knowledge 

l Accounts 

The notion of historical account is 

similar to that of evidence. 

However, unlike with evidence, 

students tend to focus on particular 

facts, with the focus on how 

students view historical narratives 

and interpretations of historical 

texts.  

l Historical significance: 

The problem of substantive 

knowledge is what counts as 

historical significance for students 

to learn. This problem arises from 

the infinite, inchoate nature of the 

past itself. 

l Using substantive concepts: 

If a learner is not capable of using 

substantive concepts in historical 

reasoning, he/she cannot extract the 

concepts to organise information or 

use them to describe or explain 

historical phenomena. 
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Historical 

empathy and 

perspective 

l Empathy: 

Empathy in history is not about 

understanding people’s minds in the 

past but in achieving an empathetic 

understanding of the ideas we 

‘entertain’ that are very different 

from our own. 

l Historical Perspective-

Taking: 

Historical perspective-taking is 

shorthand for the impossibly 

difficult question of how we can 

understand the minds of peoples 

who lived in worlds so different 

from our own. 

l Contextualisation: 

Students are able to describe, 

explain, compare, or evaluate a 

historical phenomenon and situate it 

in a temporal, spatial and social 

context. 

Causation l Cause: 

Students should treat causes as 

networks of the various events 

involved instead of regarding causes 

as discrete events where one result 

linearly affects another. 

l Cause and consequence: 

Explaining ‘causes’ thus must 

include both the structures and 

conditions which were inherited 

from the past. Students should not 

only locate the causes of irrational 

decisions but also identify rational 

motivations for actions.  

l Using meta-concepts: 

The other aspect of using meta-

concepts also refers to explanations 

of historical events – in particular, 

causal explanations. 

Other N/A l The ethical dimension: 

These issues include: (1) the 

problem of judging actors and 

actions from the past, (2) dealing 

with the past crimes and injustices 

whose legacies we live with today, 

and (3) the memorial obligations 

that we in the present owe to those 

who made sacrifices from which we 

benefit. 

l Asking historical questions: 

In historical thinking, the ability to 

ask, recognise, and answer historical 

questions is one of the competencies 

underlying historical thinking and 

could serve as an engine for 

historical reasoning. 

 



2.2.3 Dialogues in history class 

I have discussed some important theories about educational dialogues and historical 
thinking. As Wegerif (2004, 2011) argues, teaching general thinking skills can be 
conceptualised as an induction into the practice of dialogue across differences. However, 
is this the same case when teaching historical thinking? As discussed at the outset, the 
benefits of educational dialogues regarding improving leaners’ mathematics 
performance and scientific reasoning skills have been widely acknowledged in recent 
decades, whereas few have paid attention to the performance of historical thinking in 
history class. Hence, in this section, highlighting the language used in history class, I 
examine the difficulties in teacher–pupil dialogues regarding improving historical 
thinking, and I explore the link between the use of language and its effect on historical 
understanding in class. 
 
The linguistic difficulties of this discipline pose a crucial obstacle for studying talk in 
history class (Berti, 1994; Edwards, 1978; Husbands, 1996). As Lee (2005) points out, 
students use everyday experience and common language to make sense of the past, an 
idea that resonates with Husbands (1996), who argues that the lack of specialist 
language causes problematic understandings about the past. Pre-existing perceptions 
about the meaning of historical discourse derived from everyday language make 
learning history fraught with uncertainty. For instance, one common word is ‘revolution’ 
in historical discourse, which has various meanings in cultural, social, temporal, and 
geographical contexts. Teachers and students might construe meanings in different 
ways. Hence, it is important for teachers to deal with the existing preconceptions of the 
students first, before teaching them how to think historically in a shared dialogue (Hsiao, 
2009; Lee, 2005). A further aspect of historical discourse is the language of the 
‘organising principles’ of history (Husbands, 1996, p. 35), such as the language of time, 
the concept of causation (see Sansom, 1987 for the four stages of cognitive and 
language development in history), and the language for historical interpretation. All of 
studies above suggest that the linguistic difficulties in history also present an 
interpretive and epistemological obstacle for students when describing and 
understanding the past; one that is also inseparable from the way we know and interpret 
about the past (Husbands, 1996).  
 
Consequently, these difficulties affect the way teachers use talk in scaffolding history, 
including historical understanding and historical thinking. Husbands (1996) points out 
that teacher–pupil dialogue is often more monologic than dialogic due to the imbalance 
of relations in terms of epistemological position and self-identity. Questions formed 
with such an asymmetrical position of authority are often used by teachers to elicit 
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pupils’ knowledge but also often fail to open up genuine dialogue. Aligned with this 
concern, Wood (1992) argues that teachers ask questions that students already know the 
answers to, whereas very limited time is dedicated to pupils thinking through ideas. 
Such questions fail to provoke and motivate pupils’ historical thinking (John, 1994).  
 
Dealing with such questioning difficulties in history class, Levine (1981) suggests that 
questioning should act as a ‘way for learners to articulate their doubts, or as a means to 
resolve those doubts’ (cited in Husbands, 1996, p. 93; also see Wineburg, 1991 for the 
difference between how historians and history teachers use questions for historical 
enquiry). To highlight the potential of classroom talk to scaffold learners’ historical 
thinking and historical understanding, Husbands (1996) argues that the emphasis of 
questioning in class should be shifted in two ways. First, the original concern with 
outcomes in teachers’ questioning should be switched to a concern with processes and 
ideas. This transition aims to distinguish between those types of classroom questions 
largely about process, ways of learning, and how teachers want pupils to reach 
‘interpretive understandings’ (p. 94).  
 
The second transition concerns how questions are developed and formulated. As Levine 
(1981) and McGill (1988) promote the idea of exploratory talk being deployed more in 
history class (see also Mercer and Wegerif, 1999 and Mercer and Dawes, 2008 for more 
description about children’s exploratory talk), Husbands (1996) also argues for the 
productive use of classroom talk in which questions are carefully developed under 
appropriate circumstances. Husbands (1996) then provides several teaching techniques 
for organising opportunities for pupils’ talk in history class (see Table 2.4). By 
employing these approaches, pupils are provided with a dialogic space in which they 
can contribute their own thoughts and respond carefully to classroom questions, which 
could deepen their historical thinking. In other words, as Husbands (1996) states, 
students could, thus, be in ‘a position of strength rather than disadvantage’ (p. 96).   
 

Table 2.4 Organising opportunities for talk in history class (Retrieved from Husbands, 1996, p. 95). 
Jigsawing Students are placed in ‘expert’ group which examines different aspects of a 

given topic. They are then recognized into home groups so that each home 

group can draw on the ‘expertise’ of one of the ‘experts’. 

Rainbow groups Groups are asked to discuss different aspects of a topic and are then grouped, 

by number, into new groups. Each new group is made up of representatives 

of every original group. 
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Speaking documents Pupils are given original or simplified versions of a historical document and 

discuss what might have happened before or after the document. Then, turn 

it into a storyboard. 

Playing experts Pupils are given a role of an expert: historian, archaeologist, curator, archivist, 

etc and they have to describe the given document about how it could be used 

in an interesting display/reconstruction.  

Commentaries Using newsreel footage without commentary, or photographs, pupils must 

devise a commentary.  

Hotseating Teacher/child researches a historical figure and is then interviewed by the rest 

of the class about their actions/beliefs. 

Cooperative activity Any small group activity in which pupils have to collaborate to produce a 

presentation/product.  

   

Adopting Wegerif’s (2013) notion of dialogic space, van Boxtel and van Drie (2017) 
apply terms such as ‘opening up’, ‘deepening’, and ‘widening’ the dialogue to the 
practice of teaching history to suggest that, with these approaches, teachers can create 
dialogic space for collaborative historical thinking, exploring historical topics, and 
debating historical issues (see pp. 580–584, for examples). Highlighting the role of the 
teacher, Havekes, van Boxtel, Coppen and Luttenberg (2017) describe three strategies 
that teachers could employ to guide foster student historical thinking in a classroom 
discussion: 
(1) focusing on knowing history to broaden student thinking; 
(2) focusing on doing history to deepen student thinking; 
(3) integrating both knowing and doing history to enhance student historical thinking.  
Moreover, the idea of dialogic space also suggests the presence of cultural and virtual 
voices embedded in a long-term dialogue shared within humans (Bakhtin,1981). The 
cultural voices represent the traces of all the ways the voices have been used (Bakhtin, 
1981; Hartog, 2005). Such dialogue can appear externally fixed and a static, 
authoritative voice but allows learners to enter with living voices to understand new 
things (Wegerif, 2013). The goal of history education then shifts to prepare students for 
a more sophisticated critical investigation and analysis of the evidence of the past. With 
such competence, students could be ‘critical and educated citizens’ in this demanding 
and highly changing world (Lévesque, 2008). 

2.3 Epistemic beliefs about the nature of history and history education 

2.3.1 Theoretical models of personal epistemology 

Epistemic judgements are part of people’s everyday life, especially when we encounter 
new information (Hofer, 2004a). From a philosophical perspective, epistemology is 
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concerned with ‘the origin, nature, limits, methods and justification of human 
knowledge’ (Hofer, 2004b, p. 47). However, from a psychological and educational 
perspective, research focuses on personal epistemology or epistemic cognition by 
exploring how an individual ‘develops conceptions of knowledge and knowing and 
utilizes them in developing understanding of the world’ (Hofer, 2002, p. 4). Since such 
beliefs do not necessarily function at a conscious level (Brownlee et al., 2001), any 
approaches attempting to investigate epistemic beliefs pose certain conceptual and 
methodological issues. However, a quick sketch of the history of this field is helpful for 
this research to build on.  
 
The foundation of personal epistemology studies can be traced to Perry’s (1970) 
longitudinal work on Harvard students, which culminated in a developmental scheme 
of the ‘abstract structural aspects of knowing and valuing’ (p. 14) in college students. 
After a series of open-ended interviews with nearly 150 first-year undergraduate 
students over 10 years, Perry (1970) created a scheme for intellectual and ethical 
development in nine positions normally clustered into four sequential categories 
(Moore, 1994; Hofer and Pintrich, 1997): dualism, multiplicity, relativism, and 
commitment within relativism (see Table 2.5 for description). Although the results of 
this work were later criticised for not being representative enough – white, elite, male 
college students educated at Harvard during the 1950s – it provides a strong starting 
point for future work to explore how an individual’s personal epistemology develops 
and the role it plays in intellectual development (Moore, 2002).    
 

Table 2.5 Perry’s scheme of personal epistemology development (Retrieved from Hofer and Pintrich, 

1997, p. 91) 

Categories (positions) Description 

Dualism (1and2) Dualism represents an absolutist view of the world: right-or-

wrong/ black-or white. The truth/ knowledge is possessed by the 

authorities, who convey it to the learner. 

Multiplicity (3and4) This category represents a modification of dualism with 

recognition of diversity and uncertainty. Authorities who 

disagree haven't yet found the right answer, but truth is still 

knowable. By Position 4, dualism is modified again; areas in 

which there are no absolute answers are outside the realm of 

authority. An individual at this position is inclined to believe that 

all views are equally valid and that each person has a right to his 

or her own opinion. 

Relativism (5and6) Position 5 is the watershed of the scheme, as individuals make 
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the shift from a dualistic view of the world to a view of 

contextual relativism that will continue, with modifications, 

through the upper stages. A major shift is in the perception of self 

as an active maker of meaning. At Position 6 individuals 

perceive knowledge as relative, contingent, and contextual and 

begin to realize the need to choose and affirm one's own 

commitments. 

Commitment with relativism 

 (7 to 9) 

The final positions, 7 through 9, reflect a focus on responsibility, 

engagement, and the forging of commitment within relativism. 

Individuals make and affirm commitments to values, careers, 

relationships, and personal identity. Developments in the upper 

positions are described by Perry as more qualitative than 

structural, and are not marked by formative change. Although 

proposed as part of the scheme, these positions were not 

commonly found among college students.  

 

Building on Perry’s (1970) scheme, Magolda (1992) attempted to quantify students’ 
ways of thinking via a survey entitled The Measure of Epistemological Reflections. He 
surveyed 101 college students (approximately half were female) and conducted open-
ended interviews. The epistemological reflection model contains four ways of thinking: 
absolute knowers, transitional knowers, independent knowers, and contextual knowers, 
which is in line with the four categories in Perry’s scheme (see Magolda, 1992 for a 
detailed description of the model). In this study, reporting the gender-related reasoning 
patterns in the first three ways of thinking, Magolda (1992) filled the gap of lack of 
diverse samplings identified in the preceding work. Thus, the work still invites critics 
regarding the lack of students from diverse cultural backgrounds and socioeconomic 
status.  
 
To expand Perry’s work, King and Kitchener (1994, 2001) studied the epistemic 
assumptions that emphasise reasoning. Based on a series of studies over 15 years, built 
around four open-ended problems, with high school students and adults, they proposed 
a reflective judgement model: a seven-stage developmental model that focuses on 
epistemic cognition to explore the way people ‘justify their beliefs about ill-structured 
problems’ (King and Kitchener, 1994, p. 13). Within the model, there are three levels 
of epistemological development: pre-reflective (Stages 1, 2, and 3), quasi-reflective 
(Stages 4 and 5), and reflective (Stages 6 and 7). As illustrated in Table 5, paralleled 
with other models, the stage of reflective thinking cuts across several positions and 
yields an elaborate specification of dimensions of epistemic cognition to Perry’s (1970) 
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scheme. However, although the use of hypothetical ill-structured problems allows 
researchers to investigate what individuals’ perceptions and resolutions would be, it 
tells little about how students’ epistemological beliefs arose from actual experiences 
(Hofer and Pintrich, 1997). Moreover, there are some limitations of this study due to 
the high requirement of trained raters to conduct the reflective judgement interview. 
Furthermore, in common with other studies mentioned above, the lack of racially and 
culturally diverse samples, as well as gender differences, is problematic regarding 
credibility.  
 
To address these methodological issues, Kuhn (1999) proposed a study regarding how 
people reason with everyday ill-structured problems and included a broader sample of 
subjects in terms of differences in age, gender, and educational background. She then 
reports three categories of epistemological beliefs evidenced in the interviews: 
absolutist, multiplist, and evaluative, which are aligned with Perry’s and Magolda’s 
positions (see Table 2.6). Although the study is notable because its sampling strategy is 
more inclusive than previous studies, the model fails to provide a clear definition of the 
elements that form epistemological theories.  
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Table 2.6 Different models of epistemological beliefs development  
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The models mentioned above share similar assumptions and illustrate similar 
trajectories of development. The second approach for understanding personal 
epistemology was proposed by Schommer-Aikins (2004), who adapted items from 
Perry’s (1970) survey to design the Epistemological Beliefs Questionnaire, in which 
five dimensions are included: structure, stability, source of knowledge, and control and 
speed of knowledge acquisition. This study, in contrast to previous research, focuses on 
independent beliefs and proposed a model of epistemic beliefs as a continuum rather 
than stages or positions (Hofer, 2001). The four factors in the model are characterised 
as follows (Schommer-Aikins, 2004): Certain Knowledge (knowledge is certain or 
evolving); Simple Knowledge (knowledge is isolated bits of information or highly inter-
related concepts); Quick Learning (learning occurs in all-or-nothing situations or as a 
gradual enterprise); and Fixed Ability (intelligence is fixed or incremental). The 
significant contribution of the study is not only to provide researchers with a thorough 
paper-and-pencil instrument, but also allow them to explore the relationship between 
epistemological beliefs and an individual’s learning more explicitly.  
 
In contrast to either developmental models or independent belief models, Hofer and 
Pintrich (1997) proposed an alternative model of epistemology theories, one that 
consists of four dimensions: certainty of knowledge, simplicity of knowledge (clustered 
into the area of ‘the nature of knowledge’), source of knowledge, and justification of 
knowledge (clustered into the area of ‘the process of knowing’). Although these beliefs 
are central to Perry’s (1970) scheme, they ‘appear more as outcomes of the core beliefs 
and dimensions’ (Hofer, 2001, p. 361). Moreover, many traditional models of personal 
epistemology that are subject-general vary little, depending on the subject matter 
(Schommer and Walker, 1995). However, this alternative approach (Hofer and Pintrich, 
1997; Hofer, 2001, 2002) to epistemological theories argues that different subjects have 
inherent differences epistemologically. Hence, individuals might hold different 
epistemic beliefs about different disciplines (Hofer, 2001). Building on Hofer and 
Pintrich’s (1997) work, attention towards discipline-specific personal epistemology has 
turned mostly to the domains of maths (e.g., De Corte, Eynde, and Verscshaffel, 2002) 
and science (e.g., Bell and Linn, 2002). However, very little research has focused on 
the discipline of history (Maggioni et al., 2009), which is discussed in the following 
section.   

2.3.2 Epistemic beliefs about history as a discipline 

As Wineburg (2001) suggests that historical thinking is an unusual act, the question 
arises as to whether epistemic beliefs account for its strangeness, and to what extent, 
historical thinking links with personal epistemology of history as a discipline? From a 
developmental psychological perspective, Wineburg (2001) implicitly hints at the 
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relationship in the following statement: ‘Therefore, to postulate that students believed 
in a single “correct answer” helps explain why they did not qualify their answers or 
compare the pictures with the written documents’ (p. 83). 
 
Wineburg argues that the one of the main reasons students (novices) cannot approach 
historical texts in the same way as historians (experts) do is because students normally 
hold simple and fixed epistemic beliefs about the nature of history. Hence, they tend to 
refer to historical sources as ‘textbooks’ and attempt to find the true answer within. 
Similarly, in VanSledright’s (2002) study of fifth graders’ epistemic stances, he suggests 
that an appropriate instruction for acquainting students with the heuristics of historical 
investigation could have a beneficial effect regarding developing a more sophisticated 
justification of historical knowledge among students. However, he also warns of the 
danger of moving from ‘naïve trust to widespread suspicion’ (VanSledright, 2002, p. 
49) if teachers fail to provide careful guidance and sufficient scaffolded instruction. 
Aligned with this warning, Bain (2009) cautions that deepening students’ understanding 
about the constructed nature of history could provide some students with a productive 
scepticism, yet others with cynical relativism. 
 
The research mentioned above, combined with other studies on personal epistemology 
(e.g., Kuhn, 1991; King and Kitchener, 1994; Perry, 1970), offered Maggioni et al. 
(2004) some insights regarding the further explicit exploration of the connections 
between epistemic beliefs and historical thinking. After examining the measurement 
issues of employing pencil-and-paper instruments, such as in written interviews (Wood 
and Kardash, 2002) adapted from the reflective judgement interview (King and 
Kitchener, 1994), Maggioni et al. (2004, 2006, 2009) developed a questionnaire entitled, 
The Beliefs about Learning and Teaching of History, to provide ‘a domain-specific, 
easy to administer, and objectively scorable measure’ (p. 180). The questionnaire 
consists of 21 items, on which students express their views on a six-point Likert scale, 
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree), and later analysed with an 
exploratory two-factor analysis. As illustrated in Figure 2.2, Factor 1 serves as a proxy 
for beliefs in the objective aspect of historical knowledge, whereas Factor 2 is a proxy 
for beliefs in its subjective aspect. Four epistemic profiles were identified: dichotomous 
thinkers (who believe ‘the unmediated nature of historical knowledge accompanies a 
view of history as prevalently subjective’); naïve realist (characterised by ‘the belief in 
a perfect correspondence between the past and history’); relativist (whose emphasis is 
on ‘the subjective nature of historical knowledge’ but ‘the historical method is not 
deemed an effective tool to deal with problems of conflicting or missing evidence’); 
and criterialist (referring to the attempt to ‘search for the best explanation through the 
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patient weaving together of the best evidence and the best argument available’; 
Maggioni et al., 2004, pp. 186–187).   

Figure 2.2 Four epistemic beliefs in historical thinking. (Retrieved from Maggioni et al., 2004.) 

 
Despite some limitations, such as the lack of diverse sampling (only primary school 
teachers at Fourth and Fifth Grade), the study provides an articulate framework of a 
domain-specific measure of epistemological beliefs and further understanding about 
developing historical thinking. Moreover, the results suggest an important pedagogical 
implication that, to advance both teachers’ and students’ development of domain-
specific epistemic beliefs, explicit instruction and exposure to the heuristics of history 
(as historians) is needed (Maggioni et al., 2004). However, in their study, details 
regarding how the intervention of TPD concerned with the change of epistemic beliefs 
should be conducted is fairly limited. 
 
Building on Maggioni et al.’s (2004, 2009) work on domain-specific epistemic beliefs, 
and integrating van Drie and van Boxel’s (2008, 2018) framework of historical thinking, 
Havekes et al. (2012) proposed a conceptual framework regarding how ‘the epistemic 
stance of students interacts with the segments of knowing and doing history’ (p. 75, see 
Figure 2.3). In this framework, three epistemic stances are identified and characterised: 
copier stance (referring to students who believe an exact copy of the past can be 
produced); borrower stance (students understand that the past cannot be copied exactly 
and requires using sources to reconstruct, but they also believe that a fixed procedure 
of doing history is possible); and criterialist stance (students not only ask critical 
questions and engage with historical sources to construct the past, but also understand 
that both knowing and doing history are not fixed but debatable). These three stances 
are intertwined and interaffected with all other elements of knowing and doing history.  

This figure has been redacted for copyright issues. 
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Figure 2.3 Conceptual framework for fostering active historical contextualisation by students (Havekes 

et al., 2012, p. 75). 

 
The study suggests that to scaffold students’ learning in historical thinking and move 
them from lower stances (i.e., copier and borrower stance) to the criterialist stance, 
teachers should ‘challenge the historical knowledge of the students by creating a 
cognitive incongruity’ and ‘stimulate substantiated considerations’ (Havekes et al., 
2012, p. 83; see also Limon, 2002). Moreover, the research supports viewing the 
classroom as discussions, which are ‘useful tools to make the thinking of the students 
visible’ (Havekes et al., 2012, p. 86). However, regarding teachers’ responses to 
students’ ideas, an appropriate balance concerning the degree of evaluation of students’ 
answers must be created (see Chin, 2006 for ‘responsive questioning’). If a teacher 
evaluates students’ answers too much, such as critique, students tend to stop thinking 
and, thus, might fall back to the copier stance in an attempt to find the ‘correct answer’. 
On the other hand, if no evaluation is offered by teachers, students might think 
‘anything goes’, which is an extreme relativist stance (Maggioni et al., 2004).  
 
Taken together, it is clear that to engage students in historical thinking, their epistemic 
beliefs in history should be changed to a sophisticated stance (e.g., criterialist stance; 
Wineburg, 2001; Havekes et al., 2012; Maggioni et al., 2004). However, more issues 
remain unclear: How do teachers identify and change students’ existing epistemic 
beliefs? Furthermore, how can teachers do so if they themselves are still in lower 
epistemic beliefs stages? As Maggioni et al. (2004) suggest, professionally developing 
both preservice teachers and in-service teachers may become the fundamental solution 
to these problems. Agreeing with this notion, in the next section, I briefly discuss how 
the Teacher Development Programme might be helpful regarding the three topics of 
dialogic teaching, historical thinking, and epistemic beliefs. 
 

This figure has been redacted for copyright issues. 
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2.4 Teacher Professional Development  

The discussion above suggests it would be beneficial to develop learners’ historical 
thinking through the appropriate use of classroom dialogues to change epistemic beliefs 
regarding history. Thus, teachers are inevitably at the centre of reform, for they must 
carry out the demands of applying different pedagogical approaches in the classroom 
(Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, and Yoon, 2001). However, as Wineburg (2001) 
proposes, the concern is that history teachers’ existing preconceptions and epistemic 
beliefs about history might affect their philosophy towards teaching (see Havekes et al., 
2012; Maggioni et al., 2004; VanSledright et al., 2004; 2014).  
 
Moreover, teachers’ attitudes and competence towards dialogic teaching may vary, 
which could affect the efficacy of dialogic teaching. For instance, Corden (2009) points 
out that teachers might not have had the chance to experience dialogic teaching when 
they were students themselves, nor received systematic training in this approach during 
their preservice training programme (see Sedova et al., 2016). Hence, a designed TPD 
programme for using dialogic teaching for scaffolding learners’ historical thinking 
might provide the answer to these issues. In the following section, I briefly discuss 
previous research on PD for dialogic teaching and historical thinking, which again, 
compared with PD for maths and science teaching, the paucity of literature on history 
teaching is significant (see Avalos, 2011 for a 10-year review).  
 
2.4.1 Teacher professional development for teacher change 
The essence of TPD is ‘teacher change’ (Guskey, 1985; Clarke and Hollingsworth, 
2002). Clarke and Hollingsworth (1994) further identify six perspectives on teacher 
change: change as training, as adaption, as personal development, as local reform, as 
systemic restructuring, and as growth or learning. In this sense of change, both Fullan 
(1982) and Guskey (1986) proposed models to recognise the process of PD for teacher 
change. Although Fullan’s (1982) model (see Figure 2.4) describes the linear chain of 
the implicit purpose of teacher in-service programmes, Guskey (1986) argues that 
changes in teacher beliefs and attitudes are more likely to occur following significant 
evidence of students’ learning outcomes (see Figure 2.5).    

 
Figure 2.4 An implicit model of the purpose of teacher professional development. 

 

This figure has been redacted for copyright issues. 
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Figure 2.5 Guskey's model of the process of teacher change (Guskey, 1986, p. 7) 

 
However, such linear models have been challenged for failing to capture ‘multicausal, 
multidimensional and multicorrelational’ processes (Opfer and Pedder, 2011, p. 394). 
Therefore, based on Guskey’s model, a further model is provided by Clarke and Peter 
(1993), and was later revised by an international research group, to highlight the 
nonlinear nature of TPD (see Figure 2.6). This interconnected model suggests that four 
domains (i.e., the personal domain, the domain of practice, the domain of consequence, 
and the external domain) are inter-reflected and inter-enacted by each other, which 
highlights that change could take place in any domain, enabling individual teachers to 
grow via multiple pathways instead of a single linear route (Clarke, 1988; Clarke and 
Hollingsworth, 2002).  

Figure 2.6 The interconnected model of professional growth (Clarke and Hollingsworth, 2002, p. 951) 

  
To explore the effectiveness of TPD further, Garet et al. (2001) identified three core 
features and three structural features with significant positive effects on teachers’ 
growth, based on a large-scale study employing a national sample of 1,027 mathematics 
and science teachers. The core features are (1) focus on content knowledge; (2) 
opportunities for active learning; and (3) fostering coherence with other learning 
activities. The results indicate these core features played a more vital role in the 
effectiveness of TPD than the structural features did, which are (1) the form of the 
activity (e.g., workshop vs. study group); (2) collective participation of teachers (e.g., 
from the same school, grade, or subject); and (3) the duration of the TPD. All these 

This figure has been redacted for copyright issues. 
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features inform my own model for a TPD programme.  
  
2.4.2 Changing epistemic beliefs towards a dialogic history education 
In relation to PD for dialogic teaching, a seven-year programme conducted by Wells 
and Arauz (2006) examined the use of open discussion in class. Nine teachers were 
involved and made regular recordings of their own teaching, which were later used as 
material for self-reflection and group discussion in workshops. However, the results 
indicate that while this type of discussion increased, the proportion of these sequences 
remained low. In Snell and Lefstein’s (2011) PD, video-recordings of teachers’ teaching 
practice were employed for discussion in workshops. The researchers found a pattern 
of an increase in open-ended questions in class.  
 
Pehmer, Gröschner, and Seidel (2015) also designed a TPD programme to improve 
classroom dialogues through the use of video as a reflective tool. However, the focus 
of this programme later turned to students’ learning process and self-regulation. Sedova, 
Sedlacek, and Svaricek (2016) not only used video-recordings of teaching practices, 
but also recordings of group discussions in workshops to provide rich data. 
Questionnaires and tests were distributed to students to collect their responses. The 
study findings suggest that the programme instructing teachers on the specific skills of 
dialogic teaching could positively impact the change of the nature of student talk in 
classroom.  
 
Highlighting the improvement of dialogic teaching incorporated with educational 
technology, Hennessy, Dragovic, and Warwick (2018) suggest that a cluster-based 
ambassador-led TPD model is ‘sustainable and workable’ (see also Hennessy, Warwick, 
and Mercer 2011; Hennessy and Warwick, 2013). Moreover, Hennessy and Davies 
(2019) address some features of dialogic teaching that could be more easily changed 
during the course of TPD being implemented, such as the frequency of using 
open/authentic questions by teachers, the increase in the use of reasoning words by 
students (Mercer et al., 2004), and using metacommunicative moves (van der Veen, de 
Mey, van Kruistum, and van Oers, 2017). Similarly, by emphasising the deployment of 
the concepts of the dialogic approach in PD for dialogic teaching, Vrikki, Warwick, 
Vermunt, Mercer, and van Halem, (2017) designed a continuing teacher training project, 
complementing the use of Dudley’s (2013) model for lesson study (LS), to investigate 
the effectiveness of the dialogic moves that most reliably seemed to lead to teacher 
learning (see Figure 2.7). The results indicate the significant possibilities to design a 
protocol to analyse the connection between the content and structure of teacher's spoken 
dialogue and their learning processes. However, other studies have had limited success 
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in promoting dialogic teaching through TPD. For instance, following a one-year TPD 
programme, Lefstein and Snell (2013) found that despite the increase in openness of 
teachers’ questions, other features, such as the nature of students’ contributions, did not 
change substantially or sustainably.  
 

Figure 2.7 Combination of three theoretical perspectives (Vrikki et al., 2017 p. 212) 

 
Regarding TPD for teaching historical thinking, studies have largely paid attention to 
certain teaching techniques that could prompt students to think historically (e.g., Seixas 
and Peck, 2004; Stahl, 2000; Reisman and Wineburg, 2008). However, very few have 
focused on how to teach teachers to employ these approaches successfully in history 
class (see De Groot-Reuvekamp and van Boxtel, 2018; also, van Boxtel and van Drie, 
2018 on explicit teaching to support historical reasoning). For instance, the aim of the 
project Reading Like a Historian (RLH), founded by the Stanford History Education 
Group (SHEG), is to engage students in historical inquiry, in which they learn how to 
think historically using a series of primary sources (Wineburg et al., 2011). However, 
no official teacher trainings were conducted to deliver this innovative pedagogical 
approach. In the evaluation of this project, the foci are all on the students’ performance 
in historical thinking (Reisman, 2012). The main problem of these studies, I argue, is 
the implicit assumption that all the participant teachers are capable of fully transforming 
their beliefs and practices to this new teaching approach successfully. Based on the 
models of PD discussed above, both changes in teacher practice and beliefs are essential 
for change in student performance. Hence, it is reasonable to address this salient 
research gap concerning with the approach for delivering TPD in this study. 
 
Research on teachers’ personal epistemic beliefs and teaching practice has focused on 
preservice teachers’ beliefs about knowledge (e.g., Gill, Ashton, and Algina, 2004). For 
instance, Sinatra and Kardash (2004) found that the epistemic beliefs of preservice 
teachers could be used to predict their openness to new metaphors of teaching.  
Brownlee, Purdie, and Boulton-Lewis (2001) investigated how preservice teachers’ 

This figure has been redacted for copyright issues. 
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personal epistemology changed during the course of the one-year teaching programme, 
and they proposed a conceptual framework (see also Brownlee and Berthelsen, 2006). 
Highlighting the role of teachers’ epistemic beliefs and motivations, Patrick and 
Pintrich (2001) emphasise the need for beliefs to be challenged and openly discussed.  
Regarding domain-specific epistemic beliefs in history, Bouhon (2009, cited from Voet 
and Wever, 2015) characterises three types of teacher beliefs: (1) exposition-recital, 
considers transmitting historical knowledge as the main purpose of instructions; (2) 
discourse-discovery, focuses on knowledge acquisition and the training of historical 
thinking; and (3) apprenticeship-research, builds historical consciousness and an 
understanding of historical research. Similarly, McCrum (2013) divides history 
teachers into two broad categories: teacher-centred and pupil-centred, which can result 
in different preferences for pedagogical instruction (Voet and Wever, 2015).  
 
Drawing on the literature, VanSledright and Reddy (2014) proposed an interventional 
TPD for prospective history teachers to influence their epistemic beliefs. The 
intervention consists of a series of sessions (14), in which epistemic beliefs about 
history are explicitly introduced, and a set of teaching-learning strategies designed to 
reveal prospective teachers’ epistemic beliefs and open them up for consideration and 
discussion. To explore their trajectories of epistemic beliefs, the Beliefs about History 
Questionnaire (Maggioni et al., 2004) was employed, as well as interviews. The results 
indicate that some of the preservice teachers remained unaffected by the course, 
whereas others changed dramatically due to the difficulty of ‘working out a successful 
coordination between themselves as knowers and what can be known about the past 
through its remaining objects’ (VanSledright and Reddy, 2014). However, the study 
fails to provide a detailed explanation regarding how the interventional TPD could be 
improved, since the programme played a crucial role in the research. 
 
Overall, the review reveals that only limited research has paid attention to addressing 
teachers’ epistemic beliefs (Maggioni et al., 2004, 2009; Nespor, 1987; Wilkinson et al., 
2017) before implementing a new pedagogical approach in class (Corden, 2009; Garet 
et al., 2001). As suggested by Wineburg (2001), the concern is that history teachers’ 
existing preconceptions and beliefs about history might affect their philosophy towards 
teaching history. Therefore, I argue that a fundamental change in teachers’ epistemic 
beliefs is essential for a sustainable change of practice (Guskey, 1985; Clarke and 
Hollingsworth, 2002). Moreover, in a special journal issue of research on dialogic 
theories, Ritella and Ligorio (2019) also call for future study on how ‘dialogical 
approaches will be able to inform educational practices and impact educational change’ 
(p. 2). Hence, in this research, to fill the gap between practice and theories, I conducted 
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a DBR study in Taiwanese high schools, first to explore teachers’ and students’ 
epistemic beliefs, and then to implement an intervention as a form of PD. The concepts 
of dialogic education and HTR were introduced to teachers, and I collaborated with 
teachers in the sense of ‘community of inquiry’ (Jaworski, 2006; Hennessy et al., 2011) 
to explore jointly the possibilities of adopting new pedagogical approaches in the 
Taiwanese context. 
 
Figure 2.8 illustrates the proposed framework of TPD, which is based on Fullan’s (1982) 
model, synthesised with Guskey’s (1986) model of PD design and the concept of the 
nonlinear, interconnected model proposed by Clarke and Hollingsworth (2002), to 
highlight epistemic beliefs in the personal domain. The project also highlights the 
importance of identifying teachers’ epistemic beliefs as starting points to explore the 
degree of change in teachers’ teaching practice and students’ beliefs after PD is 
implemented. Moreover, the inner circle in the diagram illustrates the combination of 
three theoretical perspectives (i.e., epistemic beliefs, dialogic education, and historical 
thinking; Vrikki et al., 2017), which are embedded inside the entire project. 

Figure 2.8 The teacher professional development design for the present study. 
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2.5 Understanding Taiwan as the research context: the ongoing dialogue in history 
education 
2.5.1 History education as a moral education from traditional Chinese context 
Taiwan, despite being politically independent from China, has a shared and inherited 
traditional Chinese culture. Throughout Chinese history, discussion of the nature of 
history and the purpose of history has largely been by the ruling class, as they believed 
history could be consulted for politics. In the Zhou Dynasty (1046–256 BCE), the 
historian and politician Zhou Gong (周公) proposed a plan for history education for 
emperors to learn from the mistakes from previous dynasties to consolidate the empire. 
Holding Zhou in esteem, Confucius adopted a similar notion regarding the nature of 
the discipline. In his private schools, history became an official subject with its own 
curriculum goals and ‘textbooks’ compiled by Confucius himself, such as the Spring 
and Autumn Annals (「春秋」), a chronical historiography of the State of Lu. Confucius 
and his descendants (e.g., Mencius 孟子) believed that the purpose of history education 
was twofold. First, similar to Zhou, they suggested that emperors and royals were 
required to study history because it could provide moral guidance on how to rule a 
kingdom with virtues (i.e., 「仁政」) from the ‘wise kings’ (「賢君」) in history. Second, 
they believed that history could be utilised to restore order in society by preserving the 
long-term shared cultural heritage. It is only with comprehensive knowledge of the 
history of the past that the empire could truly become an orderly and moral society in 
which each individual has their own position in an appropriate social class and takes 
responsibility for their own work (「故尚賢，使能，等貴賤，分親疏，序長幼，此

先王之道也」, see Xunzi in Chang et al., 1922).         
 
The same approach was employed by Emperor Taizong of Tang (唐太宗, 598–649 AD), 
who once famously stated: ‘Using history as a mirror allows one to see the future trends.’ 
(Wang, 1013). The explicit analogy of history as a mirror later became an implicit 
preconception about the nature of the history subscribed to by many (Lee, 2007). Four 
centuries later, in the Northern Song Dynasty (960–1279 AD), a highly influential 
history work composed by Sima Guang (司馬光, 1084) was based on this metaphor 
and named Comprehensive Mirror in Aid of Governance (「資治通鑑」 ). This 
chronological Chinese historiography was designed to be employed as a history 
textbook for emperors and royals to learn from their predecessors. Moreover, highly 
influenced by the Confucianist perspective on the purpose of history, a philosopher and 
an educator, Zhu Xi (朱熹, 1130–1200 AD), in his historiography work called Outline 
and Details of the Comprehensive Mirror for Aid in Government (「資治通鑑綱目」, 
Zu, 1219), underpinned by Sima’s work, advocated a ‘paradigm shift’ regarding the 
purpose of history. From using history to maintain a ‘proper hierarchical political power 
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structure’ in the government (represented by Sima’s work) to training ‘literati to make 
moral decisions in historical contexts’, Outline and Details transformed historical 
knowledge (Lee, 2009, p. 44). The work implied that only morally cultivated people 
had the ability to make proper decisions, meaning the ruling class was able to 
consolidate a proper world order aided by historical knowledge. The Confucianism 
classics, such as The Analects (「論語」) and I Ching (「易經」also known as The 
Book of Changes), became important materials for history education after that. Zu 
(1270) further argues that to achieve a proper understanding of history, one is supposed 
to read these classics, which he believes can provide a better moral compass for 
judgements. 
 
History education as a means for moral education became even more indoctrinated 
during the Qing Dynasty (1636–1912). For instance, the emperors Kangxi (「康熙」), 
Yongzheng (「雍正」), and Qianlong (「乾隆」) all issued a sacred edict to make history 
education compulsory in school, with history textbooks standard material for moral 
education based on Confucianist classics. In public school, historical knowledge was 
considered an absolute truth and was taught and learnt via recitation and dictation from 
the classics (Lee, 2007). Interpreting history was solely controlled by the authorities, 
and any different historical interpretations were considered ‘unorthodox’ and could face 
severe penalties (Chen, 2006). Therefore, history research shifted to the study of 
classics using linguistic approaches (i.e., philology, see Chen 2015).  
 
2.5.2 From moral education to modern history education reform 
Following the Qing Dynasty, the first republic modern nation (i.e., the Republic of 
China [ROC]) took over China, and education was transformed into a modern education 
system influenced by the West. The educational aims of history in elementary schools 
and high schools heavily emphasised the understanding of substantial concepts in 
Chinese history, with less focus on moral education. Moreover, history education was 
viewed as a tool to educate and cultivate individuals’ sense of citizenship to become 
patriotic citizens. In the mid-twentieth century, after the ROC was replaced by the 
People’s Republic of China (PROC) in China, and the ROC retreated to Taiwan, the       
Chinese Nationalist Party (also known as the Kuomintang or KMT) used history 
education as propaganda to consolidate its power in Taiwan and deter the Communist 
Party from penetrating the island. People in Taiwan were taught Chinese history only 
to form their national identity as Chinese (Shi, 2014). Similar to the Qing Dynasty, 
historical knowledge and interpretations were controlled by the government and 
transmitted through teacher-centred monologic lectures (Du, 2009). Although moral 
lessons based on traditional Confucianist perspectives were less emphasised, much 
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attention was paid to judging historical figures with the dichotomous criteria of ‘good 
and bad’ or ‘heroes versus villains’ during Cold War period.   
        
However, for the past few decades, as Taiwan has become a more democratic nation, 
ever more history educators have been dedicated to promoting numerous concepts to 
reform Taiwanese history education, such as historical thinking (e.g., Hsiao, 2009), 
historical consciousness (e.g., Zhou, 1992), or historical critical thinking (Huang et al., 
2011), based on the works of British and American researchers (e.g., Lee, 2005; Seixas, 
1996; Wineburg, 1991). For instance, Hsiao (2009) and Lin (2016, 2019) explicitly 
advocate the importance of understanding students’ historical thinking by applying the 
highly influential work by Lee (2005), and especially the model of ‘progression’ in 
history learning (Lee and Shemilt, 2003, 2004). Such work has successfully influenced 
policymaking in history education. In the latest national history curriculum reform for 
high schools, issued by the National Academy for Educational Research (NAER), the 
elements of historical thinking are officially included in ‘SuYang’ (‘素養’, equivalently 
meaning ‘core competences’), such as contextualisation, use of sources, and the ability 
to build an argument, are specifically emphasised (NAER, 2018). Core competencies 
are broadly divided into three major dimensions, namely spontaneity (viewing the 
individual as an autonomous agent), communication and interaction (the ability to 
communicate with others using physical and sociocultural tools), and social 
participation (cultural awareness as a global citizen), in which three items are included 
(see Figure 2.9). This new curriculum was expected in the academic year of September 
2019, the same semester when this research took place.  
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However, a few concerns have been expressed regarding this reform. The national 
curriculum has been a contested area regarding identity politics in Taiwan, as well as in 
other countries (Apple, 1979; Yang, 2020). National curricula, and history curricula in 
particular, are often employed to shape or reshape a nation’s identity. In Taiwan, the 
ongoing dialogue and debates regarding the national history curriculum have taken 
place in two major topics: Transitional Justice in Post-War Taiwan, and Taiwan’s 
Relationship with China. The first issue concerns how transitional justice is dealt with 
in history education (Elster, 2004) and focuses on numerous incidents that happened in 
the Martial Law Era (1949–1987) under the control of the ROC Armed Forces of the 
Kuomintang-led Government of the ROC regime. During this era, also known as the 
White Terror Era (Lan, 1991), more than 200,000 Taiwanese were executed in the 
suppression of political dissidents (Li, Lin, Lin, Hu, Tsao, and Zheng, 2002). In the 
latest curriculum, the emphasis is on reflection and regarding such historical accounts 
as an attempt to develop pupils’ historical empathy, ethical responsibility (Seixas, 2017), 
and historical critical thinking (NAER, 2018). The other controversial topic in the 
Taiwanese History Curriculum centres on the country’s complex history with China 
(e.g., Is Taiwan an independent country separate from China in terms of historical 
perspective?) and the shaping of self-identify (e.g., Do you consider yourself Taiwanese 
or Chinese?) through history education (Huang, 2016; Li, 2010; Yang, 2020). Such 
issues massively impact the content of the history curriculum in particular (Huang, 
2016). Adopting a historical research approach, Yang (2020) contends that the high 
school history curriculum is heavily influenced by political and social forces that 
greatly impact the proportion of Chinese history being taught in high school and the 
number of ‘historical facts’ about Taiwan’s relationships with China and the US (e.g., 
Theory of the Undetermined Sovereignty of Taiwan, see Xue, 2009).  
 
Another concern is related to the pedagogical approach and aims in history education. 
Despite the positive evidence regarding teaching historical thinking in history 
education and the emphasis on historical thinking in the new curriculum, many high 
school teachers still pay most of their attention to historical facts, employing traditional 
pedagogy and lecturing in a monologic way (Huang, Lai, and Yang 2011; Lin, 2019; 
Chuang, 2019). Most teachers struggle with teaching the concept of historical reasoning 
in class; they find it not only time-consuming, but also difficult to assess using the 
existing written test system (multiple-choice tests; Hisao, 2012). Students, for their part, 
are reluctant to move away from understanding history as a ‘never-changing’ story to 
the multiple perspectives or interpretations based on different historical texts, which 
they find arduous (Hsiao, 2009; see also Duquette, 2015 for similar findings in Canada). 
Similarly, Huang et al. (2011) found that up to 96% of high school students believe that 
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history is merely a story; thus, they tend to rely heavily on teachers lecturing and the 
textbooks to acquire historical knowledge. However, Song (2008) points out that 
teachers often adopt a single narrative when lecturing, which fails to demonstrate the 
‘multi-voice’ in history.  
 
More criticism involves history teachers questioning the application of historical 
thinking in history education (Chen, 1999). Such teachers argue that mastering history 
requires high maturity in cognitive thinking, which high school students lack. Students 
are only interested in ‘stories’. Hence, the main purpose of history education for 
teachers is to tell these stories in an intriguing way to raise students’ interest in the 
subject. Others might have certain doubts about the necessity of teaching historical 
reasoning to high school students, who might not be interested in becoming historians 
(see also Elton, 1991). In addition, strongly influenced by Confucian perspectives on 
historical thinking, history education in Taiwan still implicitly and explicitly pays more 
attention to preserving factuality (Huang, 2014; see also Guan, 2012 for long-term 
cultural dialogue). Consequently, both pedagogy and forms of assessment in history 
education remain concentrated on conveying historical facts as their main purpose. 
Defending the importance of preserving cultural heritage of ‘ZhoongHwua’ (‘中華’, 
equivalent meaning ‘China’), Chiang (2017) strongly criticises the new history 
curriculum for being an attempt at ‘de-Sinicization’ by distorting the historical 
interpretation and purposefully neglecting certain historical facts as way to deconstruct 
and demolish pupils’ Chinese self-identity and to push the political agenda for pro-
independence for Taiwan.      
 
In contrast, Chen (1999) argues that the purpose of teaching historical reasoning is not 
to train students to become historians but to provide them with a better understanding 
of the nature of the discipline and the value of history. Similar to Seixas’s (1996) 
discussion on the nature of the discipline, Chen (1999) further suggests that once 
students understand the nature of history and view it as an inquiry mode of thinking, 
they can think critically and independently. Most important, however, they can defeat 
the monologic voice of authorities and embrace ‘multi-voice’ in society, becoming 
better citizens (see also Thompson, 1984 on the nature of history). Agreeing with this 
concept, Hsiao (2009) argues that only through constant inquiry and dialogues with 
pupils can teachers teach the concepts of historical thinking in class. Wang (2015) 
suggests that the history curriculum should be underpinned by the epistemic nature of 
history and the nature of history education, instead of political forces. He argues that it 
could be beneficial for students to include these controversial topics in history class as 
long as teachers use these issues as a medium to open up questions that could engage 
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students in dialogue and deepen their historical thinking.    
 
The challenge raised by the national curriculum reform is twofold: the first issue centres 
on the content of the curriculum, specifically in relation to the historical accounts of the 
White Terror in Post-War Taiwan and Taiwan’s historical relationship with China. 
Concerns have been raised regarding the ideology (de-Sinicization) and political 
agenda (pro-independence) behind the reformation (Chiang, 2017). The other main 
challenge highlights the pedagogical dilemma in history education: whether teachers 
should teach historical facts as their main curriculum goals, or foster pupils’ second-
order concepts as their priority (e.g., contextualisation and using historical sources, see 
Hsiao, 2009; Lin 2016, 2019). More questions also remain regarding how to apply the 
results from educational research to history teaching practice (Huang et al., 2011; Wu, 
2004), and how to apply the core competences prescribed in the curriculum to teaching. 
In addition, Hsiao (2009) points out that teachers need to identify students’ 
preconceptions about historical reasoning in class. Resonating with this idea, Ashby et 
al. (2005) emphasise that to co-construct historical knowledge with students effectively, 
teachers need to identify students’ pre-existing but inappropriate preconceptions toward 
historical accounts and how to make sense of the past. Highlighting teachers’ epistemic 
beliefs regarding history as a discipline, Lin (2016) suggests that more research devoted 
to this field could significantly benefit history education in Taiwan. Hence, this thesis 
aims to fill the salient research gap and address this dilemma in Taiwanese history 
education.  

2.6 Research questions and aims  

Overall, from the substantial body of literature discussed above, it has been widely 
acknowledged that good-quality classroom dialogue can positively impact students’ 
learning (Alexander, 2004; Boyd and Markarian, 2011; Cazden, 2001; Hennessy et al., 
2011; Howe and Abedin, 2013; Littleton and Mercer, 2013; Wegerif, 2007; Wells, 1999; 
Wells and Arauz, 2006). Two recent large-scale studies identified that some aspects of 
dialogue are related to learning gains (Alexander, 2018; Howe et al., 2019). Through 
dialogic teaching (Alexander, 2004), teachers can probe and promote students’ higher-
thinking skills (Wegerif, 2018), which resonates with the idea of ‘second-order 
concepts’ in HTR (Lee and Ashby, 2000; Seixas, 1996, 2017; van Drie and van Boxtel, 
2007, 2018; Wineburg, 2001). To connect these two ideas, van Boxtel and van Drie 
(2017) argue that, based on Wegerif’s (2013) notion of dialogic space, teachers can 
open up and widen the use of dialogue to stimulate students’ HTR. In this sense, the 
researchers advocate a future involving dialogic history education.  
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However, limited research has addressed teachers’ epistemic beliefs (Maggioni et al., 
2004, 2009; Nespor, 1987; Wilkinson et al., 2017) before implementing a new 
pedagogical approach in class (Corden, 2009; Garet et al., 2001). As suggested by 
Wineburg (2001), the concern is that history teachers’ existing preconceptions and 
beliefs about history might affect their philosophy towards teaching history. I argue that 
a fundamental change in teachers’ beliefs is essential for the sustainable change of 
practice (Guskey, 1985; Clarke and Hollingsworth, 2002). Moreover, since there are 
cultural tradition differences rooted in Western and Taiwanese education, perspectives 
on dialogic education might vary (Guan, 2012; Nisbett, 2004). Therefore, the new 
perspective of dialogue I propose, hybrid dialogue, is explored to reconceptualise the 
notion of dialogic teaching in the Taiwanese history classroom. The research questions 
and research aims are as follows:      

The research questions are in two overarching parts, with subquestions in each:  

Part 1: Regarding teachers’ and students’ epistemic beliefs:  

1.1 Have teachers’ epistemic beliefs changed during the course of a professional 
development programme for dialogic history education?  

1.2 Have students’ epistemic beliefs changed during the course of a professional 
development programme for dialogic history education?  

Part 2: Regarding dialogic education in the Taiwanese history classroom:  

2.1 How do teachers facilitate and foster pupils’ historical thinking in history class 
using dialogue?  

2.2 To what extent has teachers’ use of dialogue in the history classroom changed 
during the course of a professional development programme for dialogic history 
education? 

The research aims to answer these research questions are as follows:  

Research Aim 1: Explore both the teachers’ and students’ epistemic beliefs. Beliefs 
about the nature of the discipline and the teaching and learning of history (including 
the concept of dialogic teaching) were explored using semi-structured interviews. 
Students’ epistemic beliefs consist of ‘doing history’ (i.e., historical thinking) and 
‘knowing history’. Through interviews with students and observations of teacher–pupil 
dialogue in class, these beliefs were analysed. Teaching practice was also analysed via 
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classroom observation. The purpose of this approach was to investigate whether the 
rationale behind practice coheres with personal epistemic beliefs and to collect rich data 
on teacher–pupil dialogue for further analysis.  

Research Aim 2: Exploring and reconceptualising the notion of dialogic education 
in Taiwan. As mentioned above, the notion of dialogic education is revisited and 
explored due to cultural differences. The aim of this research to propose a new 
perspective on dialogic education that might not only bridge the dichotomy of the 
monologic and dialogic forms of teaching, but also address the pedagogical dilemma 
in history education raised by the latest national curriculum reform.    

Research Aim 3: Assess the effectiveness of TPD by understanding the change and/or 
growth processes of both the teachers’ and students’ epistemic beliefs and teaching 
practice. Another major aim of the research was to design a TPD programme to change 
teachers’ epistemic beliefs and their teaching practice towards a dialogic history 
education. A detailed description of designing the TPD is presented in the next chapter. 
After PD was employed, postinterviews and observations were conducted to explore 
any arising changes in three parts: (1) the change in teachers’ epistemic beliefs and 
practice; (2) the change in students’ epistemic beliefs; and (3) the degree of both 
changes. The effectiveness of TPD is also assessed.  
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Chapter 3 Methodology 
In this chapter, the philosophical foundation of pragmatism is used as a research 
paradigm for a methodology named design-based research (DBR). The nature and 
challenges of such a methodology are introduced, as well as how it was adapted into a 
three-year PhD research framework for this study, with an illustration of a detailed 
designed TPD. In the next section, responding to the first overarching research question 
concerning historical epistemic beliefs, a justification for the chosen method for data 
collection (semi-structured interviews) with a coding instrument informed by previous 
studies is presented. Regarding data analysis, an innovative discourse analysis 
technique, Epistemic Network Analysis (ENA, Shaffer, 2017), is also introduced. In the 
final section, another coding scheme adapted from Teacher Scheme for Educational 
Dialogue Analysis (T-SEDA, Hennessy, et al., 2021) and an observational instrument 
for historical thinking are presented to respond to the second overarching research 
question related to analysing teachers’ use of talk in the history classroom.         

  

3.1 Pragmatism as a research paradigm 
In social science, there are two main research paradigms – positivism and interpretivism 
– each of which has its own perspective on scientific enquiry in terms of the nature of 
knowledge and the formation of knowledge (Cohen, Manion, and Morrison, 2011; 
Mertens, 2009). On the one hand, rooted in natural science traditions, the positivist 
approach considers experimental or quantitative methods to test hypothetical 
generalisations (Hoepfl, 1997). Interpretivism, on the other hand, to understand a 
complex phenomenon in a context-specific setting, employs a more naturalistic 
approach, such as ethnography or phenomenology (Cohen et al., 2011; Morgan, 2007). 
For many years, researchers have debated the choice and the epistemology of each 
paradigm (the so-called ‘paradigm war’, see Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998 for more 
details). Each stance has fiercely attacked the other party for the disadvantages of that 
particular paradigm choice.  
 
However, others have criticised such dichotomy, stating that it is mistaken and has 
resulted in a remarkably unproductive debate that has been merely a ‘philosophical trap’ 
(Pring, 2010). Patton (1990) argues that the primary criterion regarding choice of 
paradigm should be ‘methodological appropriateness’, which allows for a ‘situational 
responsiveness’ (p. 39). Furthermore, some researchers believe that combining both 
quantitative and qualitative approaches in one research project could effectively yield 
more insights into a certain identified problem (e.g., Patton, 1990; Strauss and Corbin, 
1990; Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998). This new ‘mixed method’ (Creswell and Plano 
Clark, 2007) does not fall perfectly within either of the aforementioned paradigms. 
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Therefore, to move beyond the ‘paradigm war’ and pin down mixed methods to an 
epistemological stance, an alternative paradigm named ‘pragmatism’ has emerged, 
which accepts there are singular and multiple truths and remains open to empirical 
inquiry to solve problems in the real world (Creswell and Plano Clark, 2007; Feilzer, 
2010; Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998). In this sense, a pragmatist researcher is free from 
the philosophical and practical constraints imposed by the dichotomic choice of 
positivism and interpretivism (Creswell and Plano Clark, 2007). Similarly, questioning 
the dichotomy of positivism and constructivism, Rorty (1999) calls for ‘a convergence 
of quantitative and qualitative methods’ (p. ixx) and argues that the methods share many 
commonalities at an epistemological or ontological level. 
 
Highlighting the use of pragmatism, Rorty (1999) contends that an ‘antirepresentational 
view of knowledge’ is held by pragmatists, arguing that the focus of research should be 
useful and ‘aim at utility for us’ instead of presenting an ‘accurate account of how things 
are in themselves’ (p. xxvi). Building on the notion of utility, Feilzer (2010) calls for 
‘reflexive research practice’ in which researchers should ask themselves questions 
about the inquiry, such as ‘what it is for?’ and ‘who it is for?’. These questions should 
be considered by researchers to make enquiry more than an attempt to ‘mirror reality’ 
(p. 8). Reichardt and Rallis (1994) characterise pragmatism by alluding to the following 
beliefs (p. 85): 
l The value-ladenness of enquiry 
l The theory-ladenness of facts 
l That the reality is multiple, complex, constructed, and stratified 
l The underdetermination of theory by fact (i.e., that any particular dataset is 

explicable by more than a single theory)  
 
However, despite the intention to seek the middle ground of dualism between positivist 
and interpretivist, pragmatism also poses some methodological questions of its own, 
the main problem being the true integration of the quantitative approach and the 
qualitative approach (Feilzer, 2010). Researcher have claimed that using the mixed 
method often confines them to presenting the findings with a ‘juxtaposition putting the 
data derived through different methods alongside each other and discussing findings 
separately’ (Feilzer, 2010, p. 9). Bryman (2007) states that many mixed-method 
researchers still cannot transcend the dichotomy of the main traditional research 
paradigms since many continue to analyse data and present them as ‘totally or largely 
independent of each other’ (p. 8).    
 
This present research adopts a pragmatist perspective that aims to achieve a true 
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integration in the sense of studying phenomena in specific context settings from 
multiple perspectives and providing an enriched understanding (Jick, 1979). Tashakkori 
and Teddlie (1998, p. 56) outline three dimensions of the research process under the 
pragmatist paradigm: (1) the type of investigation (exploratory or confirmatory); (2) 
the type of data collection and operation (qualitative or quantitative); and (3) the type 
of analysis and inference (qualitative or quantitative). Within these three outlined 
dimensions, this present study employs a fully integrated mixed design (Teddlie & 
Tashakkori, 2008), which combines qualitative and quantitative approaches. Regarding 
the characteristics of utility and problem-solving under pragmatism, this research 
focuses on finding solutions to educational problems instead of ‘sticking to a positivist 
or interpretivist epistemology’ (Denscombe, 2002, p. 23), which was achieved by 
employing the DBR approach to inform my project.  
 
3.2 Research methodology: Design-Based Research 
To provide answers to the research questions and achieve the research aims, a 
methodological approach that can incorporate an iterative process in which theory and 
practice are developed and tested is necessary. This methodology should also provide 
a pragmatic perspective due to the aims of the research and must not be trapped in the 
‘paradigm war’ between positivism and interpretivism, as presented in the fully 
integrated mixed design (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2008). Most important, the final 
outcome of the research should yield not only a theoretical contribution, but also 
practical pedagogical implications for teachers to use. Hence, considering all the 
criteria, DBR, with its roots in classroom practice (Brown, 1992) and engineering 
design (Collins, 1992), seems an appropriate methodology. In the following section, I 
introduce some basic concepts of DBR and its methodological challenges and how it 
fits into the present research.  
 
3.2.1 What is design-based research? 
Barab and Squire (2004) define DBR as ‘a series of approaches, with the intent of 
producing new theories, artifacts, and practices that account for and potentially impact 
learning and teaching in naturalistic settings’ (p. 2, emphasis added). This definition, 
despite the many other labels it has (e.g., ‘design research’, see Bakker, 2018; Reeves, 
Herrington & Oliver, 2005; or ‘design experiments’, see Brown, 1992; Collins, 1992; 
Cobb, Confrey, DiSessa, Lehrer, and Schauble, 2003), fits the focus of this 
methodology – the orientation of both the pragmatic and theoretical functions of the 
study. Similarly, Cobb et al. (2003) suggest DBR is ‘extended (iterative), interventionist 
(innovative and design-based), and theory-oriented enterprises whose “theories” do real 
work in practical educational contexts’ (p. 13). Similarly, McKenney and Reeves (2012) 
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describe DBR as a blend of ‘scientific investigation with systematic development and 
implementation of solutions to educational problems’ (p. 1). The focus of ‘what works’ 
in DBR has been argued to resonate with Vygotsky’s (1987) perspective on teaching: 
‘The teacher must orient his work not on yesterday’s development in the child but on 
tomorrow’s’ (p. 211, cited in Bakker, 2018, p. 3). The characteristics of DBR are 
described as follows (summarised and synthesised from Anderson and Shattuck, 2012; 
Bakker, 2018; Brown, 1992; Collins, 1992; Cobb et al., 2003): 
 
(1) Design-theory dualism 
The first characteristic is that the purpose of DBR is not only to develop theories about 
learning or teaching, but also to design a practical pedagogical instrument for 
promoting particular learning goals in actual classroom settings (Bakker, 2018). These 
theories under development, as argued by Cobb et al. (2003), are ‘relatively humble in 
that they target domain-specific learning processes’ (p. 9), which have ‘to do real work’ 
(Bakker, 2018, p. 18). Bakker (2018) also argues that the theories are developed for a 
specific domain, although they must be transferrable and applicable to different 
contexts.  
 
(2) The interventionist nature  
Differing from naturalistic research approaches, DBR usually provides testbeds for 
innovations by researchers who deliberately manipulate a condition (Bakker, 2018; 
Cobb et al., 2003). Typically, prior to intervention, researchers identify issues within 
the original settings and then design an experiment drawn on existing research to solve 
the problems. These interventions can vary based on the aims of the research project, 
such as the learning activity, type of assessment, or TPD programme (Anderson and 
Shattuck, 2012; Lehrer and Schauble, 2012). Moreover, highlighting the degree of 
‘openness’ of the interventions, Bakker (2018) suggests that researchers have little 
control of the situation and data in a design research project in which ‘the educational 
materials or ways of teaching are emergent and adjustable’ (p. 10).  
 
(3) Iterative process 
Design-based interventions are rarely perfectly implemented in the first trial. They 
usually evolve through multiple iterations in which the instructional interventions and 
the underlying theory are constantly refined and improved (Anderson and Shattuck, 
2012). The original conjectures might sometimes be rejected; therefore, alternative 
conjecture is generated and tested (Bakker, 2018; Cobb, et al., 2003). Each cycle within 
the iterative process might consist of the following phases: preparation and design, 
teaching experiment, and retrospective analysis (Bakker, 2018, p. 18). Such perspective 
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and reflective components (Kanselaar, 1993) in each cycle may provide an exploratory 
framework for ‘the focus of investigations during the next cycle of inquiry’ (Cobb et 
al., 2003, p. 10).  
 
(4) Collaborative partnership between researchers and practitioners 
Design-based researchers intend to provide solutions to existing problems in real 
educational settings. Hence, to identify the problems and test their designed 
interventions, researchers must maintain a highly collaborative partnership with 
practitioners. Moreover, the researchers might need help from teachers to inform them 
about contexts in their classroom settings and some of the pedagogical issues they face. 
In this sense, teachers could be considered ‘co-investigators’ (Collins, 1992). Therefore, 
a partnership is developed that ‘negotiates the study from initial problem identification, 
through literature review, to intervention design and construction, implementation, 
assessment, and to the creation and publication of theoretical and design principles’ 
(Anderson and Shattuck, 2012, p. 17). However, in reality, due to teachers’ intensive 
time schedule, such a notion may be too idealistic. Therefore, in my own research, the 
research questions and the design were developed by myself and informed not only by 
existing literature, but also by the participating teachers’ needs. This high degree of 
researcher involvement might cause another methodological issue, namely researcher 
bias (Tabak, 2004), which I address in the following section. 
 
3.2.2 The challenges of design-based research 
Despite the numerous aforementioned articles disseminating the benefits of DBR, some 
methodological challenges arise when employing this approach. In this section, I 
address some of the issues and propose possible solutions to my own research problems, 
based on the literature (Anderson and Shattuck, 2012; Bakker, 2018; Barab and Squire, 
2004; Brown, 1992).  
 
As argued by Barab and Squire (2004), ‘if a researcher is intimately involved in the 
conceptualization, design, development, implementation, and researching of a 
pedagogical approach, then ensuring that researchers can make credible and 
trustworthy assertions is a challenge’ (p. 10). Therefore, the first challenge of DBR, 
similar to other qualitative research, is the issue of methodological criteria-validity and 
reliability potentially being compromised due to researchers’ personal bias (Anderson 
and Shattuck, 2012; Bakker, 2018). As mentioned in the previous section, due to the 
high involvement of researchers in their own projects, subjective bias is almost 
inevitable. Some have argued that researchers’ bias and deep understanding of context 
might serve as the best research tool (Anderson and Shattuck, 2012); however, to 
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minimise bias and to improve validity and reliability in my research, I propose solutions 
suggested by Bakker (2018).  
 
Regarding maximising validity and reliability, Golafshani (2003) argues that it is 
crucial to examine ‘trustworthiness’, which lies, as stated by Seale (1999), ‘at the heart 
of issues conventionally discussed as validity and reliability’ (p. 266). To achieve this, 
the strategy of triangulation is used, as Mathison (1988) claims this can ‘control bias 
and establish valid propositions’ (p. 13). Similarly, advocating the use of multiple 
methods, Patton (2001) suggests that, ‘triangulation strengthens a study by combining 
methods. This can mean using several kinds of methods or data, including using both 
quantitative and qualitative approaches’ (p. 247). Hence, in my own research, I included 
multiple methods of data collection and data analysis (Bakker, 2018). For example, to 
explore teachers’ and students’ epistemic beliefs about history, I employed semi-
structured interviews complemented with class observation, including fieldnotes and 
transcripts of classroom dialogue, which were used to collect rich data to draw a 
stronger conclusion. Moreover, regarding reliability, to examine whether the 
conclusions (e.g., in my own case, a theoretical model of epistemic beliefs and coding 
framework for analysing dialogues in historical thinking) are independent of the 
researchers, involves checking the degree of inter-reliability (i.e., the agreement of two 
raters), as proposed by Cohen (1960). More details concerning data collection and 
analysis are presented in the following sections.  
 
Another main challenge related to the issue of validity and reliability is the question of 
generalisability (Anderson and Shattuck, 2012; Bakker, 2018), since DBR is usually 
conducted within a domain-specific context (Cobb et al., 2003). However, Barab and 
Squire (2004) argue that design experiments are ‘conceived not just to meet local needs, 
but to advance a theoretical agenda, to uncover, explore, and confirm theoretical 
relationships’ (p. 5). Regarding theoretical contribution, Bakker (2018) contends that 
although statistical generalisation is typically impossible, analytic or theoretical 
generalisation is feasible (p. 91). Hammersley (1992) claims that theoretical 
generalisation refers to ‘drawing conclusions about one or more social scientific 
theories from the features of the local events they observe and describe’ (p. 91). 
Therefore, the notion of theoretical generalisation informed my own research, as one 
aim of this study was to design a PD programme applicable to other domains. 
 
Finally, in a practical sense, Collins et al. (2004) argue that due to the interventionist 
nature of DBR, which requires multiple iterations, it can take researchers many years 
to conduct their research and analyse large numbers of data. This time challenge has 
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intimidated PhD students regarding adopting DBR as a main research methodology, as 
students are usually expected to complete their degrees within three to four years. 
However, Abdallah and Wegerif (2014) argue that this approach is feasible, and they 
encourage PhD students to adjust ‘a flexible format or version of DBR compatible with 
the time span, the researcher’s context, and the specific circumstances of the PhD study’ 
(p. 13). Based on this argument, in the following section, I introduce the adapted version 
of DBR into a three-year PhD model.   
 
3.2.3 Adapting the research process into a three-year PhD model 
The version of DBR in this present study is based on the framework of Abdallah and 
Wegerif (2014) and the model from Herrington et al. (2007) for adapting DBR to the 
time span of PhD students. Regarding my own research, I had only one year to conduct 
the fieldwork in high schools, with two long-term breaks (summer holidays and winter 
holidays) within an academic year. Moreover, three exams (two midterm exams and 
one final exam) were set in each semester. Thus, the research timetable was additionally 
challenging and constrained. Therefore, the iterations and interventions needed to be 
tailored to fit the teachers’ and students’ tight school schedule rather than the 
researcher’s personal needs. The framework proposed by Herrington et al. (2007), 
which is based on Reeves’s (2006; illustrated in Figure 3.2.1), consists of four phases:  

(1) Analysis of practical problems by researchers and practitioners in collaboration  
(2) Development of solutions informed by existing design principles and 

technological innovations  
(3) Iterative cycles of testing and refinement of solutions in practice  
(4) Reflection to produce ‘design principles’ and enhance solution implementation 

(pp. 5–8)  
However, Abdallah and Wegerif (2014) suggest that DBR should not be viewed as a 
strict set of rules to follow and apply to all DBR studies, but rather a ‘contextual 
methodology that is highly dependent on the specific context’ (p. 15). Hence, the 
researchers proposed a more flexible three-phase research framework for PhD students 
to adopt: the preliminary phase, the prototyping phase, and the assessment/reflective 
phase (pp. 16–17). The goal of the preliminary phase is to identify issues in real settings 
through consulting with practitioners and personal class observations, as well as to 
develop a theoretical framework for designing interventions through a comprehensive 
review of literature. Although I had already identified the problems through my own 
professional experience and the wide consensus about the need for teaching HTR in 
Taiwan (Hsiao, 2009; NAER, 2018), teachers’ opinions were also considered to inform 
the design process (e.g., the materials for workshops). In the next phase (the iterative 
design phase), the interventions were implemented, and within each micro-cycle they 
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were improved and refined for the next cycle. The final phase offered comprehensive 
assessments of the previous cycle and a final design framework was achieved, both 
practical and theoretical, which could have implications for future use.  
 

Figure 3.1 Design-based research approaches in educational research (Reeves, 2006) 

 
Combining the frameworks of Abdallah and Wegerif (2014) and Herrington et al. 
(2007), I propose the following model of DBR for this research, as illustrated in Figure 
3.1. Details about how the PD programme was conducted are introduced in the next 
section. Moreover, in addition to the framework of DBR, Herrington et al. (2007) 
provide a possible research timeline for PhD students who consider using DBR as their 
methodology. Based on their suggestion, I adjusted my own project (see Figure 3.2 and 
Table for a research timetable).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This figure has been redacted for copyright issues. 
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Figure 3.2 The adapted framework of DBR for this research. 

 

3.2.4 Designing Professional Development Programme for dialogic history education 
in Taiwanese high schools  

The essence of the PD in this research is informed by the theory of teachers’ change, 
also termed ‘reform-focused’ (Fullan, 1982; Garet et al., 2001; Hennessy et al., 2018; 
Guskey, 1985; Clarke & Hollingsworth, 2002), the goals of which are: (1) inform 
participating teachers about epistemic beliefs and dialogic education; (2) teachers’ 
professional growth and change to impact students’ epistemic beliefs; (3) explore the 
effectiveness of PD and its future implications. Furthermore, grounded in sociocultural 
theory, the rationale of the designed PD programme is underpinned by the notions of 
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community of inquiry (Jaworski, 2006) and dialogic inquiry (Hennessy et al., 2011) in 
particular, which indicate that teachers learn by participating in a professional 
community in which researchers and practitioners work together to explore 
professional growth. This growth is also scaffolded by dialogue within the community 
and the use of materials and conceptual tools typically provided by researchers 
(Hennessy, 2014). Combining these aspects, the framework of the PD design is 
illustrated in Figure 3.4. The model is iterative rather than linear, which is informed by 
Clarke and Hollingsworth’s (2002) interconnected model of professional growth (as 
discussed in the previous section of Literature Review). The present PD programme 
was conducted over the course of one academic year (September 2019 to July 2020), 
and included the following five phases: 
 
(1) Phase 1: Pre-intervention 
This phase began with participant recruitment (seven high school history teachers: see 
sampling strategy, below). To set up the baseline prior to intervention, pre-interviews 
with teachers and students were conducted, as well as class observations. After 
analysing the preliminary data, the findings informed the design of four two-hour 
workshops (in September 2019) for teachers to address the identified issues. The 
materials for workshops consisted of three parts: (1) the concepts of dialogic education, 
which draw largely on the toolkit based on the T-SEDA pack developed by Hennessy 
et al. (Vrikki et al., 2018; Hennessy et al., 2021 shown in Appendix 2) and an exploration 
of the notion of what exactly dialogic education might be within Taiwanese context; (2) 
the model of teachers' and students' epistemic beliefs generated from preliminary data 
and the importance of acknowledging them; 
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Fig. 3.4 The framework of PD designed. 
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and (3) the concept of historical thinking and how it could be applied to teaching by 
using an integrated framework of HTR developed in previous research (Lee, 2005; 
Seixas, 2017; Wineburg, 2001; van Drie and van Boxtel, 2018). All the sessions were 
conducted in a co-explored, interactive, and dialogic manner with various practical 
applications. Furthermore, although each session had its own topic of discussion, all 
the sessions were interconnected to ensure the teachers had a holistic understanding of 
dialogic history education. The final version of the workshop materials was determined 
only after the issues had been identified from the interviews with the participant 
teachers (Bakker, 2018).  
 
(2) Phase 2: Cycle 1 (October 2019–January 2020) 
Following the workshops, the teachers were required to plan their lessons with new 
teaching approaches (i.e., dialogic teaching and teaching historical thinking). Class 
(two hours) observations with an individual teacher were conducted and videotaped 
monthly, followed by an individual meeting to discuss any potential issues or 
challenges concerning executing the new lesson plans. Furthermore, at a monthly group 
meeting, the researcher and teachers explored any difficulties through professional 
dialogue within the learning community (Hennessy, 2014). Videos were used as 
materials to prompt and facilitate the discussion (Gaudin and Chalies, 2015; Pielmeier 
et al., 2018). In this ‘collaborative video analysis’ (Hennessy et al., 2011), the researcher 
and teachers discussed videos selected by the researcher, which provided rich 
opportunities to engage in professional dialogue (Hofmann, 2020). Moreover, the 
analysis of the videos not only offered in-depth insights into teaching practice, but also 
helped the teachers to revisualise the implicit rationale of their practice (Hennessy et 
al., 2011), or as Gröschner, Seidel, Kiemer, and Pehmer (2015) refer to the ‘Dialogic 
Video Cycle (DVC)’. During cycles, lessons were first videotaped, and then from these 
clips the researcher selected one or two extracted clips as a medium to discuss with the 
participating teachers in workshops. After watching the clips, the teachers were asked 
to code the extracted lesson using the coding framework developed in this study. This 
coding scheme could be refined, and adjustments were made to understand teaching 
practice more clearly and deeply. Hence, this phase could be considered a microlevel 
cycle of each of the two main cycles (Sedova et al., 2016). A more detailed description 
of the development of the coding framework is in the following section.  
 
(3) Phase 3: The refinement of Cycle 1 (January–February 2020)   
The refinement of the first cycle was conducted following the end of the first academic 
semester as the winter break started. A short survey was designed and distributed to the 
participating teachers, focusing on their responses and attitudes to the programme. Most 
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of the teachers (71.4%) partly agreed that the PD had positively impacted how they 
conducted their teaching practice in terms of becoming more dialogic. For instance, one 
teacher responded that during the programme, he ‘had further developed the ability to 
have dialogue with pupils’. Highlighting the benefits of dialogic education, another 
teacher said that dialogue ‘allowed me to understand what students know or don’t know’. 
Moreover, many teachers expressed a highly positive attitude toward the workshops, in 
which they had the opportunities to engage in dialogue with other teachers and ‘learnt 
from each other’. However, regarding the refinement for the next cycle, one teacher 
suggested that more discussion on teaching practice was desirable.  
 
The results from the survey were also used as reflective feedback for the teachers to 
discuss further in the two-hour workshop before the winter break (Ferguson, 2009). In 
the workshop, two issues were raised concerning dialogic history education. First, the 
issue of high pressure under limited class time and overwhelming curriculum goals was 
a huge contributor to avoiding more teacher–pupil dialogue in class. The second issue 
related to some pupils’ negative attitude toward dialogic education, mainly their 
reluctance to engage in the whole-class discussions. These problems were then 
discussed through open and critical professional dialogue between the teachers and the 
researcher. In addition to revisiting the meaning of dialogic education in the Taiwan 
context and exploring the dilemma posed by the latest curriculum, some highly 
experienced teachers also shared practical knowledge on how to involve more students 
in dialogue. Suggestions were considered to design the workshops in the next cycle, 
which included the extracted clips being longer to provide a more holistic view of the 
teaching practice, and some adjustments on the coding framework (see Section 3.4).     
 
(4) Phase 4: Cycle 2 (April–June 2020) 
As the second semester started, Cycle 2 was implemented. The participating teachers 
were expected to make any potential improvements based on the discussion during 
Phase 3. The same format as Phase 2 was initially going to be conducted in this cycle. 
However, when the pandemic (COVID-19) struck, the opening of Taiwanese high 
schools was postponed from February to late March. Monthly class observations were 
allowed, but other nonessential teaching practice, including face-to-face workshops 
with teachers, was restricted under school guidance. To address this challenge, the 
nature of the design-based study allowed the researcher to adjust the method design to 
make it more flexible and appropriate for the situation (Bakker, 2018). Therefore, the 
discussion moved to an online platform (Wegerif, 2020). The online workshops were 
conducted using asynchronous discussion on Google Classroom (Iftakhar, 2016), as 
well as a website created by the researcher in which ideas about historical thinking and 
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dialogic theories were explored for the teachers’ reference. Materials such as extracted 
videoclips of lessons alongside the transcripts were uploaded online for further 
discussion. The teachers were encouraged to post their comments responding to these 
materials as a way to engage in online dialogue.      
 
(5) Phase 5: Postintervention (July 2020) 
In the final phase of PD, postintervention interviews with teachers and students were 
conducted at the end of the second semester. The data collected during the 
implementation of PD, including videotapes from class observations and audio 
recordings of interviews with teachers and students, were then transcribed and analysed. 
The retrospective analysis of the data was conducted using two methods in response to 
the two parts of the research questions (i.e., the epistemic beliefs and dialogic 
education). The findings of the analysis then informed the final products from this 
design-based study, which consisted of a domain-specific analytical coding framework 
for classroom dialogue. This approach offered a new perspective to reconceptualise 
dialogic education in Taiwan and has implications for future TPD when exploring 
historical epistemic beliefs and dialogic history education. In the following section, I 
outline some methodological issues concerning analysing epistemic beliefs and 
classroom dialogue, as well as the justification for the chosen methods. 
 
3.3 Research methods on exploring epistemic beliefs 
As Wood and Kardash (2002) point out, there are a few difficulties when assessing 
personal epistemic beliefs in terms of choosing an appropriate technique. On the one 
hand, questionnaires (e.g., Perry’s [1970] Checklist of Educational Values; or 
Schommer’s [2004] Epistemological Beliefs Questionnaire), it is argued, are easy to 
perform and can yield a large database for further quantitative analysis. However, this 
approach has empirical and conceptual problems (Hofer and Pintrich, 1997; Wood, 
Kitchener and Jenson, 2002). On the other hand, interviews using ill-structured 
problems can provide rich qualitative data but are time-consuming for analysis and 
might lack the statistical power to achieve reliability (DeBacker, Crowson, Beesley, 
Thoma and Hestevold, 2010; Voet and De Wever, 2016; Wood et al., 2002; Yilmaz, 
2010). In the following sections, I explore these issues further and propose a mixed-
method approach to address them.  
 
3.3.1 Methodological considerations 
One approach for conducting analysis of epistemic beliefs is through the quantitative 
psychometric analysis of questionnaires (Wood et al., 2002). Following the work of 
Perry (1970), as mentioned in the literature review, a few self-report questionnaires 
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were created to analyse and assess personal epistemology (e.g., the Epistemological 
Questionnaire [EQ], see Schommer, 1990; the Epistemic Beliefs Inventory [EBI], see 
Schraw, Bendixen and Dunkle, 2002; the Epistemological Beliefs Survey, see Wood 
and Kardash, 2002). The advantages of these instruments are well recognised; they are 
easily administered, less time-consuming, and relatively more reliable and valid than 
collecting data from interviews (DeBacker et al., 2008; Schraw et al., 2002). For 
instance, based on the five epistemic beliefs (Certain Knowledge, Simple Knowledge, 
Omniscient Authority, Quick Learning and Innate Ability) in the EQ (Schommer, 1990), 
Schraw, Bendixen, and Dunkle (2002) proposed a more reliable instrument to test and 
refine these beliefs by employing exploratory factor analysis. To compare these two 
instruments (EQ and EBI), researchers performed an analysis using two types of factor: 
correlated factors (i.e., oblique rotation) and uncorrelated factors (i.e., varimax rotation). 
The results suggest that the EBI had considerably better test-retest reliability than the 
EQ and better predictive validity than the EQ when correlated with a test of reading 
comprehension (Schraw et al., 2002).  
 
A few concerns should also be discussed regarding methodology. First, Hammer and 
Elby (2002) criticise the use of questionnaires as too limited to illustrate personal 
epistemic beliefs, which are, they argue, fine-grained cognitive resources that can vary 
in different contexts. In line with this criticism, Chinn, Buckland, and Samarapungavan 
(2011) propose a drastic expansion of the dimensions of epistemic beliefs that are more 
inclusive of other components, such as epistemic aims (i.e., an individual’s goals for 
knowledge inquiry) and epistemic virtues (i.e., an individual’s beliefs regarding 
pursuing epistemic aims). Therefore, the researchers advocate that these components 
are too complex to be assessed and analysed from items on self-report questionnaires 
(see also Greene, Azevedo, and Torney-Purta, 2008; Hammer and Elby, 2002). Another 
criticism concerns the issue of stage-like developmental models generated from the 
results of the questionnaire analysis and derived from conceptual models of epistemic 
beliefs (DeBacker et al., 2008). Some researchers have argued that an individual’s 
epistemic beliefs are too complex to be put into one clear category (e.g. Boyes and 
Chandler, 1992). Others (e.g. Mason and Scirica, 2006) have presented empirical 
evidence to challenge the conceptual framework underpinning the developmental 
models, which they argue could be misleading and overly generalised. Based on such 
criticism, Greene and Yu (2014) proposed an exploratory study using interviews as the 
instrument to investigate the degree to which current epistemic belief models aligned 
with novices’ and experts’ cognition. The results from their qualitative analysis suggest 
that some models may need to be fundamentally altered regarding their 
conceptualisations and measuring methods.              
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3.3.2 Collection of data concerning epistemic beliefs: Interview  
To address the methodological issues and psychometric problems derived from the use 
of a questionnaire as the data collection instrument, an interview approach is a desirable 
approach for a few reasons. Interviews can provide access to ‘the context of people’s 
behaviour’, meaning researchers can have a better understanding of that behaviour 
(Seidman, 2006, p. 10). Moreover, it has been argued that, compared with using 
questionnaires (e.g., Perry’s [1970] Checklist of Educational Values; or Schommer’s 
[2004] Epistemological Beliefs Questionnaire), interviews are particularly useful for 
building theory regarding developing conceptual models and schemes (Hofer, 2002; 
Greene and Yu, 2014), which is the main goal of this research. Finally, in Taiwan, based 
on the relatively limited amount of research in relation to epistemic beliefs, the existing 
questionnaires (Schommer’s [2004] Epistemological Beliefs Questionnaire in 
particular) have been heavily deployed as data collection instruments (Chen and Chang, 
2007; Chiu, Huang, Hong, and Lin, 2011; Lin and Yang, 2011; Liu, 2009; Tu, 2015; 
Wang and Lin, 2012). However, one of the crucial concerns is how these questionnaires 
based on the Western culture and education system can be adapted into the Taiwanese 
context (Hofer, 2002). Agreeing with this issue, Buehl (2008) suggests that if 
researchers do not consider potential cross-cultural differences, this could have 
negative consequences. Typically, researchers will use ill-structured problems to probe 
interviewees’ reasoning and code their responses into different stages (e.g., King and 
Kitchener’s [1994] Reflective Judgement and Kuhn’s [1991] six levels of 
epistemological thinking) to generate a more holistic view of personal epistemology. 
Hence, informed by their work, the semi-structured interviews of this study consisted 
of two parts (presented in the Appendix 1):  

(1) Part 1: Questions about the nature of history, such as ‘How would you describe 
history as an academic discipline?’ and ‘Do you think that one historical theory 
can be superior to another? Why (not)?’  

(2) Part 2: Interviewees are given two conflicting accounts of a historical event and 
asked questions such as whether the accounts were different and, if so, how? 
Furthermore, can both accounts be correct or is one account ‘more true’ than 
the other? (see also Lee, 2005; Hsiao, 2009 for the use of conflicting historical 
accounts in interviews).  

It has also been pointed out that the sole use of an interview or a self-report measure to 
collect data is insufficient to achieve reliable and valid conclusions regarding stages or 
schemes of epistemic beliefs (DeBacker et al., 2008; Voet & De Wever, 2016; Yilmaz, 
2010). Therefore, based on a triangulation strategy of data collection (Bakker, 2018; 
Kelle et al., 2019; Patton, 2001), the method of systematic class observation (Robson, 
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2002; Rosenberg, Hammer, and Phelan, 2006) was used to complement the interviews. 
Two cameras were set up in the classroom: one at the front to capture the students’ 
reactions and behaviour, and the other at the back to capture the interaction between 
the teacher and the whole class (Cohen et al., 2011). Teaching practice and whole 
classroom dialogue were the main priorities during observation to explore the 
coherence between behaviour of teaching practice and claimed beliefs (Havekes et al., 
2012; Hofer, 2002; Virta, 2002; Voet and De Wever, 2016).  
 
The data collected from the interviews with the teachers and students were then 
analysed using ENA underpinned by Quantitative Ethnography (Shaffer, 2017) to 
resolve the dichotomy between the qualitative and quantitative analysis approaches 
toward the true integration of the two methods (Kelle, Kühberger, and Bernhard, 2019). 
Quantitative Ethnography is a new method that can assess learning and complex 
thinking by using statistical tools to analyse qualitative data (Shaffer, 2017). Combining 
the advantages of quantitative analysis and qualitatively ‘thick’ descriptions of data 
generated from the method of ethnography (Geertz, 1973), Quantitative Ethnography 
allows researchers to analyse patterns with a reliable and meaning-based method 
situated within a cultural context. In the next section, I briefly introduce the analytical 
tool of ENA and the coding scheme for analysing historical epistemic beliefs.     
 
3.3.3 Coding instrument for epistemic network analysis 
As mentioned above, the point of conducting ENA1 in this project is to explore how 
the dimensions of the participants’ epistemic beliefs connected are revealed in their 
discourse. Additionally, instead of providing a developmental stage-like category, ENA 
aims to illustrate an individual’s epistemic beliefs as a trajectory during the project. 
Epistemic network analysis is a quantitative ethnographic technique for modelling the 
structure of connections in data. The technique assumes (1) that it is possible to identify 
systematically a set of meaningful features in the data (codes); (2) that the data have 
local structure (conversations); and (3) that an important feature of the data is how 
codes are connected to one another within conversations (Shaffer, 2017; Shaffer, 
Collier, and Ruis, 2016; Shaffer & Ruis, 2017). For example, if a team is working on a 
design project, they talk about important codes such as production processes, design 
specifications, budget, and so on. They have a series of conversations at design 
meetings, and a key part of understanding their design process is modelling how they 
think about the relationships between production processes, specifications, budget, and 
other key parts of their design work (Arastoopour, Shaffer, Swiecki, Ruis, and Chesler, 
2016). In an interview transcript, each answer to a question might be a unique 

                                                
1 The website tool can be found here: http://www.epistemicnetwork.org/ 
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conversation (Eagan and Hamilton, 2018), or in a collection of documents, each 
document or section of a document. Epistemic network analysis models the connections 
between codes by quantifying the co-occurrence of codes within conversations, 
producing a weighted network of co-occurrences, in addition to associated 
visualisations for each unit of analysis in the data. Critically, ENA analyses all the 
networks simultaneously, resulting in a set of networks that can be compared both 
visually and statistically. 
 
Epistemic network analysis was originally developed to model theories of cognition, 
discourse, and culture, which argue that the connections people make in discourse are 
a critical level of analysis. DiSessa (1988), for example, characterises learning as a 
process in which isolated elements of experiential knowledge are connected through 
theoretical frameworks to develop both new knowledge and deep, systematic 
understanding. Similarly, Linn et al. (2004) argue that learners develop STEM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) expertise by constructing a knowledge 
web; that is, a repertoire of ideas and the connections between them. Shaffer (2017) 
describes learning as the development of an epistemic frame; that is, a pattern of 
connections between knowledge, skills, habits of mind, and other cognitive elements 
that characterise communities of practice (Hutchins, 1995; Shaffer, 2004; Wenger, 
1999), or groups of people who share similar ways of framing, investigating, and 
solving complex problems. 
 
Although ENA was originally designed to address challenges in learning analytics, the 
method is not limited to analyses of learning data. For example, ENA has been used to 
analyse (a) surgery trainees’ operating performance during a simulated procedure (R 
Ruis, Rosser, Nathwani, Beems, Jung, and Pugh, 2019); (b) gaze coordination during 
collaborative work (Andrist, Collier, Gleicher, Mutlu, and Shaffer, 2015); and (c) 
communication between healthcare teams (Sullivan et al., 2018; Wooldridge, Carayon, 
Eagan, & Shaffer, 2018). The key assumption of the method is that the structure of 
connections in the data is the most important aspect in the analysis. In other words, 
ENA is an appropriate technique for any context in which the structure of connections 
is meaningful. Epistemic network analysis is, therefore, a useful technique for 
modelling historical epistemic beliefs because it can model the relationships between 
various dimensions of personal epistemology as they occur within discourse from the 
interviews.  
 
In this study, I applied ENA (Shaffer, 2017) to the data using the ENA1.7.0 Web Tool. 
I defined the units of analysis as all lines of data associated with a single value of Unit 
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subsetted by Codes (see Table 3.1). The ENA algorithm then uses a moving temporal 
window to construct a network model for each line in the data, displaying how codes 
in the current line are connected to codes that occur within the recent temporal context 
(Siebert-Evenstone, Arastoopour, Collier, Swiecki, Ruis, and Shaffer, 2017). The 
resulting networks are aggregated for all lines for each unit of analysis in the model. In 
this model, the aggregated networks use a binary summation in which the networks for 
a given line reflect the presence or absence of the co-occurrence of each pair of codes. 
 
The ENA model included the following codes: CKO, CKS, SiKO, SiKS, SoKO, SoKS, 
JKO, and JKS. I defined discourse as all lines of data associated with a single value of 
Line subsetted by Activity and Conversation. The ENA model normalised the networks 
for all units of analysis before they were subjected to a dimensional reduction, which 
accounts for the fact that different units of analysis may have different numbers of 
coded lines in the data. For the dimensional reduction, a singular value decomposition 
was used, which produces orthogonal dimensions that maximise the variance explained 
by each dimension. (See Shaffer et al., 2016 for a more detailed explanation of the 
mathematics; see Arastoopour et al., 2015 for examples of this type of analysis.) 
 
The networks were visualised using network graphs in which nodes correspond to the 
codes and edges reflect the relative frequency of co-occurrence, or connection, between 
two codes. The result is two coordinated representations for each unit of analysis: (1) a 
plotted point, which represents the location of that unit’s network in the low-
dimensional projected space, and (2) a weighted network graph. The positions of the 
network graph nodes are fixed, and those positions are determined by an optimisation 
routine that minimises the difference between the plotted points and their corresponding 
network centroids. This coregistration of network graphs and projected space means 
the positions of the network graph nodes – and the connections they define – can be 
used to interpret the dimensions of the projected space and explain the positions of 
plotted points in the space.  
 
Epistemic network analysis can be used to compare units of analysis regarding their 
plotted point positions, individual networks, mean plotted point positions, and mean 
networks, which average the connection weights across individual networks. Networks 
can also be compared using network difference graphs. These graphs are calculated by 
subtracting the weight of each connection in one network from the corresponding 
connections in another. 
 
Regarding the coding scheme used in ENA, drawn from the literature concerning 
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historical epistemic beliefs, a coding scheme for analysing epistemic beliefs of history 
was created. Two general areas have been identified: the nature of knowledge and the 
process of knowing (Hofer & Pintrich, 1997; Schommer-Aikins, 2002). In the first area, 
there are two dimensions: the certainty of knowledge and the simplicity of knowledge, 
which represent the nature of knowledge, and the other area consists of the source of 
knowledge and the justification of knowledge, representing the process of knowing 
(Hofer, 2001). In each dimension, the belief can be further identified and characterised 
by objective and subjective perspectives (Maggioni et al., 2004). The certainty of the 
knowledge dimension characterises whether an individual views knowledge as 
unchanging and fixed facts (objective perspective) or ‘tentative and evolving’ 
(subjective perspective; Hofer & Pintrich, 1997, p. 120). The dimension of simple 
knowledge implies a view of knowledge as simple and discrete facts (objective 
perspective) or a complex continuum (subjective). In another area, in the process of 
knowing, at the objective end of the source of knowledge dimension, knowledge is 
regarded as existing outside individuals and can be found in sources, such as historical 
texts or authoritative figures, whereas at the other end (subjective perspective), an 
individual believes knowledge is constructed by groups of people, including themself. 
Regarding the final dimension of justification of knowledge, an individual with the 
objective perspective believes that constructing knowledge should be supported by 
evidence and evaluated using certain criteria, whereas others at the subjective end of 
this dimension consider knowledge as mere personal opinions that are all equally 
valuable and valid.           
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Table 3.1 The coding framework for historical epistemic beliefs. 

General Areas Dimensions Categories Codes Examples 

The nature of knowledge 

 

Certainty of Knowledge 

Objective: In this category, the individual believes that the exist 

of absolute historical facts. Past could be ‘copied’ to the present. 

History is past as a fixed story.  

CKO 
"History is like an old story, which we can 

learn some experiences and lessons from " 

Subjective: Individuals realise there is uncertainty of historical 

knowledge and the past could not be exactly copied. There are 

many factors could have impact on historical facts, such as 

historians’ perspectives. 

CKS 

"Historical facts are like…maybe… written by 

many historians and then they judge which 

one might be correct.”  

Simplicity of knowledge 

Objective: Historical knowledge is a simple and discrete truth 

as the existence of concrete knowledgeable facts.  
SiKO 

“It’s his (historian’s) job to tell us what 

people in the past do and let us know it.” 

Subjective: Individual views historical knowledge as a complex 

continuum, which consists of various inter-related concepts and 

needed to be situated in context.  

SiKS 
"I should know more about the context, like 

the background, of this historical event” 

The process of knowing 

 

Source of Knowledge 

Objective: Knowledge exists outside of individuals and could 

be found in historical sources. It is also possessed by the 

authorities, such as historians, history teachers and history 

textbooks and can be transmitted to the ignorant.   

SoKO 
“Ah! We can know the history from the 

historical texts!” 

Subjective: Knowledge is constructed by group of people 

including one’s self. At the same time, individual would be more 

sceptical about the authorities who claims to possess the 

knowledge.  

SoKS 

“Yes, and the nature of history is through 

research, but we don’t really do that (at 

school). We just study and memorise things 

from somebody’s work”  

Justification of Knowledge 

Objective: The construction of historical knowledge should be 

supported by historical sources, which should also be evaluated 

through different criteria. Also, arguments proposed by 

historians should also be examined with certain criteria.  

JKO 
“I think it really depends on individuals but it 

should be rigorous and could be justified. “ 

Subjective: Every opinion is equally valuable and valid. There is 

no right or wrong or good or bad. Everyone is entitled to their 

opinions. Therefore, the historical facts are simply personal 

interpretations.  

JKS 

“I think you know… everyone has their own 

opinions about one thing, so... no right or 

wrong” 
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This coding framework for epistemic beliefs consists of eight codes, as displayed and 
explained in Table 3.3.1. For the pilot study, to test the inter-rater reliability, a whole 
transcript (136 lines in total) from one of the interviewees was coded independently by 
myself and another doctorate student, who was informed of the rationale and conceptual 
framework of this coding scheme. To refine the reliability, another inter-rater reliability 
from the interviews in the first phase of DBR was conducted. Each code was analysed 
regarding presence (1) and absence (0), and then reliability calculated using Cohen's 
kappa (κ), performed on SPSS (v.25). A few codes (e.g., SiKO and SoKS) with a value 
<0.5 were refined and discussed between coders to investigate any disagreements about 
their meaning. The final results are in Table 3.2. The model had coregistration 
correlations of 0.98 (Pearson) and 0.98 (Spearman) for the first dimension, and 
coregistration correlations of 0.98 (Pearson) and 0.99 (Spearman) for the second. These 
measures indicate a strong fit between the visualisation and the original model. 
 
Table 3.2 The inter-rater reliability of the coding scheme 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
3.4 Research methods on educational dialogue 
As Howe and Abedin (2013) suggest, the analysis of classroom dialogues remains a 
complex research area due to several factors. The ‘war’ between using quantitative 
versus qualitative approaches has also contributed to this dilemma. Mercer (2010) 
points out there are two main methodologies for researching educational dialogues: one 
is linguistic ethnography rooted in the traditions of social anthropology and descriptive 
linguistics (Creese, 2008); the other is what Mercer (1995, 2004, 2010) calls 
sociocultural discourse analysis (SCDA), which is used to analyse how teachers and 
students co-construct knowledge through the use of dialogue in educational settings, 
underpinned by Vygotskian theories. In the following sections, I briefly introduce both 
approaches and justify the chosen method by introducing the development of the coding 
scheme.   

Codes Cohen's kappa (κ) value 

CKO 0.881 

CKS 0.796 

SiKO 0.689 

SiKS 0.721 

SoKO 0.763 

SoKS 0.659 

JKO 0.827 

JKS 0.756 
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3.4.1 Beyond two traditions on dialogue analysis: a mixed method  
Rooted in the traditions of social anthropology and descriptive linguistics (Mercer, 
2010), linguistic ethnography has been greatly influenced by anthropological traditions 
in the study of language (Creese, 2008), such as the ethnography of communication 
(Hymes, 1974) and interactional sociolinguistics (IS; Gumperz, 1972). As Tusting and 
Maybin (2007) suggest, in addition to the study of linguistic structure and variation of 
language, the main foci of linguistic ethnography are ‘identity, social groups, power 
and ideology, the politics of representation, gender, racism, narrativity and so on’ (p. 
576). Linguistic ethnographers are normally interested in the mutual relationship 
between language and society and how they shape and reshape each other. For instance, 
in educational settings, children use talk or have dialogues with teachers to negotiate 
and construct their own identities (Meyerhoff, 2011). Moreover, to transition from 
language education to the study of linguistic ethnography in the classroom, researchers 
have to participate in three types of epistemological shift. First, they should view 
language as a social practice (an anthropological focus) instead of an academic 
competence. Second, teachers and pupils communicate with languages to explore and 
negotiate knowledge. Finally, the shift of ‘empirical gaze’ moves from only studying in 
the classroom to everyday life and experiences across the school (Rampton, Maybin, 
and Roberts, 2015). 
 
Ethnography and linguistics benefit from each other. Ethnography enriches linguistics 
by providing a closer examination of traditional contexts, as well as interactive 
conversation. In return, linguistics provides ethnography with an authoritative 
analytical framework for languages. Taken together, a linguistic ethnography analysis 
aims to ‘combine close detail of local action and interaction as embedded in a wider 
social world’ (Creese, 2008, p. 233). Following this attempt, educational researchers, 
instead of using experimental methods or statistical analysis, mostly employ 
ethnographic and sociolinguistic methods to observe the structure of classroom talk in 
which socialisation is a ‘never-ending process’ mediated through ‘referential and 
interpersonal’ talk (Mercer, 2010). 
 
Another approach for studying classroom dialogue is through what Mercer (2004, 2010) 
refers to as SDA, which is heavily influenced and underpinned by the developmental 
theory of Vygotsky (1978). From this perspective, knowledge is socially and culturally 
constructed, and language itself can be regarded as a tool for knowledge construction. 
Mercer (2004) emphasises the importance of mixed methods combining quantitative 
analysis and traditional qualitative approaches to inform a better understanding about 
how classroom dialogue is employed to co-construct knowledge between teachers and 
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pupils. For such analysis to be able to quantify qualitative data, such as talk, a fine-
grained coding scheme may be required. Using a coding framework might contribute 
to the reduction of complexity of dialogue (Wegerif, 2020), but Hennessy et al. (2020) 
argue that such reduction is inconceivable for any ordinary human interaction; it is 
‘part-and-parcel’ of any research process (p. 3). Hennessy et al. further outline some 
key methodological considerations and decisions that need to be made when developing 
or adapting a coding scheme. First, deciding the scope of dialogue analysis: what forms 
and boundaries should be included in the coding scheme? For instance, some 
frameworks focus only on teachers’ talk (e.g., Correnti et al., 2015), whereas others 
might centre on pupils’ moves only (Hardman, 2019). The second decision concerns 
the granularity of the analysis, meaning ‘the size of chunks’ for analysis (Hennessy et 
al., 2020, p. 4). Microlevel coding is arguably the most popular method in classroom 
dialogue analysis. This size of analysis not only allows researchers to count the 
frequency of certain codes to conduct quantitative data analysis (e.g., Howe et al., 2019), 
but also enables researchers to conduct ‘fine-grained, systematic’ qualitative analyses 
(Hennessy et al., 2020, p. 5). However, according to Mercer (2010), the use of such 
analysis might not be the best approach to deal with ambiguity of meanings, especially 
when coding for frequency counting. He further suggests the temporal dimension for 
classroom dialogue analysis, in which two aspects are included: a historical aspect and 
a dynamic aspect (Mercer, 2008). In this type of analysis, the interaction between 
interlocutors (teachers and pupils) is situated in a particular institutional and cultural 
context, and knowledge co-construction through dialogue is ‘inherently reflexive’; that 
is, the immediate shared experiences through conversation could further provide 
resources for ‘building future conversational context[s]’ (Mercer, 2008, p. 55). Such 
analysis could allow researchers to move away from a snapshot approach to dive deeper 
into a more holistic perspective of classroom dialogue. For this approach, qualitative 
interpretative analysis is needed to understand where the quantitative measures come 
from and what they mean, while at the same time, the quantitative approaches based on 
the interpretative analysis could suggest causal significance. For instance, Hennessy, 
Kershner, Calcagni, and Ahmed (2021) employed qualitative analysis to explore 
practitioners’ experiences when participating in a PD programme. The qualitative fine-
grained analysis with T-SEDA from surveys and interviews was complemented using 
quantitative analysis using frequencies and percentages to draw a more convincing 
conclusion.   
                 
Such a mixed method is in line with the theoretical framework (see the Figure for Yin 
and Yang in Chapter 2) proposed in this study. In a sense, both these approaches 
emphasise the dynamic and holistic dimension of exploring two opposite concepts that 
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are reversible to a certain degree. Hence, I found this approach appropriate for this 
research. In the following sections, I elaborate on how this method informed the 
development of the coding scheme in this study. 
 
3.4.2 Collection of data concerning classroom dialogue: observation  
Before introducing the coding instrument, it is crucial to have a better understanding 
about the nature of the data. The dataset collected from class observations aims to 
provide an in-depth understanding of classroom dialogue – whole-class dialogue in 
particular (Mercer, 2003). Hence, the analysis focused on two goals. First, to examine 
the coherence between teachers’ epistemic beliefs reported by themselves during 
interviews and their actual teaching practice, discourse from the interviews was 
analysed using Quantitative Ethnography. Second, one of the main goals of PD is to 
introduce to teachers the ideas of dialogic teaching and HTR; therefore, I also employed 
coding schemes integrated from T-SEDA and the observation instrument of HTR 
(Gestsdóttir et al., 2018 shown in Appendix 3) to observe the possible changes in the 
quality of classroom dialogue. However, the teachers were the co-coders of their own 
lessons to enhance their understanding of dialogic teaching and to self-reflect on their 
own practice and enquiry (Vrikki et al., 2018). Finally, all the teaching materials in class, 
such as copies of lesson plans and historical texts (including both written and 
nonwritten), were also considered to form a holistic teaching rationale (Hennessy et al., 
2016). Audio recordings from the monthly group meetings were also collected to 
inform the refinement and improvement of PD design in this research.  
 
3.4.3 Developing a coding scheme to analyse teachers’ talk in history class 
Tschan, Zimmerman, and Semmer (2018) suggest that due to it being overwhelmingly 
time-consuming, it is best for researchers’ interest not to develop a new coding scheme 
unless necessary (see also Hennessy, Howe, Mercer, and Vrikki, 2020). However, 
caution is also strongly recommended when directly employing an existing scheme 
generated for other research with no further adaptation (Hennessy et al., 2020; Tschan, 
et al., 2018). Moreover, based on the considerations when developing a coding scheme 
suggested by Hennessy et al. (2020), for this coding scheme, I considered issues related 
to scope, granularity, and reliability. 
 
Regarding the scope of the analysis, to answer the research question regarding how 
teachers’ talk is used in the history classroom, the analysis mainly focused on teachers’ 
discourse moves. However, to provide a more holistic and dynamic understanding of 
classroom dialogue, students’ talk moves were also considered (Mercer, 2009). 
Regarding granularity, the unit of analysis employed a microlevel coding analysis for 
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two main reasons. On the one hand, the advantage of such analysis is that it allowed 
me to conduct frequency counting of codes to investigate the quantitative dimension of 
the dataset. On the other hand, informed by the concept of a dialogic and holistic 
approach, the microlevel analysis was conducted to provide fine-grained qualitative 
analysis to obtain deeper insights and understanding to avoid the risk of taking 
discourse out of context (Wegerif, 2020). In addition to microlevel analysis, this 
research also considered a macrolevel perspective, in which the ethos of the classroom 
and teachers’ dialogic stance (Boyd and Markarian, 2015) were taken into account to 
explore the hybrid form of dialogue proposed in this research. In macroanalysis, it is 
crucial to move beyond and away from the simple dichotomy of the interaction forms 
(i.e., monologue and dialogue), as argued by Boyd and Markarian (2015). In their study, 
challenging the idea of the surface dialogic features required in dialogic education, they 
argue that, ‘supportive epistemic and communal functions’ of teachers’ talk might be 
more crucial than the forms of talk to create successful dialogic teaching (ibid., p. 275; 
see also Rubin, 1990, for functions of classroom talk).              
 
Combined to fit the research objectives of this study, the coding scheme employed in 
this study was adapted from T-SEDA (Hennessy et al., 2019) and synthesised with the 
observational instrument for teaching historical thinking (Gestsdóttir et al., 2018). 
Moreover, in the spirit of DBR (Bakker, 2018), the development of the adapted coding 
scheme was undertaken in four steps (see Figure 3.5).   

 
Figure. 3.5 The developing process of the coding scheme. 
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Step 1 Piloting the coding scheme  
To test the practicality of the coding scheme, a pilot study was conducted in March and 
April 2019. The first version of the coding framework (see Adapted Version [V.1] in 
Appendix 4) consisted of 11 categories, highlighting how teacher talk can foster 
students’ historical thinking (Lee & Ashby, 2000; Seixas, 1996, 2017; van Drie & van 
Boxtel, 2007, 2018; Wineburg, 2001). Although the preliminary analysis indicates 
highly dialogic interactions between teacher and whole class, this coding framework 
still required much refinement regarding reliability and validity. More data collected 
from class observations were required, as well as further consulting with relevant 
experts, such as history teachers and researchers (Hennessy et al., 2016), which led the 
process to the next step.  
 
Step 2 Refining the coding scheme with teachers 
This study aimed to develop the cooperation of teachers and researchers as part of the 
bridge between theory and practice; as Nind (2014) argues, ‘it is conceived as research 
with, by or sometimes for teachers, and in contrast to research on them’ (p. 3). Therefore, 
in an attempt to put the adapted coding scheme into practice in real and complex 
educational settings, the aim of the second step was to familiarise the participating 
teachers with the coding framework both theoretically and methodologically. With the 
aid of the T-SEDA Resource Pack (Hennessy et al., 2019; Traditional Mandarin 
Version), during the workshops in the first phase of the PD design (September, 2019), 
the concepts of dialogic education and the components of historical thinking (Lee and 
Ashby, 2000; Seixas, 1996, 2017; van Drie and van Boxtel, 2008; van Boxtel and van 
Drie, 2018; Wineburg, 2001) were introduced to teachers, who then coded their own 
lessons with the integrated coding scheme from the pilot study (V.1).  
 
Following the coding session, the reflective refinement of the framework was discussed, 
and adjustments were made with the teachers (Vrikki et al., 2019). The main changes 
were as follows: first, clarifying any ambiguity between codes, such as IHR (Invite 
historical reasoning) and HR (Make historical causal reasoning explicit to students). 
When coding with these two codes, many of the teachers reported confusion, which 
appeared to be more a hierarchical relationship than parallel. Therefore, in the second 
version, these two codes were merged into a new code, HT (Make historical thinking 
explicit to pupils), highlighting specifically the teachers’ explicit talk regarding 
introducing ideas of historical thinking to students (van Boxtel & van Drie, 2017). 
Moreover, a new code, BC (Build up causality), was created to capture the complexity 
of historical causal links introduced by teachers (Chapman, 2016). Second, teachers 
reported the lack of representation of other discursive techniques in a typical history 
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class, such as the notion of time (Lee, 2005) and the use of historical analogy (Yang, 
2020). In the updated version (V.2), with two dedicated codes (TC and AC) newly 
added for this issue, the framework consisted of 12 codes.  
 
Finally, due to linguistic and cultural reasons, we made a few alterations regarding the 
meaning of codes from the original version of T-SEDA. For instance, with the code IB 
(Invite to build on ideas), following the discussion, there was a need to extend the 
meaning. The rationale behind the extension focused on the contextual background of 
the Taiwanese history classroom, in which teachers usually initiate dialogue with 
questions, both open and closed (Song. 2008). Therefore, a new aspect was added to 
the description of this code (‘Invite ideas responding to the questions initiated by 
teachers’) to capture the use of such a discursive technique. Another change was made 
concerning the use of the code CH (Challenge, Disagree, and Question) from T-SEDA. 
The reason for this change was due to a language translation issue with the word 
‘question’. Following the examination of the original version, we added another aspect 
(‘Ask a historical question that requires students to employ a higher level of historical 
thinking’) to highlight the use of ‘questioning’ in the context of Chinese language and 
changed the name of the code to CHQ to extend the meaning of ‘challenge’ to include 
a broader sense than the original in the T-SEDA. For further clarification, the discussion 
also focused on the difference between using ‘question’ in CHQ and the code IB, which 
lies in the types of questions asked by teachers. If a question only requires a simple 
recall of substantial historical concepts (i.e., descriptive questions, see van Drie and van 
Boxtel, 2008), it was assigned the code IB. However, other types of questions, including 
causal questions and evaluative questions (van Drie and van Boxtel, 2008), were 
assigned the code CHQ. A similar extension was applied to the code RD (Reflect on 
dialogue or activity). The original meaning from the T-SEDA referred to teachers’ talk 
to reflect ‘metacognitively’ on processes of dialogue or learning activity. However, after 
discussing with teachers, the need to expand this definition was identified to include 
the discursive technique of evaluating pupils’ responses and, as a result, the name of 
the code was changed to ‘RE’ (Reflect on dialogue or activity or evaluate pupils’ 
response). The second version of the coding scheme in this step is in Appendix 4 
(Adapted Version [V.2]).      
 
Step 3 Refining the coding scheme with experts 
Followed the previous step, dialogue collected from the class observation was analysed 
using the coding scheme (V.2). However, a few issues occurred regarding the 
application of the scheme. The main issue concerned the confusion between the 
practical use of IB and CHQ. In the actual educational settings, teachers’ questions are 
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often complex and multifunctional; therefore, it is sometimes difficult to differentiate 
the types of the questions when coding. After consulting with the experts (supervisors), 
a suggestion was made to separate the discursive techniques of questioning from these 
two codes to form a new category (Q), which was specifically dedicated to questions 
of all types to avoid such confusion (van Drie and van Boxtel, 2007). A suggestion was 
also made by the expert concerning the nature of the code IB. In the original version of 
T-SEDA, this code highlights how teachers invite pupils to build on previous ideas, an 
established dialogic move associated with student learning (Howe et al., 2019). For the 
adapted version, the code was altered to be more inclusive of the talk that teachers use 
to invite pupils to express or to provide their ideas, as well as to elaborate or clarify 
their own or others’ ideas. The main reason for this adaptation was due to the concept 
of hybrid dialogue put forward in this research, which also considers the questions or 
responses usually regarded as monologic in form and function. On the one hand, some 
of the codes were designed to capture and analyse the dialogic discursive techniques 
used by teachers in history class (e.g., BH, CH, and Q). On the other hand, other codes 
(e.g., TC, BC, and MP) were assigned to demonstrate the structural forms of monologue 
used by teachers to foster second-order concepts, such as time and continuity, historical 
causality, and historical interpretation (i.e., historical thinking, see Lee, 2005; Seixas, 
1996, 2017; van Drie and van Boxtel, 2008). Combined, the two types of code in this 
analytical scheme were employed to analyse a more holistic picture of hybrid dialogue 
used in Taiwanese history classes. A full description of the final version of the coding 
scheme is in Table 3.3.     
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Table 3.3 The final version of the coding scheme 

Categories Contributions and Strategies Examples/ Key words Note 

IB 

Invite to contribute or build 

on ideas 

1. Invite ideas, elaboration or clarifying 

own or others’ ideas.  

2. Invite students to build on ideas. 

1. ‘Do you want to share your thoughts to us?’, 

‘What do you think?’, ‘What do you mean by 

that?’, ‘Can you tell me more?’ 

2. ‘Do you agree what he said?’, ‘Do you want to 

add anything to that?’ 

This code is used when a teacher invites students to 

provide their ideas or further elaborations. Usually, 

the utterance would include a referent (e.g. ‘you’ or 

the name of a student). This code is also applied 

when teachers invite students to build on their or 

others’ (including teachers’ and peers’) ideas. Note 

that if other implicit functions of a question are 

present, additional codes should be appended.   

BH 

Build on ideas by using 

historical sources 

Build on, elaborate or clarify own or 

others’ ideas by using historical sources 

‘based on the texts…’, ‘from this given source’, 

‘from the existing evidence’ 

This code includes teachers’ talk that is specifically 

based on historical sources or texts to further build 

on their or students’ ideas. If it is also used to 

challenge students’ ideas, it will also be coded CH.  

CH 

Challenge  

1. Question, disagree with or challenge 

an idea or opinion (including from the 

textbooks) 

2. Invite others to challenge 

1. ‘Why we don’t see anything about how they 

fought in the textbook?’ 

2. ‘Does anyone want to challenge me? Who 

thinks I’m wrong?’ 

Talk that questions or challenges students’ ideas or 

responses would be assigned with this code. Also, 

talk that invite students to challenge the narrative 

from the textbook or their peers is included in this 

code.     
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Q 

Asking questions 

1. Use questions to extract students’ 

historical substantial knowledge as the 

basis for following dialogue 

2. Ask questions to initiate a dialogue 

3. Ask questions to continue a dialogue 

1. ‘What happened to the Madou Tribe Incident?’ 

2. ‘We should define the word more properly. 

What is economics?’ 

3. ‘What else does it take to become a Taiwanese, 

Chris?’ 

Questions that engage students in dialogue, which 

includes types: both closed and open-ended 

questions, evaluative questions and descriptive 

questions. If the question requires further causal 

reasoning, then the code BC is assigned instead.   

HT 

Make historical thinking 

explicit to pupils 

1. Explicitly explain the notion of 

historical thinking 

2. Demonstrate the skills of historical 

thinking 

3. Scaffold to use academic disciplinary 

language   

1. ‘You have to learn how to critically examine 

the sources- that is to use your historical 

thinking.’ 

2. ‘I’m showing you how to use sourcing in 

historical thinking.’ 

3.‘In history, it’s called "Physical 

Anthropology."’ 

When a teacher explicitly uses or demonstrate the 

term to describe the notion of historical thinking 

(歷史思維), historical reasoning (歷史思考), 

historiography (歷史學), or introduce the nature of 

history as a discipline (歷史學本質) to students, the 

code HT is assigned. This code is also applied when 

teachers use talk to scaffold students to transform 

their everyday language into academic disciplinary 

language    

TC 

Provide notions on time 

and continuity 

1. Discerns/describes aspects of change 

and/or continuity in dialogue 

2. Describe notions of time in history in 

dialogue 

1. ‘So you mean there might be a tendency, but it 

isn’t necessarily going to break out?’ 

2. ‘After Japan retreat in 1945, when did the 

KMT come to Taiwan to take over?’ 

This code is applied when a teacher introduces the 

notion of time (e.g. historical period, timeline, era, 

dynasty, years) and the continuity of historical 

events as a means to open up or deepen a dialogue.  
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BC 

Build up causality 

1. Invite students to build up causality 

through historical knowledge 

2. Explore multiple dimensions of a 

causal relationship? 

3. Makes causal connections (identifies 

causes and/or consequences) 

1. ‘Why did the Dutch people take revenge in 

1635? Why did it take so long?’ 

2. ‘What sorts of things does it need to break 

out?’ 

3. ‘This is the first reason. The second reason is 

that, everyone, why did the Dutch want to control 

Taiwan?’ 

Talk that invites students’ causal reasoning through 

historical knowledge would be applied to this code, 

such as questions that usually include the word 

‘why’ (為什麼) and giving answers that includes 

‘because’ (因為),‘so’ (所以) or the explicit term 

‘cause and effect’ (因果). Also, when a connection 

between two historical events is explicitly or 

implicitly made with causal reasoning, this code is 

assigned.     

CA 

Coordination of ideas and 

activity 

1. Contrast and synthesise ideas, express 

agreement and consensus 

2. Rephrase and synthesise an other’s 

idea 

3. Connect to prior knowledge or 

previous lessons 

1. ‘ He means that because they’ve already 

known the ideas of the Enlightenment…’ 

2. ‘So there are two points from what you said: 

firstly…’ 

3.’ Last time we spent a little time to finish 

talking about Emperor Wudi of the Han Dynasty’ 

In a dialogue, a teacher uses talk to coordinate, 

synthesise, rephrase or paraphrase students’ ideas 

and responses in order to further the dialogue. 

Also, note that this code includes the use of talk to 

connect to the prior knowledge or previous lesson 

when such a strategy is used to move along the 

dialogue.     

RE 

1. Evaluate and reflect 

“metacognitively” on learning activity 

2. Evaluate an other’s response 

1. ‘Finally, we end this lesson with a question.’ 

2. ‘I really want to say that Charlie really 

answered this question accurately’ 

This code includes the use of teachers’ talk to 

respond, give feedback (both positive and negative) 

or evaluate a student’s answer. 
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Reflect on dialogue or 

activity or evaluate on 

pupils’ response 

G 

Guide direction of dialogue 

or activity or strategy 

towards historical thinking 

1. Take responsibility for shaping 

activity or focusing the dialogue in a 

desired direction  

2. Use other scaffolding strategies to 

support dialogue or learning on 

historical thinking 

1.’Can you answer this question first? What is the 

purpose of building the canal?’ 

2.’So if you have a mobile phone, you can look it 

up online. When were these trials?’ 

This code is applied when a teacher uses discursive 

techniques to shape or re-shape the dialogue or 

activity toward a desired direction that aims to 

deepen students’ historical understanding and to 

scaffold development of historical thinking.  

CX 

Contextualisation with 

sources 

1. Contextualise the events or actions of 

people in the past/take a historical 

perspective 

2. Compare information from different 

sources to understand the contextual 

background of a certain historical event/ 

person.  

1. ‘From the historical background of Emperor 

Wu of Han,…?’ 

2. ‘So many sources indicate he is assigned 

instead of deciding from his own personal will?’ 

This code aims to capture the use of talk dedicated 

to providing context for historical events or 

historical persons with historical sources. Certain 

terms, such as ‘context’ (脈絡), and ‘background’ 

(背景) usually provide good indicators for 

assigning this code. Note that if the source is used 

to contextualise the event or a person, then the code 

CX is applied; otherwise, the code BH is applied. 

MP 

Multiple perspectives and 

interpretation 

1. Present/describe different historical 

interpretations 

1. ‘From their point of view, they are right, 

because they want to maintain the political 

power…’ 

This category is applied to talk that puts students 

‘in other people’s shoes’ and develops capability 

for historical empathy through explicit instruction 

for guiding students to take other people’s 
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2. Present and explore the perspectives 

of different historical actors regarding 

the same event/in the same period. 

2. ‘Can you understand China treats its people in 

a repressive way from their perspectives?’ 

perspectives. For instance, the phrase ‘from one’s 

perspective’ could engage students in exploring 

multiple perspectives from their own.    

AC 

Make historical analogy 

and comparison 

1. Make connections to student’s daily 

life or present-day experience to foster 

their historical thinking 

2. Compare different/ similar historical 

account 

1. ‘If you are managing a company, how do you 

strengthen your power?’ 

2. ‘So what is the difference between Roman 

Republic and Ancient Greece?’ 

This code is then applied if a connection between 

students’ everyday-life experience and history is 

made. Also analogy usually stimulates a form of 

imagination that allows students to connect past and 

present. This code also appliy to when a teacher 

compares two or more historical accounts in order 

to scaffold students for developing historical 

thinking with dialogue. Also consider the code HT 

which emphasises the transformation of the use of 

language in class.      
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Step 4 Testing the coding scheme 
To test the reliability of the coding scheme, intercoder reliability (ICR) was calculated 
for each code using Cohen's kappa (κ) to address the issue regarding the consistency of 
the implementation of a coding system (Lange, 2011). O’Connor and Joffe (2020) 
suggest that ICR can improve ‘the systematicity, communicability, and transparency of 
the coding process’ and provide trustworthiness for the scheme (p. 2). The selected 
transcripts from one participating teacher’s lessons (three selected lessons, 125 lines in 
total) was coded independently by two coders, me, and a history teacher who had been 
informed of the rationale and conceptual framework of this coding scheme. Each code 
was analysed in terms of presence (1) and absence (0) and then Cohen's kappa (κ) was 
calculated using SPSS (v.27). A few codes (e.g., CA and CX) with a value of <0.5 
(Landis and Koch, 1977) were refined and discussed with the coders to investigate their 
disagreement concerning the scheme (see also practical guidelines regarding coding in 
O’Connor and Joffe, 2020, p. 10). The final results are in Table 3.4.  
 
Table 3.4 ICR by category  

Code Cohen's kappa (κ) value 
IB 0.692 
BH 0.720 
CH 0.779 
Q 0.607 
HT 0.831 
TC 0.797 
BC 0.831 
CA 0.612 
RE 0.694 
G 0.633 
CX 0.601 
MP 0.784 
AC 0.648 

 

3.5 Research context and participants  

My fieldwork was conducted in three schools in three cities: New Taipei City (School 
A), Taipei City (School B), and Taoyuan City (School C). All the schools are municipal 
public schools providing excellent education and are considered ‘high-level’ schools 
with good college entrance rates in their respective regions. The system of high school 
in Taiwan is equivalent to the foundation course or A-Level courses in the UK 
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education system. There are three grades (i.e., three academic years) in Taiwanese high 
school. For the freshmen, all subjects, covering a range from humanities (e.g., language 
and history), mathematics, and social sciences (geography and citizenship) to natural 
sciences (e.g., physics, chemistry and biology), are all compulsory courses. This variety 
encourages students to explore various disciplines before they move onto the next grade 
(second academic year), in which they are required to choose one group from three 
different types of groups. The First Group, focusing on subjects such as humanities and 
social sciences and excludes the natural sciences, is for students who wish to study 
related majors at universities. The Second Group includes maths, physics, and 
chemistry, yet social sciences are also taught, but with less emphasis in terms of the 
curriculum time. In the Third Group, in addition to the subjects taught in the Second 
Group, a biology module is also provided. This group is especially designed for 
students interested in medical fields. Once decided, students may only change their 
group once. In the final year of high school (Third Grade), substantial time is dedicated 
to preparing for college entrance exams, which take place in January and July. 
Therefore, in addition to the new curriculum content prescribed to be taught in this third 
year, teachers normally help students to revise for the exams.  
 
In this study, I recruited seven teachers (N[male]=3, N[female]=4) from three schools: 
five teachers from School A, one from School B, and one from School C. The process 
of recruitment was as follows: First, I approached the teacher from School A who 
participated in my pilot study to invite her to participate in this research, and I asked 
her for some references for potential participants. Another four history teachers (her 
colleagues) then agreed to join the programme. At the same time, the participant-
recruitment letter was circulated on social media, as well as being distributed to school 
administrations. A few more teachers expressed their interest in participating. However, 
due to the limited time and the scale of this study, a few criteria were applied to screen 
suitable participants. To collect data related to the purposes and goals of the study, the 
rationale for participant recruitment was underpinned by the sampling strategy known 
as purposeful sampling or judgement sampling (Denscombe, 2010; Herrington et al., 
2007; Marshall, 1996), which is based on the researcher’s theoretical and practical 
knowledge of the research area, and researchers actively select the most productive 
sample for the research purpose (Cresswell & Clark, 2011). In contrast to random 
sampling, purposeful sampling can yield more useful and in-depth data to be analysed 
(Bakker, 2018). Considering the geographic restraints, the participants’ schools needed 
to be in Northern Taiwan. Furthermore, regarding school type, since this research only 
focuses on the history curriculum in the context of regular high school, schools such as 
vocational schools with a different history curriculum were not considered. The same 
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rules were applied to the class types. Special classes, such as language-talented class, 
science-talented class, and music-talented class, were not included as they have very 
different curriculum goals and modules from the regular classes. To achieve wider 
representation from other cities, schools located in the same city as School A were 
excluded. Following this process, two further teachers were recruited. 
 
The three schools were deliberately chosen to provide a contrast. School A is 
particularly famous for its open-minded school environment in which teachers are 
given much freedom to design and conduct their own teaching, and students are 
encouraged to engage in their school to express their own thinking and creativity. 
School C is, conversely, considered more conservative and traditional in terms of 
teaching style and the role of students. School B, in the capital city, has the richest 
educational resources and is open to experimenting with innovative pedagogy. For this 
research, I considered that participating teachers from these three schools could yield 
rich and diverse data. The teaching experience of the teachers ranged from two years 
to more than 20 years (M=11.8), and no teacher had prior experience of PD related to 
dialogic education. This point reflects the majority of teachers (N=5) expressing their 
interest in participating in this research because they wanted to learn more about 
dialogic education and how it could be applied to history teaching. Another major 
reason for joining this programme concerned the latest curriculum reform, with teachers 
being more willing to experiment with a new pedagogical approach to align more 
closely with the new competence-based curriculum in Taiwan (personal 
communication). 
 
Regarding selecting students to be interviewees, 21 students (11 male, 10 female), 
comprising three students (aged from 15 to 17 years old) from each participating 
teacher’s class, were selected. To achieve the most representative sample, I employed 
stratified random sampling (Cohen et al., 2001). First, each class was divided into three 
strata based on their academic performance in history, as measured by their record in 
history exams: high-achieving, average-achieving, and lower-achieving. This measure 
was taken to represent the diversity of levels of performances. Then, one student from 
each stratum was randomly selected as the interviewee. Combined with the purposive 
sampling, such a mixed-model sampling strategy has the potential not only to enhance 
the inferential quality of the research, but also to expand the transferability of the results 
(Kemper et al., 2003). In Table 3.5, below, the participating teachers’ and students’ 
information is listed using pseudonyms for the names of the participants and their 
schools due to ethical considerations.  
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Table 3.5. Characteristics of participants.    

School Teacher (Gender) Experience Class Year (Group) Students 

A Fang (F) 11 years a One 
Mike (M) 
Ben (M) 
Gina (F) 

A Wu (F) 10 years b 
Two  

(First) 

Adam (M) 
Betty (F) 
Cathy (F) 

A Chen (M) 2 years c 
Two 

(Second) 

Alan (M) 
Blaire (F) 
Cory (M) 

A Chou (F) 18 years d 
Three  
(First) 

Alvin (M) 
Beth (F) 

Chris (M) 

A Huang (F) 22 years e One 
Artie (M) 
Branda (F) 
Cliff (M) 

B Hsu (M) 3 years a One 
Alex (M) 

Winnie (F) 
Claire (F) 

C Lin (M) 17 years a one 
Aaron (M) 
Becky (F) 
Carrie (F) 
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3.6 Ethical considerations 

As pointed out by Robson (2011), any research that involves people will cause ‘ethical 
dilemmas’ (p. 66). To minimise the ethical issues generated by this research, I strictly 
followed the ethical guidance suggested by the British Educational Research 
Association (BERA, 2018) and the Taiwanese Sociology Society (TSS, 2010). 
Moreover, I completed an Ethical Clearance Checklist that was approved by the Faculty 
of Education at the University of Cambridge before the research was conducted. The 
ethical safeguards are as follows: First, all the consent forms (shown in Appendix 6 and 
Appendix 7) from the participating teachers were collected in written form in advance 
of the study. Regarding the consent form for students (aged 16–17 years old), since they 
were not adults, informed consent from their parents or legal guardians was required 
and received (BERA, 2018; TSS, 2010). Regarding data protection, all data were 
encrypted. All the names in this study are pseudonyms. The raw data were seen only 
by me and my supervisor. Video and audio files were encrypted and viewed only by me 
and my supervisor on a password-protected personal computer at a private location – 
either at the office or at home.  
 
The teachers and students participated in this research voluntarily and were well-
informed of their right to withdraw from the study at any stage. The students chosen to 
participate in the interviews were specifically informed that any response they gave 
would be in confidence and would not affect their academic performance. Moreover, 
although the students were chosen randomly for interviews, they had the right to decide 
whether they wished to participate. There was constant communication with the 
students regarding whether they had any concerns or doubts about the study. During 
class observations, cameras were placed in the front and the back of the classroom. To 
minimise any intrusion, the camera in the front remained static once set up. The 
researcher sat only at the back of the classroom for the lowest level of intrusion. At the 
start of every class observation, the teachers re-emphasised the nature of this study and 
the students’ right to withdraw.        
 
In my view, ethical considerations should also address the relationship between 
researchers and participants, especially in my own research, in which I played a major 
part in collaboration with teachers. In this sense, I introduced the idea of ‘inclusive 
research’ proposed by Nind (2014) to inform this research. The aim of inclusive 
research is to address and counteract unequal power relations between researchers and 
the researched, which are usually found in most research-led studies. To highlight 
teacher agency, this study encouraged the participating teachers not only to act 
purposefully and constructively to further their own professional growth, but also to 
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contribute to the growth of their colleagues, rather than responding passively (Tao and 
Gao, 2017). Although, as mentioned above, it would have been quite unrealistic to 
require teachers to invest the same amount of effort and time into this research as I did, 
I still needed to try my best to move from co-option to collective action, as in ‘the idea 
of a continuum of involvement’ (Nind, 2004, p. 11). Similarly, when working in 
partnership with teachers to develop classroom dialogue, Hennessy et al. (2011, p. 3) 
offer a set of guidelines to researchers for productive interaction:  

(1) maintain an equilibrium between teacher and researcher perspectives and 
priorities, and acknowledge the potential danger of teacher politeness or 
superficial acquiescence to perceived expectations  

(2) build teachers’ security so that they can share their own perspectives and 
practices, and freely offer constructive criticism of other approaches  

(3) orchestrate team discussions carefully, and align participants regarding those 
ideas  

These pointers informed my own research in collaboration with teachers and students 
to avoid potential ethical issues. 
 
3.7 Timetable  
The following table (Table 3.6) provides a summary of how and when all the methods 
were conducted and administered.  
 
Table 3.6 Timetable for conducting the research  

Period Procedures 
March–April 
2019 

Pilot Study:  
1. Pilot the coding scheme and the ENA for historical 

epistemic beliefs  
2. Pilot the coding instrument for classroom dialogue 

analysis and assess the intercoder reliability  
July–August 
2019 

1. Contact and confirm participants (teachers)  
2. Obtain consent forms and agree on schedule  

September 
2019 

1. Confirm with participants (students) 
2. Conduct preprogramme interviews with teachers and 

students about their historical epistemic beliefs 
3. Class observations for baseline data 
4. Workshops with teachers  

October–January 
2019 

First cycle of the study  
1. Monthly class observations 
2. Monthly workshops with teachers 
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January–February 
2020 

1. Conduct a preliminary analysis of the first cycle 
2. Distribute a survey to teachers about their perceptions of 

the first cycle 
3. Revise and adjust the design of the cycle according to the 

guidance for COVID-19  
April–June 
2020 

Second cycle of the study  
1. Monthly class observations 
2. Online asynchronised workshops 
3. Post-programme interviews with teachers and students 

July–September 
2020 

1. Review data across all the datasets 
2. Transcribe interview data and data from class observations 
3. Code the transcripts preliminarily 

 
In the next two chapters, I explain how the data analysis concerning historical epistemic 
analysis and classroom dialogue was conducted and provide the results from the 
analysis to answer the research questions.    
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Chapter 4: Data analysis and results concerning epistemic beliefs 
 
In this chapter, I first present the results of the ENA Web Tool (version 1.7.0) of each 
teacher’s and student’s historical epistemic beliefs. Data were collected through pre- 
and postinterviews, which each took approximately 30 to 50 minutes. The analysis and 
results aimed to answer the first part of the research questions:  
Part 1: Regarding teachers’ and students’ epistemic beliefs:  
1.1 Have teachers’ epistemic beliefs changed during the course of the professional 
development programme for dialogic history education?  
1.2 Have students’ epistemic beliefs changed during the course of the professional 
development programme for dialogic history education?  
 
To assess whether there were any changes in epistemic beliefs, the transcripts from the 
interviews were first coded using the coding instrument (see Table 3.3.1 in Chapter 3) 
for the data preparation for ENA. Then, the coded data were input into the software, 
which then generated a pattern-based model to visualise each individual’s epistemic 
beliefs following statistical calculation (Siebert-Evenstone et al., 2017). The process is 
detailed below. Finally, a two-sample related t-test assuming unequal variance was run 
for each group from two separate dimensions (X axis and Y axis) to check whether 
there was a significant difference (p<0.05) between the first dataset from the pre-
interview and the second from the postinterview (Shaffer et al., 2016). The results for 
each group are presented in Table 4. In the rest of the chapter, I present the ENA results 
for each group (left: pre-interview and right: postinterview) accompanied by qualitative 
commentaries to highlight some pivotal components of the individual’s historical 
epistemic beliefs.   
 
4.1 Conducting epistemic network analysis for historical epistemic beliefs  
In this study, ENA (Shaffer, 2017) was applied to the interview data using the ENA1.7.0 
Web Tool. The units of analysis were defined as all lines of data associated with a single 
value of Unit subsetted by Codes. For example, one unit consisted of all the lines 
associated with Codes CKO and SiKS. 
 
The ENA algorithm uses a moving window to construct a network model for each line 
in the data, displaying how codes in the current line are connected to codes that occur 
within the recent temporal context (Siebert-Evenstone et al., 2017). The resulting 
networks are aggregated for all lines for each unit of analysis in the model. In this model, 
I aggregated networks using a binary summation in which the networks for a given line 
reflect the presence or absence of the co-occurrence of each pair of codes. The final 
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model had coregistration correlations of 0.98 (Pearson) and 0.97 (Spearman) for the 
first dimension, and coregistration correlations of 0.99 (Pearson) and 0.98 (Spearman) 
for the second. These measures indicate a strong ‘goodness of fit’ between the 
visualisation and the original model. 
 
Table 4. The results of ENA 

School-

Class 
Names t Test (X axis) t Test (Y axis) 

A-a 

T Fang 
t(31.84)=-0.49 

p=0.62 

Effect Size: 

d=0.17 

t(31.04)=-1.51 

p=0.14 

Effect Size: 

d=0.52 

S 

S1: Mike 
t(32.98)=0.37 

p=0.72 

Effect Size: 

d=0.12 

t(32.16)=1.51 

p=0.04* 

Effect Size: 

d=0.49 

S2: Ben 
t(13.41)=-0.17 

p=0.86 

Effect Size: 

d=0.08 

t(15.71)=-1.50 

p=0.15 

Effect Size: 

d=0.65 

S3: Gina 
t(26.96)=0.33 

p=0.74 

Effect Size: 

d=0.12 

t(26.71)=0.44 

p=0.66 

Effect Size: 

d=0.16 

B-a 

T Hsu 
t(23.97)=0.02 

p=0.99 

Effect Size: 

d=0.01 

t(29.42)=-0.27 

p=0.79 

Effect Size: 

d=0.09 

S 

S4: Alex 
t(20.99)=0.10 

p=0.92 

Effect Size: 

d=0.04 

t(22.81)=0.14 

p=0.89 

Effect Size: 

d=0.05 

S5: Winnie 
t(21.01)=-2.85 

p=0.01* 

Effect Size: 

d=1.00 

t(26.83)=-0.49 

p=0.63 

Effect Size: 

d=0.18 

S6: Claire 
t(20.33)=0.27 

p=0.79 

Effect Size: 

d=0.10 

t(25.94)=-0.88 

p=0.39 

Effect Size: 

d=0.32 

A-b 

T Wu 
t(30.83)=-0.01 

p=0.99 

Effect Size: 

d=0.00 

t(34.62)=1.42 

p=0.16 

Effect Size: 

d=0.44 

S 

S7: Adam 
t(27.32)=-1.69 

p=0.10 

Effect Size: 

d=0.62 

t(27.82)=-1.03 

p=0.31 

Effect Size: 

d=0.37 

S8: Betty 
t(24.52)=-1.77 

p=0.09 

Effect Size: 

d=0.65 

t(23.77)=-1.10 

p=0.28 

Effect Size: 

d=0.42 

S9: Cathy 
t(29.00)=0.99 

p=0.33 

Effect Size: 

d=0.36 

t(25.96)=0.03 

p=0.98 

Effect Size: 

d=0.01 

C-a 

T Lin 
t(25.31)=-0.31 

p=0.76 

Effect Size: 

d=0.11 

t(25.71)=0.57 

p=0.58 

Effect Size: 

d=0.20 

S 

S10: Aaron 
t(34.01)=0.62 

p=0.54 

Effect Size: 

d=0.20 

t(30.54)=-2.05 

p=0.05* 

Effect Size: 

d=0.69 

S11: Becky 
t(26.99)=-0.02 

p=0.99 

Effect Size: 

d=0.01 

t(26.97)=0.03 

p=0.98 

Effect Size: 

d=0.01 
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S12: Carrie 
t(22.77)=-1.73 

p=0.10 

Effect Size: 

d=0.65 

t(25.36)=-2.39 

p=0.02* 

Effect Size: 

d=0.90 

A-c 

T Chen 
t(13.71)=-1.68 

p=0.11 

Effect Size: 

d=0.73 

t(16.47)=-1.45 

p=0.17 

Effect Size: 

d=0.57 

S 

S13: Alan 
t(29.15)=0.86 

p=0.40 

Effect Size: 

d=0.30 

t(29.92)=0.17 

p=0.86 

Effect Size: 

d=0.06 

S14: Blair 
t(23.34)=0.79 

p=0.44 

Effect Size: 

d=0.31 

t(24.51)=0.97 

p=0.34 

Effect Size: 

d=0.37 

S15: Cory 
t(33.39)=0.83 

p=0.42 

Effect Size: 

d=0.27 

t(34.75)=0.42 

p=0.67 

Effect Size: 

d=0.14 

A-d 

T Chou 
t(25.71)=-0.47 

p=0.64 

Effect Size: 

d=0.17 

t(24.27)=-2.29 

p=0.03* 

Effect Size: 

d=0.87 

S 

S16: Alvin 
t(17.94)=-1.93 

p=0.05* 

Effect Size: 

d=0.75 

t(27.39)=-2.00 

p=0.06 

Effect Size: 

d=0.67 

S17: Beth 
t(29.92)=-0.96 

p=0.34 

Effect Size: 

d=0.31 

t(29.75)=-3.04 

p=0.00* 

Effect Size: 

d=1.00 

S18: Chris N/A N/A N/A N/A 

A-e 

T Huang 
t(22.99)=-0.78 

p=0.44 

Effect Size: 

d=0.31 

t(22.74)=1.14 

p=0.27 

Effect Size: 

d=0.45 

S 

S19: Artie 
t(26.36)=0.41 

p=0.69 

Effect Size: 

d=0.15 

t(22.34)=0.60 

p=0.56 

Effect Size: 

d=0.23 

S20:Branda 
t(23.52)=-0.32 

p=0.75 

Effect Size: 

d=0.13 

t(22.52)=-3.25 

p=0.00* 

Effect Size: 

d=1.27 

S21: Cliff 
t(23.35)=-0.10 

p=0.92 

Effect Size: 

d=0.04 

t(21.35)=-0.98 

p=0.34 

Effect Size: 

d=0.39 
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4.2 The results of individuals’ historical epistemic beliefs 
 
Teacher Fang 

Figure 4.1 The ENA result for Fang. 

 

From this result, it is clear that the connection between the codes of JKO and SoKS is 
relatively strong in the pre-interview (M= 0.19) and slightly stronger in the 
postinterview (M= 0.24). The connection of SoKS-SiKS also displays a strong 
relationship in both interviews (M= 0.15, 0.22 respectively). These connections indicate 
Fang believes the notion of historical knowledge is constructed by a group of scholars 
rather than provided by certain historical sources (VanSledright, 2002; Wineburg, 2001) 
and he displays scepticism toward the authorities claiming to process the knowledge, 
who should also be examined through certain criteria (‘… when a historian puts forward 
the hypothesis, and more and more evidence backing up it, he might be right. Yes, so 
actually we have been trained in a scientific way’). She believes in the objectivity of 
the procedure of historical research but acknowledges that the subjectivity of a 
historian’s personal interpretation, ideology, and political agenda (‘… emphasise how 
we deconstruct and interpret the sources in an objective and scientific way, but in fact, 
it is inevitable that during this process of interpreting, you would be affected by your 
own emotions and the time you are in’). 
 
It is also noticeable that the connection between CKS and JKO has become closer (M= 
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0.03 for the first dataset and M= 0.12 for the second), demonstrating that Fang was 
increasingly leaning toward the uncertainty of historical knowledge and the view that 
the past cannot be exactly copied (Maggioni et al., 2004). This change of attitude is 
evident in her teaching practice when asking open-ended questions to open up dialogue 
with students and (‘…have them think more deeply about what the textbook shows us is 
actually somehow different from other interpretations if we look at other historical 
sources as evidence’, which is also apparent in the mean of SoKS-CKS increasing from 
0.03 to 0.15). With such a change, it is also worth noting that Fang grew more confident 
to offer her own opinions and criticisms regarding professional historians. For instance, 
in the pre-interview, when asked about how historians do history, she replied: ‘I am in 
no position to give any comments on that’ (assigned code SoKO). However, the later in 
the interview, she had no problem answering the same question (the same code was not 
assigned to any line in this dataset). However, comparing both interviews, a two-sample 
t-test found the dataset of the pre-interview was not statistically significantly different 
from that of the postinterview (p=0.36 > 0.05).    
 
Fang’s student 1: Mike 
 

Figure 4.2 The ENA result for Mike. 

 

In the figures above, the three most connected dots are SiKS, SoKS, and CKS in the 
pre-interview. For example, when asked about the reason historians might hold very 
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different interpretations about the same historical account, Mike acknowledged how the 
interpretation might be affected by historian’s subjectivity and, thus, history is 
constructed with a great amount of personal emotion, which substantially differs from 
the nature of science, in which ‘there is only one single truth’ (M[SiKS-SoKS]= 0.16; 
M[SiKS-CKS]=0.15). Moreover, such a view about the nature of history led Mike to 
fall into relativism (Maggioni et al., 2004), meaning he believed all opinions are equally 
valued and ‘there is no right or wrong’ (M[CKS-JKS]= 0.10). However, it is interesting 
to note that when discussing history education, his belief started to shift to a more copier 
stance (Havekes et al., 2012), in which historical knowledge is clearly defined and 
provided by an experienced teacher who helps students understand the complexity of 
the context of history and prepare them to perform better in exams (M[CKO-SoKO]= 
0.10; e.g., ‘ I’m not a big fan of self-learning. Somehow it would bother me a lot if my 
questions are not fully answered…I just want teachers to give me the answer for me to 
understand the history a bit better’). 
 
In the postinterview, it is noticeable that the connection between the codes SiKS and 
CKS is less strong (M[SiKS-CKS]=0.04), which could reflect the view of what history 
is and how it is constructed. Mike explicitly said that history is ‘about what people in 
the past have done’ and ‘how these things affect us today’. In terms of the formation of 
historical knowledge, he believed that history exists in the ‘past traces of historical 
heritages, weapons and agricultural apparatus’ and could also be found in ‘historical 
texts in the library’ (also evident in the considerable increase of M[SiKO-SoKO]= 0.23). 
However, after one academic year, Mike developed greater interest in engaging in open-
ended questions by using historical thinking in history class. In the pre-interview, he 
criticised that teachers sometimes fail to provide the answers to his questions, but in the 
later interview he mentioned that he had made some progress on ‘engaging more in 
dialogue with the teacher who likes to ask us many questions, and sometimes these 
questions just lead to more questions, which makes me think more deeply’. Therefore, 
reflecting on his own learning trajectory, he argued that thanks to these unanswered 
questions, he started to ‘learn history with more thinking and less memorising’.   
 
Fang’s student 2: Ben 
In the figures, the connections between three codes (SiKS, SoKS, and JKO) are even 
stronger than Mike’s. For instance, when asked to comment on the nature of history and 
where it ‘exists’, Ben believed that history can be found in historical texts, but was also 
aware that the texts might be ‘distorted depending on who wrote it’. Therefore, to have 
a better  
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Figure 4.3 The ENA result for Ben. 
 
understanding of history, ‘we should take the contextual background fully into account 
as well as finding more evidence’ (M[SiKO-SoKS]= 0.18 in the first dataset and 0.22 
for the second). This epistemological stance is similar to what Havekes et al. (2012) 
describe as the borrower stance. Students in this stance understand that the past cannot 
be copied exactly, which requires using sources to reconstruct, but they also believe 
that the fixed procedure of doing history is possible. Moreover, although Ben believed 
that everyone is entitled to their opinions and the historical facts are simply personal 
interpretations (‘it is okay that everyone has their own opinion’), he also argued that 
there is one certain criterion that can ’depart good from bad’, which was, interestingly, 
the ethics of humanity (M[SiKS-JKO]= 0.18 for the first interview, and 0.23 for the 
later). Ben later offered some examples regarding the meaning of ethics, such as murder 
and war crimes, which he strongly contended that no interpretations are allowed to 
attempt to justify such behaviour. Such a strong moral stance about the absolute view 
of right or wrong (Perry, 1970) is also reflected in his belief in the existence of an 
impartial third party to have ‘the final say on historical interpretation’ (‘people who 
aren’t involved are more impartial and neutral’; M[SoKO-JKO]= 0.14 in the first 
dataset). 
 
In the postinterview after one academic year, regarding the objectivity of history or the 
ultimate truth about historical facts, Ben had become increasingly sceptical, mentioning 
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several times (‘there is no absolute objectivity in history…to some degree there’d 
always be someone’s ideology involved’; M[CKS-SiKS]= 0.14). However, unlike the 
response from the previous interview, it appears that Ben had developed more into a 
criterialist (Maggioni et al., 2004), who is more likely to search for the best explanation 
through the expert’s weaving together of the best evidence and the best argument 
available. For instance, he started to believe there could be a more ‘scientific way to 
examine different theories put forward by different historians’ and ‘maybe gather more 
evidence because it would be more objective’ (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.08 for the first and 
0.16 for the second).   
 
Fang’s student 3: Gina 
 

Figure 4.4 The ENA result for Gina. 
 
In the pre-interview, Gina demonstrated developed and sophisticated epistemic beliefs 
about history from her discourse. On the one hand, she recognised how history could 
be more subjective than objective since it is constructed by historians who ‘inevitably 
bring their own personal perspectives into historical interpretation’ and that language 
is highly complex, so could ‘sometimes be really misleading and cause many 
misconceptions’ (M[SiKS-SoKS]= 0.14). However, instead of falling into relativism 
(Maggioni et al., 2004), Gina also believed that, ‘although there is no right or wrong 
about what they say, we could still decide which one is better by the use of logic’ 
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(M[SiKS-JKO]= 0.18; M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.17). Despite the belief regarding the 
uncertainty of history, when encountering history teaching and learning, Gina still 
viewed history as a fixed story with complicated causality (M[SiKS-CKO]= 0.22). 
Therefore, history teachers, in her opinion, should be capable of ‘providing organised 
and holistic explanations of historical accounts’. This contradictory epistemic belief 
about history is also reported in Hsiao’s (2009) research on Taiwanese students’ 
historical thinking, who concludes that the overpacked curriculum contents and goals, 
as well as the immense pressure to succeed in standardised exams designed with only 
multiple-choices questions, contributed to students’ low motivation to engage in 
exploring historical uncertainty and deep historical reasoning in history class (p. 102). 
In the postinterview after one academic year, it is noticeable that the connection 
between SiKS and CKO is less strong (M[SiKS-CKO]= 0.07), illustrating that Gina 
became less dependent on the teacher providing historical facts for her; instead, she 
started to emphasise the importance of achieving historical empathy (Lee, 2005; 
Wineburg, 2010). She stated that in the history classroom ‘the teacher should prepare 
some materials which could help us try to stand in those people’s shoes… so we would 
have better understanding about why this would happen.’ Although empathy does not 
necessarily mean understanding people’s minds in the past, it is vital for students to 
achieve an empathetic understanding of the ideas they ‘entertain’ that differ greatly 
from our own (Lee, 2005). Similar ideas about historical empathy emerged from her 
opinion about dialogic history education in Taiwan, on which she held a rather positive 
attitude: ‘it’s great… like what I said, you could learn from others, and through dialogue 
you could also take other’s perspectives to reflect on your own thoughts.’       
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Teacher Hsu 

Figure 4.5 The ENA result for Hsu. 
 
In the results of the pre-interview, the relatively strong connection between two codes, 
SoKS and JKO (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.14) suggests that, similar to Teacher Fang, Hsu also 
believed in how both knowing and doing history are not fixed but debatable through 
the rigorous use of evidence and historical texts (‘…it all depends on what evidence it 
is and whether it is logical.’). However, it is interesting to note that, when discussing 
the absolute truth of history, Hsu was often in doubt and uncertain about his own 
response. For instance, he stated that, ‘I don’t think there is so-called historical truth’ 
in one sentence, but in the next sentence he rephrased his answer: ‘I think I’d like to 
take it back. There is probably truth but it’s almost impossible to find out what it is.’ 
(M[CKO-JKO]= 0.11). Later during the interview, he again attempted to reshape his 
own thoughts by correcting his response: ‘I’m sorry, but I think what I’m really trying 
to say is that I’m not sure whether truth exists, but it is constructed by the collective 
consensus justified by long-term historical research’ (M[CKS-JKO]= 0.10).  
 
There were some changes in the postinterview analysis compared with the first dataset. 
First, unlike the indecisive attitude toward historical truth in the pre-interview, Hsu had 
developed a more certain belief in the existence of the absolute truth (‘There is only one 
truth’) while recognising and highlighting the difference between historical facts and 
interpretations (M[CKO-SoKS]= 0.11; M[CKO-JKO]= 0.13). Second, regarding 
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teaching practice, Hsu admitted he had not paid much attention to the latest curriculum 
(NAER, 2018) until the second semester in the academic year. However, by 
participating in this research project, Hsu had started to redesign some of his teaching 
practice and in-class activity by engaging students in discussing current social affairs 
to enable ‘students to see the value of learning history and put it in good use for society.’ 
The codes assigned to this concept were SiKS and SoKS to capture the complexity and 
the practicality of the nature of the discipline (M[SiKS-SoKS]= 0.16). This notion is 
mentioned by Shemilt (1983), who contends that the purpose of history should be the 
liberal one, which allows leaners to make sense of and to see the value of history. 
Moreover, wary about students falling into vicious relativism (Kuhn and Weinstock, 
2002), Hsu expressed this concern by emphasising the importance of teaching students 
a proper approach to historical reasoning, such as ‘with logical use of evidence’ or 
‘being critically engaged in different perspectives’ (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.11).     
 
Hsu’s student 4: Alex   

Figure 4.6 The ENA result for Alex. 

 
In both interviews, Alex demonstrated his developed and sophisticated epistemic 
beliefs in an articulate manner. For instance, he defined history as ‘the culture that has 
been passed down by the people in the past with their own lifestyle and traces’ 
(M[CKO-SiKO]= 0.08). He was also aware of the subjective biases from firsthand 
sources (‘…it’s not enough to just use these things. Even if they saw things in person, 
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that didn’t mean they would write everything down completely’; M[CKO-SoKS]= 0.17). 
Moreover, highlighting the solution to address subjectivity, Alex believed that the 
procedure of historical research should be both ‘logical and scientifically rigorous’, 
from which the ‘so-called historical truth’ could be constructed through ‘statistical 
agreement’ among historians (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.21). Such a scientific notion of history 
was also mentioned in his positive view of history class, which he ‘enjoys a lot because 
the teacher often provides many sources to present various point of views, which allows 
me to use my brain and decide which interpretation is better’ (M[CKS-JKO]= 0.13; and 
also at M[SiKS-JKO]= 0.13). 
 
In the postinterview, the epistemic beliefs that Alex held appeared to be similar to the 
first interview, with a similar quantitative result in the second figure (e.g., M[CKS-
SiKS]= 0.17 for the first dataset, and 0.15 for the second; also M[SoKS-SiKS]= 0.17 
for the first dataset, and 0.20 for the later). The most prominent change is in the 
connection between the two codes JKO and CKS (M= 0.13 for the first dataset, and 
0.03 for the second), which was replaced by the emerging connection between JKO and 
CKO (no data for the pre-interview but M[CKO-JKO]= 0.08). This change indicates 
Alex had gradually become more convinced there is an ultimate truth about historical 
knowledge, which will ‘be revealed with the advancement of technology and constantly 
test and verify.’ Regarding history class, as mentioned previously, Alex expressed 
positive comments on Hsu’s pedagogical approach. In the second semester, aligned 
with Hsu’s teaching innovation, Alex noticed some changes in the classroom, with the 
teacher introducing various historical research on the same historical account from 
different historians, about which Alex stated, ‘it really sharpened and deepened the way 
of thinking, especially on critical thinking’ (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.21).   
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Hsu’s student 5: Winnie 

Figure 4.7 The ENA result for Winnie. 

 
In the pre-interview, it is important to note two primary features: First, several times, 
Winnie explicitly referred to history as ‘a pile of stories’ that can be ‘found in some 
ancient books and some ruins left by the people in the past’ and the historical knowledge 
from these objects are true since ‘it is what happened’ (M[CKO-SiKO]= 0.14). This 
idea also provided a way of reasoning to reconcile conflicting historical accounts: ‘not 
every historian has read all the details in the sources, so there must be someone who 
misses out something’. Moreover, Winnie called for a scientific approach to ‘dig out the 
truth’, such as by using ‘carbon-14 dating’ (M[SoKO-SiKO]= 0.11). Second, another, 
even stronger connection is found in the two codes CKS and SiKS (M= 0.25). The 
quantitative analysis results initially seem self-contradictory (with M[CKO-SiKO]= 
0.14); however, complemented by the qualitative analysis, the idea of acknowledging 
the subjectivity from personal positioning substantially contributed to this connection 
as the interview unfolded. For example, when asked to provide reasons three historical 
texts about the image of Koxinga (who defeated the Dutch outposts in Taiwan in 1661) 
were significantly different, she pointed out the biases from the authors of different 
nationalities affect the way they wrote about the historical persona.  
 
The postinterview analysis revealed that Winnie had developed more sophisticated 
epistemic beliefs about the nature of the discipline (Hsiao, 2009). Although Winnie 
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again viewed history as a fixed story with some simple facts (M[CKO-SiKO]= 0.10), 
she also recognised the limitations and difficulties regarding uncovering historical truth 
(‘… such as the Opium War, of course the British would write about it in a way that is 
totally different from the Chinese, so who knows what the real truth is’; M[CKS-SoKS]= 
0.12). Moreover, from her discourse, it appeared Winnie paid more attention to the use 
of historical thinking when learning history (M[CKS-JKO]= 0.15), including 
understanding contextualisation and critically using evidence (van Boxtel and van Drie, 
2018). For instance, when asked to comment on history class, she displayed a positive 
attitude about how ‘the teacher starts dialogues with us, which gives me some space for 
thinking more deeply’. Thus, this teaching practice changed her way of learning history 
(‘I used to memorise everything, but now it’s impossible to do so. I’m trying to use more 
thinking to understand the complexity of history’; M[SiKS-SoKS]= 0.22).       
 
Hsu’s student 6: Claire 
In the first figure for the results of the pre-interview, three codes are predominantly 
connected, namely SoKS, SiKS, and CKS. The connection between CKS and SoKS 
(M= 0.16) highlights Claire’s beliefs regarding the uncertainty of historical knowledge 
and the construction of knowledge among historians. For instance, she pointed out that 
it is impossible to discover the truth since ‘many sources might be destroyed or forged 
due to some political issues or any other reasons’. Therefore, historians ‘can only try 
to make the best of the existing evidence to develop the theory, but once more evidence 
is available, new historical knowledge might be constructed’. Another main feature in 
this figure is the connection between SiKS and SoKS (M= 0.20). This connection 
demonstrates how Claire not only understood how history is constructed by people, 
instead of being directly found in the historical texts, but she also viewed historical 
knowledge as a complex continuum that  
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Figure 4.8 The ENA result for Claire. 
 
that consists of various inter-related concepts and needs to be situated in context 
(Maggioni et al., 2004; ‘…we should also look at the political context when this Chinese 
historian appraises Koxinga so highly in his writing. I mean there might be some 
personal agenda he wanted to achieve by worshipping him [Koxinga]’).  
 
In the postinterview, the connection between JKO and SiKS was stronger (at M= 0.08 
for the first dataset, and 0.29 for the second), indicating how Claire emphasised the 
importance of understanding historical context to have a better understanding to 
evaluate different sources and opinions critically. This understanding could also be 
observed from her high interest in history class. She described the history teacher as 
‘the most fantastic teacher I ever had, who not only teaches us historical knowledge 
but better understanding about historical context, so we could get what is going on in 
today’s political and society situation’. Moreover, her passion for the class influenced 
her view on how to learn history in the same manner as Winnie (less memorising, more 
thinking). Another major change evident in the figure is that the other codes are less 
connected to CKO (the connections are only CKO and SiKO, with M= 0.03 and SoKO 
also at M= 0.03). Claire explicitly stated that, ‘the 100% historical truth does not exist’, 
and therefore, there might not be right or wrong facts; yet ‘we could still and have to 
evaluate who has better credibility through the existing evidence we have so far’ 
(M[CKS-JKO]= 0.13 and M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.13). 
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Teacher Wu 

Figure 4.9 The ENA result for Wu. 
 
In the pre-interview, Teacher Wu numerously mentioned how she paid great attention 
to teaching students the complexity of history with a more humanity-based and 
emotionally appealing approach (M[CKS-SoKS]= 0.20). For instance, when talking 
about her own teaching strategy, she explained, ‘I always try my best to connect history 
to learners’ own personal life experience and to highlight some significant and touching 
moments in historical accounts for students’. Thus, pupils have a better understanding 
of ‘why history in the far past is still relevant and vital to them nowadays’. The main 
purpose of history education, according to Wu, is to ‘inspire students’ passion and 
curiosity for history’, instead of teaching a certain amount of substantial historical 
knowledge (Lee, 2005). Moreover, she described her history class as ‘a sort of a 
religion, according to some students’, with an emphasis on the ‘spiritual level’ and 
fusing with ‘personal-growth coach session’ (M[SiKS-SoKS]= 0.20). However, 
regarding the nature of history as a discipline, Wu believed in a rigorous approach to 
research in history, but the nature and purpose of research questions in history should 
ultimately ‘be connected to social concern’ (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.20). This perspective 
on the nature of history also influenced her pedagogical approach. Wu claimed that she 
sometimes ‘discuss[es] two conflicting historical interpretations with students but 
provides them sufficient sources to unpack the context, such as the background of the 
personae and the intention of the discourse’. By doing so, she hoped to enable students 
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not only to learn historical thinking, but also to ‘understand the importance of diversity’ 
(M[SiKS-JKO]= 0.16).  
 
After one academic year, the results indicate no significant changes. However, it is still 
worth noting Wu’s contradictory beliefs regarding history and history education. On 
the one hand, regarding the nature of history, Wu still believed in rigorous study to 
discover the objectivity in historical truth. However, on the other hand, for history 
teaching, she contended that, ‘a history teacher should not be afraid of being too 
subjective in class’; instead, a teacher should ‘open up dialogue with students about 
how you think, how you reach the conclusion and then help them to do so on their own’. 
Take the political tension between Taiwan and China for example, Wu explained that it 
was inevitable for her to discuss such issues with students during the topic on Modern 
Chinese History: ‘At first I tried to be as objective as I could but it was just not working 
because students wanted a more genuine conversation with me. They all knew this is a 
very important issue.’ Therefore, Wu opened up a dialogic space with students to 
discuss her perspectives and what other possible perspectives are with the backing of 
historical sources as the evidence for argument (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.18). 
 
Teacher Wu’s student 7: Adam  

 

Figure 4.10 The ENA result for Adam. 
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In the pre-interview, Adam explicitly referred to history as a story passed down by 
generations (M[CKO-SiKO]= 0.16). He also believed there might be ‘a law or a pattern 
for us to understand history, so it’s more like science than music or art’. However, 
regarding historical truth, he did not think ‘it is possible to represent or recreate 100% 
of the history to the present, but we still could try to sketch a shape of history’ (M[CKO-
SoKS]= 0.08). As the interview unfolded, especially when discussing three historical 
texts on one historical persona (Koxinga) from different perspectives, Adam became 
aware of subjectivity bias in these sources (M[CKS-SiKS]= 0.16). For instance, he 
recognised how the Dutch and the Chinese described Koxinga in contradictory ways 
because ‘Koxinga defeated the Dutch in the Battle of Formosa’. Therefore, considering 
the contextual background of history, Adam stated, ‘the more a persona was involved 
in the historical account, the more subjective one might be’ (M[SoKS-SiKS]= 0.14). 
This belief influenced his idea of history education: ‘it is inevitable for teachers to have 
their own opinions, which is quite good actually, because after students absorb these 
ideas, we can build our own ideas to have a further and deeper discussion’ (M[JKO-
SoKS]= 0.13).  
 
The figure illustrating the results of the postinterview reveals a few changes. First, the 
lines connecting other codes to CKO are less prominent, indicating Adam believed less 
in the existence of absolute historical facts. Instead, he reaffirmed his belief in the 
notion of uncertainty of historical knowledge, and that the past cannot be exactly copied. 
Many factors can affect historical facts, such as historians’ perspectives. Furthermore, 
the construction of historical knowledge should be supported by historical sources, 
which should also be evaluated using different criteria (M[JKO-CKS]= 0.25). Another 
major change concerned the substantial increase of the connection between the two 
codes SoKS and JKO (at M= 0.13 for the first dataset, and M= 0.35 for the second). 
This change indicates how Adam became more confident regarding critically 
examining the credibility of historical sources and exploring different perspectives from 
different historians in history learning. For instance, he mentioned how he enjoyed 
history class, in which the teacher and students could ‘jointly explore different sources 
to discuss a historical account and use these sources to back up my own argument’. A 
two-sample t-test assuming unequal variance found the pre-interview was statistically 
significantly different at the alpha=0.05 level from the postinterview (p=0.04 <0.05). 
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Teacher Wu’s student 8: Betty 

Figure 4.11 The ENA result for Betty.  
 
In the figure for the pre-interview analysis, the two separated ‘triangles’ in the graph 
indicate two different epistemic beliefs about history. First, the connections between 
three codes, CKO, SoKO, and SiKO, suggest a more absolute and ‘copier’ stance of 
viewing history (Havekes et al., 2012). For example, Betty believed that history ‘is just 
some record of the major event in the past’ (M[CKO-SiKO]= 0.13). Moreover these 
historical facts, in her opinion, can be directly found in either historical texts or through 
‘archaeological research’ without the need to examine the sources critically (M[SoKO-
SiKO]= 0.17). However, after being presented with three contradictory historical texts 
on the same historical figure, Betty seemed to change her beliefs quickly into a more 
subjective and criterialist stance (Havekes et al., 2012; Maggioni et al., 2004). She 
started to be aware of how sources could be biased due to personal ideology and 
complicated contextual backgrounds (M[CKS-SoKS]= 0.17). She also valued the 
importance of certain criteria for evaluating different arguments, or the situation could 
end up as ‘your words against mine and no one is right or wrong’ (M[CKS-JKO]= 
0.17). 
 
In the postinterview, although Betty still believed in constructing history from historical 
texts and archaeological work, she now recognised the subjectivity element in the 
nature of history. For instance, she mentioned how personal values and agendas could 
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greatly impact writing history. Historians should ‘search for more sources for reference 
to prove if something is right, and the argument they make should also be examined by 
the majority’ (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.33 and see M[SoKS-CKS]= 0.26). Therefore, she 
believed that the historical knowledge she learnt from the textbook was constructed by 
the majority of historians, who ‘reached a consensus on certain theory with less 
controversy’. Regarding history class, Betty was in favour of learning history through 
the employment of historical thinking and dialogic teaching, through which ‘we can 
learn how to analyse and examine historical sources’ and ‘listen to other people’s 
opinions and co-construct different interpretations with peers’. By doing so, she 
thought history class could be ‘free from being chained and restrained by the textbook’. 
This viewpoint echoed Teacher Wu’s aim regarding history class.   
 
Teacher Wu’s student 9: Cathy       

Figure 4.12 The ENA result for Cathy.  
 
In the pre-interview, although Cathy viewed history as a story to help her learn it, she 
also believed ‘it is not a fixed story but a story which is evolving and changing 
constantly depending on whoever writes the story’ (M[SoKS-CKS]= 0.17). She then 
elaborated on how the contextual background of a person could greatly impact his or 
her approach to writing history (M[SiKS-CKS]= 0.10). Therefore, it is impossible, 
according to Cathy, to discover the ‘truth’, and historians can only ‘try their best to do 
research with more evidence and inquiry into historical accounts as deeply as they can’. 
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This belief is represented in the strong connection between the two codes JKO and 
SoKS (M= 0.29). Moreover, due to her understanding of the complexity of historical 
contextualisation, she emphasised the importance of ‘connecting the dots’ in history 
class. Cathy believed it is the teacher’s responsibility to teach history in a holistic and 
systematic approach because historical knowledge from textbooks is too ‘fragmented 
and like a patch-work’. To do so, Cathy suggested teachers could provide sufficient 
sources to demonstrate the complexity of one historical account and ‘help students to 
inquire with this evidence’ (M[SiKS-JKO]= 0.16).  
 
In the figure illustrating the analysis of the postinterview, it is clear that the connections 
involving the code CKO became stronger, indicating her belief in the nature of history 
had shifted a little towards the certainty of history. For instance, Cathy explicitly 
mentioned that she believed in the existence of ‘truth’, but she also acknowledged the 
notion that historical knowledge is a complex continuum (Maggioni et al., 2004; 
M[SiKS-CKO]= 0.11). Moreover, she also believed that the ‘truth’ is neither fixed nor 
complete because ‘there might be other evidence found in the future [that] reveals 
another truth’ (M[SoKS-CKO]= 0.11). Another major change is evident in the tighter 
connection between SiKS and SoKS (M= 0.06 for the first dataset, and M= 0.18 for 
the second). This connection demonstrates her gradual development of critical thinking 
toward the authorities who claim to possess historical knowledge. She began to be more 
sceptical about the historical knowledge in textbooks, answers in exams, and even the 
teacher. For example, she mentioned how she had tried to ‘not accept everything from 
the teacher’ and to ‘examine the historical account from the perspective of that time’. 
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Teacher Lin   

Figure 4.13 The ENA result for Lin.  
 
To make sense of the analysis of Teacher Lin’s interview data, it is insufficient to  
interpret the quantitative data analysis from ENA, which demonstrated similar 
epistemic beliefs of history in both interviews. However, a fine-grained qualitative 
analysis could provide more insights in conjunction with the ENA results. First, 
regarding the nature of history, Lin firmly believed history ‘was written by the victors’ 
and ‘every historical source, texts, evidence, to some degree, has been deliberately 
manipulated by people in some way’. Therefore, it is ‘certainly impossible for an 
entirely objective or holistic history to exist’. Moreover, one should ‘be careful [and 
use] these sources with a critical pair of eyes to examine the ideology behind the person’ 
(M[SoKS-CKS]= 0.10 and M[SiKS-CKS]= 0.16). This emphasis on promoting critical 
thinking influenced Lin’s vision for history education, which he believed should ‘set up 
a right value’. He then clarified that the meaning of being ‘right’ was not ‘defined by 
the country or some politicians but by the universal values shared by all humans, which 
is being more critically engaged but also being more open-minded to see things from 
different perspectives’ (M[SiKS-JKO]= 0.19 and M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.18). Responding 
to the new curriculum reform, Lin displayed some positive attitude, stating that the goal 
of the latest curriculum ‘fit really well with my own belief about history education’. 
In the postinterview, Lin began with a brief but thorough introduction on historiography, 
especially on the comparison between Western and Chinese traditional views on the 
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nature of history (M[SiKS-CKS]= 0.15). While recognising the inevitable subjectivity 
involved in history writing, Lin still emphasised how certain criteria are required to 
examine the historical sources critically and how historians are embedded in their own 
time, which provides the contextual background of sources (M[SiKS-JKO]= 0.27). Lin 
included a famous quote from the Italian historian Benedetto Croce, ‘every true history 
is contemporary history’. This quote indicates how Lin understood and appreciated both 
the constructed nature of historical explanations and the academic criteria for 
evaluating these causal statements (Lee & Shemilt, 2009; Stoel et al., 2017). However, 
after one academic year, when asked to provide feedback on the latest reform of the 
history curriculum, Lin expressed his frustration by stating that this curriculum is ‘a 
total failure’. This drastic shift of attitude was prompted by the lack of substantial 
concepts in the textbook and the overemphasis on the second-order concepts prescribed 
in the curriculum (Lee, 2011; Lévesque & Clark, 2018). Lin believed that without 
substantial historical knowledge, students ‘aren’t capable of doing history’; therefore, 
history education would end up being ‘a boring and meaningless subject’. 
 
Teacher Lin’s student 10: Aaron 

Figure 4.14 The ENA result for Aaron. 
 

For both interviews, it is clear three dots are closely connected, JKO, SoKS, and CKS. 
In the first dataset, Aaron revealed his sophisticated advanced epistemic beliefs, 
concluding that accounts only yield evidence when placed in historical context, and 
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contexts can vary across time and place (M[SoKS-CKS]= 0.24). To extract evidence 
from historical accounts, he also noted that authors need to be questioned about who 
they are, to whom they are speaking, and why, if a better understanding of situational 
context is to be achieved (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.44). Aaron employed one historical 
account in Modern Chinese History concerning the sovereignty of Taiwan as an 
example to illustrate how two sides could ‘come up with something entirely different 
from another’. Therefore, he suggested one should ‘synthesise all the sources and get 
rid of the personal subjectivity in order to form a more objective historical theory’ 
(M[CKS-JKO]= 0.21). Aaron was even aware of the epistemic imbalance between the 
teacher and students and the subjectivity of the teacher’s teaching practice, so he 
mentioned that, after class, he often ‘looked for more information online to have my 
own personal opinions’ (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.44). 
 
In the postinterview, the connections between the three codes JKO, SoKS, and CKS are 
still quite strong, indicating Aaron’s belief in the nature of history and the process of 
doing history had not significantly changed. For instance, he still believed that all 
historical sources should be ‘cross-examined with any other sources, like paintings, 
objects and so on, in order to generate a more holistic and nonbiased theory’ (M[SoKS-
JKO]= 0.39 and M[SoKS-CKS]= 0.27). He also reaffirmed the importance of critical 
thinking when using the sources and ‘things you learn from teachers because they might 
be entirely true’. Therefore, he emphasised using self-agency when learning history to 
consider one’s own personal perspectives. Another prominent difference between the 
first and second datasets is the stronger connections involved with the code SiKS. The 
strong connection between SiKS and SoKS (M=32), for example, illustrate that Aaron 
not only understood the complexity of historical accounts, but also constructed a 
personal perspective of knowledge by judging evidence in context. This belief led him 
to criticise the teacher’s pedagogical approach for being too ‘dogmatic and too certain 
without providing multiple perspectives in history’ (M[SiKS-CKS]= 0.22). 
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Teacher Lin’s student 11: Becky 

Figure 4.15 The ENA result for Becky. 

 

In both interviews, an obvious pattern can be observed. The connections between three 
codes, CKS, SoKS, and SiKS, are strong, illustrating Becky’s belief in subjectivity in 
the nature of the history and the process of knowing. Regarding the pre-interview, 
Becky mentioned that without the invention of a ‘time machine, we would never fully 
understand what’s happened in the past’. Therefore, all the sources recording historical 
accounts might be ‘just the tip of the iceberg, which [means] historians would never 
know if something is true or false’ (M[SiKS-CKS]= 0.18). Becky also defined the 
disciplinary nature of history as more ‘humanity than science’ due to the similarity to 
the arts: ‘historical theories can easily be overthrown by new interpretations put 
forward by other historians; however, in science, one plus one always equals two’ 
(M[SoKS-CKS]= 0.27). Regarding history education, Becky emphasised the 
importance of both the individual interest and situational interest of the domain of 
history (Stoel et al., 2017). Students in the early phases of expertise rely on the teacher 
to increase their situational interest and to connect a new topic to the broader domain, 
as well as to their prior knowledge and interests, which consists of valuing the relevance 
of what is learnt and enjoying the learning activities (Alexander, 2003). In contrast, 
individual interest refers to when a learner gains more knowledge of the domain, the 
intrinsic motivation increases also (Stoel et al., 2017). Becky believed that the goal of 
history education is to motivate and encourage students to ‘do the inquiry on their own 
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with the employment of historical thinking’ (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.24). 
 
The results of the analysis of the postinterview displayed large similarities with the first 
dataset. The connections between CKS, SoKS, and SiKS are still strong (e.g., M[SoKS-
CKS]= 0.22 and M[CKS-SiKS]= 0.21). For instance, Becky still believed that multiple 
sources presenting different perspectives should be considered to provide a more 
impartial and objective interpretation. Becky concluded the interview with a reflection 
on her own learning trajectory of history, in which she stated she has gradually 
understood the complexity of history instead of holding the naïve realist view of the 
discipline she had when she was in junior high school (M[JKO-SoKS]= 0.25).      
 
Teacher Lin’s student 12: Carrie 

Figure 4.16 The ENA result for Carrie. 

 
The results of the pre- and postinterviews reveal two quite different pictures for each 
analysis. In the first dataset, Carrie constantly referred to history as ‘things in the past’. 
She believed in the existence of absolute historical facts and that the past could be 
‘copied’ to the present. History is the past as a fixed story. Moreover, she believed that 
historical knowledge is a simple and unchanging truth in the form of concrete facts 
(M[CKO-SiKO]= 0.20). For instance, when asked about the nature of the discipline, 
she replied history is ‘something that has been recorded from the past’, which can be 
seen ‘everywhere in daily lives’. This belief, Lee (2005) argues, comes from exposure 
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to everyday experience, used by students to make sense of everyday life, which leads 
to learners’ misconception about history. This misconception also leads to a relativist 
view of historical interpretation. Carrie believed that every historian is entitled to their 
own opinion and, therefore, there are no certain criteria to evaluate whose interpretation 
is more valuable than others. Every opinion is equally valid and valuable (M[JKS-
SoKO]= 0.07). However, regarding history education, she said she ‘sometimes would 
be aware of whether what the teacher said is true or not’, and therefore, she hoped the 
teacher could ‘provide some tools for students to look up more sources on their own’ 
(M[JKO-SoKS]= 0.07).  
 
In the postinterview, there were some major changes. First, although Carrie still 
believed in the certainty of historical knowledge, she began to be more cautious about 
using sources to construct historical knowledge and was more critically engaged when 
examining sources from different perspectives (M[CKO-SoKS]= 0.15). Second, the 
stronger connection between SoKS and CKS (M=0.07 for the first dataset, and M=0.20 
for the second) demonstrates how Carrie had become more aware of personal 
subjectivity in history, contributing to uncertainty regarding historical knowledge (‘We 
should cross-examine these sources because they all consist of personal emotions’). 
Finally, Carrie displayed a more positive attitude and interest in history class after one 
academic year. She used to ‘sleep or play with [her] cellphone’ in class, but she became 
more engaged when the teacher started to ask more questions to open up discussion 
with pupils. More important, her individual interest reportedly increased due to 
acknowledging that history is ‘connected to what’s happening in our society nowadays 
and everything is all interconnected, which is really cool’ (M[JKO-SoKS]= 0.27).   
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Teacher Chen  

Figure 4.17 The ENA result of Chen. 

 
In the pre-interview, highlighting the importance of ‘time’ in the nature of the discipline 
(Lee, 2005), Teacher Chen explained how the dimension of time lies at the core of 
history, by which ‘people can understand what has happened in the past’ (M[JKO-
SiKS]= 0.10). Such historical understanding can be employed to ‘solve the issues in the 
present day’. This pragmatic view of history (Novick, 1988) is also evident in Chen’s 
belief about history education, with one of the main goals being to ‘let learners 
understand how history could be useful and relevant in everyday life’. Moreover, 
aligned with Lee (2005), Chen also believed that promoting history thinking in history 
class did not mean ‘train[ing] all students into historians but to learn the mindset of a 
historian and acquire similar skills of how historians do history, like sourcing, 
contextualising and so on’ (M[JKO-SoKS]= 0.13). These beliefs influenced how Chen 
designed his teaching practice, in which he stressed that every session is designed 
around one core question, and historical knowledge is taught to answer the question 
(Graaff & Kolmos, 2007). This pattern of pedagogical approach, in his opinion, enabled 
students to ‘explore and construct the nature of the discipline and also give them a bit 
of a taste of how historians do history in reality’ (M[CKS-SoKS]= 0.10).  
 
In the second dataset, it is evident that the connection between two codes, JKO and 
SoKS, is much stronger (M= 0.13 for the first dataset, and M= 0.43 for the second). 
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This result indicates Chen paid significant attention to the use of historical sources to 
ask critical questions and to construct the past, and to understand that both knowing 
and doing history are not fixed but debatable. He explained how his training from 
postgraduate study in history led him to become much more ‘evidence-centred and 
idealist’ regarding the belief in the certainty of the discipline, and yet such absolute 
truth ‘only exists in what Plato called the ideas, which we may never find out what it 
is’. However, from Chen’s perspective, it is historians’ job to ‘search for as much 
evidence as possible to build up the tentative but convincing truth’ (M[CKO-SoKS]= 
0.16 and M[CKO-JKO]= 0.16). This belief impacted his goals for history education; 
he had broadened the purpose by expanding the ‘levels of learning’. The top level, also 
influenced by this study, allows students to ‘have a historical sense to engage in a 
universal dialogue with all human beings across time and space’. 
 
Teacher Chen’s student 13: Alan 

Figure 4.18 The ENA result for Alan. 

 
In both interviews, the connections between four codes, JKO, CKS, SiKS, and SoKS, 
are close. First, in the pre-interview, differentiating between ‘discover’ and ‘invention’, 
Alan believed that history, similar to science, cannot simply ‘invent something from out 
of nowhere’ because it should be ‘evidence-based and take contextual background into 
account’ (M[SiKS-SoKS]= 0.18). He also emphasised the importance of ‘logic’ when 
judging opinions from different perspectives, stating that although the absolute truth is 
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difficult to achieve, ‘one should always be logical to reason’ (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.39 and 
M[CKS-JKO]= 0.15). This critical belief applies not only when examining multiple 
sources from different perspectives, but also regarding his attitude toward history class. 
He believed that, in history class, students should not ‘accept everything from teachers 
and from textbooks’ because every opinion is inevitably involved with subjectivity 
(M[CKS-SoKS]= 0.18). Teacher Chen’s pragmatic view of history seemed to influence 
Alan’s discourse on the goal of history education, with him stating that history is and 
should be relevant to students for ‘solving the issues of the society in present day’ and 
could serve as ‘a tool to understand the world better’ (M[SiKS-JKO]= 0.22).  
 
In the postinterview, the fundamental structure of the results remains similar to the first 
interview. The connections between four codes are still relatively close. For instance, 
Alan believed that history is written by the victor, so it involves subjective bias and can 
be used as ‘a tool to brainwash people in the country’ (M[SiKS-CKS]= 0.16). Therefore, 
to make an appropriate judgement, constant research to find more evidence and build 
up a reasonable argument is required. To overcome personal bias, Alan warned of the 
danger of the ‘echo chamber effect’, worsened by the spread of fake information and 
the manipulation of information selection by the media (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.31). His 
belief in the importance of critical thinking also led Alan to become in favour of 
dialogic teaching, by which historical knowledge can be challenged with questions and 
rebuttals, which he referred to as ‘the clash of knowledge’ (M[SoKS-CKS]= 0.16). Such 
notions on the nature of knowledge also led him to become more aware of the 
uncertainty and multiple perspectives of historical accounts.       
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Teacher Chen’s student 14: Blair  

Figure 4.19 The ENA result for Blair. 

 
In the pre-interview, Blair referred to history as not only a story, but also a ‘never-
ending story which people now are still writing’. Therefore, to understand history, she 
suggested to ‘get into historical characters, which allows us to find the clues about 
what they would do next and why they have done certain things’ (M[SiKS-CKO]= 0.12). 
However similar to Alan, Blair also recognised the danger of neglecting the ‘silence 
history’ of the defeated and how historians selectively chose what to write down in 
history: ‘only they would truly know what really happened’ (M[CKS-SoKS]= 0.21). 
This view of objectivity is similar to what Megill (2007) refers to as procedural 
objectivity, in which the individual believes that subjectivity in history is a source of 
error and bias. This belief influenced Blair’s idea about the nature of the discipline, 
which, in her opinion, is more similar to art than science because the ‘core value of 
history is humanity and the exploration of the nature of human beings’ (M[SiKS-CKS]= 
0.24). Regarding history education, Blair believed that the main goal is to equip 
students with ‘thinking skills to reason with sources and explore the relevance to our 
present world’ (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.29).    
 
For the second dataset, similar to the belief in the first interview, the view of disciplinary 
objectivity (Megill, 2007) also appeared in Blair’s discourse regarding how to achieve 
more impartial and nonbiased historical accounts through ‘synthesising the majority’s 
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opinion’ (M[CKS-SiKS]= 0.26). Sufficient evidentiary support was also considered an 
important criterion to evaluate the validity and credibility of historical theories 
proposed by historians from different perspectives, even contradictory ones (M[SoKS-
JKO]= 0.15). When asked to explain multiple documents on the same historical figure, 
Blair believed that when a source provides the opposite viewpoint from the author, it 
becomes more trustworthy. For instance, one text written by the Dutch Government, 
which was defeated by Koxinga at the Battle of Formosa, holds a more neutral position 
regarding recording the battle. Thus, Blair found the text more convincing and more 
valuable for historical research. One change from the previous result is the emerging 
connection between CKO and SoKO (no connection was found in the first dataset, and 
M= 0.11 for the second). This change illustrates that Blair had become more dependent 
on historical documents to construct certain historical knowledge.  
 
Teacher Chen’s student 15: Cory 

Figure 4.20 The ENA result for Cory. 

 

In the pre-interview, the pragmatist view of history observed in Teacher Chen’s 
interview also appeared in Cory’s discourse on the nature of the discipline. Cory 
believed that history is ‘basically a window to understand what’s happened in the past 
and how it has affected the world today, which could prevent us from making the same 
mistakes as in the past’ (M[CKO-SiKS]= 0.06). Cory also believed that to achieve a 
more objective interpretation, ‘personal irrational emotions and radical viewpoints 
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should be avoided’ (M[CKS-SoKS]= 0.25). Such a view on objectivity reflects what 
Megill (2007) refers to as procedural objectivity, which attempts to exclude subjectivity 
as a source of error and bias by relying on methodological rigour independent of the 
individual (see also VanSledright & Maggioni, 2016). This belief led to Cory’s critique 
on the current design of history textbooks, which he found ‘too simplified and 
lack[ing]… multiple perspectives that could allow students to reason on their own to 
form their personal opinions’ (M[JKO-SoKS]= 0.22 and M[SiKS-SoKS]= 0.19).  
 
The results of the postinterview analysis illustrate few changes from the first dataset. 
The most prominent change resulted in the increasing connection between CKS and 
JKS (no connection formed for the first dataset, and M=0.13 for the second). This 
change indicates Cory inclined to a more relativist viewpoint when discussing the 
subjectivity in the historical interpretation. For instance, regarding different 
perspectives, he stated that, ‘since there is no absolutely correct version of history as a 
standard, it is quite impossible to determine which interpretation is right or wrong’. 
However, despite such a relativist belief, Cory still believed that a historian should take 
historical sources from different perspectives to advance a convincing and reliable 
argument (M[JKO-SoKS]= 0.22). Regarding history education, Cory was still aware of 
the authority of the textbooks and, moreover, from his own self-reflection, he believed 
that following this academic year of history class, Chen had taught him to become more 
‘critically engaged with historical sources’ and more interested to learn history in his 
own time to explore multiple perspectives (M[CKS-SoKS]= 0.19).    
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Teacher Chou 

Figure 4.21 The ENA result for Chou. 

 

In the pre-interview analysis, the core epistemic beliefs of Chou are clear. The strongest 
connection between SoKS and JKO (M=0.23) suggests the teacher has a clear and firm 
understanding of what she believes the nature of history to be. Like any other well-
trained history expert, Chou often cited various scholars (e.g., Ranke) and literature 
(e.g., The Historian's Craft by Marc Bloch, 1953) to support her argument when 
required regarding conflicting historical sources (Wineburg, 2001, 2010). Chou also 
suggested that, when using sources, students should be cautious about not only the 
content of the sources, but also the contextual background of the authors (Wineburg, 
2001) to develop more in-depth and critical thinking (M[SiKS-JKO]= 0.28). For 
instance, regarding the subjectivity of sources, she argued, ‘because these sources were 
selected actively by the historians who always have their own agenda, you have to take 
that into account’. However, this constructive perspective regarding epistemic beliefs 
does not quite reflect her teaching practice. In her classroom, from my observation, a 
substantial amount of time (95%) was devoted to Chou’s own monologue, lecturing 
students about the historical facts from the textbook they used. In her interview, she 
admitted, ‘most of the time, I’m just spoon-feeding them the knowledge they need to 
know...because we don’t really have much time for discussion and you know there’s lots 
of content to catch up on before the exams’ (CKO-SiKO, mean= 0.69). Nevertheless, 
Chou also expressed her positive attitude toward the new curriculum (NAER, 2018), 
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which she believed will provide her with more time and flexibility to ‘try something 
new, like dialogic teaching, or more in-depth discussion on inquiry-based topics with 
students... to help them develop more transferable skills’. 
 
In the postinterview, when asked about the nature of the discipline, Chou responded by 
highlighting the importance of ‘inquiry [into] the truth’. This belief influenced her 
pedagogical approach this academic year, via a transition to a more inquiry-based 
teaching practice (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.36) to accommodate the new curriculum (NAER, 
2018). She also emphasised teaching contextualisation as one of the main goals of 
history education, by which students can develop their historical empathy (Wineburg, 
2001) and ‘become a person with more compassion and warmth’. Chou concluded that 
her belief regarding the nature of history is twofold: one, a more external purpose is to 
understand the disciplinary approach, and the other is a more intrinsic aspect to ‘know 
humans and oneself more deeply’ (Lin, 1999; Lee & Ashby, 2001; M[SiKS-SoKS]= 
0.33). 
 
Teacher Chou’s student 16: Alvin 

Figure 4.22 The ENA result for Alvin. 
 

In the results of the pre-interview analysis, the three most connected codes are CKS, 
SiKS, and JKO. In Alvin’s answers, the connection between CKS and SiKS (M= 0.10) 
appeared heavily in his critiques of the current situation regarding history education in 
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Taiwan. For example, he strongly criticised history education as ‘brain-washing’ 
because, he argued, teachers always ask students to memorise numerous historical facts 
from textbooks without any critical thinking engagement. He contended that, ‘the more 
you study [history], the stupider you would become’. Building on that harsh criticism, 
he believed it is almost impossible to have a certain historical fact because no experts 
(including historians) can have ‘omnipotent views of everything that happened in the 
past, so they could only write something they’ve seen’. However, Alvin also argued that 
although historical interpretation can differ according to an individual’s perspective, it 
should still be ‘rigorous and can be justified’ (M[CKS-JKO]= 0.07). Overall, the 
analysis of Alvin’s epistemic beliefs is similar to what Maggioni et al. (2004) and 
Havekes et al. (2012) call criterialists, who question the certainty and simplicity of 
knowledge and the authority of sources but, at the same time, state that arguments 
should be evaluated and supported with criteria. However, due to the pressure of tests, 
Alvin started to compromise his position in the sense he accepted the historical facts 
provided by teachers and textbooks without personal reasoning involvement (M[SiKS-
CKO]= 0.07). 
 
In the postinterview, Alvin became even more convinced that the truth exists but ‘it is 
hard to find out’. He stated that historical knowledge is constructed by historians who 
‘do extensive research with multiple varieties of sources, such as historical texts or even 
from scientific methods’ (M[SoKS-CKO]= 0.18). Similar to the first interview, Alvin 
again heavily criticised Taiwanese history education for lacking critical thinking and 
independent thinking, since he believed that the main goal of history education is to 
‘develop students’ attitude and skillset about historical inquiry’ (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.27).  
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Teacher Chou’s student 17: Beth 

Figure 4.23 The ENA result for Beth. 

 

Similar to Alvin’s response, Beth also criticised history education for being too ‘test- 
oriented’, so students only ‘memorise for tests and knowing for tests’. However, unlike 
Alvin’s perspective on the nature of knowledge, she viewed history as a concrete series 
of events from which people can learn regarding the modern world: ‘History is like an 
old story, which we can learn some experiences and lessons from’ (M[CKO-SiKO]= 
0.08). For example, regarding history education, she stated the discipline is more like 
science than art because ‘art is more abstract, whereas there is much concrete stuff 
going on in history’. She also claimed that a good historian is one who ‘knows what he 
is doing and tells us what this period of history is about’. Similar statements were made 
repeatedly in her responses to all four topics. Overall, Lisa believed positively in the 
certainty and simplicity of historical facts (CKO-SiKO) and the sources from the 
authorities (CKO-SoKO). However, there is some incoherence in her discourse about 
the notion of the justification of knowledge. In the figure, the connection between JKS 
and CKS is relatively strong (M= 0.13), which means Beth sometimes believed in the 
uncertainty and complexity of knowledge regarding the process of how people justify 
their arguments. She stated that, ‘it all depends on what sort of interpretation you find 
appropriate, so there’s no good or bad’. When required to explain three different pieces 
of historical sources on the same event, she simply replied, ‘because they were all from 
different points of view!’ without any further in-depth analysis.  
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However, in the postinterview after one academic year, Beth’s belief regarding the 
nature of history had undergone a significant transition from naïve realist to a more 
criterialist perspective (Maggioni et al., 2004). For instance, she questioned the 
certainty of historical knowledge by acknowledging how personal agendas can be 
involved in constructing history, even ‘in the historical texts in ancient Chinese 
dynasties’ (M[CKS-SoKS]= 0.32). This belief regarding the uncertainty of history led 
her to become more critically engaged when reading sources, meaning she was aware 
of the importance of examining multiple sources and considering the contextual 
background of the writers before forming an argument (M[SiKS-SoKS]= 0.12). A two-
sample t-test assuming unequal variance found the first dataset was statistically 
significantly different from the second (p=0.01< 0.05, Cohen's d=0.92). 
 
Teacher Chou’s student 18: Chris 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.24 The ENA result for Chris. 
 
Chris explicitly (‘I would study history like listening to a story’) and implicitly referred 
to history as a fixed story from which he could learn from the people in the past and 
‘see how they got things done’. This notion implies that Chris believed in the certainty 
and simplicity of knowledge (Hofer, 2001), as displayed in the relatively strong 
connection between CKO and SiKO (M= 0.17). Moreover, similar to Beth, when 
confronting the conflictive sources, Tim only stated, ‘everyone has different opinions’ 
without any further justification (M[CKS-JKS]= 0.10). Overall, Chris’s epistemic 
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beliefs are similar to what Havekes et al. (2012) call the copier stance and borrower 
stance. However, Chris’s historical thinking gradually emerged when asked about the 
difference between historical research and history education, to which he replied: ‘it’s 
kind of different...at school, it’s too superficial, you know? And yes, the nature of history 
should be through research, but we don’t really do that. We just study and memorise 
things from somebody’s work’ (M[SiKS-JKO]= 0.06). With this statement, Chris begins 
to question the authorities and calls for more critical engagement with knowledge learnt 
in classroom settings. Unfortunately, due to some personal issues, Chris dropped out of 
the project in the midterm, so no data were collected for the postinterview.   
 
Teacher Huang 

Figure 4.25 The ENA result for Huang. 

 

As an experienced history teacher (over 20 years), Huang constantly displayed great 
passion and academic professionalism for history throughout the course of the 
interviews. In the pre-interview, she believed that the nature of history is linked to the 
essence of historical thinking (Lee, 2005), in which ‘time and space provide crucial 
contextual background in history, as well as the social and cultural background’. 
Therefore, she heavily criticised the structure of history written in textbook for being 
too ‘linear and simplistic’; instead, causality in history should be more ‘complex and 
presented in holistic network’ (M[SiKS-SoKS]= 0.24). She also believed that the main 
goals of history education are not only to motivate pupils to become interested in history, 
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but also to foster their historical thinking to understand the practical use of history in 
modern society, and she described her teaching philosophy as similar to the spirit of 
‘public history’ (Tosh, 2010; M[JKO-SoKS]= 0.23). Hence, regarding her pedagogical 
methods, she designed activities to engage more students in class and have more 
dialogue with them by highlighting the importance of ‘asking a good question’ (van 
Drie & van Boxtel, 2007, 2018).    
 
In the postinterview, Huang was more aware that to ‘have dialogue in good quality with 
students’, a certain historical knowledge foundation is required. Therefore, she said she 
sometimes provides the answer for them to ‘demonstrate the proper way to reason’, 
which is illustrated by the connection between SoKO and JKO (M=0.04 for the first 
dataset, and 0.18 for the second). However, she was concerned that pupils’ creative 
thinking and independent thinking would become less and less visible. Huang also 
mentioned that, being on one of the advisory committees for the latest curriculum, she 
realised that the relationship between history research and history education is not 
hierarchal (the idea of most of the interviewees) but parallel. As such, she heavily 
criticised ‘so-called scholars’ for ‘looking down’ on the profession of history teachers 
(M[JKO-SoKS]= 0.32). She argued that ‘the skill of using historical sources is crucial 
in both history education and research’, but some scholars seemed to lack such 
common sense.   
Teacher Huang’s student 19: Artie  

Figure 4.26 The ENA result for Artie. 
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The results of the pre-interview analysis clearly indicate the core code, SoKS, is 
connected to three other codes, JKO, CKS, and CKO. On the one hand, the connection 
between CKO and SoKS (M= 0.17) illustrates that Artie believed in the certainty of 
historical knowledge (Maggioni et al., 2004; Megill, 2007) and acknowledged that 
objective truth does not ‘exist out there because it should be constructed by reliable 
sources gathered by a group of historians’. In his opinion, historians can extrapolate 
‘the unknown history from the known history, [but] one thing [that] remains fixed is the 
timeline of history’ (M[CKO-SiKO]= 0.12). However, when reasoning about multiple 
sources from contradictory perspectives, Artie believed that the subjectivity of writers 
and historians is inevitably involved in constructing historical knowledge (M[CKS-
SoKS]= 0.29). Therefore, ‘after all, it all depends on whether we can find that truth’. 
Regarding history education, Artie made some complaints about the lack of discussion 
in history class and the ‘answer-feeding’ teaching approach from his teacher. He 
contended that, ‘although not everyone will be a historian, we should still learn some 
basic skills of historical thinking through more dialogue’, because dialogues can foster 
the process of finding truth (M[JKO-SoKS]= 0.22).    
  
In the postinterview, Artie was more aware of the uncertainty of historical knowledge 
because ‘the speculations made by historians can have too many possibilities’ (M[CKS-
SoKS]= 0.21), meaning he was less focused on the objectivity of historical knowledge 
(M[CKO-SoKS]= 0.03). Artie also stated that the differences in contextual background 
of each individual contributed greatly to the degree of uncertainty of history 
(VanSledright & Maggioni, 2016). Regarding the criticism he had made of the history 
class in the pre-interview, Artie acknowledged that the teacher had ‘tried to have more 
discussion in class by implementing some group activities’; however, in his opinion, 
this experiment failed because, ‘at the end of day, the teacher has still already prepared 
the perfect answer for us to write down’. It is interesting to note that Artie’s opinion 
differed greatly to the teacher’s own reflection on her teaching practice.    
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Teacher Huang’s student 20: Branda 

Figure 4.27 The ENA result for Branda. 

 
In the pre-interview analysis, the connections between three codes, CKO, JKO, and 
SoKS, are relatively strong. Regarding the nature of history, Branda believed there is 
one ‘ultimate truth’, and the main job of historians is to construct that truth via the use 
of historical texts or through archaeological methods to ‘dig out the truth’ (M[CKO-
SoKS]= 0.16). Although she believed there is certainty in historical knowledge, she 
was also aware that individual subjectivity can substantially impact knowledge 
construction. Therefore, she believed that, to elicit the most objective truth, one should 
consider multiple interpretations and ‘look for the highest common factor among them’ 
(M[CKO-JKO]= 0.21). This firm belief in the importance of objectivity made her 
sometimes question the teacher’s practice in history class for being ‘too subjective’ 
compared with the history textbook, which she also found ‘partially subjective’ 
(M[CKO-JKO]= 0.21). For instance, she mentioned that, when discussing questions in 
class, ‘sometimes the questions are so many that we don’t even have time to discuss, so 
the teacher just provides the prepared answers for us, which is quite a pity’. Therefore, 
she believed that to engage more students in history, teachers should teach students 
‘how to reason more deeply instead of providing answers to them’.    
 
In the postinterview analysis, it is clear that the connections with the code CKO has 
become weaker compared with the first dataset. In contrast, the strong connection 
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between CKS and SiKS (M= 0.27) illustrates Branda had become more uncertain about 
the existence of truth in history. For example, although she still believed that it is the 
historian’s job to discover ‘what’s happened in the past’, she began to display concerns 
about whether history is the ultimate truth. Therefore, one way she suggested to ensure 
and validate ‘the quality of the truth’ is through a rigorous and scientific approach, and 
that ‘certain criteria must be met’ (M[SoKS-JKO]= 0.36; VanSledright & Maggioni, 
2016). Regarding the complaints about history class she made in the pre-interview, after 
one academic year, Branda began to realise the purpose of the questions provided by 
the teacher in class: ‘I think she wants us to explore the answers by ourselves.’ This 
positive shift influenced her method for history learning ‘from memorising to 
understanding’ (M[SoKS-CKS]= 0.29). 
 
Teacher Huang’s student 21: Cliff  

Figure 4.28 The ENA result for Cliff. 

 
In the pre-interview, Cliff displayed much hesitancy with most of the questions and 
provided only very short answers that demonstrated simplistic perspectives on the 
nature of history. For example, when asked to describe what history is, after a long 
pause, he simply replied, ‘Everything about human activities from the past’ (M[CKO-
SiKO]= 0.08). However, as the interview progressed, Cliff began to display more 
sophisticated epistemic beliefs and offered more elaborate answers. For instance, 
regarding the discussion on the subjectivity of historians when writing history, he 
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pointed out that, ‘the readers would also impose their own ideas when interpreting the 
texts’; therefore, the issue of subjectivity became ‘too complicated to tackle’ (M[JKO-
SoKS]= 0.13). This belief led him to stress the importance of dialogic teaching 
employed in history class, in which ‘teachers and students have their perspectives, and, 
through dialogue, these ideas could become more explicit to one another’.  
 
From the result of the postinterview analysis, the connection between CKS and SiKS 
remained strong (M= 0.21 for both datasets), illustrating that Cliff continued to struggle 
with the uncertainty of historical knowledge, and that the past cannot be exactly copied 
because many factors can affect historical facts, such as historians’ perspectives 
(Maggioni et al., 2004). Cliff believed that the nature of the discipline combines science 
and humanity, in which the research methodology should be ‘rigorous but also with 
human compassion’ (M[JKO-SoKS]= 0.14; M[CKS-SoKS]= 0.21).  
 
4.3 Summary of the results 
The overall results from ENA align with recent research on historical epistemic beliefs 
(Maggioni et al., 2004; Havekes et al., 2012) and the developmental models of personal 
epistemology (e.g., Hofer and Pintrich, 1997; Kuhn, 1991). That is, the domain-specific 
experts held a more advanced stage of epistemic stance than the novices (in this 
research, history teachers and students, respectively). Moreover, students with high 
academic performance in history displayed more sophisticated epistemic stances than 
their lower-performance counterparts (Havekes et al., 2012). However, the results also 
indicate that it might be difficult to categorise individuals’ epistemic beliefs clearly, 
unlike the developmental stage-based models from previous studies. Regarding 
individuals’ trajectories of personal epistemology during an academic year, the results 
reveal that 28% (N=8) of the participants demonstrated significant change (i.e., p<0.05) 
in their epistemic beliefs: seven of whom were students, and the other a teacher. Among 
these students, two were boys and the other five girls. Only two out of seven were in 
their final year of high school; the majority were freshmen. Regarding the teachers’ 
epistemic belief trajectories, there was little change during a one-year period, except 
for one teacher who displayed significant change in her personal epistemology. This 
change might be a contributory factor to two of the three students’ change in her class, 
although further investigation is needed to confirm the relationship between teachers’ 
change and their pupils’ change in epistemic beliefs. These results not only provide 
answers to the research questions, but also offer a pattern-based visualised model for 
exploring historical epistemic beliefs. More discussion on the main patterns of this 
model and the significance of the findings are presented in Chapter 6.         
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Chapter 5: Data analysis and results for classroom dialogue  
In this chapter, I present the results of the quantitative analysis for each participant 
teacher. This analysis is complemented by qualitative analysis in an attempt to 
characterise the teaching style of each teacher (Correnti et al., 2015) and to answer the 
second part of the research questions concerning classroom dialogue. 
 
Part 2: In relation to dialogic education in Taiwanese history classroom:  

2.1 How do teachers facilitate and foster pupils’ historical thinking in history class with 
dialogue?  

2.2 To what extent has teachers’ use of dialogue in history classroom changed during 
the course of a professional development programme for dialogic history education? 
 
Since this study was conducted using a design-based approach, the results are presented 
in three parts, reflecting the three cycles of the design (Bakker, 2018): pre-intervention 
(i.e., baseline; in September 2019), first semester (from October 2019 to December 
2019), and the second semester (from April 2020 to June 2020). For each participating 
teacher, the analysis consists of two parts: first, the quantitative analysis is presented 
with two diagrams: frequencies of codes for each teacher’s class in three different stages, 
and a percentage comparison of the different codes in the classrooms of each teacher. 
The purpose of the figures is mainly to demonstrate the quantitative difference and 
progress (if any) between each stage and to illustrate the predominant discursive 
techniques employed in each teacher’s class, as well as to observe whether there were 
any changes in the use of dialogue in the history classroom. Regarding the second part, 
brief lesson contexts are introduced, followed by selected excerpts (numbers vary) of 
lessons to exemplify the use of the coding framework, with qualitative analysis and the 
researcher’s commentary to explore how teachers’ talk was used in the history 
classrooms to answer the research questions presented above. The following table 
(Table 5) is a key to the initials of the code names for readers’ reference.  
Code Description 
IB Invite to contribute or build on ideas 
BH Build on ideas by using historical sources 
CH Challenge 
Q Asking questions 
HT Make historical thinking explicit to pupils 
TC Provide notions on time and continuity 
BC Build up causality 
CA Coordination of ideas and activity 
RD Reflect on dialogue or activity or evaluate on pupils’ response 
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G Guide direction of dialogue or activity or strategy towards historical thinking 
CX Contextualisation with sources 
MP Multiple perspectives and interpretation 
AC Make historical analogy and comparison 

Table 5. A key to codes.  

 
5.1 Analysis and result 
 
Teacher Fang 
 
Overview and Context 

 
Figure 5.1 Frequencies of codes for Fang’s class at three different stages. 

 

 
Figure 5.2 Comparison of percentages of different codes in Fang’s classrooms. 
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The overall pedagogical approach that Fang employed relied heavily on traditional 
teacher-centred lectures (Alexander, 2008) aided by technology, such as slides. In her 
interviews, she emphasised the importance of substantial concepts (i.e., historical 
knowledge) and the concept of historical time (see Lee, 2005) in history education. 
Such beliefs were realised in her own teaching practice, with an emphasis on the 
detailed explanation of historical accounts. In the analysis (Figure 5.1), the three most 
commonly used categories of discursive techniques are TC (14.2%), Q (13.0%), and IB 
(11.7%), which align with Fang’s belief in teaching the notion of time and her emphasis 
on historical knowledge by asking questions that could elicit knowledge from students.       
 
The class observation for the pre-intervention data covered two lessons in September 
2019, when the new semester had begun. The lessons focused on introducing the 
Taiwanese aboriginal history and culture. It is quite difficult to choose an excerpt to 
exemplify the use of the coding framework since the teacher dominated the talk for 
almost 95% of class time. However, among these teacher’s ‘monologues’, it is 
interesting to explore the idea of hybrid dialogues to open the dialogic space to foster 
learners’ historical thinking. The first short excerpt (Table 5.1), below, was a discussion 
on name rectification between two aboriginal groups in Taiwan: the Truku and the Sediq. 
In the late nineteenth century, when Taiwan was under Japanese colonisation, Japanese 
anthropologists falsely categorised the Truku and the Sediq in the same indigenous 
group. With the name rectification campaign in the early 2000s, the Truku people 
demanded separate status (from the Sediq) for themselves.  
 
The data in the second excerpt (Table 5.2) were collected from the monthly class 
observation in the three months from October to December. The excerpt was from a 
lesson on Taiwanese economic history. At the outset of the lesson, Fang began the topic 
with a question on the definition of the word ‘economics’ to introduce the core historical 
concepts and foci in the lesson. The excerpt in Table 5.2 illustrates the teacher-mediated 
dialogue with learners, which highlights the use of talk to scaffold students to use 
disciplinary academic language (Husbands, 1996). 
 
Due to the pandemic (COVID-19), the school was closed in March and reopened in 
April with strict health and safety guidelines, under which Teacher Fang cancelled all 
group cooperative activities to avoid unnecessary close contact. Inevitably, it was 
observed that classroom dialogue became even rarer. However, the third excerpt (Table 
5.3) was chosen to demonstrate how the teacher used talk to engage students in 
historical empathy to have a deeper understanding of historical figures in ancient China 
(Foster, 2001). The lesson the excerpt was taken from was on the imperial system in 
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ancient Chinese dynasties. To highlight the fundamental concept of the establishment 
of an autocratic and centralised state, the legacy and historical accounts of Emperor Wu 
of Han were introduced by Fang, who used historical sources to construct the image of 
the emperor with learners. It is important to note that despite the lack of student 
contribution, this excerpt portrays a dialogic stance in its very nature (Boyd and 
Markarian, 2015), as analysed in the following paragraphs.  
 
Analysis and commentary. The teacher’s central goal, as is evident in the first excerpt 
(see Table 5.1), was to pose an open-ended question as a bridge to conclude the previous 
lesson to open up a new topic for the rest of the lesson. I chose this short discussion to 
illustrate how Teacher Fang used the strategy of analogy in history teaching (Young and 
Leinhardt, 1998) to help students understand the complexity and unfamiliarity of 
historical concepts (Wineburg, 2001). The question posed (L1, coded Q) is with a 
prepared answer (L10) for students, which might not be considered a genuine dialogue, 
as Matusov (2009) argues that a genuine dialogue could never happen if a participant 
knows its endpoint in advance. Although the contributions from the students were 
relatively insignificant (e.g., the students’ responses in L2 and L4), the use of a historical 
analogy that was more related to the students’ experience (the issue of nation identity, 
see Yang, 2020) could provide the students greater historical understanding to engage 
in the dialogic space opened by the teacher (Wegerif, 2013). However, it is also 
noticeable that Teacher Fang often left students with limited or even no time to be 
involved in dialogue in depth. The space was quickly closed (van Boxtel and van Drie, 
2017). This issue occurred constantly throughout the lessons in which the code IB 
accounts for the largest proportion (16 times) among other codes. This finding indicates 
that Teacher Fang preferred using many short and closed questions to elicit students’ 
historical knowledge (Mercer, 1995), and fewer historical questions to enhance students’ 
historical thinking (van Drie and van Boxtel, 2008). 
 
In the first semester following the first cycle of workshops, from the class observations, 
it seemed that Fang had become more inclined to design class activities to engage 
students in more dialogue. For instance, in the class observed in October (see the second 
excerpt, Table 5.2), she designed a cooperative activity combined with ‘playing experts’ 
(Husbands, 1996), in which each group worked on different phases in Taiwanese 
economic history, drawing on the materials provided by the teacher and from the 
textbook. One student represented each group, then shared their group work with the 
rest of the class, after which the teacher synthesised the findings and offered feedback. 
This excerpt was taken from the discussion before the activity. The question posed by 
the teacher highlights the issues of linguistic difficulties in the history classroom (Lee, 
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2005), as teachers and students might construe meanings in different ways. The pre-
existing perception about the meaning of historical discourse derived from everyday 
language makes learning history fraught with uncertainty (Husbands, 1996). Therefore, 
Fang attempted to address this issue by co-constructing the meaning of the word with 
the learners (Mercer, 2004). After Fang asked the question (L1, coded Q), one student, 
Allan (in pseudonym), quickly provided a short response (‘Money’). It is important to 
note that Fang constantly asked students to elaborate their answers (coded IB) and to 
use more ‘academic language’ (e.g., L13, coded HT). Although the definition of the 
term ‘economy’ was provided by the teacher (L11), throughout the discussion the 
students engaged in shared dialogue to clarify the existing preconceptions about the 
concept from historical perspectives (Hsiao, 2009; Lee, 2005). Once the consensus of 
the definition was achieved, the discursive technique (Mercer, 1995) in the teacher’s 
final remark (L19), in which she not only linked the dialogue to the learners’ prior 
knowledge (coded CA), but also provided an overview of the following lesson’s 
objectives, is also noticeable. 
 
Despite the surface structure of the third excerpt (Table 5.3) having the appearance of 
conventional teacher-centred monologue, this exchange was chosen to illustrate that the 
teacher-led talk could seem monologic in structure but be dialogic in function (Boyd 
and Markarian, 2015). As displayed in Table 7, the monologue provided by Fang 
consisted of numerous first and second personal pronouns (e.g., L2, L4, and L5) in an 
attempt to include students in the monologue to transform it into dialogue. From the 
ontological perspective of dialogue, Wegerif (2018) argues that a genuine dialogue 
involves the participants taking perspectives from the other. In other words, in a 
dialogue, even before one makes any utterance, the image of the other participant is 
already in one’s mind. Therefore, as a person talks, it is directed to the imaginative other 
person in his/her mind. A dialogic space then opens up. The notion of perspective-
taking also occurs in the engagement of historical empathy (Endacott and Brooks, 
2013), which is also demonstrated in this excerpt. Historical empathy is the process of 
‘students’ cognitive and affective engagement with historical figures to better 
understand and contextualize their lived experiences, decisions, or actions’ (Endacott 
and Brooks, 2013, p. 41). As is evident in this excerpt, the code CX has been assigned 
to a few lines (e.g., L1–L4), indicating that Fang attempted to contextualise the actions 
of the emperor by introducing historical sources as a medium for students to adopt a 
historical perspective more easily. By doing so, the perspective of the historical figure 
in that specific time and space can be transcended into Great Time (Bakhtin, 1981) in 
dialogic space, in which the teacher and students take a historical perspective from the 
past to open up a dialogue between past and the present (Carr, 1961), which in nature 
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is not bound by time or space (Wegerif, 2011). 
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Table 5.1 Discussion on name rectification campaign. 

Agent Line Utterance Translation Code 1 Code 2 
Teacher 1 !"#$%&'()*+,"-.

/"0123456789:";

<012=>(?@A"-/&'

BCDE4567"F.(?G/

HBCIJKLMNOP($Q/

RS 

Right, so here we got a problem. As the Truku’ s separation from the Sediq, there 

were some disagreement within the group. They said they should go back as the 

Sediq. Why do you think that is? 

Q IB 

Ariel  2 TMUV(W Because the resources are limited.   
Teacher 3 X.YZ[\"]^]_)`"a

bUV)` 

They are all aboriginal people, so they have the same support from the government.  CH  

Ben 4 Gcde… There are more people…   
Teacher 5 fSMNOS Hmm? Why? Q  
Cathy 6 TM456ghid!j Because the name Sediq sounds better.   
Teacher 7 klmJHnTM!j-HopE

qrS!stuHuS;<v_+

,"jw9!xyz"{J|}~

�Ä"Å*ÇÉÑ"-PKLÖÜ

á"MNOSMNO(?GPÑD

E4567Skàâm 

(Laugh) You can’t forget your ancestors just because the name sounds better, can 

you? It’s a bit tricky right? It looks like a hard question but if you put yourself in 

other’s position, it is quite an easy question. So why? (silence) 

CH MP 

Teacher 8 +Jä"ãåJçéèZêëí"

J\p9bìî"ï8J\ñ"J

Let’s say your ancestors lived in China and your great-grandfather came to Taiwan. 

He had your grandfather and your grandfather had your father, then you. One day 

AC  
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\ñï8Jó"Jóï8J"!ò

êJDbëí"ôòJ\pöö_

:é"õúJ_ù/&'X.)û

G"Jü.†°G"$¢£J§†

P•OÑS 

some guy from your family tells you that you are actually belonged to a Chinese 

ancestor. You are Chinese! What would you think?  

Ben 9 (inaudible) （inaudible）   
Teacher 10 &¶JßH)`"&')®©™´

¨ßH)`"≠Æ&'Ø8∞V"

+,.)®©9"&ï±_≤≥"

&ï±_¥Ä"Æ:µ∂_≤≥"

∑∏_™´¶JXH)`"π¶J

.)ûGI∫ª)`_+,ä"0

127¶4567v'º9.∞V

Ωæ"{ø¿:¡¬(¡¬_™´

ô√"#∫ª7G)ƒP(≈Q@

A"&¶J)`"&¶JH)`I

$Q+,;<yÜá… 

You’d probably think that although we have the same ancestors, during this hundred-

year, the land I was raised in, the experience I encounter and the culture are all so 

different from China. So we are different. The same situation could be applied to this 

question. These two groups may probably from the same origins but they had 

different cultural development. Therefore, there would be different opinions…  

AC  
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Table 5.2 Discussion on defining ‘economics’. 

Agent Line Utterance Translation Code 1 Code 2 
Teacher 1 !$)∆"&'«9»≤…I )*

&'gÀ«ÃƒÕŒœ"NO–≤

…S 

Right, for this lesson, we’re going to talk about Economic history. But first, we 

should define the word more properly. What is economics? 

Q  

Allan  2 —I Money.   
Teacher 3 —“S-$`”SƒÕŒœ)‘I

’"J÷P◊ÿvê+"vêŸN

OI—”SHŸ⁄&-+GI…9"

36¤INO–≤…S 

Money? That’s it? Be clearer so you’d have better understanding of what this chapter 

is about. (Silence) Fine, Blaine can you tell me what is economics?   

RD IB 

Blaine 4 —_±‹I The activity of money.    
Teacher 5 —_±‹"›"fibfl‡’"#ãå

.—_±‹"#J·“"ìî(≤…

‚∂uHu"(„‰‚∂"äX.

—"#ÂêÊ=S 

The activity of money. Great, that’s close! But if it’s about the activity of money, 

what’s the difference between economics and finance? 

RD IB 

Student 6 (ÁRËÈ) (inaudible)   
Teacher 7 ≤…S„‰S …economics and finance? Q  
Blaine 8 )*ÍG One is in charge of people.   
Teacher 9 )*ÍGI In charge of people… CA  
Blaine 10 )*ÍG")*Î„‰(ÁRËÈ) One is in charge of people, and the other is about finance.    
Teacher 11 )*ÍG")*…ÏK!xH)`"

{ß/H89uHu’S∫ªJÃ9

Right, it’s kind of different but it’s hard to tell the difference. So let’s see the 

definition by Wiki. It says: “Economics is the social science that studies how people 

G CA 
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·)Ì"J google)Ì"v/≤…

.NOSv/ÓÔÒ)ÚïÛÙ^

ıÙˆ˜Ù¯˘±‹˙˚¸_Ø

˝I˛NOˇ!äS"⁄™NOˇ

!Su"-.(˚#¯˘_±‹"-

.3ïÛb¯˘"$)*Ø$_±

‹"&'X%&≤…I∫ª'()_

*+,-.I#J/„‰/Sv;<

.Í‰0_12¶38"’∫ª$*

-id45I≠Æ/X˚#—I∫ª

67≤…_ƒÕ8:"∑Ì9&'9

Ñ"∫ª&'9:≤…«·NO;

<S·NOS(=>) ßàâS 

interact with things of value; in particular, the production, distribution, and 

consumption of goods and services” What does that mean? Well it’s the series of 

activities from production to consumptions, so it covers quite a wide range. Next, 

now we know what the economics is, so what exactly do we focus on when 

discussing economics? (pause) Silence again?    

Calvin 12 ·—I Focus on money!   
Teacher 13 ·—klmIŸ™?)‘@"ŸAB

)‘@I\"NOS«H«CD)

*S 

Money (laugh). Be more academic and professional. So what is it? HT IB 

Dan 14 EFI Transactions.   
Teacher 15 EFI7¤"9¶&/Iu"EFü

.@"G(«·Ê)Ç>_Sãå«

·ìî≤…"JÑ«·Ê)Ç>_S 

Transactions. Sort of correct. Eric, if we look at Taiwanese economics, what aspect 

do you focus on? 

IB Q 

Eric 16 HFI Trade.   
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Teacher 17 ›u"Ωæ‡HF’IC9/S&'

INO;<SHF-.I;<"J;

<K‡&'INO;<S 

Great, that’s right! Now trade is about buying and selling. So what did we trade?  RD IB 

Eric 18 LÙM Tea and sugar.   
Teacher 19 NΩæ"NOŒO_¢£èPQM

R"ST8:LMUVIJPôòy

e;<X.WÛX"Y*¢éH)

`"{yeX.WÛXI∫ª/"&

'PZ[9:)Ì"WÛXQê¥Ä

¨KI∫ª/P9:)ÌHF"G(

/STMWÛXQê¥Ä¨"∫ª&

'P9:)?¥Ä\]I’"$`

OK”S 

That’s right! In the first period of Qin’s Occupation, they exported rice and sugar and 

in the late period, they were tea, sugar and camphor instead. So basically they were 

all agricultural products. And since they grew on land, we’ll also discuss the 

historical development of the land system in Taiwan. Is that alright?   

RD CA 

 
Table 5.3 Discussion on Emperor Wu of Han. 

Agent Line Utterance Translation Code 1 Code 2 
Teacher 1 ¨^&'_6)‘¢`Îabc$*

GŸd"v_*e’"-./J67

v_*eJ-fg◊ÿv•Oh"&

)iKLvBC.jklklm"y

mnÄ"v*e-.$QG... 

Last time we spent a little time to finish talking about Emperor Wudi of the Han Dynasty. 

His personality well if you understand his personality, you probably know what he might 

do. I always think he should be a Leo (laughs), very gorgeous, He is this kind of person. 

CX AC 
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Teacher  2 JFªôòv:9h_#?op3v

_*e-Fª·bI&'·)ÌUq

˜r$≈sv_to"©u_¢£"

-.Hvwxé#Q"-.Sgy|

zGGP/&óó.π"-.#Q*

eIv/’"v©u_¢£{|8

}"Æ:/~�y|ÄWÅ_Ä"G

[)iêÇv"..."Fª·bÉÑÖG

_I 

You can see the things he did later from his personality. Let's take a look at the two stories 

in Zizhi Tongjian. When he was young, he was like the second generation of the wealth. 

Even when he drove a famous car to hit people, he would say who my father is. That kind 

of person. It said, well when he was young, he went on a patrol in undercover, and then 

drove a carriage into farmlands. People have been scolding him..., you can see how he 

bullied people. 

CX BH 

Teacher 3 G($%Fª·b"ü.©u_¢

£..."JFª·bv©u_¢£-.$

O_Üá"676’I∫ª&'P/

abcvPheào"JFª·b"

$?op.H.&M)*yâä*

e"v•Onãåçuéèßê—ß

êëG"v•Oåçíìnãîêï

Gù¨"]¨v(v_ñó"aéò

ô 80©"°öõúI 

And here you can see it, also when he was young..., you can see that he was so 

domineering when he was young. Understood? So from this we could say how much 

Emperor Wu of the Han Dynasty would do. You can see with such personality, how could 

he tolerate to send money and women to the Huns, asking for peace? And how could he 

tolerate his power to be handed in the hands of others? In addition, he has his advantages, 

the Han Dynasty had been resting for 80 years, the treasury has been abundant, and his 

personality... 

CX BH 

Teacher 4 {;<JFª·bù©ûéèü_y

_—"∫ª†°.„‰¢Û"†°X

.f£§"∫ªJFª3Uq˜r$

s⁄·b"•ãJÎabcgh|

¶"JKLvêßåπSJHKL$

But in fact, you can see that fighting the Huns in his later years really cost money, so it 

was almost financial bankruptcy. There have been some major wars. So you can see from 

the passage in Zizhi Tongjian, if you remove the name of Emperor Wu of Han, you Who 

do you think he is describing? Don’t you think this is the time when the country is about to 

end. We usually see these paragraphs in historical books. Actually, it was really like this in 

CX BH 
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.«®°_¢£"&'˜-Pê©™

·b$†s™h";<abc´©ü

_-.$`"¨*≤…XyÂ"∫ª

J/vH=≠uéè&£”SüC=

≠6rS... 

the last years of Emperor Wu of the Han Dynasty. The entire economy was very poor, so 

you said he wouldn’t stop fighting the Huns? Shouldn’t he stop? 

Teacher 5 #òê&'_6)‘¢`ÎÆØ∞b

abcŸd"JPôòv'_¢éê

hNOSJPôòÆØ∞SØ6†±

≤í_∞c"F.+,.v.S≥¢

é8Ã∫ªP(yeG¥µ"∫ª#

¢£)®©Xê∂∂∑∑IF.b6

abc_¢£"v¶ÆØh_op.

)`_Xê∏KS†±≤í"’F.

JPôò"b6abc8:&'π∫

-dªH)`6...≈*GÂ6)®©"

π∫.Âye_"TMH∞¢éº

ΩIæ:_ø¿üÂHeX.$`_

¡ÉI 

So now we have spent a little time finishing Qin Shihuang to Han Wudi. You will find 

what their era was doing? You will find that Emperor Qin Shihuang started a centralized 

emperor, but the problem is that he was the first to create an era, so many people would 

counterattack, so at that time he was pulling and pulling for a hundred years. But when 

Emperor Wu of the Han Dynasty arrived, what did he do the same thing as Qin Shi? 

Centralized power, roar, but you will find that after Emperor Wu of the Han Dynasty, our 

evaluations were completely different... The difference between the two people is 100 

years, and the evaluation is much different because of the different backgrounds. The 

future kings will almost follow this pattern 

MP CH 

Teacher 6 ∫ª•ãJ.:9_ø¬"√ƒè≈

.∆!íì_ø¬"JP3Ê?ÄÇ

]«J_íìSãåJÍ»)*ñ

…"{.J«3Ê?ÄÇCÎíìê

 À)‘SÊ?Ç>S 

So if you were a later monarch, and the premise was a power-loving monarch, how would 

you strengthen your power? If you are managing a company, how do you tighten your 

power? What aspects? 

AC CX 
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Student  7 — Money.   
Teacher 8 —klmu"—yÃ«"G(/S 

)*"J_íì«CÕf)‘"„‰

íÙŒ‰íNO_"˜˜«)Î ...∫

ª&'-◊ÿœb:>"∞c_íì

.œ9œS 

Money (laughs). Yes, money is very important, what else? The first thing is that you have 

to have greater power, financial power, administrative power, etc., all have to be grasped 

in your own hands...So we know that the emperor's power is getting more and more? 

Q  

Class 9 – (—@) High (in unison).    
Teacher 10 –"#“”"-é‘®’"v'_í

÷-œ9œ? 

High, and the prime minister (‘Zaixiang’) and the whole admin , their rights are getting 

more and more? 

G  

Class 11 ◊ (—@) Low (in unison).   
Teacher 12 ◊"$. )*ÿÑI... Low, this is the first pattern. CA  
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Teacher Hsu 
 
Overview and Context  

 
Figure 5.3 Frequencies of codes for Hsu’s class at three different stages. 

 

 
Figure 5.4 Comparison of percentages of different codes in Hsu’s classrooms. 

 
From the results of the analysis (Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4), two predominant discursive 
techniques were employed in Hsu’s class, namely IB (17.3%) and BC (19.5%). As is 
evident in the selected excerpt in the following tables, Hsu often provided a line of 
causal reasoning with discursive markers that highlight causal relationships, such as 
‘why’ (「為什麼」), ‘because’ (「因為」), and ‘reason’ (「原因」). This code also 
significantly increased in frequency during the period of three stages (from 9 to 22), 
indicating how Hsu placed increasing emphasis on historical causality. Most codes 
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increased in frequency, except BH, CX, and MP. Moreover, the total number of codes 
increased from 69 to 100, implying Hsu became more confident to employ more diverse 
discursive techniques.      
 
The first dataset was collected from three lessons in September 2019, before the 
workshops. The aims of the lessons were to introduce the historical and cultural 
background of Taiwanese indigenous groups. The first excerpt (Table 5.4) was chosen 
to demonstrate how the teacher employed a series of simple closed questions to 
introduce complex historical concepts (Lee, 2005). Highlighting the complex causal 
and contextual background of a historical account about one Taiwanese aboriginal 
rebellion against the Dutch Government, Hsu introduced the concept of ‘subduing’ (「以

番制番」) as a means to establish total control of Taiwan. 
 
The second dataset was collected from the monthly class observation in the three 
months from October to December in the first semester. The lesson from which the 
excerpt (Table 5.5) was extracted was on Taiwanese economic history. After the 
chronological introduction of each era, Hsu concluded the lesson with a question that 
served to challenge the narrative from the textbook and provide an alternative 
perspective about a certain policy from the Land Reform executed by the KMT 
Government in the mid-twentieth century. According to the textbook, the Land Reform 
had a hugely positive effect on Taiwanese postwar economics. However, Hsu pointed 
out that some research claimed that the policy was unconstitutional, violating the rights 
of many landlords at the time. The exchange, below, demonstrates how Hsu unpacked 
the different perspective to students using a link to their historical knowledge about that 
time period.  
 
The third excerpt (Table 5.6) was chosen from the lesson on the history of immigration 
throughout various Chinese dynasties. This exchange especially highlights the 
discussion on the different purposes of canals between two historical periods: medieval 
China (Sui and Tang Dynasty) and early modern China (Yuan and Ming Dynasty; Liang, 
2014).   
 
Analysis and commentary. Similar to the excerpt in Table 7, the surface structure of 
the exchange in the first excerpt (Table 5.4) is not dialogic since it is predominantly 
Hsu’s own monologue (Alexander, 2008). However, the discourse aims to scaffold 
students to understand the complex causal relationships and contextual background of 
an unfamiliar historical account with a series of self-asked and self-answered questions. 
It is evident that Hsu opened almost every utterance with questions (e.g., L1, L2, L3, 
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L5, and L6) in an attempt to demonstrate one of the most crucial and fundamental 
components in historical thinking, asking historical questions (van Drie and van Boxtel, 
2008). As Graesser et al. (1996) argue, questioning is one of the fundamental cognitive 
components that guide human reasoning, Schreiber et al. (2006) also point out the 
engine for historical thinking is the ability to ask, recognise, and answer historical 
questions. Van Drie and van Boxtel (2008) identified three types of historical questions: 
descriptive questions (e.g., What happened in the incident? retrieved from L1), causal 
questions (e.g., Why did the Dutch wait for so long to fight back? retrieved from L8), 
and evaluative questions (e.g., What is the significance of this incident? in L11). All 
three types can be identified in this excerpt. As seen in the first line, Hsu opened with 
a historical descriptive question (‘What happened in the MaDou Tribe Incident?’ coded 
Q), which also served as a core question for inquiry with the students throughout the 
lesson. In the following lines, Hsu gradually unpacked the historical account and the 
historical significance behind the account (Seixas, 1996, 2007) via a series of historical 
questions, as is evident in code Q, assigned in six lines out of 11. Notable, too, is Hsu’s 
explicit use of questions in almost every utterance, which could be a method to open 
up a dialogue not only with the students, but also with himself (Sidorkin, 1999). 
 
The concepts of ‘social justice’ and ‘transitional justice’ (Teitel, 2000) have received a 
great amount of attention in the Taiwanese History Curriculum in the past few years 
(Lieu, 2020; Wu, 2006). These topics have become a point of contention for various 
political ideologies and historical interpretations (Elster, 2004; Wu, 2006). In the 
second excerpt (Table 5.5), after substantial knowledge (Lee, 2005) was taught in the 
lesson (not included in the excerpt), Hsu began to incorporate the ideas of ‘social justice’ 
and ‘transitional justice’ by challenging (coded CH) the narrative from the textbook 
(e.g., in L1 ‘Can we really deprive the rights of the landlord just to boost economics?’ 
and in L3 ‘Why don’t we see anything in the textbook about how they [the landlords] 
fought?’). Seixas (1996, 2017) points out that in history thinking, one of the crucial 
components is to teach students about the ethical dimension in history. The issues 
regarding teaching ethical topics in history include: (1) the problem of judging actors 
and actions from the past; (2) dealing with past crimes and injustices whose legacies 
we live with today; and (3) the memorial obligations we in the present owe to those 
who made sacrifices from which we benefit (Seixas, 2017). The ethical issues in 
Taiwanese history concern dealing with two the major injustice incidents in postwar 
Taiwan: the 228 Massacre (1947–1948) and the White Terror (1949–1987; Chang, 2009; 
Wu, 2006), which formed the common contextual background of historical knowledge 
acquired by learners in the lesson. Hsu employed this knowledge and invited students 
to contribute to the reasons ‘why the landlords didn’t fight against the Land Reform’ 
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(L3, coded BC, also see in L11). From L4 to L11 demonstrates how the teacher and 
students cobuilt the causal relationship between the Land Reform and the White Terror, 
which is neglected in the textbook. By challenging the narrative from the textbook in 
the dialogic space, the teacher also critically presented students with multiple 
interpretations and how to adopt different perspectives (van Boxtel and van Drie, 2017). 
 
The analysis of the third excerpt (Table 5.6) indicates two aspects of facilitating hybrid 
dialogue in the history class. First, before opening up the core question (‘Why were 
canals different in the Tang Dynasty and the Yuan Dynasty?’ in L4, coded BC), the 
teacher used visual aids (maps of the canals in the two different historical periods) to 
guide and scaffold students regarding the discussion and the essential historical 
knowledge (e.g., L1 and L2 coded G; Wiley and Ash, 2005). Hsu began with a simple 
closed question to open up the dialogic space, which demonstrates that, in the hybrid 
dialogue, the surface structural difference between closed questions and open questions 
is not as significant as the purpose of the question itself (Matusov, 2009). Similar 
findings are in my MPhil thesis, in which I found the teacher’s (in my MPhil study) use 
of closed questions to open up the dialogue and deepen the learners’ historical thinking 
(van Boxtel and van Drie, 2017). In L8, Hsu realised that Allan found the core question 
rather challenging; therefore, he redirected the question to another pupil (coded G) to 
keep to dialogue going. However, following Burt’s response, it seemed that the desired 
answer in Hsu’s mind was not provided, so he rephrased his question using a different 
structure, from a causal question to a descriptive question (van Drie and van Boxtel, 
2007; ‘Can you answer this question first? What is the purpose of building the canal?’ 
in L10), which might be more linked to the students’ lived experiences (Lee, 2005). 
This discursive strategy of restructuring the question form (Mercer, 2004) seemed to 
fail (see from L11 to L13), so Hsu made a second attempt to rephrase the question (‘Is 
the economic centre in a country the same as the political centre? in L14) to scaffold 
the students to understand the historical significance of a such causal relationship (van 
Boxtel and van Drie, 2017). Following a series of closed questions (from L16 to L21) 
to elicit the learners’ knowledge, Burt’s contribution was encouraged and received 
positive feedback, followed by the teacher’s synthesis of the student’s response and a 
more elaborate answer. The dialogue was then closed. 
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Table 5.4 Discussion on Taiwanese aboriginal rebellion. 

Agent Line Utterance Translation Code 1 Code 2 
Teacher 1 !"#$%&'()$*+,-./

012345678!"#19:;

<=>!"#?@AB1CDED!

"#FGH:IJKL!"##A/

01JMNOPQR>IST()!

"#$%UV&+,WX>YZIY

Z[(),23\]^_`abcd

Mefg1h[ij4kl4Xmn

o234pqk?@Ar's:1h

[ 1624t23/:uB1Xvwxy

[z51L[X{|kl4}~�Ä

ÅÇCÉÑ1SJÖÜWáij4n

àP… 

What happened to the Madou Tribe Incident? To put it simply, the Dutch invaded the 

Madou community and killed a large number of the indigenous people of the Madou 

community. For the people of the Madou Society, this is very tragic. So why did the 

incident break out? What is the background? The Netherlands wanted to strengthen the 

control of the entire southern Taiwan, but the Japanese and the Han people had long 

been doing business with the aborigines before the Dutch. After the Netherlands came 

in 1624, they felt that they were the boss, so they started to pose "Eleven Taxes" to the 

Han businessmen, and then some Japanese were dissatisfied at this time... 

Q CX 

Teacher  2 …Sâäãåç$%é)V&>+,

âäãåç[èêofgr's>i

j41S234/uB1ë:í�É

uB123ìîïñóòôìöõ:

âäãåç1L[Xnú:ùûü†

23°¢£§•\Ö>è°1uB¶

How did the Incident of Hamada Yahei break out? Yahei Hamada is a Japanese who 

has been doing business in Taiwan for a long time. After the Dutch came, in addition to 

being taxed, the Netherlands made trouble in every possible way and even had Yahei 

Hamada under arrested. So he and his accomplices went to the Dutch official residence 

to kidnap the Governor. After the hostages were exchanged to Japan for negotiations, 

the incident was resolved. 

Q  
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ß4®©™†ij´¨1≠ÆØJ%

$*I 

Teacher 3 ST()X[!"#$%YZ+,?

∞;<-.1∞TX±≤Ç≥M4n

hp†23è°¢£¥µè°1J∂

∑()$,?∞;<-.1∞T23

\ÖKLfg>bc∏àπ∫1ªº

ΩofgΩæoørJ%$*1Ωv

wΩU&'()$*,Ω0Ω_¥µ

¿,Ω¡o¬√ƒ35≈1Ω∆ì«

»…1ΩnUí À:IÃpàh

ÕI 

So why is this the background of the Madou Tribe Incident? The reason is very simple, 

because it only took a dozen people to go to the Dutch governor’s residence to kidnap 

the Governor. What does this mean? The reason is very simple, because the Dutch’s 

control of Taiwan was not stable at the time. If you dare to do this in Taiwan now, 

what do you think will happen to you? If you walk on Ketagalan Avenue, you will be 

arrested before you act. So it’s quite impossible now.  

CX BC 

Teacher 4 Ãp\ÖâäŒåçhp¥µè°1

J∂∑23KLfg>bc∏àπ∫

>*œ–—1Ãp≠UWJM“V”

‘’Ãp!"#$%n[1\23{

|K?@A{|`÷bc1!"#?

@AmnàP1o 1629tÖÜ◊ÿŸ

⁄¤‹›fiY234†fl‡·>Ö

Ü1›finDX‚„‰ÂÊ23ÁÇ

ËÈåFG‚„I 

So at that time, Hamada could kidnapped the Governor, which means that the 

Netherlands' control of Taiwan is not stable, so that is the tipping point! So the Madou 

Tribe Incident was that when the Netherlands began to exert pressure on the 

aborigines, the indigenous people of the Madou Tribe were dissatisfied for a long time. 

They colluded with each other in 1629: When we carried the Dutch to the middle of the 

river, we drowned them. Right, all 60 Dutch soldiers were drowned to death.  

BC Q 

Teacher 5 uBÍº[(),1635t234Î

Ï1X5Ì9!"##Ó1Jn[!

What was the result afterwards? In 1635, the Dutch fought back. They massacred the 

people of the Madou Tribe. This was the Madou Tribe Incident. Then how did they 

BC  
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"#$%ISXé)5Ì9+,Ô

[W4ÒX>1Xë:Ú234ÛÙ

ıˆ˜1ìWCM¯_>Åp˘c

˘ÑIÅp˘c˘Ñn[˜/˙˚¸

Ú/bc?@A>˝˛1J›fiuB

†ˇ∂†i˚∆U!†C">˝#1

J$rÅp˘c˘ÑI 

massacre? Someone must have helped them from within. In addition to using advanced 

weapons, they also had an important strategy called ‘subduing’, which is a method 

used by foreign rulers to control the aborigines. We will see the same method used 

from the Qing Dynasty to the Japanese rule. 

Teacher 6 S†–¿£Ò234,Ò›%&1'

(#1'(#£Ò234I 

So who helped the Dutch? Write it down, the Xingang Tribe, Xingang Tribe helped the 

Dutch.  

Q G 

Teacher  7 )*+,/:11629t&'!"#$

%1)T- 1635t234≠./,T

()0:S)1, 

But another problem came is that The Madou Tribe Incident occurred in 1629, but why 

did the Dutch people take revenge in 1635? Why did it take so long? 

TC BC 

Teacher 8 T()S)1,?∞W2M13CM

234\ÖKfgbcìàπ∫1Ã

pX«W45å61£7÷!"##

Ó1J[3CM?∞138M9*:

;1234T()_bcfg1ó≈

X<>·=^˙˚fg>,à[1X[

_Dfg?T(), 

Why did it take so long? There are two reasons. Firstly Dutchman did not have a firm 

control of Taiwan at that time, so he did not have enough troops to suppress the people 

of the Madou Tribe. This is the first reason. The second reason is that, everyone, why 

did the Dutch want to control Taiwan? Does they really want to rule Taiwan? No, what 

does they want to use Taiwan for? 

BC  

Student 9 @A>” A place for business.    
Teacher 10 @A>”’BC@A=¯_>‡D

E1X[_k¿r@A,ijk‡

F1Ãp 1629t\Ö234X>GH

A place for business! Re-export trade is an important relay station, with whom is he 

going to do trade? Japan and China, so in 1629, the Dutch had their eyes on the Ming 

Dynasty. He wanted to do business with China. But, in 1633, the Ming Dynasty 

CX  
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∆oIJ1X^k‡Fr's1Íº

o 1633t>ÖÜ1IJKL:231

Ãp23nàÕkIJr's:1J

ÖÜXfinD¶M‡NO‡FB†f

g1Ãp[WJM?∞>1PwQs

R>, 

defeated the Netherlands, so the Netherlands could not do business with the Ming 

Dynasty. At that time, they transferred their business center from China to Taiwan, so 

it is for this reason. Do you understand? 

Teacher 11 Ãp!"#$%ÍSpB+1JÖÜ

23nk!"##ÓTU!"VW...J

ÖÜXofg>XY≠{|Z[1Ã

pJCdM$%>Íº[(),Z[

˙˚\]I 

So after the end of the Incident, the Netherlands signed the Madou Treaty with the 

people of the Madou Tribe. At this time their sovereignty in Taiwan began to be 

established, so what was the result of this entire incident? What is the significance 

about this incident? Establish a foundation for governance. 

Q  

Teacher 12 Sª-^IZ[˙˚\]+,›_5

`CMab1o!"#$%0Ct

B11636tnW 47Mcde>Gfg

ghiL VOC1Ãp!"#$%Xj

:9klmuÚI 

So how to prove that they have established the foundation of ruling? Let me give you a 

piece of data as an evident. One year after the Madou Tribe Incident, 47 Pingpu tribes 

were relegated to the VOC in 1636, so they used the Mado Incident to set up an 

example for other tribes to follow. 

Q BH 

 

Table 5.5 Discussion on Taiwanese Land Reform in Post-War era. 

Agent Line Utterance Translation Code 1 Code 2 
Teacher 1 /38M[nopq>*+1nrΩ

0›_πs˚1òô›_tÙfg

>uv¶w1ó≈x¸Wyän<>

The second one is the issue of land justice. Even if you say that I want to stabilize 

politics, or even I want to promote Taiwan's agricultural economy, can it really be 

CH  
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hpz{>,›fi<>Õ5|}oX

>Y~>,hp>, 

implemented if the farmers have their own land? Could we really deprive the rights of 

the landlord just to boost the economics? Could we? 

Teacher  2 Ãp+15#°�¶nKx¸Wyä

£rÄÅ1&æJMsÇ[ÉÅ>1

ÃpnopqJM*+Ñw›fi£Î

RI 

Therefore, the Supreme Court once explained the constitution of the farmer's land and 

found that this policy is unconstitutional, so the issue of land justice deserves our 

reflection. 

MP  

Teacher 3 ÖB1›fiÚCM*+£ÍÜ1\›

fiá†JCàâä>ÖÜ19*›fi

Wá†01FAsãofgz{Já

nosÇÖ1oXWåRÎç1)›

fiWá†Jàâä>,«W1Ãp*

+[1T()oX«WåRÎç, 

Finally, we end this lesson with a question. When we learn this period of history, may I 

have learned that when the KMT Government implemented these land policies in 

Taiwan, the landlords had fierce resistance, but why we don’t see anything about how 

they fought in the textbook? No, so the question is, why didn't the landlords resist 

fiercely? 

BC Q 

Student 4 éàˇèê (inaudible)   
Teacher 5 T(), Why? BC  
Alex  6 íëëí They got rid off.   
Teacher  7 íëí,¤1SìW>, Got rid off? Alright, anything else? RD IB 
Ben 8 …ÓìîÖêVï Temporary Provisions against the Communist Rebellion.   
Teacher 9 …ÓìîÖêVï’¤1Wñ†¯”

:’T()11947t&'()$*, 

Great! You got the point! Why, what happened in 1947? RD TC 

Ben 10 228$% 228 Incident.    
Teacher 11 228$%1òô[FAsã/†fgÖ

TÎó1z{>Còôöõc’úù

ûü’ÃpW:q4>¶†1Já4

228 Incident. Even an anti-communist regime implemented by the KMT Government 

when it came to Taiwan! White horror! So with the experience of the predecessors, in 

order to rebel against the National Government in Chen Yi's time, these people 

BC  
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T:_ÎçFAsão°¢St∂1

Ãpní£§:1í•£¶nàß

:IÃp9*ΩøÎç>,ΩàøÎ

çI 

disappeared, and were arrested and detained and disappeared. So do you dare to resist? 

You dare not. 

Teacher 12 Ãp›fiO®©™´¨n!†1®©

™z{>Ö·”[oFAsã≠fp

q1®©™[¿Æ…>, 

So we can see from The 37.5% Arable Rent Reduction Act, which was executed before 

KMT fled to Taiwan. Who implemented it?  

Q TC 

Cathy 13 °Ø Chen Cheng.    
Teacher 14 \Ö>fg∞∞X±°ØI°ØC{

|oÆ…®©™´¨Ö[==oXo

Îç>1\Ö°Øn0:C≤≥1¥

µ∂∑>4W1)à_∏>4π«

WIÃp›finhpÚJ≤≥1πÍ

∫B>noªº1S:;W*+>,

«*+n—�:I 

Chen Cheng, then chairman of Taiwan Province at that time. Many landlords were 

resisting when Chen Cheng promoted The 37.5% Arable Rent Reduction Act at the 

beginning. At that time, Chen Cheng said “There are some mischievous people, but 

there are no people who don’t want to live.” So we can see from this sentence to 

summarize the land reform after the war. Do you have any questions? Class is 

dismissed if there is no problem. 

CA  

 
Table 5.6 Discussion on the purposes of the canals in different Dynasties. 

Agent Line Utterance Translation Code 1 Code 2 
Teacher 1 ΩÛ:;1ΩÛ!Jæø1Jæ[¿

¡Öê>¬flø1Syz+JM¬fl

øuqoF‡nWáßP=√>...¤1

9:;Ûƒ@Jæø1¤≈/ 

First of all, everyone, you look at this picture first. This is a canal map from the Sui 

and Tang Dynasty. Actually, this canal map has been studied many times in junior high 

schools... well, please remember this picture first. Alright next.  

G  
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Teacher  2 ∆˜Cæø[èJ"1J[«∂pB

>»…5¬fl1«IˇpB>¬fl[

èJ" 1Ãp›_*:;*+:1

3CM*+‹9*ÀÃJ2æø1J

2V¬flC">,=·.>1ÕŒC

">,/1Allen1Ωhp!Ω�j&

œWø–1C">, 

The other picture looks like this. This is the Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal after the 

Yuan Dynasty. The canal looks like this after the Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasties. So I 

have to ask you some questions. The first question: Compare these two pictures, are the 

two canals the same? It's very simple, is the route the same? Come on, Allen, you can 

see that there are pictures in your textbook, are they the same? 

IB G 

Allan 3 àC" Not really.   
Teacher 4 ¤1—¤:1àC"1SàC"o

“,T()Xfi>ÕŒà—C", 

OK, great, not the same, but in which aspect? Why canals were different in Tang 

Dynasty and Yuan Dynasty? 

BC RD 

Allan 5 ¬>NOàC" The things they shipped.    
Teacher  6 ¬>NOàC"1[>,¬>NO5

”‘’>‘1∆[÷◊1T()àC

", 

The things they shipped, right? The things they shipped are probably similar, they are 

all food. Why are they different? 

RD CH 

Allan  7 éÿ#Ÿ⁄ê （inaudible）   
Teacher 8 Ãp:;hp^C—1T()«∂>

¬flk¿¡>¬flX>ÕŒà—C

"1T(),R¤C—1W4‹≈

>,é›fiê«W4‹≈éfl‡ê1

/ BurtT()àC"? 

So you can think about why the route of the canals in the Yuan Dynasty is different 

from the canals in the Sui and Tang Dynasties, and why? Think about it, does anyone 

know? (Pause) No one knows. (draw lots) Burt, why is it different? 

G IB 

Burt 9 ¶w¯NàC" The economic centres are different.    
Teacher 10 ¶w¯NàC",h[†:¿¡pB

¶w¯N{|B·†‚e‘1T()

The economic centres are different? However, after the Sui and Tang Dynasties, the 

economic centre began to shift to Jiangnan. Why is it different? What is the purpose of 

CH G 
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àC",9*„¬fl>G>[(),

T()_„¬fl,ΩhpÛ‰Â›J

*+>,„¬fl>G>[(), 

building the canal? Why did they build a canal? Can you answer this question first? 

What is the purpose of building the canal?   

Burt 11 _¬ÊI For transportation.    
Teacher 12 K_¬Ê1àÁ[4ì[Ë1SÃp

„¬fl>G>[_DJáNO¬È†

“Í, 

Yes, transportation for people or stuff. And where did they ship to? RD IB 

Burt 13 KÎSÏ The frontline of warfare.    
Teacher 14 K1ìW>,9*¶w‡NC[s

˚¯N>, 

Yes, anything else? Is the economic centre always the same with political centre? RD IB 

Burt 15 àC Not necessarily.    
Teacher 16 àCÌ1ÃpT(),ÃpT()

«∂>¬flk¿¡>¬flèàC", 

Not really, so why? Why the route of the canals in the Yuan Dynasty is different from 

the canals in the Sui and Tang Dynasties?  

RD BC 

Burt 17 s˚‡NàC" The political centre is different.    
Teacher 18 ¤1=¤1Ãp¿¡s˚¯No“,

Ω∆o“Í,Ωp!Ó/‰’ 

OK, great! So where is the political centre of Sui and Tang Dynasty? Where is the 

capital? You can see it! 

RD IB 

Burt 19 èÔ Changan.   
Teacher 20 èÔ1h[«Iˇ>Ω∆o“Í, Changan, but how about Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasty? IB Q 
Burt 21 » Beijing.   
Teacher 22 =¤1»’Ãp9*s˚¯NC"

>,àC"Ò’ÃpΩU!¿¡¬fl

W”NOÚ1∞TX_D‚e¶w¬

Great, Beijing! So is the political centre the same? It's different! So you will see that 

the Sui and Tang Canal is a bit east-west, because he wanted to transport the Jiangnan 

economy to the political center... But the political center in the Ming Dynasty was in 

RD CA 
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†s˚¯N...h[I∂s˚¯N∆o

»1ÃÛàÙ_NOÚ1eÚn

¤1ÃpnıˆÆØJM*+I 

Beijing, so the east-west direction is not needed anymore, the north-south direction is 

better instead. So this problem is solved slightly . 
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Teacher Wu 
 
Overview and Context. 

 
Figure 5.5 Frequencies of codes for Wu’s class at three different stages. 

 

 
Figure 5.6 Comparison of percentage of different codes in Wu’s classroom. 

 
Wu’s teaching method heavily relied on educational technology, mainly PowerPoint, as 
the main medium of instruction, with multiple media sources such as pictures, videos, 
and music. From her interviews, Wu believed this teaching approach enabled students 
to immerse themselves fully into history and cultivate historical empathy in a deeper 
sense (Lee, 2005). Worksheets with supplementary materials were often provided, on 
which questions related to the contents of the lessons the teacher discussed with the 
pupils were included. The questions were usually carefully designed to engage students 
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in the dialogue, focusing more on the humanity side of history instead of simply 
eliciting their historical knowledge. This design approach is evident from the coding 
analysis (see Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6), in which the frequency of two codes, AC and 
CX, increased over the period of the study, accounting for 14.5% and 10.6%, 
respectively. These two codes demonstrate how the teacher used talks to connect to 
students’ lived experience and to contextualise the events or actions of people in the 
past for students to take a historical perspective. Moreover, the increasing number of 
total codes (from 86 to 130) suggests that more talks were qualified to open up dialogic 
space in class (Wegerif, 2011).       
  
The first excerpt (Table 5.7) was chosen from the lesson on the history of Communist 
China in the twentieth century and the discussion on the Tiananmen Square Massacre 
(1989). Wu first played the class a video and a song about the Massacre from YouTube, 
then presented some historical facts about the incident as fundamental contextual 
background knowledge prior to the discussion. Second, the teacher divided the class 
into numerous groups and asked them to discuss the questions from the worksheet 
designed by herself. The exchange in the excerpt explored the reasons behind this 
incident and what the students thought about the Massacre.   
 
The second excerpt (Table 5.8) was selected from a lesson in the first semester (from 
October to December). This lesson was conducted in the traditional teacher-centred 
lecture fashion, which focused on introducing the political and philosophical 
differences between Capitalism and Socialism in nineteenth-century Europe. The 
exchange presented in Table 5.8 initially reveals how the teacher used personal 
experience to explain the complicated concept of ‘alienation’ , the term that was put 
forward by Karl Marx. Then, Wu invited students to discuss the concept of 
normalisation and how it impacted the First Industrial Revolution in the nineteenth 
century.  
 
The third excerpt (Table 5.9) was chosen from a lesson in the second semester (from 
April to June), introducing historical accounts of World War Two. This lesson was 
especially designed to focus on the Holocaust and was conducted in four steps. First, 
Wu played the class some video clips from the movie Schindler's List to introduce the 
tragedy. Second, the students were asked to discuss the first two questions on the 
worksheet designed by the teacher, including an excerpt from the book The 
Authoritarian Personality, by Theodor W. Adorno (1950). Then, the teacher invited 
students to share their thoughts. Finally, the lesson concluded with another short video, 
by the BBC, about one Jewish girl’s personal experience of the Holocaust.    
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Analysis and commentary. The analysis indicates that compared with other classes 
from the teachers mentioned above, the contributions made from pupils were 
significantly substantial in the first excerpt (e.g., L2 and L10). Therefore, it is important 
to explore how the dialogues unfold in this excerpt. First, as observed in the class, the 
ethos and culture Wu created were friendly and encouraging for expressing ideas, with 
students not being afraid of being wrong with their responses. In the first line, the 
teacher directly invited Jack to share his thoughts with the classroom (coded IB), 
followed by whole-class applause, which demonstrates the encouraging classroom 
environment. From Jack’s response, he displayed a degree of advanced historical 
thinking, especially the ability to contextualise the historical account and situate it in a 
temporal, special, and social context (van Drie & van Boxel, 2008, 2018; ‘Deng 
Xiaoping’s main goal is to establish his power in the party and, therefore, his political 
agenda could be successfully pushed without being accused of being reactionaries’ in 
L2). Wu then offered positive feedback to his response (‘Great! I think what Jack said 
was really clear.’ in L3, coded RD) and rephrased his idea and turned the focus to the 
next question (coded G, in L3). In the following exchanges (from L3 to L6), Wu posed 
two closed questions (‘What is stability maintenance?’ in L3, and ‘How about “right 
protection”? What does it mean?’ L5) to set the foundation for further and deeper 
discussion of the Tiananmen Square Massacre. The core question appeared in L9, with 
the emphasis on reasoning in a contextual background, stressed by the teacher (coded 
MP and CX) to invite learners to think beyond the simple dichotomy of morally right 
or wrong in historical accounts (Maggioni et al., 2004; Seixas, 2017). From L8 to L9, 
the importance of giving students enough time to think to be involved in dialogic space 
is emphasised (Wegerif, 2011). Charlie then joined the dialogue with the sophisticated 
ability of perspective-taking regarding a historical figure (Endacott and Brooks, 2013; 
VanSledright, 2001; L10 and L12). Following Charlie’s response, Wu paraphrased his 
answer to seek agreement and consensus (coded CA) and then re-emphasised the 
importance of contextualisation in historical thinking (L15).  
          
The second excerpt (Table 5.8) demonstrates how the complicated academic 
disciplinary language can be explained in simple everyday language in the hybrid 
dialogue (coded HT in L2; Husbands, 1996). First, as evident in L1 (coded AC) and L2, 
instead of directly putting forward the concept of ‘alienation’ (「異化」) to the whole 
class, the teacher approached the rather complex idea via her own personal experience, 
not only to engage students in understanding the concept, but also to foster students’ 
compassion for humanity, which served as a core value in Wu’s teaching belief (from 
the interview; VanSledright and Reddy, 2014). After the story, the word ‘alienation’ 
was put forward and written on the board to emphasise the importance of the concept 
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(Shi, 2010), followed by a more detailed explanation of the word (L3), linking it to 
knowledge from previous lessons (e.g., the Industrial Revolution in L3), and compared 
with different historical concepts in different historical periods (coded A). In the second 
part of the excerpt, Wu used a similar approach to teach the concept of normalisation 
and its impact on the Industrial Revolution with the question, ‘You can find it [the 
concept of normalisation] in life. What things are like this way?’ in L7, coded AC, to 
invite students to contribute their daily life experience (Lee, 2005; from L7 to L13). 
This approach was also used in a later discussion of how Capitalism works in society 
by asking about the students’ own experiences of consuming (not included in this 
excerpt).         
 
In the final excerpt (Table 5.9), although the exchange is quite short in length, it 
provides rich data to demonstrate the use of guiding the dialogue when discussing a 
sensitive topic with the whole class. First, Wu not only briefly instructed what the pupils 
should do on the worksheet, but also presented some explanation regarding the meaning 
of the texts to scaffold and guide the whole class on the focus of the questions on the 
sheet (L1 and L2, coded G and Q). In the next line (L3), Wu again re-emphasised the 
importance of identifying the historical significance in this lesson by highlighting her 
own belief about the nature of history (‘The focus of this course is actually our attitude 
and perceptions towards war and how we should conduct postwar reflections’, coded 
HT and G). This belief was also found in her interview. The 10-minute wait between 
L3 and L4 allowed the students have time to read the materials and discuss with their 
fellows to engage in a deeper discussion. This waiting time is considered ‘luxurious’ in 
a 50-minute history lesson, yet is crucial to provide students with more opportunities to 
engage in historical thinking (Hsiao, 2009; Song, 2008). However, the questions in L4 
seemed to fail at inviting the students to share their opinions, so the teacher rephrased 
her questions more simply (‘Or you don’t need to answer my questions. How do you 
feel after reading this text?’) and directly called upon one student to share her thoughts 
(L5 and L6, coded IB). After Betty’s response, Wu synthesised her answer and invited 
other pupils to join in the dialogue (coded CA and IB, in L8), which was followed by 
Charlie’s extensive and elaborate contribution to the dialogue, demonstrating his 
advanced competence regarding historical thinking. The entire dialogue was then 
closed by the applause from the whole class and the teacher’s reflection on Charlie’s 
response (‘I really have to say that Charlie really answered this question accurately’), 
as well as restating the goals of the lesson.                        
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Table 5.7 Discussion on the Tiananmen Square Massacre. 

Agent Line Utterance Translation Code 1 Code 2 
Teacher 1 !"#$%&"'()!*+,-.

/012)345678)9:;<

0=>(?@ABCDEFG JackF

HDEIJKLMNOPQRS#&

"TUVW#EXY0Z[S 

So you can see from here that all Deng Xiaoping's allies were sacrificed. What is the 

result he wanted to keep? Let's ask Jack to share it with us (applause from the class). 

You can just say the answers you discussed with your classmates. 

Q IB 

Jack 2 \)]^56_`a9EFbcde

;fg0h)ijklmno0pq

&"rsS!"+,-0t0\@u

v;jklmno0wqxy0z)

\&"i{|0}~�=ÄÅ0}

~)xÇ4É=@ÑÖÜKgS 

Well, by sacrificing Zhao Ziyang and the others to reassure the conservatives a little 

bit, and his own power in the party can be consolidated. Therefore, Deng Xiaoping’s 

main goal is to establish his power in the party and therefore his political agenda could 

be successfully pushed without accused of being reactionaries. 

  

Teacher 3 á)Dàâ JackV0ä0ãåçé)

èê*ëíìCîï+,-lm0w

qãåè)!"ñó567901

2)9&"v;90{|òôS!"

#\&"öõ(.úùdû0òô…

ü(†°¢£§•)#&"¶ß®©

™KL´¨≠Æ)K¨Ø∞±≤S±

≤0ß≥@ABCABØ∞±≤C 

Great! I think what Jack just said was really clear. Is that understood? Because Deng 

Xiaoping is very powerful in the party, he can ensure his reform and development by 

sacrificing his allies. So you can echo the development of Tiananmen Square 

afterwards... Go back to the fifth question of the worksheet, you can rethink two terms, 

one is called stability maintenance. What is the point of maintaining stability? What is 

stability maintenance? 

RD G 

Wendy 4 d¥µ∂S Their citizens.    
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Teacher 5 d¥µ∂)∑áSá!"∏}π∫0

™ªd¥µ∂)ÜABØ∞±pC

p)pº0@ABC 

Citizens, very good. How about ‘right protection’? What does it mean? Right? What 

does it refer to? 

RD Q 

Ricky 6 nΩlnæ0pqS The power of Communist Party in China.    
Teacher 7 á)ø¿DE¡¬√ƒ=pq power

M≈l∆«R)á»*≥√ƒ… S

#'ÀlnΩ0ÃÕhŒœØ–±p

hŒS!"Ü¨pº0@ABCº0

@hpM≈l∆«R—“\@DE”

0 human rights)‘’0‘SOKìC

!"#E&"÷◊jk¶::')∏

±ÿ≤¥H±Ÿhp$´¨⁄¤¶

:)+,-L‹›fifl‡ùdû)#

àâ·‚ìCá)#E&"jó„‰

Â~)D$%Ê¨Á`… 

Well, if we interpret it as power (written on the blackboard), it seems a bit wrong. You 

see, now the CCP’s dissidents are also called rights defenders. So what does that right 

refer to? It refers to human rights (written on the blackboard), the benefit of interest. 

OK? So you can try to think about it for yourself, from the perspectives of maintaining 

stability and safeguarding human rights. Deng Xiaoping ordered the military 

suppression of Tiananmen Square. Do you think it is reasonable? OK, you are free to 

express your opinions, let me give you an example… 

CH G 

Teacher  8 á)!"#¡ 1989Ë0ÈÍÎÏÌÓ

¶:KL)¿>9Ô*$¨›fifl

‡)úÇÒ�=ÚBÛC#löõ

£K•)#àâ$Ùfl‡@·‚0

ìC}ı!ˆ˜0¯˘#&"U˙

ìC¿>#0˚¸*{�)#&"”

”#0˝îS(˛ˇ) 

Okay, so you put in the contextual background of 1989 and think about it. If he didn't 

have this military suppression, what would happen in the end? You are responding to 

the first question. Do you think this suppression is reasonable? Can you accept the 

methods used by the government? If your opinion changes, you can talk about your 

reasons. (pause) 

CX Q 
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Teacher  9 áÜÀlDF!h)*Ô*"†#^

XY)#$%&"‚√nΩfl‡0˝

î8C#&"‚√næ˜fl‡0Å&

F'(hµC*Ô*hCM)(R*

ìCMCharlieÊ¯R*)∑á)ÜD

EFëë#0:*S 

Okay, now I’m going to ask people. Did anyone discuss the reasons for the CCP’s 

suppression? Can you understand that China treats its people in a repressive way? Is 

anyone there? (Pause) Is there? (Charlie raises his hand) Yes, good, then let's hear 

your thoughts. 

MP CX 

Charlie 10 îïø¿9Ô*fl‡0z)90}p

K¥Ç˙(+,)-ú)!"9fl‡

0·‚.\@ï8±ÿnæ0d¥)

¿>9Ô*fl‡0z)\@/¨}p

Çè01)…(2*34)  

Because if he does not suppress, his regime will definitely be threatened. Then, the 

rationality of his suppression is to maintain the stability of China. If he does not 

suppress, the whole regime will be shuffled….(inaudible) 

  

Teacher 11 (2*34) (inaudible)   
Charlie 12 !""9E0⁄¤F”0z)9E∞

@'0)îï9Eu±ÿ}p)x-

/¨ÇèI5)&678Ç9:;

ßSè<@$ÛS 

So from their point of view, they are right, because they want to maintain the political 

power, otherwise the whole will be divided and the situation may become more 

serious. Probably so. 

  

Teacher 13 !"#àâï8±ÿnæ0=K>≤

¥)$?fi7∑ßuC 

So do you think this matter is very important in order to maintain the unity and stability 

of China? 

CA  

Charlie 14 '@)∑ßu! Yes, quite important!   
Teacher 15 á)∑á)OKìC!"$K•Ô*A

BZ[)ø¿#@ClnΩ±≤0D

E?L)fl‡$?fi7&6#Çàâ

Ok, Great! Therefore, there is no standard answer to this question. If you are standing 

in the context of maintaining the stability of the CCP, the suppression of this matter 

may be understandable. Okay, that's all for today's discussion 

RD CX 
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@&"4‚√0Sá)ÜFùXY\

($%S 

 

Table 5.8 Discussion on the Capitalism in nineteenth century.  

Agent Line Utterance Translation Code 1 Code 2 
Teacher 1 !"l$¨GH0^IJn)KL

MN�=@$¨ABOK¨∑ßu

0ºA)PQRWÀK¨ST)\

@KLUVSÜDE&"'($¨

GHW)&"H#EIJK¨Dl

è†lXYGHWÉX0#ZS... 

Therefore, in the production process, Ford became a very important indicator of this 

standardisation, and even an English language appeared, namely Fordism. Then we can 

see this production line, and I can share with you my experience of working in a factory 

production line at university. 

AC G 

Teacher 2 ∞8[ù.ú)DEèê3\xW

F)îï]^#*G‚_`)ax

6bÈHcdV”#u¶∫e!)

-ú¡GHWÍlÜ%f)!"

úèê3g6h◊xij)x∫e

!)KT(cdk¥0Èl)!"

ÜùLF.ú)DE3*Kmn

à)DE3àâjk4oÃOp8

M≈l∆«∫RS 

After doing this for a long time, all of us can’t laugh. Because first you have nature calls, 

but you can’t tell your boss that you are going to the bathroom at any time, and then leave 

the production line empty. So at the end everyone can only bear no drinking water, and no 

toilet, until the time set by the boss. After that day, we all have a feeling that we all 

become "alienated" (written on the blackboard). 

HT AC 

Teacher 3 Ü$¨ÃOqr@st©luvX

hX–0Km∂‚wx)#yzà

This alienation is actually a psychological state of what Marx’s description of workers’ 

work. You no longer feel like you are not a human being, but a part of a machine. Your 

CX AC 
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âjkx»@¨h{)|@»}~

0K�)#0ÜÄ7ÅÇÜÄ_`

ÉÉlÜ¨GH‡q.L)3Ç4

ÑÖ-S|Ü”rl0)FùDF

∞$X–)—@q9hF∞3Ô*

áà)DE3ãåvâ4äã)-

úX–3ãååçS!"úDE

3*≥éè...!"#ê6ë¶íÇï

ABlXì|î0Èã)Ç*$¨

ïh¶ñóòÇ?ô)PQÇöï

õúUVúù@ãåûü0S†K

¥u#^Ü¨^I)êÇ*Ümn

˙S... 

emotions and needs will gradually become under the pressure of production, which are all 

forced to smooth out. And to be honest, it doesn’t make any difference whether it’s me or 

anyone else do this job. We are all easily replaced, and then the work is very fragmented. 

So in the end we are all a little sad...So you can understand why in the era of the Industrial 

Revolution, there are so many people who care about the bottom class of society, and 

even think that capitalism itself is very evil. You must go through that experience to feel 

that way. 

Teacher 4 !"#&"¶©™KL)ln°È

¢DE\&"'(!£0Xh)J

È§4•ïX¶M≈l∆«∫R)

9E@KÄlß®L©Ç0X¶)

a#xÇàâ9E*!£Xh0™

éSÜïAB(8´ã)ÜÄlX

Y0Xh9E¨'(0≠Æ@xK

Û0C 

So you can think about it. In the Middle Ages, we can see so-called workers. They were 

called craftsmen (written on the blackboard). They were craftsmen in the Guild, but you 

wouldn’t think of them to have the sorrow of the workers in the industrial revolution. 

Then why in modern times, those workers in factories faced different situations? 

AC BC 

Tim 5 X–Øvx"S The job description is different.    
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Teacher 6 ')îï]^9E¨∞(0X–≠

Æ\x")Fù#@K¨n°0X

¶)#∏K±≤JK¨†≥)(ú

FW¥)#µ∂u¡!*GH0∑

I3ãå∏π)nl#_u∞^∫

ì0öª)!"#0ºΩ@2&ä

ã0Sa#ÇòÀ(8´ã)#0

X–æ3&"F∞S!"ø¿#Ô

*KÄø¿@òjh.)ôÀh.

0¡Â)Ü#qr$¨≠Æ)3@

!£02H¬√S 

Yes, because the work situation they face is different at first. Today if you were a 

medieval craftsman, from the beginning of your apprenticeship to later becoming a 

master, you would be very familiar with all the production processes with professional 

certification required. So your techniques are irreplaceable. But you will find that in 

modern times, anyone can do your job. So if you don’t have something that comes from 

human nature and shows creativity, then you are in this situation, in fact, the so-called 

proletariat.  

RD HT 

Teacher 7 á)£ƒ¨Ük≈O)DE\&"

:(DE∆åG«Jn)*∑ïH

»qr@x"Y…)9GHW"Û

k≈0H»)#E&" (G«À

Ã)ABø¿@ÕŒ$Û`0C 

Okay, the second one is standardization. We can think that in our daily life, many 

products are actually made by different manufacturers. They produce products of the same 

specification. You can find them in life. What things are like this way? 

Q AC 

Henry  8 œ–S Batteries.   
Teacher  9 œ–)∑áSR*—C Batteries, good. Anything else? RD IB 
Vicky 10 jS Water.   
Teacher 11 j)#@”“”jC'x')îï

DEqri‘Kê3Ô*á)jq

r’k≈OìC$Û’á»z@S 

Water, you mean bottled water? Right, so Since it doesn’t matter which one we drink, is 

water actually standardized? It seems to be so.  

RD  

Danny 12 bù÷S Thumb drives.    
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Teacher 13 á)bù÷∑◊ÿ)\@xŸ‘K

ê3@˜"Û0U⁄S!"&'(

$¨k≈O4èª¤˜lõ‹{H

»...S 

Right, it’s quite obvious. That is, no matter which one uses the same connector. So we can 

see that this standardization is widely used in electronic products. 

RD CA 

 

Table 5.9 Discussion on the Holocaust. 

Agent Line Utterance Translation Code 1 Code 2 
Teacher 1 #&"∏†°¢∫ÜK˘±≤›ƒ)q

r$¨fi√flÅ[DE∫‡z*V

^)xg·‚„‰h)z·‚ù∂ÂÊ

“ÇÁËÈhÇ".Í“)$Ä9Eà

âÇÎÊÏmmÌ0$ÄÓIS!"$

%GèêÔK≥≥Èl)›ƒ∏„‰h

(Ò...ÚÛ)l†°¢∫R*K]Ù)

∫¨≈(oıˆ±˜.ú)≈Ù@¯˘

0©ï)z@x&60fip)$˙zq

r@ãå˚¸0z)ÜïAB9Çöï

”¯˘0C¯˘l‘˝C!"›ƒ˛

$ˇT!ú&"G#¶©™)DEàâ

¯˘£K¨lŒ9Ò8ãåï0Gî)

Rã„8lTOJnã„0"#.S!

"#&"y$˘T!Jn)n˙(¯˘

You can start reading from the paragraph on the worksheet. In fact, the final solution 

we talked about last time includes not only the Jews, but also the handicapped, 

Gypsies, and homosexuals, which they think will hinder the purebred race. So please 

spend a little time here, reading from the Jews to the Holocaust... In addition, there is a 

poem on the worksheet, which says "After Auschwitz, writing poems is a barbaric act 

and it is an impossible thing to do.” This sentence is actually very metaphorical, so 

why does he think it is barbaric? In what way it is barbaric? So after reading this 

article, I can ask you to think about it. We think that the first thing about barbarity is 

that he killed a lot of lives, and it also represents the horror embedded in the culture. So 

you can feel what barbarity represents in this article? Why is writing poetry a barbaric 

act? Please take a moment to read the text. 

Q G 
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ã„ABCïAB≈Ù@m¯˘0©

ïCGèêÔK≥Èl›ƒT$S 

Teacher 2 ¿>#K±≤∫%\&#ƒ˛8)#

&"'()L)*W#0¯})F+

,KL)úF-'./Ò„‰hl

æ0∫Ó©∑ï¨12)$%qr@

34(%ú5.ƒ0678è12S

ÜDElÚÛ9:K¨\@*;tK

è12)!"èê*¯}0z&"∫

<+KL)$Ä120Èl≥lAB

È§C9-'@‘KÄhC@æò=

$¨è12C$K‡0†°¢qr*

≥>)?_u#¶∞KÄ%Û0@

A)-ú#&"¶©™KL)$Äè

12@:u‰(ÚÛ`0t0C... 

If you have finished reading before the class, you can continue to keep going down. 

Take out your mobile phone, and google it, many international trials for the Nazi 

genocide of Jews. This is actually linked to the chapter 8, section 2 in the textbook: 

The Nuremberg Trial. Then we will add another one that is the Frankfurt Trial, so if 

you have a mobile phone, you can look it up online. When were these trials? Who was 

it targeting? Who initiated this big trial? This worksheet is actually a bit difficult. It 

needs you to do some extensive research outside the textbook. Then you can think 

about it. What are the goals of these big trials? ... 

Q G 

Teacher 3 $˘%úV8∑ïƒBCD0ßuB

E)aDàâ$ÄFx@GH†ß

≥)l$˘%Iß≥qr@FjŒD

E'BI0x¤)"JBú0ÑKõ

L¿MÓ©)!"DN#EO8¨U

•WFS†°¢*≥>)a&"÷◊

≈≈')Ü¿>#'˛8a#àâx

This textbook talks about a lot of details about important battles of World War II, but I 

think these are not the focus of history. The focus of this course is actually our attitude 

and perceptions towards war and how we should conduct post-war reflections. So I 

designed a whole new topic apart from the textbook. The worksheet is a bit difficult, 

but you can try to write and read. If you are not sure about your ideas after reading it, 

you can discuss with your classmates... (wait for 10 minutes) 

HT G 
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@∑P¥#0:*)&"QRH"†

XYKL...M) 10ISR 

Teacher 4 *Ô*"†≈˛):HèêIJK

L)#àâ$ÄÒ0¯˘)9E"

#FjŒ‘˝CïABDEàâ$@

m¯˘0©ïC#'˛$˘T$)4

·#"/'^0œT)#àâ./@

ÚB∞0Cê*U*∞('ŒK¨Ì

V!£0mÌWXCM˛ˇR 

Has anyone finished writing and would like to share with you, where do you think 

these methods of massacre come from? Why do we think this is a barbaric act? After 

you read this text, combined with the movies we have seen before, what do you think 

the Nazis did? Is there a way to achieve the so-called genocide of an ethnic group? 

(pause) 

IB Q 

Teacher 5 *h*:*ìC—@#zx˜üZD

0!•)#'˛$˘T$.ú)#*

ÚBÛ0nàC'˛.ú#*ABÛ

0:*CYDKÄñZÆM˛ˇR 

Does anyone have any idea? Or you don’t need to answer my questions. How do you 

feel after reading this text? What do you think after reading it? Give me any ideas you 

have. (pause) 

G IB 

Teacher 6 ¿M)Betty#àâ—CM\RîïD

'†≈˛8S#àâ—C 

What do you think Betty? (Laughs) I see you’ve done. What do you think? IB  

Betty 7 \@qr9E'(jk0[2z@K

ÛÒ\)∑&]S 

The fact that they saw their relatives and friends but still killed them was truly terrible.   

Teacher  8 á)')#'($˘0È§#Ç'(

*È§9EÒ0h@jkö40h)

a9E^_ÀKm)`a0x¤)$

@Km‹hàâãå&]0fiSá)

R*Ô*?MCharlieÊ¯R 

Well, yes, when you read this paragraph, you will see that sometimes the people they 

kill are people they know, but they show a kind of indifferent attitude, which is a very 

scary thing. Okay, is there any more? (Charlie raises his hand) 

CA IB 
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Charlie  9 l$/¨©ïJn)íb@∑ßu0

K�)cdœeB0f©$Kg)K

�(K�)∏î‹(©Ö)(hò`

iÉÓ¶h¨h0jk˝)(h¨„

‰h4l)3ãåeBS|hK¨h

0¨í)l$Jn@4m?no)\

’#ö49)a@$/¨}~Çi

h)@ãpü$?fi7K≥3xß

u)l$íbJnhK¨h3@Ü¨

˛q0K¨å?)$\@K¨Ï/

0ü)z@K¨˛q¨ÄrísL)

h¨h˛qtf©90î‹)-úÔ

*jk0:*)g@¡Kg∞(

á)9\@K¨å?|&S9\@l

f©JÈUu0æêv}ı)-ú9

g@f©JÈ§ÎÏ)9!öï@w

v0fi7)alBxú\�=9@…

0SMNOPQR 

In this behavior, the system plays a very important part. The efficient and precise 

implementation of all this, from order to action, to every bullet hitting everyone’s head, 

to every Jew being caught, is very important. Very precise. And everyone’s 

individuality is completely ignored in this. Even if you know him, this whole machine 

will make people do it. It doesn’t matter whether right or wrong and good or evil. 

Everyone in this system is the part of it. This is the purest evil. It is also a perfect 

bureaucratic system. Everyone executes the orders perfectly, and then he has no ideas 

of his own, just doing everything to his best. He is just a part. He was implementing the 

country and government that was dominating at the time. He was doing things what he 

believed was right under that contextual background, but it became wrong after the 

war. (Applause from the class) 

  

Teacher 10 á)Dä0u”)Charlieä0∑eB

t¶üZ8$¨!•...S!"#Ç'

()y8$Ä⁄zB{.Û)?L$

Äh),,|}~)$Äh(?*Ô

Well, I really have to say that Charlie really answered this question accurately.... So 

you will see that in addition to these major war criminals, these people, the little 

screws, are these people guilty? This is actually a question we started to think about in 

this class. 

RD CX 
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*�C$qr@DEl$Ä%Jn)

DE±≤u¶©™0K¨!•S 
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Teacher Lin 
 
Overall and Context 

 
Figure 5.7 Frequencies of codes for Lin’s class at three different stages. 

 

 
Figure 5.8 Comparison of percentages of different codes in Lin’s classrooms. 

 
Lin’s teaching practice heavily relied on a traditional teacher-centred approach, with 
predominant use of the blackboard instead of slides. In Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, it is 
notable that in addition to the wide use of the code of AC (12.3%), the high frequency 
of the code G (15.3%) in three different stages (16, 20, 15 times, respectively) 
demonstrates Lin employed talk to guide and scaffold students in the desired direction 
of the dialogue, focusing on a more sophisticated use of historical thinking. From the 
interviews, one concern about the dialogic teaching in Lin’s perspective was the 
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‘exclusiveness of the dialogue’, in which only a few students were involved. I observed 
from his teaching practice that Lin attempted to include as many students in the 
dialogue as possible by directly calling on them and inviting them to respond, as well 
as challenging them (evident from the increasing proportion of codes IB and CH, 
accounting for 10.5% and 9%, respectively). Moreover, to engage students in 
cultivating their interest in history, Lin’s pedagogical approach consisted of numerous 
interesting historical stories and personal experiences as a metaphorical link to the 
historical accounts in the curriculum (increasingly coded AC, from five to 20 through 
the stages).      
 
In the first excerpt (Table 5.10), the lesson focused on the history of the Taiwanese 
aboriginal rights movement in the late twentieth century. Following Lin’s lecture, he 
used a poem written by an aboriginal poet as supplementary material to open a dialogue 
with the students (see the excerpt). The teacher called on certain students who fell 
asleep during the lecture and asked them to read out one stanza of the poem, followed 
by a few questions related to the curriculum content. Three students were engaged in 
the dialogue; however, few students voluntarily answered Lin’s question.  
 
In the lesson from which the second excerpt (Table 5.11) was selected, the teacher 
discussed the reasons for the outbreak of the 228 Massacre (1947–1948, an infamous 
incident in Taiwan) in terms of the political, economic, and sociocultural background. 
At the outset of the lesson, Lin played a video about the 2019 protests in Hong Kong to 
introduce the lesson, followed by a brief outline of the timeline prior to the Massacre. 
Another video about the incident was played, and the teacher–pupil dialogue on the 
reasons for the incident took place in the midst of the video.         
 
Analysis and commentary. The analysis of the first excerpt (Table 5.10) indicates that 
the teacher used strategies to guide students to focus on the dialogue analysing the poem 
based on their substantial concepts of historical knowledge. For example, in L1, Lin 
called on one student, Ken, whom he noticed falling asleep during the lecture, and asked 
him to read out the poem (coded G). After Ken finished reading, Lin asked him a 
question that required Ken to reason using both with his literal competency (to analyse 
the underlying meaning of the poem) and historical knowledge from previous lessons 
(Hsiao, 2009; Lee, 2005). However, between Lin and Ken’s exchange (from L1 to L7), 
after Ken failed to answer the question (in L6), Beth voluntarily joined in the dialogue, 
which is quite rare in Taiwanese classrooms, in which students are usually more 
passively engaged (Song, 2008). From L11, another student, Phil, who also fell asleep, 
was called on by Lin to read out the following stanza of the poem (coded G). Lin then 
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asked him a question that demanded sophisticated competence of historical thinking 
based on the sources and a certain amount of knowledge of Taiwanese aboriginal 
history (L13, coded BH). Phil answered the question and received positive feedback 
from Lin (L15, coded RD), who then opened another dialogue with another student 
(Jason) by asking the last question about the poem (also in L15, coded G). Notable, too, 
was that another student joined the dialogue without being called upon, but the teacher 
redirected the question towards Jason by asking him to ‘speak up’ (in L21, coded G). 
The whole dialogue was then closed when Lin summarised Jason’s answer and 
confirmed with whole class that no questions remained (L25, coded G and CA).   
 
The second excerpt (Table 5.11) provides a rich demonstration of the use of hybrid 
dialogue in dialogic space, which is embedded in the monologue. The entire structure 
of this exchange is derived from the teacher-centred monologue during the lecture on 
the incident. However, it is worth exploring how Lin opened up the dialogic space from 
the way that he structured his talk. First, Lin used the current situation in Hong Kong 
as an example and motivation to engage students’ interest in the lesson on the 228 
Massacre (L1, coded A; Wineburg, 2010). This approach successfully created an 
encouraging stage for dialogic space for further discussion (van Boxtel and van Drie, 
2017; Wegerif, 2011). From L3 to L17, the discussion focused on the background to the 
Massacre, which provided the students with sufficient contextual background about a 
certain historical account (Lee, 2005). The incident has been widely acknowledged as 
a tragic massacre for the past few decades; therefore, it was quite controversial for the 
teacher to open a dialogue with a statement that involved the word ‘well’ in the 
description (‘Chen- Yi has done his job really well,’ in L21). However, as the dialogue 
unfolded, the approach allowed students to take a very different perspective than the 
majority’s narrative, with the teacher explicitly instructing regarding historical empathy 
(‘If you were Chen Yi and you came to Taiwan, and your purpose was to take over, what 
would you do? in L21, coded CX and MP; Endacott and Brooks, 2013). This approach 
was repeatedly employed in several lines (e.g., L23, L27, and L35) as a constant 
reminder for the students to take historical perspectives while reasoning with a causal 
relationship situated in a contextual historical background (van Drie and van Boxel, 
2008, 2018).   
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Table 5.10 Discussion on the Aboriginal’s Right Movement in 1980s.  

Agent Line Utterance Translation Code 1 Code 2 
Teacher 1 !"#$%&'()*+,-./%0

123'4567+89:;<!"+

=>?'6"@>ABCDE+FG'

!"#40H/I'J3/IKLMN

KenO8P 

We started reading from Monaneng, one of the leaders of the Aboriginal’s Right 

Committee. This is a poem written by him: "Restore Our Names". They are a very 

important concept of the rectification movement. Let’s look at it from here, and read it. 

Right! (Ask Ken to read the poem) 

G IB 

Ken 2 (38) (Reading poem)   
Teacher 3 J3+CQRSTULMVPW'!

XJ'YZ[+\]^_`aR+b 

You should put more emotions when reading it! (Laughs) Fine, let me ask you, when 

did they have anthropological report?   

IB Q 

Ken 4 cd_ef Taiwan under Japanese rule.   
Teacher 5 cd_e'gb Under Japanese rule, who? Q  
Ken 6 h…MijP In…(pause)   
Teacher 7 k'h&[ Yes, Ino[   
Beth  8 [h&lmf [Ino Kanori   
Teacher  9 k'h&lmnop[ Yes, Ino Kanori and Torii[    
Ken 10 [opqr [Torii Ryuzo   
Teacher 11 k'opqr'WsIKLtu/

v'PhilJwwxyz{'|}!"

~I�3fNÄÅ|f 

Yes, Torii Ryuzo, alright, sit down. Next, Phil, you also fell asleep. Read the next 

paragraph for us. Please stand up.  

G IB 

Phil 12 M38P (Reading poem)   
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Teacher 13 W'Ns'N]Ç!'ÉÑÖ6+=

>Üáàâ+äãåçQ{bMi

jPNéJ+èêëí'ìHHf 

Okay, please sit down. Please tell me, why is his name buried in the ID card form? 

(Pause) Please answer the question based on your knowledge. Think about it.  

BH  

Phil 14 6îïñóòô He became the citizen of Republic of China.    
Teacher 15 kLNsfáàâöõú{/vCD

EJÜ4vóù+ûüu'†RJ+

>°f¢56+>°5ÑÖb6E£

§ÑÖb•='¶ßÜáàâöõH

®©6+(™ñ>°f…{´¨b4

≠Æ°'$%&éØ∞±≤+Æ°|

ä≥¥{(™ñ+µ∂'¢ß¨b!

∑∏π∫'a54ªKL¢ßKL

W'%aºN Jason3Ωæø/≠f 

Yes! In addition to a very important number of your country on the ID card, there is 

also your name. But what is his name? What name is he going to change? His surname 

is a family name of Han ethnicity, so his aboriginal name cannot be seen on the ID 

card. …understood? In this passage, Monaneng uses very simple words to express the 

plight of the aborigines, right? I simply said, that's it! OK! OK, then Jason please finish 

the last paragraph. 

G IB 

Jason 16 M38P (Reading poem)   
Teacher 17 NXJ¿¡6E+5ÑÖbMijP

Q¬√'Jƒ≈∫'JasonJ¿¡6E

+5ÑÖb 

What do you think he wants to say? (Pauses) It doesn't alright. You could say whatever 

you like. What do you think he wants, Jason? 

IB Q 

Jason 18 @>Kf Maybe name rectification.   
Teacher 19 ∆b Yes? CH  
Nate 20 6∫6ìE/v@>f He said he wants name rectification.   
Teacher 21 @>¨bJƒ≈∫'«»/…'! 

®©JÀÃf 

Name rectification? Could you speak up? I can’t hear you.   G IB 

Jason 22 @Õ+>°f The correct name.   
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Teacher 23 6ŒE>°¨b He wants only the name? CH  
Jason 24 †Rœ–f And traditions.    
Teacher 25 k'ú{>°†Rœ–Æ—6“E'

”‘/…6E+5@>f4ª¢ß

¨b…©404ªQX’Kb÷◊'

!+ÿŸa©40f 

Yes he wants both name and traditions. But the first thing is name rectification, is that 

OK? Got any problems? Right, this is the end of class.  

G CA 

 
Table 5.11 Discussion on the outbreaks of the 228 Massacre.  

Agent Line Utterance Translation Code 1 Code 2 
Teacher 1 W|⁄['÷c¤‹*®*5›cfi

flb 

Right, so do you think what is happening to Hong Kong today will become the future 

of Taiwan?  

AC  

Ana 2 * Yes   
Teacher 3 !®è‡'”!¢ß]ÇJ'÷c¤

‹5·cfiflf‚ì/ì'1945„c

‰ÂÊ{.ø'óñÁË^_`©fi

fl~ÈbMijPóñÁË^_`©

fifl~Èb 

I don't know, but I can tell you that Hong Kong now is what Taiwan was in the past. 

Firstly, think about it. After Japan retreat in 1945, when did the KMT come to Taiwan 

to take over? (Pause) When did the KMT come to Taiwan to accept it? ? 

TC  

Carrie 4 1945 1945.   
Teacher 5 1945ÑÖ_`b10Í 25üKLRY

∫5Î<'4ÏÌÀÓ{'ΩÔ“

Ò{¨bÚî@5ÉÑÖ|fifl~

Èb 

When in 1945? 25 October! Somebody calls it Retrocession, remember? Why did 

Chiang Kai-shek come to Taiwan?   

BC CA 
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Burt 6 ÂÊ|fifl They fled to Taiwan.    
Dennis 7 ÛÙóıˆ By the order of UN.    
Teacher  8 k'4/≠5˜ÉÛÙó¯6ıˆ|

fifl~È'î˘˙‰ö˚~È¸+˝

˛5'ˇc‰+!"È©6+#$%

õ�fNXîó@Ü&'b 

Yes, it was because the United Nations gave him an order to come to Taiwan to receive 

it. Basically, "received" meant to take Japanese things into his pocket. What was China 

doing at that time? 

CX Q 

Elisa  9 Ü()f In Civil War.   
Teacher 10 @Üó*()'¢ßKb%fi+E,

-.Öª+/0bJ"¿¡1b 

In civil war, right? What role did Taiwan play then? What do you think? CX IB 

Dennis 11 ø2+/0 The role of backup.   
Teacher 12 ø2+/0b The role of backup? RD  
Dennis 13 ˙π The base.    
Teacher 14 ˙π+/0f¶ßfifl˙‰öÜ~È

434T56.Ö7bMijPFrank

J¿¡56.Ö7b895ÑÖb 

The base. So what should Taiwan do in terms of the issue of receiving? (Pauses) 

Frank, what do you think should be done? What is your perspective?  

IB Q 

Frank 15 }óñ:;<ø2f Providing backup for KMT.    
Teacher 16 ø2'kJ"∫+“kf1947„=Í

>?@{ÑÖ4b 

Backup. What you guys said was all right. What happened in February 1947? RD TC 

Carrie 17 ==A 228 Massacre.    
Teacher 18 W'4≠J"óî56[Ó{'¯J

"Ht/≠BCMDEBCPf 

Right, you have probably learned about this in junior high. Let me show you another 

clip. (Play clip)   

G  
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Teacher 19 MFiBCP.¶ß*?@ 2284

3'!40E‚À/I'5˜É~È

~¡W'5g|fifl~Èb 

(Pause clip) The reason why 228 Massacre broke out, I have to talk about it first, is 

that the takeover was well executed. Who came to Taiwan to take over? 

IB  

Class 20 GHf Chen-Yi.    
Teacher 21 GH7¡W'6ˇfifl+!"“AI

îó«J'GH^KLõ7¡WbÁ

dLõMÌNLõ†RO*Lõ“7

¡®PfNXÁd+Ã6.Ö7bJ

¿¡QRJ5GH'J©fifl|'J

+S+5E~È'J*.Ö7bMi

jPJ+S+5E~È'ÁdöJ*

.Ö7b 

Chen- Yi has done his job really well. He shipped everything from Taiwan to Mainland 

China. What aspects did Chen Yi do well? The political, economic and social aspects 

are all well. What would he do in terms of politics? What do you think if you were 

Chen Yi and you came to Taiwan, your purpose was to take over, what would you do? 

(Pause) Your purpose is to receive, what would you do politically?  

CX MP 

Garry 22 ‚T¥/vƒ≈+ÁËf To establish his own government.   
Teacher 23 k'¶ß˙‰ö6ÜÁdö§8{/

vCUV+∏WX7˚<ÁYZ[

\¸'6+)]^îÜ/Å'kfifl

Y|À_`a5tu/va+bc

ËfOK'Ádö†¢ß.Ö7bRQ

RH©ÿ‰'6.Ö∫bQRJ5G

H'J*égb 

Yes, so basically he set up a very special political unit called the "Chief Executive 

Office." His power is concentrated, and for Taiwanese it is actually another Japanese 

government office. OK, what else can be done politically? Did you see in the textbook, 

what did he say? If you were Chen Yi, who would you use? 

CX MP 

Carrie 24 éîóYf Chinese.    
Teacher 25 éîóY'ka5udY'%4eu

dY“Ü&'b 

Chinese, yes, or it’s called ‘Mainlanders’ and what have they done?  RD  
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Carrie 26 fgf Corrupting.    
Teacher 27 k'fgChDfW'%ÌNöQR

J5GH'JE.i7bHarryQR5

J'J©fifl|~È'J*.Ö7b 

Yes, it was a very serious issue back then. Okay, if you were Chen Yi, what would you 

do financially? Harry, what would you do?  

CX IB 

Harry 28 jkL Tax!   
Teacher 29 jk?k5/l¡m'45QP'%†

R1b 

Tax? Of course, what else? RD  

Harry 30 nopqf Sale Monopoly System.    
Teacher 31 no'ÌNö6rnopq'6st

Cuñvéw'xQyMzM†RC

uf†Rú{4v.u'JEˇno

+{|~È+{|&'b 

Monopoly, yes in terms of economics, there was monopoly system for many products, 

such as tobaccos, wines and more. So besides this, what did he do with these products 

that he collected from the system?    

Q  

Burt 32 A©îó To ship to China.    
Teacher 33 kAI«J'A}~¡CDE'%4

0aR/vX’'�QJˇ{|“A

I«J�'¶R+!"˙‰ö“no

¡Chã'†RÄÅÜÇ'Éøfifl

+!"ÔÑAIöÖ'¶ßfifl*.

ªb 

Yes shipping to China so the transportation became quite important. There is a problem 

here. If you ship all the materials to the mainland, basically everything is sold strictly 

under the monopoly system, and the police are catching them, and then all the things 

from Taiwan were shipped to Shanghai, so what would happen to Taiwan?   

Q CX 

Carrie 34 {Ü[ Prices[   
Teacher 35 [a{Üöá'¢ßà'QPâäCh

Df4X’ÔÑ|{'ãÉJ5ÛÙ

óå|~ç+'”Úî@ˇ¶Rcé

[Prices went up, right? Yes the inflation was quite serious. And there were more 

problems here. Although you were sent by the United Nations to accept it, Chiang took 

CX MP 
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“è~~È©ƒ≈#$%õ{fº

|'ÜO*ö'J5GH'J*.Ö

7b 

all the property left by the Japanese directly into his pocket. Next, societally, if you 

were Chen-Yi, what would you do?  

Lan 36 ˇfiflêÉëñπf Treat Taiwan as a colony.    
Teacher 37 ˇfiflêÉ5ëñπ'a+/vëñ

π'54ª¨bÜO*Æ—öõíì

EîïÑÖ!"bJE]Ç–d+

Y'J5ÑÖYb 

Treat Taiwan as a colony, another colony, right? What must be strengthened in terms 

of social and culture? You want to tell the people that you rule: what nationality are 

you?    

CH  

Dennis 38 îóYf Chinese.    
Teacher 39 J5îóY'¶ßaE�c‰—'º

îó—f4ª¢ßKbMDEB

CPf 

You are Chinese so it is a process of de-Japanisation and re-Sinicisation. Understood? 

(Resume to the clip) 

G  
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Teacher Chen 
 
Overview and Context  

 
Figure 5.9 Frequencies of codes for Chen’s class at three different stages. 

 

 
Figure 5.10 Comparison of percentages of different codes in Chen’s classrooms. 

 
In Chen’s class, attuned to his own epistemic beliefs on history regarding the 
importance of inquiry- and source-based history education, many activities were 
designed using historical sources and multimedia materials, such as music and films. 
With various activities, high-quality teacher–pupil dialogue was observed. From the 
analysis in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10, the relatively equal distribution of most codes 
(8–11%) supports the observation mentioned above. Moreover, despite the pandemic 
in the second semester, activities remained a crucial part of the lesson design, such as 
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group work for discussing historical texts, which increased the classroom dialogue, as 
evident in the 50% increase to 195 counts in the second semester (see Figure 5.9). From 
his interviews, Chen stated that one goal in history education is to equip students with 
sufficient historical knowledge and the ability to think historically to consider current 
issues in today’s world. Therefore, as represented by the increasing numbers of the code 
AC (from 13 to 26), Chen often, at the outset of the lesson, opened the dialogue with 
current affairs, not only to motivate the students’ interest in history, but also to open a 
dialogue between the past and the present (Carr, 1961).    
 
The first excerpt (Table 5.12) was chosen from a lesson in the first semester of the 
second grade on Roman history. The lesson was conducted in the following stages. First, 
Chen briefly introduced the origin of the Roman civilisation with the mythical story of 
the twin brothers Romulus and Remus to provide historical background for further 
discussion. Next, a worksheet with four historical sources about politics in the Roman 
Republic was distributed to the students, who were asked to read them while thinking 
about two questions posed by the teacher. Then, as evident in Table 5.12, the teacher–
pupil dialogue in this exchange was opened up by the questions. More questions were 
asked following this discussion (not in the table below).     
 
The second excerpt (Table 5.13) was selected from a lesson in the second semester. 
This lesson introduced the concepts of nationalism in nineteenth-century Europe, 
particularly the formation of the modern nations of Germany and Italy. The exchange 
in Table 5.13 highlights the discussion of the definition of ‘nation’, which served as a 
foundation to the introduction of the idea of ‘Imagined Communities’, a highly 
academic term proposed by Benedict Anderson (2006). Following the discussion, Chen 
lectured on the history of the nation of Germany in the modern period and played some 
music from that period as supplementary material for the pupils to have a better 
understanding of the concept of ‘Nationalism’.       
 
Analysis and commentary. In the first excerpt (Table 5.12), the analysis indicates 
Chen employed the techniques to invite students to build up ideas while challenging 
and questioning them by proposing historical questions (coded IB, CH, and Q). 
Moreover, the high frequency of code G demonstrates that Chen constantly restructured 
and rephrased the questions to direct students to focus on the essence of the inquiry to 
participate in the dialogic space created by hybrid dialogue (Wegerif, 2011). In the 
excerpt, the two fundamental questions asked were, ‘What are the features of politics 
in the Roman Republic?’ (L1) and ‘Does any modern country have a similar political 
system?’ (L2). After posing the questions, no response from the students was received. 
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Therefore, Chen used a ‘lottery’ system to call on students to engage them in the 
dialogue. This challenge and others, such as overly short responses from the students 
or reluctance to answer, are illustrated in this exchange (Husbands, 1996; Song, 2008). 
However, as van Drie and van Boxtel (2008) argue, the ability to ask or answer a 
historical question is the fundamental key to foster historical thinking. Many factors 
could contribute to these issues. For instance, the linguistics gap involves the 
differences in the preconceptions about ‘everyday language’ between teachers and 
students, which might cause historical epistemological obstacles (Husbands, 1996; Lee, 
2005；Wineburg, 2010). This excerpt reveals Chen’s solutions to the issues. First, the 
dialogue (from L4 to L11) between Chen and Tim moved in a circle with no deeper 
interthinking (Littleton and Mercer, 2013). When Chen discovered the problem, he 
reformulated and simplified the question to focus on the political system of Roman 
citizens (‘So, what do you think the reasons were for the existence of a tribune in Roman 
government?’ in L18, coded BC and G). Tim then understood the essence of the 
question and was able to provide an answer (‘To protect citizens’ rights’, in L21), which 
was strongly praised by the teacher (‘That’s right! Very good!’, in L22). This response 
also set the foundation of historical concepts for further discussion.               
 
The final three lines of this excerpt contain the teacher’s monologue, which 
demonstrates how a ‘monologue’ can engage students in ‘long-term dialogue’ in hybrid 
dialogue (Wegerif, 2018). In the discipline of history, long-term dialogue refers to the 
presence of cultural and virtual voices embedded in a long-term dialogue shared within 
humans (Bakhtin,1981), which includes sophisticated critical investigation and analysis 
of the evidence of the past (Lévesque, 2008). Hence, from the latter part of this excerpt, 
the surface structure appears to be monologic, but in terms of function it is dialogic in 
nature (Boyd, 2016). To become hybrid dialogue, a certain degree of self-dialogue must 
transcend from monologic self to dialogic self (van der Veen, et al. 2018; Wegerif, 2011). 
This process was observed, for instance, in L23, in which the teacher asked a question 
(‘Why would the nobles agree to this?’ coded BC), followed by a self-response. This 
approach allows pupils, implicitly and internally, to join the dialogic space opened up 
by the teacher in the sense of long-term cultural discussion (Guan, 2013; Li and Wegerif, 
2014).      
 
The second excerpt (Table 5.13) demonstrates how Chen introduced the highly 
conceptual and rather unfamiliar term of Imagined Communities (Anderson, 2006) to 
the students. He did this by opening up dialogue by employing lived experience that is 
familiar to the pupils’ (Lee, 2005). In the first line, Chen directly wrote down the word 
‘nationalism?’ (「民族主義」) on the blackboard to introduce the question to students, 
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then drew lots to call on students (coded IB and Q). Following Nina’s response (in L2), 
Chen reconfirmed her answer (coded G) and then challenged her with a simple yet 
controversial question (‘Do you consider yourself Taiwanese?’) to motivate more 
interest in this topic (L5, coded CH). In Taiwan, political identity has been a 
controversial but unavoidable topic in the history classroom, which teachers should 
deal with sensitively (Chen, 2013). In this discussion, Chen explored the topic to clarify 
the ambiguous meaning of ‘nation’ from a historical perspective (in L21). It is also 
interesting to note how Chen kept the dialogue moving by opening up the space to the 
whole class (Rojas- Drummond et al., 2013). For instance, from L7 to L13, following 
Nina’s response, Chen reformulated her answer into an extensive question directed to 
the whole class (see L7, coded G). At the end of the discussion, Chen finally introduced 
the term, Imagined Communities, to the class and provided a clear definition and the 
important role it played in dealing with the historical concept of ‘nationalism’ (in L24, 
coded HT).                       
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Table 5.12 Discussion on the politics in Roman Republic.  

Agent Line Utterance Translation Code 1 Code 2 
Teacher 1 !"#$%&'()$*+,-./

(01234,/56789:;<

=>?@A,BCDEFG+HIJ

K+;<=>+LHI9:?JBC

DEFGJ 

The first question I want to ask you is, so this set of political systems, what do you 

think the core of the Roman Empire is? What are the features of politics in the Roman 

Republic? What do you think? 

Q IB 

Teacher 2 M'N),OFG/(012PQO

FG,678RHISTJR()U

OV.W"(X,YZ>&R[R\

)>&R]^?1234JM_)$

*, 

OK the second question, what do you think this political system look like? There is one 

thing you can think about. Does any modern country have a similar political system? 

Two questions. (pause) 

Q AC 

Teacher 3 M8`a Tim,/bc+(dVe?

$*f,!CR_)gh,()+

SPQR,;<DE?Di,jRklm

nopq?DijRrlst?Di

uv SPQR,uvwxyz{|,BC

?1234+}/5K+R~�_

ÄÅ 

Ok, Tim, this is quite obvious. We have two clues. One is SPQR, a name Rome called 

herself, engraved on the building, and the name written on the document called SPQR, 

which is called the Senate and the People. Their political system is like this and there is 

a distinction.  

IB BH 

Teacher 4 ÇÉ$(X/586,OFG;<{

FGDE12ÑP+HIJBC?1

Looking at it this way, what do you think the Romans feel about their political subject? 

How is their politics and government constituted? If you see from their name[ 

BH Q 
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2,1Ö+ÜI5á:?Jàâäã

ip86?å[ 

Tim 5 [çé [The elites   
Teacher 6 èRçéêJ Only the elites?  CH  
Tim 7 jR{| And the people.    
Teacher  8 jR{|,ÇÜI~�J!ëëí,

/_)+ìîï~�,!Cíñóò

{ô%?öõK+,úùûü†?{

°¢V.£ìîï8v~�§•¶

ß,-.ìîï%®V.�:©™ñ

´|ÅÇwxy/¨+≠ÆØ©™,

/¨+≠ÆØ{|,-.!ëë"$

O?+,ÜI5á:12ÑPJ!b

c$O,HI5?§•á:;<?1

2ÑPÅ 

And the people, how to distinct these two classes? I just said that these two are 

distinguished by property. We said that the biggest difference with the Greeks is that 

people in ancient times can usually use property to distinguish class status, so property 

can probably be divided into nobles and commoners. The Senate is more aristocratic, 

and here are more people. So what I just wanted to ask you is how to constitute a 

political subject? I should ask you what class constitutes Rome's political subject. 

AC G 

Tim  9 ©™ The aristocracy.    
Teacher 10 ©™,èR©™êJÇ/¨∞J(±≤

≥¥)-.BR()µ∂uv∑|∏

π∫-.Bñóò?öõl\ªJ!

p)ºΩæ,óò|Ñ?ST+-R

ø|¿V.¡¬π,√ƒ√JÇ/)

V.¡¬?{B�:\_)§≈J 

The aristocracy, just them? How about here (point at the blackboard). So it has a 

system called Tribune! So what is the difference between it and Greece? I said in last 

week that the feature of Greek democracy is that all citizens can participate, right? So 

between the two classes of people, who can participate? 

CH G 

Tim 11 ©™ñ´|Z∆ The representatives from the nobles and commoners.    
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Teacher 12 ©™ñ´|Z∆,ÇOFG«HI#

v/5?~�J 

The representatives from the nobles and commoners. Why do you think there is a need 

for such a distinction? 

BC IB 

Tim 13 »… For efficiency.    
Teacher 14 »…êJ HIOFG R»…$

*J 

For efficiency? What makes you think it’s a matter of efficiency?  CH BC 

Tim 15 À«{|≠ÆÃ Because there were less commoners.    
Teacher 16 À«{|≠ÆÃêJ()>&¿+©

™≠ÆÕj+´|≠ÆÕJ>&ªq

≠ÆŒœ?{°¢+–J 

Commoners were less? In a country, are there more nobles or commoners? Who has 

more power?  

CH G 

Tim 17 ©™§• The nobles.    
Teacher 18 ≠ÆR—?©™,Ç«HIOFG/

)12P3ªq“#().´|«Ñ

?12”‘J 

The rich nobles, So what do you think the reasons for the existence of a Tribune in 

Roman government was?  

BC G 

Tim 19 ’÷◊ÿ To prevent deprivation.    
Teacher 20 ’÷◊ÿ,ŸMÅÇOFG/5?1

2V⁄RHI5?STJB¤‹?+

HIJB/Iv+Z∆,V⁄BCF

G/¨›´|fiflŸ‹#,ÇOFG

/5?ST+HIJ 

Prevent deprivation, good. So what is special about this? What is it focused on? Does 

that mean they thought the commoners were also important? What do you think?  

RD IB 

Tim 21 ∑‡{|·‚ To protect citizens’ rights.   
Teacher 22 ∑‡{|·‚,ŸM„∫[‰∫“#

%&6Â8?úùèR/UÊÁÅ!

CV.ËY,;<{BŸÈÍKÁÎ

To protect citizens’ rights. Let’s right, very good! We can find that the Romans have 

clearly discovered that there may be a problem of class antagonism in society, that is to 

say, nobles and commoners have conflicts, so we can't see this in Greek politics. 

RD CA 
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ËYíÏ pV⁄ R§•√Ì?$

*,K+í©™ñ´|Ó8K+ R

Ô,Çlóò12ªq!C≠Æ6

ƒÒ/(Ä,;<{?1234ŸÚ

ÛK∆È,©™Ó8KRV⁄ Ùı

Ò´|·‚,-.ˆ©™ñ´|(7

˜¯˘1?ü†,´|K#˙,BC

“#RBC∑‡?·‚,-.KR∑

|∏?”‘ÅÇúùjR˚¸()O

V.ËY,úù!ëëæGRUƒ˝

ÈÍ,K+HIuv12?ÑPJK

+á:/)>&?Ñ#˛P+HIJ

lóòÇ¨V⁄+ˇ|çé,V+l

;</¨OV.ËY,B!ãifl¿

Ÿ"#¶Œ$,!C?>&K+Lw

xy%{|9:?,!C>&?·‚

+©™%´|&`&'?Å-./+

BC&%P3?(%ST,l(/

ªÅBC+&'·)?Å 

Romans The political system directly shows that the nobles may infringe on the rights 

of the civilians. Therefore, when the nobles and the civilians overthrow the king's 

government, the civilians demand that they need their rights guaranteed. So there are 

measures to protect the civilian officials. In fact, there is another one that you can find. 

Actually, what I just said is a bit unclear, that is, what is the subject of politics? What 

are the main groups that make up this country? On the Greek side, it may be an elite 

citizen, but on the Roman side, you can find that his name also deliberately emphasized 

that our country is composed of the Senate and the People, and the rights of our 

country are shared by nobles and commoners. shared. So this is a major feature of their 

republican system. They share power. 

Teacher 23 V+*+\RÇI,M,«HI©™

#`#J/+!C#-.?˚()$

*Å©™/-.«©™,K+À«B

C≠ÆR—,ÇR—V.0π∞J.

But this world is not that perfect, why should the nobles agree? This is another problem 

we want to solve. Nobles are nobles because they are richer, so what can they do? In 

ancient times, when you were a soldier you had to buy your own equipment, so knights 

were all rich people because they could afford horses and heavy equipment. Then you 

BC CX 
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1ûü†ˆ2+#DE345?,-

.62¿+R—{lˆ,À«BC3

G7<jR‹45ÅÇO+62,¡

¬≠Æ7§?89,O:R; Ì≠

Æ7?<=Å-.B+()/5?>

?,©™K+@A/5?ß∂,Ç´

|%B�è⁄ˆC2f,À«Oè3

G7}DñEF,OúB¿3ƒ7,

/5GÅ-.+/5Gv~�? 

are a knight, and only when you participate in a higher-ranking service. You have the 

opportunity to achieve higher combat merits. Therefore, it is such a cycle. The nobles 

occupy such a position. Most of the civilians can only be used as infantry soldiers, 

because you can only afford spears and shields, and you can't afford the others. So the 

distinction is made like this 

Teacher 24 V+$*8H,IJKƒ+èR62

?LM,C2fl(5+‹#?8N,

-.|O#ÜI5WPQ©™∞JÑ

#K+.ˆ2?$*,´|?·)8

Nl(2N?PQÅ 

But here comes the problem. Fighting is not just knights’ job. Infantry is also an 

important source. So how can the people threaten the nobles? The main reason is the 

problem of being a soldier. The source of the power of civilians is the threat of the 

source of troops. 

Q  

Teacher 25 K+í,àâOƒR!¡z12,S

+vÂÙı!?LM,Ç!KTUˆ

2,Ç[R2?å,!K[RVWŸ

MX3Y)>&Å-.BC+ì/9

Z[8PQ©™?Å 

In other words, if you do not allow me to participate in politics or you do things that 

violate me, then I refuse to be a soldier. If there are no soldiers, it’s hard to control the 

whole country well. So they threatened the nobles in this way. 

BC  
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Table 5.13 Discussion on the concept of nationalism in nineteenth century.  

Agent Line Utterance Translation Code 1 Code 2 
Teacher 1 !#$(X%&,|™?\]+HI

›l≥¥prX^|™Ñ]_fiJ!

C#8${,O÷$ÒOV.R_)

`a,OV.ìDE?√(|™R[

RHI"WJàâ[RHISõ"W

?å[Rbc,OV.æ(X,àâ

+O?å#ÜIde-./)$*J

MƒMJ›fgfiNina8,O√|™

RHI"WêJS+#ÜIWh/)

ijJ 

I want to ask everyone: what is the definition of a nation (writes "nationalism" on the 

blackboard)?  You will be asked with two choices. Do you have any thoughts about 

the nation on your own? If you don’t have any special ideas, it’s okay. You can talk 

about it. If it’s you, how do you explore and solve this problem? OK? (Draw lots) 

Nina, do you have any thoughts on the nation? Or how to find this answer? 

IB Q 

Nina 2 K+kR&`sl?(˛{Å A group of people with shared culture.    
Teacher 3 &`sl›l≥¥prfiÅM,Ÿ

M,-.O?‹UlslêJ 

Shared culture (write in the blackboard). Good, very good, so you focus on the culture?  RD G 

Nina 4 √m∫ Yes!   
Teacher 5 M,Oí|™?\]+&`sl?(

˛{,Ç!K#n$O()$*,O

FGDE+op{êJ 

Good, so by your definition, let me ask you one more question: do you consider 

yourself as Taiwanese? 

CH IB 

Nina 6 +q∫ Yes!   
Teacher 7 +JÇop{K+]^|™?()®

rsJ!tuYl%B�?{¿ F

Yes? So that means Taiwanese is a concept of a nation? I believe that most people now 

consider themselves as Taiwanese. Nina just put forward a good explanation. In fact, 

RD G 
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GDE+op{,ëë NinavÂ()

ŸM?-w,úùOvÂ?/)+x

yz?-w,!CYlV.{|()

$*,àâOí|™+kR&`sl

?(˛{?å,Ç/)sl+HIJ

RHI5?sl}ß: FG+op

{Jsl~�ŸÕ≈qÅ 

the explanation you put forward is a standard explanation. We can now discuss a 

question. If you say that the nation has a shared culture, what kind of culture do you 

think you are- Taiwanese? Culture consists of many aspects.   

Aaron  8 Ä?ÅÇÅ Food.   
Teacher  9 ÄHIˆÉ+sl Of course, food is culture.  RD  
Aaron 10 ÑìÖGqJ Using chopsticks?    
Teacher 11 OíÖGêJ√Ü,áRŸÕ>&¿

+ÑìÖGÜ,ÊàO/KâäÒ(

)Ÿãå?$*,ç>{fl¿ìÖG

Ü∫ÇjRHIJ 

Chopsticks, you’re saying? Yes, but many other countries use chopsticks too. It’s a bit 

awkward. Chinese people also use chopsticks! What else?   

CH IB 

Blaire 12 oéÅ Taiwanese the language.    
Teacher 13 oé›l≥¥rXfi,R#è,oé

+9éê,V+/flŸãå,ODE

FGoéæGMêJ(UUJ-.é

êÍù+V.ëíO+ì«op{?

()#t,V+B îïñŸÕ?

{,-.!CV.n"(XÀ« æ

oé?{ó8óÃHÅjRHIJá

OCòÃæÂéê+sl?‹#S

Taiwanese (write in the board). Interesting, Taiwanese is a language, but it’s also quite 

awkward. Do you think you speak Taiwanese really well? Just a bit? So language is 

indeed an important factor that can determine whether you are a Taiwanese, but it also 

excludes a lot of people. We can think about it again because there are fewer and fewer 

people who speak Taiwanese. What else? But you at least say that language is an 

important feature of culture. This is correct. Is there anything else? What else does it 

take to become a Taiwanese, Chris?  

RD IB 
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ô,/+√?,jR[RHIJChris

jRHI+:«op{?ötJ 

Chris 14 jRõúÅ And family register.   
Teacher 15 õúJõú+slêJ Family register? Is that culture? CH  
Chris 16 D!ù`Å Self-identity.   
Teacher 17 HI#èJ What do you mean by that? CH IB 
Chris 18 K+#DEkRop{?D!ù`Å I meant we need to self identify as Taiwanese.    
Teacher 19 √Ü,Ç-.!K#$OÇop{?

D!ù`+HIJû!Cëë"oé

+9D!ù`,áBRUüZ∆†l

op°p?{ÅOëëæõúfl¢

√,Çõú¢HIJ 

Yes, then the question is what is Taiwanese’ self-identity? Like what we said before, 

Taiwanese (the language) is a sort of self-identity but it lacks representation of people 

who live here. You said register, that is kind of correct. What do you mean by register?    

Q IB 

Chris 20 £ÈÅ It is a proof.    
Teacher 21 £È,úùOæ?fl+√?,/+Ÿ

Ú§,W•pq?~�›l≥¥p

rfiÅK+>ú+ôÚÛ?ëíZ

[Åáx$*j+¶l,-.úù`

aÕÕÃÃR(U®r,áK[VW

æ?S+~�?ßDE®r~�GŸ

ÈÍÅúù ChrisëëflRæÒb(ù

`?$*,/K+®(≠Æsl?$

*Å›l≥¥prX identityfi!R©

‰êJ-™?´¨ù`,≠(9Æ4

A proof. Actually you’re right. This is quite straightforward. From the perspective of 

law, this is the most directly way to decide your nationality. Yet the problem still 

exists. So in fact, you all have more or less ideas about nation, but it’s hard to tell or 

distinguish the concepts clearly. In fact, Chris just talked about the issue of identity, 

which is a cultural issue. (Writes ‘identity’ on the blackboard) Did I misspell it? The 

so-called identity, to a certain extent, is to identify what kind of person you are. So 

whether the language we just spoke, you are classifying people. In fact, food is also a 

way to classify people. What kind of food is considered Taiwanese?   

RD CA 
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K+Ø∞O/){Ò±+®(\(

]Å-.}ßƒ|+!Cëëæ?é

ê≤,¿+lß{v()�],úù

jR≥ofl+()V.ß{�]?Z

WÅÄHI≥o¢+op{J 

Class 22 (¥µæ≥o) (Talking about food)   
Teacher 23 √Ü,RŸÕ9,-.!C∂∂∑F

Ò()∏ü?¶ZK+,!C/πÅ

ÇŸüíÂ()-.É,B À«∫

){√(/)ÅÇ?\],¿ R-

ƒ`,úùjR()ÅÇflŸ¢�]

?K+^ªº_›rl≥¥fi,/fl

+9�]?Z[Å 

Yes, many kinds. So we gradually realized that one of the difficulties is that it is 

difficult to say one of these things. Therefore, because everyone’s definition of this 

thing will be different, in fact, there is another thing that is often used for classified: 

"temperament." "(Written on the blackboard). This is also a way of classification. 

G HT 

Teacher 24 -.Ωæø8,ëë Ninañ!Cæ

?,B+&`sl?(˛{,V+O

 ËY/(˛{√(&`sl?"

ûe"W+ƒ(5?,-.úùBj

R()Ÿ‹#?#tl(í,∫){

√(/)"ûƒ(5Å-.¿Za¡

K√(/tLR()Ÿ¬√,ƒ78

Ÿ≈∆,}ßV.«78?()»,

So looking back, Nina told us just now that a nation is a group of people with a shared 

culture, but you will find that this group of people has different imaginations and ideas 

about the same culture. So in fact, it has another very important preposition. Say, 

everyone has a different vision for this. So modern scholars have a very special idea 

about this matter, it sounds gorgeous, and you can remember a word, he says that 

nation is an "imaginary community" (written on the blackboard). 

CA HT 
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Teacher Huang  
 
Overall and Context 

 
Figure 5.11 Frequencies of codes for Huang’s class at three different stages. 

 
 

 
Figure 5.12 Comparison of percentages of different codes in Huang’s classrooms. 

 
As a highly experienced teacher with over 20 years’ teaching experience, Huang’s great 
passion for history and constant effort to improve her pedagogical technique meant she 
was willing to experiment with new ideas about history teaching. From her interviews, 
she stated that although there is a significant difference between historical research and 
history education, the components and ideas of how historians do history (as in second-
order concepts, see Lee, 2005) should be taught in school to pupils. This belief 
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regarding the nature of the discipline and history education significantly impacted her 
teaching style (Hofer and Bendixen, 2012), which largely consisted of cooperative 
activities requiring a high level of historical thinking, such as analysing historical texts 
(Husbands, 1996; van Boxtel and van Drie, 2018). Moreover, going beyond the 
simplistic structural view of dialogue, her perspective about dialogic teaching aligns 
with this study by focusing on the ontological views of dialogue (Bakhtin, 1992), which 
highlight the ‘long-term dialogue’ transcending of time and space aided by various 
sources (Wegerif, 2011). The results of the coding analysis (Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12) 
illustrate that, overall, during the first semester, among the high frequency of talks 
qualified as dialogue (counts 164), Huang often challenged students by asking further 
questions that required them to provide more detailed contextual historical background. 
Furthermore, she invited students to challenge the authoritative narratives from the 
textbook (code CH, accounting for 10.8%). The relatively high proportion of code G 
(12.9%) also indicates how Huang often used different scaffolding strategies to support 
dialogue or learning in historical thinking, such as group cooperation work and ‘playing 
experts’ (Husbands, 1996). However, due to the pandemic, all activities were cancelled, 
leading to a slight decrease in the number of the coded frequency (counts 154) in the 
second semester.            
 
The first excerpt (Table 5.14) was chosen from a lesson at the beginning of the semester 
in September. In this lesson on the history of Taiwanese aboriginal people, Huang 
focused on the differences between Gaishan and Pingpu Indigenous people. The class 
was divided into 10 groups. Each group was assigned a worksheet. The students were 
required to work cooperatively to complete the questions, aided by the textbook and 
the supplementary materials provided by the teacher. The goal of the lesson was to teach 
pupils historical knowledge regarding Indigenous people and to scaffold students to 
achieve an understanding of how historians study typology using the methodology of 
ethnography as firsthand sources.      
 
The second short exchange (Table 5.15) was selected from the first semester. The lesson 
was the introduction of the Taiwanese history of economics. In this lesson, the class 
was again divided into 10 groups, and each group was asked to find a ‘keyword’ in the 
chapter in the textbook that they found confusing yet crucial. Then, each group chose 
one keyword selected by another group and explained the concept of the word. The 
discussion in Table 5.15 illustrates a dialogue between the teacher and pupils from one 
group discussing the meaning of word ‘NaoLiao’ (腦寮).     
 
Analysis and commentary. In the first excerpt (Table 5.14), the analysis indicates that 
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Huang often invited students to build on ideas (coded IB) and offered feedback (coded 
RD), as well as refocusing the dialogue on the questions with further use of historical 
thinking (coded G). For instance, following the first failed attempt to pose a question 
to the class (‘Does anyone want to share your answer with us?’ in L1), Huang directly 
invited Gina to share her answer to open up the dialogue and focused on the concept of 
‘Gaishan’ to simplify the question (van Drie and van Boxtel, 2008). After Gina’s 
response, to further the dialogue (as in spiral IRF exchanges, see Rojas-Drummond, 
2000), Huang extended Gina’s answer to open another question regarding Pingpu 
(‘Why did Pinpu women farm and men hunt?’ in L7) by challenging the pupils’ pre-
existing epistemological structure (Lee, 2005; Hsiao, 2009) and the textbook’s 
dominant epistemological imbalance (e.g., ‘You have to be careful about the current 
typology in the textbook because it could be challenged and redefined once you gather 
more empirical evidence’ in L17, coded CH and HT). In the second part of the exchange, 
Huang employed the same technique to explore different possibilities regarding 
historical sources. During the exchange from L24 to L27, Huang demonstrated how to 
transform everyday language into academic disciplinary language (Husbands, 1996; 
Mercer, 1995; Northedge, 2010). When Helen offered an interesting response to 
Huang’s question regarding the types of firsthand sources, the teacher provided really 
positive feedback (‘Excellent!’ in L35) and reformulated Helen’s idea to introduce the 
concept of ‘physical anthropology’ to demonstrate how historians ‘do history’ in real 
life (Lee, 2005; L35, coded G and HT).        
 
The second short excerpt (Table 5.15) demonstrates how the teacher started the 
dialogue with a different approach by calling pupils up to the front of the class. The 
purpose of this activity was to allow students to look for the historical significance from 
the textbook with their peers (Seixas, 1996; 2017) and to learn how to explain the 
substantial historical concepts aided by both textbook and technology (Lee, 2005). 
After Alice from the first group explained the meaning of ‘NaoLiao’ (in L2), Huang 
asked the group to provide more contextual background behind the meaning of the word 
to highlight and direct students to the deeper understanding of this certain historical 
period of economic history (‘Why is this word mentioned in this paragraph?’ in L5). 
From L7 to L16, Huang constantly asked the student to elaborate her answer (e.g., ‘This 
period? Which period?’ in L7). By doing so, Huang attempted to demonstrate the 
proper dialogue to build on ideas together, not only with Carrie, but also with the whole 
class.   
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Table 5.14 Discussion on the typology of Taiwanese Indigenous People. 

Agent Line Utterance Translation Code 1 Code 2 
Teacher 1 ...!"#$%&'()*+,-.,/

0%121345.6789:;1

21<5=!">?,@ABC:;)

D!"EFGHIJ:,KLMNO5

:PQRS>T,UV; 

…We could finish in here, alright. So Does anyone what to share your answer to us? 

It’s a very important concept in social science called typology, that we discussed in the 

last lesson, right?  

IB HT 

Class 2 UW(XY) Yes! (in unison)   
Teacher 3 0%!"Z.[\:>T,Gina@5]

5.^_`,@ABC:;@a4bc

de.,@fGg@hijABC:; 

Right, let’s do this. Gina, would you share your answer to everybody? What do you 

write about Gaushan? 

IB  

Gina 4 klmnoW The culture of millets.   
Teacher 5 pU2q,rsZCt...U,uDlm

no,#1vwnoxyz'{|]

3W}~&�.,hij:ÄÅZDÇ

B;uD=_ÉÑÖÜ:,ÑáàÇB

âClm=vw;äãuâåç=l

mé; 

Yes! As you can see from the textbook, they have the culture of millets and also fishing 

depends on the geographic differences. But does that mean they only eat millets and 

fish? 

CH Q 

Gina 6 ]D No.   
Teacher 7 ]D,lm=çDu:èk,uêLë

íu:,1ÇBåÇBW)ìîïé;

0%rs)ìC:ñó@]5%àò

No, it’s their main dish but they also eat other things from nature. Understand? So 

don’t believe everything on the textbook. This point is how they live with nature 

cooperatively and peacefully. In comparison to Pingpu people, some were farming. The 

CH BC 
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u"ôâ1ålm,u$öê1åíu

:õú,OùDu"=ÉÑÖÜûü:

PQW-,/rs1C)†,/U°¢

.£§j•;1216¶,1ßD®

©,/™34#1´¨RS≠©ÆØ:

®©∞±,}D#1GßjD≤w:W

≥¥1µ:∂,∑∏D®©:π,D∫

ûªØº,≤w:πDΩæªøwW0

%)¿Dhij)†21C¨:,hi

j)†D¡z¬.>TW$D¨£§j

)†u1G¿√:6¶,ƒ:6¶,Z

Du=≈∆1«,]»…=j 1«W

/34!5´GgàÇB;àÇB£

§jL1)ì:∫ûD®©ΩûD≤

w; 

classmates also asked about the farming method called slash-and-burn farming the 

other day, but some groups were hunting. The more interesting thing is that if it is 

farming, it is girls who go to farm, and if it is hunting, it is men who go hunting. So this 

is not written here on the description of the Gaoshan people, and the Gaoshan people 

are classified by region. But when it comes to the Pingpu, there is a new discovery, 

which was related to gender, not necessarily to ethnic group. I want to ask why. Why is 

it that Pinpu women farmed and men hunted? 

Benson  8 Àà≤w≥¥ÃÕ Because hunting is more dangerous.   
Teacher  9 1$öD)ì,/ê121;!"¶(

Œœ:£§j1–ß;!"——J¢

“,hij!"¶(Œœ≥¥ƒj,£

§jN”,rsABJâ1‘j,–‘

j; 

It’s one possibility, anything else? How many Pingpu Tribes do we know so far? We 

just talked about that we know more about Gaoshan than Pingpu from the textbook. 

There are only two tribes mentioned in the book, which two?  

CH Q 

Besson 10 ’t÷j Siraya.    
Teacher 11 ’t÷=; Siraya and? IB  
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Jake 12 ◊ÿŸ⁄ Ketagalan.    
Teacher 13 U0%£§jàÇB!"¤¨D)

ì;121$öÀà!"â‹›)‘

¿j,—-)‘¿jZD)ìWò$D

%á!"(‹›∆:j[ 

Yes, so why do we see the Pingpu people like this? Is it possible because we have only 

observed these two races, which happens to be the case for these two tribes. Ah but we 

are observing other tribes in the future[ 

CH  

Gina 14 [1$ö [possible   
Teacher 15 121$öLøfi)ì:>T; Is it possible to break such classification?  CH  
Class 16 1(XY)! Yes (in unison)!   
Teacher 17 fl-“,0%@5‡·¨,01>Tô

D‚ñ:,u%áD$%øfi:,}@

¶(ZD„‰1:ÂÊ*Áª>TW)

ìîïé;0%!"ËÈMRSÍÎ

Ï,ZD@¤“-ƒ-ƒ:ÂÊÌ&'

�.,/)¿4Ó!ZDÔ534-

-:Òb)ì:ÚÛW... 

Fantastic! So you have to be careful about the current typology in the textbook because 

it could be challenged and redefined once you gather more empirical evidence. Do you 

understand? So in history department, it is called induction, which means you read a lot 

of materials and then sort them out. Then this semester I just want to ask you to 

practice such skills. 

CH HT 

Teacher 18 0%@1216¶rsÙıDO5:,

]5â¤ÙıgÁ:nˆ,@5¤rs

DAB>T:,/àÇBrs>˜)¯

T;)˘D5´:´ı 

So have you found that the title in the textbook is important? Don't just look at the text 

below the title. You have to see how the textbook is classified, so why are the 

textbooks divided into these three categories? This is the question worth asked. 

BH CH 

Dylan 19 ≥¥O5 It’s more important.    
Teacher 20 U,ZDrs˙¶æT4`˚.‹›G

¿!"]Œœ:KL:∞Ï,ZD)¯

¿W0%3ìœ',@$]$%CG¿

Yes, it is how the textbook shows the methods that anthropologists use to observe a 

society that we don't know, these three. So for the same reason, can you write a 

description for Han people? Most of us are Han. What is the life philosophy and 

Q HT 
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¸j:;!"_˝>D¸æ,¸æ:û

ü˛4=ûü∞±DÇˇ;Ñá!"

¸æ:`j=KL!"DÇB;Ñá

Ì.¸æ:#$%&='(DÇB;

D]DZ$%=)*+≥Ue.W… 

lifestyle of Han people? Then, what are our Han family and social organization? Then, 

what are the religious beliefs and ceremonies of the Han people? Can it be compared 

with the indigenous people? ... 

Teacher 21 …Ì.,——J:)ß«,)*+:∂

-,!"DABŒœ:;)D./ı5

´:,U,!"DABŒœ:;0“!

"E12¤:345)ßnˆÈÊ6

7,ê1–ß∞Ï;-.W 

…Moreover, how did we know these things about the indigenous people? This is the 

seventh question. Yes, how do we know? In addition to the written historical materials 

of Dongfanji that we read last week, what other methods are there? (Ethan raises hand) 

Q IB 

Ethan 22 8π Mythology.    
Teacher 23 U,8π9:,0%!"Nƒô5ª;

<u":8π9:,ZD=ÁJ:>9

:?∂,N-@)†•; 

Yes mythology, so we need to collect their mythologies. It’s what we called oral 

traditions. Great, how about here?  

RD IB 

Fiona 24 kA Food.    
Teacher 25 òkA=ÇB;0%!"DBCÇ

B;ÇBì:no; 

Food and what? What do we study? What kind of culture?  Q IB 

Fiona 26 ûüE In life.    
Teacher 27 ûüE,D,¤…»:3’,0%RS

ADnEWN-F,#$%¤u"åÇ

BGÇBWÌ.•; 

In life, yes visible things. It’s called material culture. Great, so you can observe what 

they eat and what they wear. What else?  

HT IB 

Eric 28 '(üH Religious activities.    
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Teacher 29 ¤u:'(üH,U,IÉJK'(ü

H,0%@ªLMNO'PQR',@

]DâDªSTUV,@#$%ªS‹

›Wê1•;34(J:ñó121W

6@,@D]D$%aÉX2Ô¨:#

5Yg.W-,ê1•; 

Go and see or experience their religious activities on your own. So when you go to the 

Harvest Festival and the Dwarf Spirit Festival, you are not just for entertainment, you 

can also do observations, anything else? Did your classmates inspire you when they 

talked about their answer? Can you also write down what you didn't think about? Okay, 

what else? 

G IB 

Helen 30 ZJ[\ Physique structure.    
Teacher 31 ZJ[\,)¿1·]^@-$]$%

_`:EàÇB5BCæ`:ZJ; 

Physique structure, that’s interesting. Can you elaborate more why studying other’s 

physique?  

RD BC 

Helen 32 DaJ It’s body.    
Teacher 33 aJ;1·]^,@1‹›¨,ZJ[

\]Dâ1üb:æ#1c:æW.Ì

ƒJGùW 

Body? Interesting. You’ve noticed that for physique structure, there are both living and 

dead. Could you say more?  

IB RD 

Helen 34 ]3d`:æ*(]3z∞,ZJ[\

L]GìW 

People from different countries live in different places and have different body 

structures. 

  

Teacher 35 N-,0%u(J:,Ààefgj*

(hiz¬,u:Z'[\$öL=b

(j∞:æ]GìW21q,fl-“,

uJ¨G¿!2Ô¨k™LJ:,RS

lJDæT4mW...ZDæT4:G¿>

T,n¢o4:pqrû':BC,“

p]3zs:æu:JDE=u:t

Excellent! So she is saying that because the Austronesian people live in the tropics, 

their physical structures may be different from those in the north. That’s right, great. 

She mentioned something I didn’t expect to talk about today. It’s called "Physical 

Anthropology." ...It’s a branch of anthropology. Through medical anatomy and 

physiology, what is the impact of understanding people from different regions on their 

physique and their environment? What different diseases would be created? So indeed 

G HT 
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u,L1ÇBvw;LxûÇB]Gì

:yzW0%\{(|},!"áÁL

¤ ,̈~s~�|}ñÓ,ZL1)¿,

hio4BCW 

in Taiwan, we will see later in the textbook that there will be this when Japan ruled 

Taiwan, tropical medicine research 

 
Table 5.15 Discussion on the concept of ‘NaoLiao’.  

Agent Line Utterance Translation Code 1 Code 2 
Teacher 1 .Äg..G!ÅÇ_` 82É,)

¿lÑÖmJ:DÇB;-.E

|W-Äg..Ü!áàJâä

^@-ÑÖ.JGg,ÇBD,ÑÖ

D+Ñ:Ñé;ãcæ[ 

Coming to the next group, please tell everyone in page 82, what does this " NaoLiao " 

mean? Come on, please come on stage. Okay, please prepare to talk about comprador, 

the fourth group! So, let’s talk about it, what is it, is it really about the brain? Scary[ 

IB Q 

Alice 2 [ÑÖZDåçéÑ:z∞WZD1ù

èG¿êë,ÑáaéÑíì˜éÑ

:z∞W 

[NaoLiao is a place for making camphor. It’s kind of like a factory, where the camphor 

trees were turned into camphor.  

  

Teacher 3 ^@OK! -î“@0%)Gï(JÇ

B•;0%ÑÖDåçéÑ:z∞,

¶(Nƒz∞ê1)ì:zñW≥∑

:,134ó/¿[ 

Ah! OK! Great! What is this paragraph about? So NaoLiao is where camphor is made, 

and many places still have such place names. For example, when you take the bus[ 

RD AC 

Alice 4 [òÖ [GongLiao   
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Teacher 5 [/¿ô 32ö,¨/¿{õúù}:/

¿ûü†ö,u¶(ê1)ì:z

∞,1)ì:ÖFWOK!/)Gï

•;/)Gï(JÑÖDÇB3’;

82É:)GïW.,^°:EGgW

àÇB)Gï(JÑÖ;-,E|.

:W 

[The Blue 32 Line, to the MaZao Tang, the place is still there. OK, how about this 

paragraph in page 82? Why this word was mentioned in this paragraph? Can you 

explain? Come on stage.     

Q IB 

Carrie 6 (CarrieE|)Àà)¿ñóZD1d

¢£§:•¶,Ñá[ 

(Carrie goes onto the stage) Because during this period, they had international trade, 

and[   

  

Teacher 7 [)ñó,DÇBñó; [period? Which period?   TC  
Carrie  8 ß…H®¢áW Umm… after the harbour opened.   
Teacher  9 U,|}H®%áWF,OK,Ñá? Yes after the harbour opened. Ok and? IB  
Carrie 10 éÑZDd¢©™£§≥¥ƒ:•¶[ Camphor was the major commodity in international trade [   
Teacher 11 [U,0% [Yes, so? IB  
Carrie 12 ZD1≥¥ƒ:ÑÖ.´¨åçé

ÑWÑá≠ÆÑÖôØ(/¿)Êé

í∞W 

More and more NaoLiao were built to make more camphor and store the barks of 

camphor tree.  

  

Teacher 13 U,éíW0%(z'±≤EÁ,L

≥¥≥¥(|}–G¿z'±≤EÁ

¤¨;–†; 

Yes, camphor trees. Where could you see these trees in Taiwan? Which areas?   RD Q 

Carrie 14 izW Mountains.    
Teacher 15 iz,UµDj∂e–G˝>:i

z; 

Mountains, in north, middle or south of Taiwan?  Q  
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Carrie 16 j˝W North.    
Teacher 17 U,°∑(j˝≥¥¡iz:z∞L

1Nƒ:ÑÖWÀà(H®á,éÑ

D∏ÆO5:d¢£§:•¶W-,

0%@Z$%Œœ,(/¿ñπ,19

∫ªáÓH®%á,SHéÑûº:

åÑ:êçZL1NƒæSWOKW-

î“! 

Yes, there should be more NaoLiaos in the the mountain in northern Taiwan. Because 

after the opening of the port, camphor was a very important commodity for international 

trade. Okay, so you can know that in that era, after the opening of the port in the late 

19th century, many people would do the camphor-making work in camphor companies. 

OK. Great! 

CA RD 
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Teacher Chou 
 
Overall and Context 

 
Figure 5.13 Frequencies of codes for Chou’s class at two different stages. 

 

 
Figure 5.14 Comparison of percentages of different codes in Chou’s classrooms. 

 
Chou is a history teacher and a homeroom teacher of a Third Grade class, which is the 
final year of Taiwanese high school. Students in this grade face great pressure preparing 
for the college entrance exams, which take place at the end of the first and second 
semesters (January and July). Therefore, a huge proportion of the lessons was dedicated 
to exam preparation, such as reviewing content of previous curricula and taking mock 
exams. Lessons were often conducted in a traditional teacher-centred lecture style, as 
is evident from the relatively low frequency of codes (Figure 5.13) for the pre-
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intervention period (51 times). However, following the workshops that introduced the 
concept of dialogic teaching, Chou began to experiment with different activities that 
successfully fostered more teacher–pupil dialogue in class, illustrated by the analysis 
(Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14). The frequency of codes significantly increased to 130 
times, with the emphasis on different types of questions and providing historical 
analogy to connect the past with the students’ own life experience (accounting for 
13.3% and 13.8%, respectively). Unfortunately, due to the pandemic and the growing 
pressure of the second college entrance exams, Chou dropped out the study in the 
second semester.       
 
Since dialogue was rarely observed in class before the programme and the dropout in 
the second semester, the only excerpt (Table 5.16) was selected from a lesson in October 
from the first semester. The lesson was a review lesson regarding the reformation in the 
late nineteenth century during the Qing Dynasty in China, which was taught in the 
second grade. Therefore, instead of lecturing, Chou designed an activity that required 
the students to employ their substantial historical concepts and components of historical 
thinking, such as analysing historical sources (Lee, 2005; van Drie and van Boxel, 2008, 
2018). The resultant discussion focused on the essay written by a Chinese philosopher 
from the Qing Dynasty, Zhang Zhidong, who held a strong belief in military reform to 
form a more modern Western military system in China.        
 
Analysis and commentary. In the excerpt (Table 5.16), after a few minutes of reading 
and discussing with peers, the teacher started the dialogue by asking several questions 
about the essay and highlighting the importance of answering the questions based on 
the texts (e.g., ‘From this excerpt of the essay, can you tell me…?’ in L1, coded BH and 
IB). It is rare that students answer teachers’ questions voluntarily in Taiwanese 
classrooms; however, in this exchange, four students demonstrated how to engage 
actively in whole-class dialogue. For instance, after Chou’s question in L1, Denice 
raised her hand to ask for approval to talk, she was then called on by the teacher. In L2, 
Denice’s rather short response prompted Chou to ask for further elaboration (‘What do 
you mean by that? Can you be more specific?’ in L5, coded IB). It is interesting to note 
that in L9, after Chou offered feedback to Denice’s response, the teacher opened up the 
dialogic space to the whole class, instead of with Denice alone, by inviting others to 
challenge her answer (coded CH and IB). The same approach was employed in L11 to 
invite more pupils into the dialogue and expand the level of historical thinking. The 
whole discussion then closed when Chou summarised the pupils’ ideas and synthesised 
them with her own thoughts (in L19, coded CA and G).    
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Table 5.16 Discussion on Zhang Zhidong’s essay. 

Agent Line Utterance Translation Code 1 Code 2 
Teacher 1 !"#$%&'()*+,-./#

0'(-.'/123456/78

9':;<=>? How,@A/)B

C123D!E,9'FGHIJ/

KL1MNO,PQRSTUVKL

1PQ?WNXYT0CZ$[T\

$/]^]_`Lab@T$cDenice

d*e/\ Denice 

Let’s first interpret the information you have at hand. Let’s take a look at Source 1, 

Zhang Zhidong’s Advising to Learn. In fact, this question can also reach the answer to 

‘How’. Do you think Zhang Zhidong was, based on the text I picked, advocating the 

reform? From this excerpt of the essay, can you tell me what the principles of reform 

were? Or to what extent did he advocate reform? Can you tell? Okay, does anyone 

want to take the initiative to answer? Come (Denice raises her hand), Good Denice. 

BH IB 

Denice 2 fghijk The combination of State and the Church.     
Teacher 3 WNlmT What do you mean? CH IB 
Denice 4 fghik State and the Church.   
Teacher 5 fghiTMOiTWNnoTpq

r's 

State and the Church? How? What do you mean by that? Can you be more specific? IB  

Denice 6 tVK'u`vwD'x/K"yz

{|}/tVK~�ÄVÅÇWN...2

É,[k 

It is that they must be combined together to make China stronger. Isn’t he saying 

something on it... 

  

Teacher 7 Ñ/Ö=Kfghi,gÜ,VW

NT 

Yes, so the Church here in China was referred to?  Q IB 

Denice  8 ágk Taoism.    
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Teacher  9 àT\$/]^]_`âä/UV)

BCÄV,TcTinad*e\ 

Oh? OK, anyone wants to jump in or you might disagree with what she said? (Tina 

raises her hand). Good.  

CH IB 

Tina 10 ã5 Confucianism.    
Teacher 11 ã5ãå/\ç\! Ö=9éftVè

ê,fë/gtVã5/]^]BC

Ä OKT`âä,TtVíé`hì'

x/î! follow9éïñóà/tV

123/KBCPQ`P?WNX

YTUV9Gò]^]WNôöõ)

`âä,T$/cMandyd*e$)ú 

Confucianism, good! So the State means the Empire of China and the Church means 

Confucianism. Does anyone have different thoughts? So they had to be combined 

together. OK, in that case, to what extent did he advocate reform? Do you see anything 

else from the text? (Mandy raises her hand). OK go ahead.   

RD IB 

Mandy 12 K9+Çùû...ütVKÇãg,†ñ

ç°`/tV¢WN£§/K"m•

_¶ßz9®}/V©¢K"™]´

¶/Ö=tVKBCèê,¨≠Ä`

ÆÄ`a/Ø`∞m•,´¶±≤

$k 

He says: “…” In other words, he said that the beliefs from Confucianism were very 

important. That is why Jesus, the Westerns were so powerful, because they still have 

military strength. So he thinks that the foundation of China should not be changed, but 

the Western forces should be brought into China.  

  

Teacher 13 Ö=)0?V©¢KÇ≥L£§2g

V©¢´¶,ô¥/Ö=`|µ/t

V∂|µ∑[ 

So you see that because he said that the religion of God Jesus is powerful because of 

the strength of the army. Therefore, to strengthen the country is to strengthen the army 

[ 

CA  

Ricky 14 [ØVK∏^]ÇWNπYU∫Q]^

]'u`ÆP/tVªºΩ�K™V

æøãg/Ö=K9¿¡V¬√ƒ≈

,∆Qk 

[However, he did not say whether any system or ideas must be changed, that is, he still 

respects Confucianism on a spiritual level, so this should be an earlier approach. 
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Teacher 15 ƒ≈/Ö=V«'≈T]»|… 

À…ÃÕŒœfT 

Early? Which time period? There’s Western Affairs Movement, Wuxu Reform and 

Late Qing Reforms.  

IB TC 

Class 16 »|k(–—) Western Affairs Movement.   
Teacher 17 »|,ïñ/Ä“K9”‘Å,’÷

VD 1898◊/ØVK™V followï

ñ/îïñ¿¡<=Ç'ÿŸ⁄?W

N’¤T 

The concepts from Western Affairs Movement. However, the time he wrote this book 

was in 1898, but he still follows the concepts, which should last until when?  

TC  

Ricky 18 'ÿŸ⁄?‹›fiêflT Until the early Republic?   
Teacher 19 Ñ/Ç‡·78'ÿ?‚„‰VkÑ

ÄÑT\/Ö=Â5]0?°s·

Ê/tVãgç°`/Ö=123D

9'F/!Á)ËÈ...k 

Yes, in fact, it was until the end of Qing Dynasty. right? Okay, so you have noticed the 

important points: Confucianism is very important. So Zhang Zhidong, from this text, 

I’m going to synthesise… 

CA G 
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5.2 Summary of the results 
From the results of the quantitative analysis on coding frequency, most of the teachers 
heavily employed the use of ‘Invite to contribute or build on ideas’ (coded IB) and 
‘Asking questions’ (coded Q), as demonstrated by the high percentages of these two 
codes in each individual’s analysis. The teachers employed these techniques to ask 
questions and open discussions. Furthermore, to continue the classroom dialogue, 
teachers often asked follow-up questions and invited pupils to build on others’ ideas. 
However, to foster pupils’ higher-order thinking (i.e., historical thinking), techniques 
such as ‘Build up historical causality’ (coded BC), ‘Contextualisation with sources’ 
(coded CX), and ‘Making historical analogy and comparison’ (coded AC) had to be used 
by teachers. These techniques can not only be used to expand the dialogue, but also to 
create a dialogic space for teachers and pupils to think cooperatively and explore 
possible historical explanations with careful scaffolding from teachers. Linguistic 
difficulties, such as historical terminology (Berti, 1994; Edwards, 1978; Husbands, 
1996), can also be solved and addressed within this space.  
 
Responding to the research question concerning the effectiveness of the TPD, the 
results indicate a positive trend in the teachers’ use of dialogue, as illustrated by the 
increased frequency of codes after the programme. All the teachers demonstrated an 
increase in the use of dialogue, with Chou having the most considerable gain of nearly 
155%, whereas the frequency of Huang’s use of dialogue only went up by 1.3% 
compared with the baseline result from the end of the first semester. Regarding the 
second semester, although the pandemic impacted the design of the lessons, leading to 
extremely limited group cooperative activities, the teachers managed to maintain the 
quality of classroom dialogue, as evident in the increase in percentage compared with 
the baseline. Only the talk of Huang decreased regarding the frequency of the codes in 
the second semester. In the next chapter, I explore the results in more detail and provide 
possible explanations for the findings. 



Chapter 6 Discussion 
This study first aimed to explore teachers’ and students’ epistemic beliefs towards 
history as a discipline by employing ENA (Shaffer, 2017). I also examined classroom 
dialogue in history classrooms, emphasising teachers’ talk. A coding scheme that 
reconceptualised the T-SEDA (Hennessy et al., 2019) and synthesised it with the 
observation instrument of HTR in class (Gestsdóttir et al., 2018) was developed. This 
scheme was used to investigate how the hybrid form of teachers’ talk fostered students’ 
historical thinking within the Taiwanese context. Regarding the third research aim, as 
both of the first two research aims were addressed through a DBR approach (Bakker, 
2018), a TPD programme was designed and implemented to investigate the trajectory 
of both teachers’ and students’ personal epistemology, as well as teachers’ use of 
classroom dialogue. In this chapter, I first discuss the findings from ENA, and then 
discuss the characteristics of the hybrid dialogue that emerged from the analysis. In the 
final section, the design of the TPD in this research is also discussed.  
 
6.1 Historical epistemic beliefs   
The study of personal epistemology has widely used questionnaires to generate a 
category-like model. However, such an approach has been criticised for over-
simplifying the complexity of various dimensions of epistemic beliefs (e.g. Chinn, et 
al., 2011). Moreover, regarding the methodological issue, using questionnaires has also 
been challenged for its reliability and credibility (e.g. DeBacker et al., 2008). Therefore, 
in this research, a mixed approach was employed to combine the strengths of 
quantitative and qualitative methods. To build a model for historical epistemic beliefs, 
which is a salient gap in the literature, interviews were conducted. The rich data from 
the interviews provided fine-grained qualitative analysis to complement the statistical 
results from ENA to generate each individual’s trajectory of personal epistemology, as 
illustrated by visualised network figures. The following discussion focuses on two 
overarching themes: the differences between individual trajectories of epistemic beliefs, 
and a possible model for historical epistemic beliefs. 
 
6.1.1 Differences in individual trajectories of epistemic beliefs 
The overall findings from ENA suggest that the domain-specific experts held a more 
advanced epistemic stance than the novices (in this research, history teachers and 
students, respectively), which are align with the previous research (Maggioni et al., 
2004; Havekes et al., 2012). However, the findings indicate it might be difficult to 
categorise an individual’s epistemic beliefs in a clear box, such as in category-like 
models underpinned by developmental perspectives (e.g., Hofer & Pintrich, 1997; 
Maggioni et al., 2004; Schommer-Aikins, 2002), There are two possible explanations 
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for this finding. One explanation is related to the types of questions asked to the 
participants in interviews. To explore their epistemic beliefs, the interview questions 
were designed around four topics: history learning (e.g., the nature of history), 
historians (e.g., the historical interpretation from historians), historical research (e.g., 
how to reason with contradictory historical sources), and history education (e.g., the 
style of teaching practice in history class). The participants displayed different 
epistemic stances toward each individual topic. A few teachers and students held rather 
objective perspectives towards historical knowledge when discussing history education. 
For instance, as mentioned in the chapter on analysing epistemic beliefs (see Chapter 
4), one student (Mike) demonstrated a more relativist perspective towards historical 
knowledge (i.e., there is no absolute single truth), yet shifted to a copier stance with a 
more objective perspective regarding the source of knowledge, in which historical 
knowledge is clearly defined and provided by an expert in history, such as a highly 
experienced history teacher (Havekes et al., 2012; Kuhn, 1991; Maggioni et al., 2004). 
A similar contradiction was found by the teachers’ discourse analysis. Teacher Chou 
confessed that for a substantial amount of class time, she taught students historical 
knowledge to prepare them for exams without any active engagement due to the 
pressure to achieve the curriculum goals, despite her strong beliefs regarding critical 
engagement in history.   
 
The other possible explanation is the degree of familiarity with the questions. For most 
of the students, questions related to the nature of knowledge and knowing of a domain-
specific discipline were quite novel (Hsiao, 2009), as is evident from their inconsistent 
responses during the interviews. Therefore, this aspect posed difficulties and 
complexity regarding placing an individual into a decisive category of epistemic belief 
(see also Greene and Yu, 2014). This study also found that the students tended to display 
more sophisticated epistemic beliefs (e.g., from copier stance to criterialist stance, see 
Havekes et al., 2012) when asked to clarify or elaborate their own responses. A few 
examples are found in the students’ simple responses, such as from ‘History is like a 
story’ to ‘But I mean not everything in history is true’. Regarding the teachers, such 
questions about the nature of history and the nature of history education had been asked 
and explored quite often during their own academic journeys. No inconsistency was 
found in their discourse; thus, it was easier to identify their personal epistemologies. 
However, one exception was Teacher Hsu’s beliefs towards the existence of absolute 
truth in history. He reflected and revised his own response numerous times during the 
interviews. Such uncertainty might be due to his limited teaching experience and his 
beliefs not being fully fixed and developed (see also VanSledright and Reddy, 2014 for 
similar findings on prospective history teachers).  
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Regarding individual’s trajectories of personal epistemology during an academic year, 
the results reveal that 28% of the participants (N=8: N[Student]=7, N[Teacher]=1) 
demonstrated significant change (i.e., p<0.05) in their epistemic beliefs. Among the 
students’ changes, three major themes emerged from the findings. First, aligned with 
the studies by Havekes et al. (2012) and Maggioni et al. (2004), the students shifted 
from a more naïve and simple perspective about the nature of history, such as believing 
in the notion of ‘History is like a fixed story’ (similar to copier stance) or ‘History can 
be found in the historical texts’ (similar to borrower stance) to a more sophisticated 
stance in which they started to acknowledge the complexity of history due to the 
consideration of historical contexts.  
 
Regarding the process of knowing, the students also became more aware of the 
subjectivity in the formation of historical knowledge and, thus, the limitation and 
uncertainty of the objective truth. The second major shift is related to the first one. To 
be able to identify the subjectivity in historical narrative, the students became more 
critically engaged with the use of historical thinking (van Drie and van Boxtel, 2007, 
2018). In particular, by highlighting the source of knowledge, they considered the 
implicit personal ideology of the authors when asked to reason with conflicting 
historical texts. Even in class, the students reported they were more critically engaged 
with not only the narratives from the textbooks, but also the authority of the teachers. 
Such criticality resulted also in the last major shift in attitude towards history class. For 
instance, one student (Winnie) held a more positive attitude towards history class after 
the academic year because the pedagogical approach employed in class had been more 
dialogic. Winnie used to believe that history was merely about memorising historical 
knowledge (e.g., dates or names of historical figures), but the dialogic approach 
provided her with more space for thinking deeply and engaging in class, which she 
found ‘really interesting’.  
 
Overall, regarding the changes in the teachers, only one (Teacher Chou) shifted 
significantly in her epistemic beliefs. This transition is clear in her teaching practice, in 
which she adopted a more dialogic approach to co-explore historical inquiry (Lévesque 
and Clark, 2018) with the students to accommodate the latest curriculum (NAER, 2018). 
She also placed greater emphasis on developing the students’ historical thinking, such 
as contextualisation and historical empathy (Seixas, 1996, 2017). This change is evident 
in her increasing use of dialogue in class (see Chapter 5 for the analysis and results), 
which aligns with studies on the relationship between teacher beliefs and teaching 
practices (e.g., Clarke and Hollingsworth, 2002; Patrick and Pintrich, 2001; 
VanSledright and Reddy, 2014).    
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6.1.2 Model for historical epistemic beliefs 
In this study, I employed ENA to analyse personal epistemologies of history as a 
discipline. Using ENA enabled the analysis to generate a model in accordance with the 
coding instrument, which was reconceptualised and synthesised from previous 
literature (e.g., Hofer & Pintrich, 1997; Maggioni et al., 2004; Schommer-Aikins, 2002). 
The model, as stated in the research aims, is not an attempt to provide a developmental 
category for each individual’s epistemic beliefs (e.g., see King and Kitchener, 1994; 
Kuhn, 1991); instead, this study aims to provide a conceptual model for exploring the 
complexity and nuances in personal epistemologies with visualised patterns from ENA. 
In the rest of the chapter, I discuss some key patterns that emerged from the results of 
the analysis.  
 
Pattern 1: ‘Mirror’ belief (CKO-SiKO-SoKO) 

Figure 6.1 The pattern for ‘Mirror belief’  

 
The first key pattern found in this study aligns with what Kuhn (1991) refers to as 
absolutist and Maggioni et al. (2004) identified as naïve realist, which means the 
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individual believes that knowledge is certain and there is a perfect correspondence 
between the past and history (the connection of CKO-SiKO). Some of the students even 
displayed an omniscient perspective about what happened in the past when reasoning 
with conflicting historical texts. This perspective was reinforced by an unquestioning 
belief toward the authoritative voice, such as those in textbook narratives or from 
history teachers (CKO-SoKO). These students had very rigid, dichotomous thinking, 
with their judgement confined to what they had learnt from the experts (SiKO-SoKO). 
This perspective reflects the Chinese traditional view of history as a ‘mirror’, which 
can be used as a lesson and moral compass for judgement. As suggested by the findings, 
the students who displayed this pattern more strongly were generally those with lower 
academic performance. Furthermore, these students were less verbally active during the 
interviews, and their reasoning tended to be underdeveloped. However, the analysis 
also found that, sometimes, this absolutist perspective could be changed towards less 
certainty about the truth of historical knowledge by introducing the students to 
contradictory perspectives of the same historical account. For instance, one student 
(Betty) initially displayed a strong pattern of absolute certainty about historical 
knowledge but soon shifted to a more subjective and ‘criterialist’ stance (Havekes et al., 
2012; Maggioni et al., 2004). She began to be aware of how sources could be biased 
due to personal ideology and various complicated contextual backgrounds when 
examining two conflicting texts. This result could have implications for enhancing 
pupils’ historical epistemic beliefs (this is further discussed in the Conclusion chapter).  
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Pattern 2: Multiple and relativist beliefs (CKS-SiKS-JKS) 

Figure 6.2 The pattern for multiple and relativist beliefs    

 

In the second key pattern found in the analysis, the strong connections between CKS, 
SiKS, and JKS indicate that, in contrast to the first pattern, some individuals held a 
subjective perspective about historical knowledge. The findings suggest that 
individuals with this pattern usually believed in the uncertainty of historical knowledge 
for two reasons. First, they were sceptical about an absolute truth about historical 
accounts because no historians witnessed the incidents, meaning they could not know 
nor figure out everything from the past. Some of the students argued that the uncertainty 
of history could be only solved with a ‘time machine’, enabling historians to go back 
in time and record everything firsthand (see Hsiao, 2009 for similar findings regarding 
Taiwanese students’ historical thinking). In this case, the students also considered 
history to be a complex continuum consisting of various inter-related concepts that 
needed to be situated in context (CKS-SiKS). Since historical knowledge is too 
uncertain and complex to be judged right or wrong, the students also tended to believe 
that every opinion and theory proposed by historians is equally valid and valuable 
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(CKS-SiKS-JKS). This pattern is similar to what Maggioni et al. (2004) refer to as 
relativist, and it is a vital transition to a more advanced epistemic stance (Kuhn, 1991). 
However, I agree with the caution regarding teaching students to be cynical relativists 
(VanSledright, 2002), because the results from this study suggest that once they have 
fallen into such a stance, it is more challenging for them to move away from it, which 
could result in a very negative attitude toward history as a discipline (e.g., History is 
just personal opinion, so why should I learn it?).      
 
Pattern 3: Absolute and constructivist beliefs (CKO-SoKS-JKO) 

Figure 6.3 The pattern for absolute and constructivist beliefs 

 
The third key pattern from the findings suggests that individuals held an objective 
perspective about the certainty of historical knowledge, meaning believing in the 
existence of absolute truth (CKO). However, unlike other patterns and findings from 
relevant studies (e.g., Havekes et al., 2012; Hsiao, 2009; Maggioni et al., 2004),  
individuals with this pattern also believed that history is constructed by a group of 
people, including oneself (SoKS). For instance, some of the students agreed there is 
one true history, but the construction of such history is based on the consensus of the 
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vast majority of experts, such as historians and archaeologists (CKO-SiKS). Therefore, 
to reach a consensus, certain criteria should be met to make an objective judgement 
(JKO). It is noticeable that this is the first pattern in which individuals started to 
acknowledge the importance of evidence-based arguments, and historical 
interpretations were required to be examined carefully using historical sources, either 
firsthand or second-hand. The result also indicates that students who initially had mid-
level academic performance and held epistemic beliefs of the second pattern, displayed 
a greater tendency towards this pattern following the intervention programme designed 
in this study. According to the response from the teachers and students, the possible 
explanation for this change might be due to not only many historical sources being 
presented by teachers, but also a certain framework of criteria being introduced to 
students to engage them in historical thinking, using sources in particular (van Drie and 
van Boxel, 2008; van Boxtel and van Drie, 2018).      
 
Pattern 4: Expert-like beliefs (SiKS-SoKS-JKO) 

Figure 6.4 The pattern for expert-like beliefs  
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The final key pattern indicates more sophisticated epistemic beliefs, described as 
criterialist by Maggioni et al. (2004; see also Havekes et al., 2012 for similar findings 
on the notion of a criterialist stance). Individuals with this pattern were usually teachers 
and students with high-level academic performance. These individuals acknowledged 
that history is a complex set of inter-related accounts situated in a specific historical 
and cultural context (SiKS); however, they also emphasised the importance of how 
evidence, such as historical texts, construct more objective historical knowledge, which 
should also be evaluated and carefully examined using a rigorous historical research 
methodology (SoKS-JKO). Having a well-developed understanding about history as a 
discipline, these individuals often cited well-known historians as examples to provide 
the theoretical foundation for their own responses. A few individuals even demonstrated 
holistic viewpoints on some well-debated topics in historiography to provide a clear 
and impartial argument. For instance, when asked about the nature of history, Teacher 
Lin started to introduce the comparison between Western and Chinese traditional views 
on history and discussed the inevitable subjectivity involved in history writing, using a 
famous quote from the Italian historian Benedetto Croce. This finding echoes 
Wineburg’s (2001) study on the differences between experts’ and novices’ historical 
thinking (see also VanSledright, 2002). Although the students with this pattern might 
not have been able to include as many names of historians as the teachers did, they still 
articulated their argument and reasoning in a comparatively more comprehensive 
manner than others in the study.          
 
These four key patterns emerging from the findings provide a potential model for 
analysing an individual’s historical epistemic beliefs using quantitative analysis. 
However, as emphasised above, this study is not an attempt to generate a category-like 
model in which each individual’s personal epistemology can be clearly categorised into 
a box. The main purpose of presenting these four patterns is to illustrate the complexity 
and subtlety through visualisation in the course of analysing epistemic beliefs. This 
model could be used to identify the major dimension of an individual’s epistemological 
stance by examining the pattern-matching (i.e., to see which of the four patterns appears 
most significant in the analysis results). Moreover, with the statistical analysis, the 
means of each line could provide a quantitative measurement to examine the strength 
of the connections to provide more objective evidence for the qualitative analysis, 
which complementarily could yield rich, fine-grained analysis on discourse. The 
pattern-like model could also deeply explore the nuances and diversity of an 
individual’s historical epistemic beliefs, even the contradictory ones. For instance, 
according to the results of the analysis, some students had mixed beliefs regarding the 
nature of history, depending on whether this aspect was considered a subject in school. 
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On the one hand, one student acknowledged that historical knowledge is constructed 
by a group of people including oneself; on the other hand, regarding school, he also 
believed that teachers were responsible for organising knowledge for students. This 
contradiction could be observed in the strong connection between SoKO and SoKS, 
which might have been neglected in another relevant study (e.g., Havekes et al., 2012). 
Finally, this model could be used to form an illustrative ‘picture’ of the trajectory of 
change in an individual’s epistemic beliefs over a certain period. This ‘picture’ contains 
rich information about a person’s personal epistemology, and it is easy to perform a 
comparative analysis with other ‘pictures’ via both quantitative and qualitative analysis. 
Therefore, although it was not the main aim of this study, future research could, for 
instance, examine the epistemological differences regarding gender or between 
different grades.                            
 
6.2 Discussion on dialogue in Taiwanese history classroom 
As discussed in the literature review, empirical evidence emerging in the past two 
decades has acknowledged that good-quality classroom dialogue can positively impact 
student learning (e.g., Alexander, 2004; Boyd & Markarian, 2011; Cazden, 2001; Howe 
& Abedin, 2013; Littleton & Mercer, 2013; Wegerif, 2007). Two recent large-scale 
studies have identified that some aspects of dialogue are related to learning gains 
(Alexander, 2018; Howe et al., 2019). Through dialogic teaching (Alexander, 2004), 
teachers can probe and promote students’ higher-thinking skills (Wegerif, 2018). 
However, how dialogue is used in history class is a salient gap in current research, and 
so is the cultural context of dialogic education. Therefore, in this research, I proposed 
the concept of hybrid dialogue and a reconceptualised coding instrument as an attempt 
to explore educational dialogue in the Taiwanese history classroom. In the following 
sections, I first discuss the findings from using the coding framework, and then discuss 
some key characteristics emerging from the findings regarding this hybrid form of talk.   
 
6.2.1 Discussion of the coding scheme 
From the results of the analysis informed by the coding scheme, the findings suggest 
that most of the teachers heavily employed the use of ‘Invite to contribute or build on 
ideas’ (coded IB) and ‘Asking questions’ (coded Q), as demonstrated by the high 
percentages of these two codes. These codes represent two major aspects of Taiwanese 
history classrooms. First, in ordinary Taiwanese classrooms, the implicit ground rules 
are that teachers initiate a question and invite pupils to respond. At times, teachers may 
use some techniques to motivate students to answer the questions, as revealed in the 
analysis (e.g., giving bonus points or drawing lots). The students in this study seemed 
passive rather than active in class engagement (Watkins and Biggs, 1996, 2001). 
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Therefore, the teachers were required to ask many follow-up questions to continue the 
dialogue. However, when explored more deeply, this aspect could suggest another 
interesting aspect of Taiwanese classrooms. From the analysis, it is evident these two 
discursive techniques (coded IB and Q) were mostly used at the start of the dialogue to 
open up the dialogic space (Wegerif, 2013). Although the questions might be closed or 
prescribed to a certain answer by teachers, they can still reflect a dialogic stance (Boyd 
and Markarian, 2015), supporting teachers and pupils to think cooperatively and 
explore possible historical explanations with careful scaffolding from teachers. 
Linguistic difficulties, such as historical terminology (Berti, 1994; Edwards, 1978; 
Husbands, 1996) can also be solved and addressed within this space. A few examples 
from the analysis of Teacher Fang’s class and Teacher Chen’s class demonstrate this 
point. For instance, Teacher Chen discussed the term ‘nationalism’ with students with 
a series of questions. Some of the teachers reported similar observations in their 
interviews, in which they mentioned that dialogue often failed when they asked an 
open-ended question. A possible explanation for this situation is that the students’ 
Taiwanese cultural influences, underpinned by Confucian heritage, implicitly 
encourage them to explore their reasoning within the teachers’ guidance (Guan, 2012). 
Hence, the students embark on an inner reflection when the question is asked to them 
and carefully articulate their thoughts (Starr, 2012). This silent reflection might not be 
observable in class and yet, according to the interviews with pupils, some expressed 
quite positive views about the teachers’ use of dialogue, which had helped them to think 
more critically and develop a different perspective about historical accounts.              
 
Another main theme emerging from the analysis informed by the coding scheme is the 
different major proportions of coding frequency for each teacher, as demonstrated in 
the diversity of the teachers’ practices and teaching beliefs. For instance, Wu believed 
some of the main goals in history education are to immerse students fully in history, to 
cultivate historical empathy in a deeper sense, and to connect with their own life 
experience (Lee, 2005). It is evident from the results of the analysis that the most 
prominent feature, according to its high percentage, was the code AC (Make historical 
analogy and comparison). Wu employed different pedagogical methods to achieve her 
teaching goals, such as using everyday life examples to explain a complex historical 
terminology and telling personal stories to connect the past to the present. She also used 
video testimony to promote historical empathy and contextualisation (Norgan, 2020; 
Seixas, 1996, 2017; van Drie and van Boxel, 2008, 2018). Another example is apparent 
in the high frequency of the strategy that guides the direction of dialogue or activity on 
historical thinking (coded G) in Huang’s class. In the interviews, she expressed her 
interest in developing a more dialogic stance in her classroom to foster pupils’ historical 
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thinking. I observed many cooperative group activities being implemented, meaning 
Huang quite often adopted discursive techniques to guide the activities. Huang also had 
the highest frequency of codes in total among all the participating teachers. This result 
might suggest a pattern of what a dialogic classroom could look like: the frequent use 
of guidance and questioning methods.  
 
6.2.2 Discussion regarding hybrid dialogue 
In this research, I proposed the notion of hybrid dialogue. This hybrid form of talk aims 
to reconceptualise current dialogic theories (e.g., Alexander, 2004, 2018; Cazden, 2001; 
Clarke et al., 2016; Jones and Chen, 2016; Littleton and Mercer, 2013; Michaels and 
O'Connor, 2015; Wegerif, 2007; Wells and Arauz, 2006) and synthesise them with 
Chinese cultural heritage (i.e., Confucianism and Yin-Yang from Taoism) to be more 
grounded in the Taiwanese context. Hybrid dialogue is not only a hybrid of the 
structural forms of monologue and dialogue, but also of the epistemological and 
ontological perspectives of dialogue. The empirical evidence that emerged from this 
study suggests three major features of the hybrid form: the hybrid of openness and 
closedness, the entanglement of hybrid thinking, and the hybrid of short- and long-term 
dialogue, as illustrated in the further-developed theoretical framework in this study (see 
Figure 6.2). In the rest of this section, I discuss these features in more detail. 

 
Figure 6.5 The final version of the theoretical framework.   
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a. The hybrid of openness and the closedness 
It has been argued that it is difficult to engage students in genuine dialogue using a 
closed question (e.g., Alexander, 2004; Matusov, 2009) because, with a single 
predetermined answer, students merely try to guess the correct answer. Such talk is 
reduced to a simple IRF structure (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975), in which education is 
considered merely the transmission of knowledge from the educated to the ignorant 
(Matusov, 2009), and no deep reasoning occurs. However, in this study, the results of 
the analysis suggest that the use of closed questions can provide a dialogic space in 
which teachers can probe or elicit students’ prior knowledge and their epistemic beliefs, 
as well as build up their substantial concepts (i.e., historical knowledge, see Lee, 2005; 
van Drie and van Boxel, 2008, 2018). The knowledge introduced to students may then 
provide a crucial foundation for inner silent reflection (Song, 2018; Starr, 2012), which 
allows teachers to introduce and co-explore more complex second-order concepts with 
pupils (i.e., historical thinking, see Lee, 2005; van Drie and van Boxel, 2008, 2018). 
For instance, Teacher Huang delivered a lesson on the history of Taiwanese indigenous 
tribes (see Chapter 5). Before asking an open-ended question, Huang employed a 
substantial number of closed questions to elicit the students’ historical knowledge, then 
used this knowledge as a foundation for critically examining the narratives from the 
textbook (Chang, 2020). A dialogic space was opened through a series of closed 
questions in which the teacher facilitated the pupils to reason historically and critically 
with careful scaffolding. During this scaffolding process, more dialogue was constantly 
created and redirected to a meaningful discussion. This approach aligns with 
Confucius’s dialogic approach as the facilitation of pupils’ self-development and self-
reflection (Li and Wegerif, 2013). Although some talk might seem monologic on the 
surface, it is dialogic in nature, as suggested by Boyd and Markarian (2015), who also 
argue that it is more vital for teachers’ talk to support pupils’ epistemic growth and 
communal functions to create a successful dialogic stance than a structural form.       
 
The hybrid of openness and closeness can also be reflected by the model of Yin and 
Yang I proposed in this research, in which closeness is represented as Yin (the black 
side) and openness as Yang (the white side). Yin and Yang suggest the co-emerged, 
accompanied, and contradictory yet harmonised concepts of openness and closeness. 
The dynamic of these two ideas is constantly shifting as they are intertwined with each 
other. There is openness in closeness, and vice versa, and ‘that being before and behind 
give the idea of one following another’ (「前後相隨」, Tao Te Ching (1:2) translated 
by Legge). The intertwined space is created for thinking and reasoning using second-
order concepts. In this space, the dichotomy of openness and closeness is superficial 
and even irrelevant because the opposites transform into each other and are mutually 
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complementary (see also Matusov, 2009 for a complementary view on the notion of 
monologue and dialogue).   
 
b. The hybrid of you and I 
In the dialogic space created by the hybrid of openness and closedness, the 
entanglement of teachers’ and pupils’ thinking occurs and such entanglement fosters 
hybrid thinking. Hybrid thinking is also echoed in Buber’s (1953) notions of ‘I-Thou’ 
orientation. In the I-Thou, the important relationship is between you and I, a human–
dialogic relationship instead of a material–objective one. I perceive you as an end, not 
as a means, and vice versa. No isolated ‘I’ exists in the intersubjectivity relation of I-
Thou; ‘I’ is accompanied by the presence of the subjectivity of you (Lu, 2007). In this 
sense, for this study, the notion of hybrid dialogue does not suggest that all monologue 
is dialogue, nor all dialogue is monologue; instead, a crucial aspect of this hybrid form 
of talk lies at the centre of the intersubjectivity of the interlocutors (Dafermos, 2018).  
 
In hybrid dialogue, dialogic space is only created if a teacher considers his or her pupils’ 
subjectivity and transcends it into ‘Thou’ in the light of I-Thou orientation. With ‘Thou’ 
in mind, a teacher can transform the talk, either monologic or dialogic, to become more 
genuinely dialogic, more inclusive, and even more open to polyphonies (Bahktin, 1991). 
In one of Teacher Chen’s classes, for example, on the discussion of Nationalism (in 
Chapter 5), Chen attempted to open a dialogue with pupils to embrace different voices 
and answers. Throughout the dialogue, Chen constantly reshaped his questions to 
include more pupils in the dialogue. Such an attempt can demonstrate how a teacher 
takes an I-Thou stance. In return, once the students sense how their subjectivity is 
acknowledged, appreciated, and respected by the teacher, they transform the image of 
the teacher into ‘Thou’ and engage in the dialogic space created by the intersubjectivity 
of both the teacher and pupils. The model of Yin and Yang could also illustrate such an 
I-Thou orientation, in which the black and white spheres represents one and another. In 
each sphere, the embedment of the other sphere depicts how intersubjectivity is crucial 
for opening up a dialogic space. The notion of mutual respect in I-Thou orientation 
(Kaufman, 1970; Lu, 2007) is also highlighted in the Confucianist perspective on 
human relations, in which ‘virtue’ (Ren, 「仁」) lies at the core of all relations (for a 
more detailed discussion, see Chapter 2). Virtue provides moral and ethical guidance 
regarding how an individual interacts with another in different social relationships. On 
this matter, the Master said: ‘…when the prince is prince, and the minister is minister; 
when the father is father, and the son is son’ (「孔子對曰：「君君，臣臣，父父，子

子。」, Confucius, 1893, 12: 11, translated by Legge).    
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However, in hybrid dialogue, the notion of I-Thou also attempts to challenge such a 
linear and authoritative way of regarding human interactions. Instead, as mentioned 
above, this orientation promotes more inclusion and equality among interlocutors 
(Matusov, 2009). In the dialogic space, mutual respect then does not merely mean to 
put oneself in others’ shoes; instead the concept could be further realised through the 
idea of ‘Shu’ (「恕」, meaning reciprocal consideration). The genuine dialogue occurs 
when the relationship of two individuals become a balanced reciprocity as a shared 
indentity (Wang, 2018). Therefore, in this research, a dialogic and dynamic 
interpretation of Confuciansim in hybrid dialogue can also be considered an attempt to 
reconceptualise how Confucianism influences the implicit ground rules in Taiwanese 
classrooms and to open up more genuine educational dialogue to foster students’ higher-
order thinking and diversity. Examples were demonstrated in numerous lessons from 
class observations. For instance, in Wu’s one lesson, when discussing on the Tiananmen 
Square Massacre with the whole class (see Table 5.7), it is noticeable how she included 
students’ subjectivity in her talk and respected responses from students. By doing so, 
the teacher demonstrated the concept of reciprocity and moreover how such concept 
could be employed in learning taking alternative historical perspectives.      
 
c. The hybrid nature of short- and long-term dialogue 
In this research, the last major features informed by the findings centre on the hybridity 
of short- and long-term dialogue. Short-term dialogue highlights the temporal and 
structural aspects of hybrid dialogue, which can foster pupils’ historical thinking (van 
Drie and van Boxtel, 2008, 2018) by employing various discursive techniques (Mercer, 
2008). In this study, the findings also suggest how long-term dialogue can be crucial 
for teachers to deliver and scaffold well-established historical knowledge to students 
(Li and Wegerif, 2013; Guan, 2012). With short-term dialogue, a more interactive form 
of talk (e.g., question and answer) is usually conducted to engage pupils in discussion. 
Using discussion, teachers can question, challenge (either their own opinions or 
narratives from authorities), or invite students to build on ideas. In return, students have 
opportunities to articulate their historical reasoning and even challenge teachers. This 
process of ‘doing history’ (Havekes et al., 2012; Lee, 2005) is promoted by the latest 
curriculum reform, which can be considered progressive and inquiry based. For 
instance, as is evident in the analysis, in one of Teacher Lin’s classes, the hybrid use of 
short- and long-term dialogue was employed not only to scaffold students’ historical 
knowledge about the 228 Massacre, but also to facilitate their historical empathy and 
the ability for historical perspective-shifting.   
 
The current heated debate regarding the history curriculum in Taiwan also focuses on 
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the two poles of history education: the traditionalist (emphasising teaching substantial 
knowledge) and the progressionist (emphasising teaching historical thinking; Huang et 
al., 2011; Lin, 2019; Chuang, 2019). Informed by the coding scheme employed in this 
study, short- and long-term dialogues were observed in the history classrooms. Long-
term dialogue attempts to introduce a long-term cultural voice of humankind (Guan, 
2012; Oakeshott, 1960; Wegerif, 2020) into the dialogic space created by hybrid 
dialogue. This voice includes external, static historical knowledge, cultural traditions, 
and knowledge of history as a well-established discipline. In this space, the voice are 
transformed into dynamic, constantly shifting, live conversations between teachers and 
pupils; conversations employing historical knowledge from long-term dialogue as 
material for open discussion to include polyphony and exploration of the diversity of 
historical interpretations. By proposing the notion of hybrid dialogue, this study also 
aimed to provide a ‘midway’ to address such a dilemma with the hybridity of short- and 
long-term dialogue. The concept of midway (Zhongyong「中庸」) in Confucianism 
suggests not only finding a middle ground between two extreme perspectives, but also 
subscribing to a holistic perspective to transcend from the bipolar towards a greater 
form (Chang et al., 2001). The middle ground, as Gadamer (2004) argues, always 
‘involves rising to a higher universality that overcomes not only our own particularity 
but also that of the other’ (p. 304). Therefore, the midway emerges from the synthesis, 
which is constantly changing. By adopting this concept, one must overcome a 
monological self to consider others’ voices, meaning empathy is required. In other 
words, a midway stance opens up a dialogic space to synthesise and integrate 
monologue and dialogue toward a new form of talk: hybrid dialogue. On the one hand, 
such a concept resonates with the idea of dialectic proposed by Hegel (2010), in which 
two opposite notions (i.e., thesis and antithesis) merge to form a higher level: a 
synthesis (see also Dafermos, 2018). As Bakhtin (1986) argues, ‘Dialectics was born of 
dialogue so as to return to dialogue at a higher level (a dialogue of personalities)’ (p. 
162). On the other hand, this synthesis of the higher-level form is not a reduction of 
meaning to a single text, but instead offers a dialogic space in which short- and long-
term dialogue constantly entangle and transform into new meaning. To address the 
dilemma in the current debate between traditionalist and progressionist, the concept of 
hybrid dialogue might provide a possible solution regarding finding a balance between 
two educational philosophies.  
 
These three major features of hybrid dialogue offer a synthesised perspective on how 
dialogic education look in Taiwanese history classrooms. The concept not only 
challenges the predominant Western dialogic theories (Alexander, 2004, 2018; Cazden, 
2001; Clarke et al., 2016; Jones and Chen, 2016; Littleton and Mercer, 2013; Michaels 
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and O'Connor, 2015), but also challenges the Confucianist perspective regarding the 
notion of human interactions. In this hybridity, intersubjectivity is mutually recognised 
within teachers and pupils. Long-term cultural dialogue (i.e., historical knowledge) is 
brought into the dialogic space and transformed into a dynamic live conversation in 
which teachers and students explore higher-order concepts in history (i.e., historical 
thinking). A midway found in hybrid dialogue is then considered a solution for dealing 
with the paradigm war between traditionalist and progressive perspectives in history 
education created by the latest curriculum reform (NAER, 2020). To adopt a stance of 
hybrid dialogue in a history class is to be willing to explore constantly a never-fixed 
midway between different perspectives (polyphonic voices), as well as learning, 
acknowledging, and respecting an external static monologic voice in history as a 
discipline.   
 
6.3 Discussion on the design of TPD 
A TPD programme was designed and implemented in this DBR. In this section, I 
discuss some important findings of this programme. The ‘end products’ of the DBR are 
also discussed and reviewed (Bakker, 2018).  
 
6.3.1 Important findings of the teacher professional development          
One of the main goals of implementing TPD was to promote dialogic teaching in 
Taiwanese history classrooms and explore how it can facilitate historical thinking, 
which is a crucial goal in the latest national history curriculum (NAER, 2018). As 
discussed previously, there was an overall increase in the use of dialogue by most of 
the teachers following the implementation of TPD. There might be three possible 
explanations for the successful TPD.  
 
First, prior to TPD, the participating teachers had limited knowledge and/or experience 
of dialogic education. However, after being introduced to the concepts in the workshops, 
the teachers were more familiar with and more willing to experience this new 
pedagogical approach. This explanation is in line with the study conducted by Vrikki et 
al. (2017), who suggest that by emphasising the dialogic approach in PD for dialogic 
teaching, there will be a positive trend regarding teachers’ use of dialogue. This study 
also found that to increase the willingness of teachers to adopt a new teaching method, 
addressing and dealing with any concerns or confusion is essential. For instance, during 
workshops, one concern was constantly raised by the teachers. With high pressure from 
the exams, the teachers feared that adopting this teaching method would mean an 
overwhelming amount of time devoted to endless discussion, leaving only limited time 
for teaching historical knowledge. To address this concern, as a researcher, I first 
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proposed the idea of hybrid dialogue, then cooperatively explored this idea with 
practitioners to refine the theoretical model (see also Hennessy et al., 2011, on dialogic 
co-inquiry and joint theory building with practitioners) and explore how this model 
could address their concern. The results indicate that this approach led to a positive 
attitude toward the change in practice (Clarke and Hollingsworth, 2002).  
 
Another possible explanation is the more contextual aspect of this research. When this 
research began, the latest national curriculum was just being implemented. This new 
curriculum strongly emphasised core competences, which aim to foster students’ 21st-
century skills and make them lifelong learners (NAER, 2018). In the history curriculum, 
inquiry-based activities are particularly favoured and highly emphasised (Wang, 2021). 
For such activities, teachers are required to be more dialogic than previously in the 
sense of co-exploring history with pupils by employing different aspects of historical 
thinking. However, the teachers expressed their concerns about failing at such teaching 
practice, which most of them were unfamiliar with. Therefore, one of the major reasons 
of the teachers participating in this timely research was that they wished to learn more 
about a different pedagogical approach to be more confident in adapting to the new 
curriculum. With such strong intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, the participating 
teachers were more engaged in experimenting with new teaching methods (Clarke and 
Hollingsworth, 2002). For instance, in Teacher Chou’s interview, she expressed her 
enthusiasm and some anxiety towards the new curriculum, which she believed offered 
her greater freedom to have more dialogue with pupils. This stance resulted in the 
significant change in her practice (i.e., the increased use of dialogue), as well as her 
epistemic beliefs (see Section 6.1 for more detailed discussion). Similar findings were 
confirmed in Trotter’s (2006) theories of effective PD, in which adults chose their 
learning opportunities based on interest and their own classroom experiences or needs 
(see also Darling-Hammond et al., 2017 for an overview of elements of an effective 
TPD).  
 
However, regarding personal epistemology, the result of this programme is mixed, with 
only 28% of the participants (N=8: N[Student]=7, N[Teacher]=1) displaying 
significant change (i.e., p<0.05) in their epistemic beliefs after one academic year. In 
Section 6.1, I discussed the differences in individual trajectories of epistemic beliefs 
and the possible model for historical epistemic beliefs. In this section, discussion 
centres on explaining the rather limited effectiveness of the TPD conducted in this 
research. One reason for this result could be that this programme paid more attention to 
developing teachers’ confidence in experimenting with a new pedagogical approach 
(i.e., dialogic education) than exploring historical epistemic beliefs. This explanation is 
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suggested also by a study conducted with preservice teachers (VanSledright and Reddy, 
2014). The researchers found that to change teachers’ epistemic beliefs toward different 
stances, such as criterialist (see also Maggioni et al., 2004), the TPD should include 
explicit instruction on and discussion of the concept of personal epistemology and how 
this is linked to history teaching and learning. A similar suggested is made by Voet and 
De Wever (2016), who also call for more direct and effective workshops to introduce 
the topic of epistemic beliefs to history teachers via not only an education programme, 
but also policymaking. In this research, I also found that the teachers were quite 
unfamiliar with their own personal epistemology despite them having strong and firm 
beliefs (see also Voet and De Wever, 2016). Such unfamiliarity resulted in them paying 
less attention to how exploring and changing pupils’ epistemic beliefs in history 
classrooms could have beneficial effects for promoting second-order concepts (Lee, 
2005; van Drie and van Boxel, 2007, 2018), which requires a more sophisticated stance 
of epistemic beliefs (Hsiao, 2009; Maggioni et al., 2004; VanSledright, 2002; Wineburg, 
2001). 
 
Regarding pupils’ trajectories of epistemic beliefs before and after one academic year, 
the results indicate that one-third of the participating students (N=7) displayed 
significant change. Since the literature provides limited insights into how TPD 
addressing dialogic education and historical personal epistemology could impact 
changing pupils’ epistemic stances, only a few explanations are provided. First, studies 
(e.g., Havekes et al., 2012; Maggioni et al., 2004) have suggested that to advance 
students’ development of domain-specific epistemic beliefs, explicit instruction and 
exposure to the heuristics of history (as ‘historians’) are needed. The teachers who 
participated in this research became more confident regarding teaching and exploring 
the concepts of ‘doing history’ and ‘learning history’, which is reflected in the 
increasing use of classroom dialogue and in the students’ thoughts about the change in 
the classrooms. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that with more explicit instruction 
regarding historical thinking, such as contextualisation and using sources for 
argumentation (van Drie and van Boxel, 2008, 2018), some pupils’ epistemic beliefs 
would have experienced a greater change towards a more sophisticated epistemic stance. 
For instance, Teacher Chou displayed the most significant change in her teaching 
beliefs and practice, and two out of three participating students in her class also changed 
significantly in their personal epistemology. Another explanation might be related to 
the student’s academic stage. The findings indicate that most of the students (N= 5) who 
experienced change were in their first year of high school. In their responses in the 
interviews, they acknowledged the differences in the level of depth in history class 
between high school and junior high school, as well as how teachers’ pedagogical 
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methods became more inquiry based. Such a difference could have positively impacted 
their personal epistemology.   
 
6.3.2 End products of the teacher professional development 
In any DBR, the main goal is to produce an end product or some design principles 
(Bakker, 2018; Reeves, 2006). In this research, responding to the research aims, the 
products include both theoretical and pragmatic outcomes. Regarding theoretical 
principles, this DBR developed a model for analysing individuals’ epistemic beliefs 
towards history as a discipline (see Section 6.1), and a coding framework for analysing 
teacher’s talk to facilitate pupils’ historical thinking (see Section 6.2). In this section, I 
discuss the final product: the design principles of the TPD in this study. In the spirit of 
DBR, the TPD design was informed by relevant studies (e.g., Hennessy, 2014; 
Hennessy et al., 2018; Guskey, 1985; Clarke & Hollingsworth, 2002), in which inquiry 
was conducted in dialogic and collaborative manners between the researchers and the 
participants (Hennessy et al., 2011; Jaworski, 2006). The process of design (see Table 
in Chapter 3) contained five phases with two cycles. In the first cycle, the monthly 
workshops with teachers were well received. In the workshops, I adopted two 
frameworks: DVC (see Gröschner et al., 2014) and the self-coding sessions informed 
by T-SEDA (Vrikki et al., 2018). These two models of TPD enabled the teachers to 
develop a better understanding of the concepts of dialogic education and to refine their 
own teaching practice, as well as learn from others. The teachers responded quite 
positively toward these models, which they believed offered a rare opportunity to learn 
from colleagues by watching and analysing the video of their classroom. They also felt 
more empowered and more confident to experiment with new pedagogical methods 
after being inspired by colleagues. The professional dialogue in the workshops was 
friendly but critical (Hofmann, 2020). Senior teachers with greater teaching experience 
were open to different voices from their junior coworkers. 
 
However, the findings from the results of the analysis also include some suggestions 
about improving the TPD. Regarding the model of DVC, short video excerpts (less than 
10 minutes for each clip) from each teacher’s classroom observation were presented as 
the discussion material. The teachers suggested that the clips should be longer to 
provide a more holistic context of the lessons, which might be more useful for a deeper 
analysis of classroom dialogue. Moreover, due to COVID-19 guidelines, the TPD in 
the second semester (i.e., the second cycle) was conducted using an online platform. 
After consulting their opinions regarding how to adapt to the new guidelines, most of 
the teachers agreed to the online asynchronous workshops, which they believed would 
allow them to have greater flexibility and be less restrained by their schedules. 
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Materials such as video clips from class observations and blog posts about the topics in 
this study (written by me) were uploaded onto the platform for discussion and analysis. 
However, as discussed in Chapter 3, the participating teachers believed this online form 
of workshop was not as effective and interactive as the original. Only a few teachers 
actively engaged in the discussion. Many teachers in the post interviews reflected that 
they found themselves rather unmotivated in the online workshops due to there being 
no in-person dialogue present to create a dialogic and friendly environment to support 
the co-exploration of their teaching practice. Therefore, this finding suggests that 
creating a supportive face-to-face environment is crucial for effective TPD regarding 
promoting a new pedagogical approach, such as dialogic education (Hennessy, 2014). 
This point is supported by other recent research revealing that without relationship 
building, PD via virtual coaching can lose efficacy (Cilliers, Fleischz, Kotzex, 
Mohohlwanex, Taylor, and Thulare 2020).                               
                                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



Chapter 7 Conclusion, limitations and contributions 

7.1 Main conclusion 
This study explored teachers’ and students’ historical epistemic beliefs and investigated 
how educational dialogue can foster pupils’ historical thinking in Taiwanese history 
classrooms. In the spirit of DBR, a TPD programme was designed and administered 
over the course of one academic year with seven high school teachers. The programme 
consisted of two cycles within five phases, including designing, class observations, 
group meetings, refinement, and retrospective analysis. Three students from each 
participating teacher’s classes were picked for semi-structured interviews to explore 
their personal epistemologies, which were later analysed using an innovative discourse 
analysis method: ENA. This method provided visualised network graphs depicting the 
relative frequencies of co-occurrence, or connection, between codes.  
 
In this study, the first overarching research question aimed to explore both teachers’ and 
students’ historical epistemic beliefs and the trajectories of their beliefs over the course 
of the programme. The findings suggest a mixed result, with only a few students 
displaying a significant change in their epistemic beliefs following the programme. 
However, this study also provided a pattern-based model generated from ENA for 
analysing historical epistemic beliefs that might be applicable for future research. This 
model, differentiated from the predominant stage-like developmental models, enables 
researchers to investigate the complexity and multidimensions of an individual’s 
trajectory of epistemic beliefs in a holistic and comprehensible manner. Four major 
patterns (‘Mirror’ belief, Multiple and relativist beliefs, Absolute and constructivist 
beliefs, and Expert-like beliefs) emerged from the analysis. The findings (e.g., traits 
about different patterns of personal epistemology) suggest that using this model for 
analysis generally agreed with previous studies on historical epistemic beliefs (e.g., 
Havekes et al., 2012; Maggioni et al., 2004). However, in this study, using the 
innovative ENA to analyse qualitative data, the findings also provide deeper insight to 
explore the nuances and diversity of an individual’s historical epistemic beliefs, even 
the contradictory ones, which have often been neglected in previous studies.      
 
Regarding the second research question on exploring the teachers’ use of classroom 
dialogue to facilitate students’ historical thinking, the findings report a positive trend in 
the teachers’ frequency of use of dialogue. Complementing the quantitative analysis on 
frequency, the fine-grained qualitative analysis yielded rich insights into how dialogic 
education can be applied in the Taiwanese context. Most of the teachers heavily 
employed the use of ‘Invite to contribute or build on ideas’ (coded IB) and ‘Asking 
questions’ (coded Q). Although the questions might be closed or prescribed a certain 
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answer by teachers, they could still create a dialogic stance (Boyd and Markarian, 2015), 
supporting teachers and pupils to think cooperatively and explore possible historical 
explanations via careful scaffolding. The analysis with the coding scheme also 
demonstrated the different proportions of coding frequency among the teachers, 
highlighting the diversity of each teacher’s practice and teaching beliefs. Finally, this 
study also proposed a new, synthesised form of talk – hybrid dialogue – grounded in 
the Taiwanese cultural context of Confucianism and Taoism. Regarding this form, three 
main features emerged from the analysis: the hybrid of openness and closeness, the 
hybrid of you and I, and the hybrid of short- and long-term dialogue. These features 
can help address the paradigm war between traditionalist and progressionist 
perspectives in history education, which was prompted by the latest curriculum reform 
(NAER, 2020). By implementing TPD in the DBR, the findings from the teachers’ own 
reflections indicate that creating a supportive face-to-face environment is crucial for 
effective TPD regarding promoting a new pedagogical approach such as dialogic 
education.   
 
7.2 Limitations 
Due to time constraints and other practical issues, there are three major limitations of 
this present study that may inform future research. First, regarding exploring epistemic 
beliefs of history as a discipline, although this study aimed to report a pattern-based 
model using ENA (Shaffer, 2017), it suffers from some methodological problems. In 
this research, semi-structured interviews were conducted using complex questions to 
probe individuals’ personal epistemologies (Boyes & Chandler, 1992; Chandler, Boyes, 
& Ball, 1990; DeBacker et al., 2008; Greene and Yu, 2014; McCrum, 2013; Voet and 
DeWever, 2016; Yilmaz, 2010). However, despite the rich and complex information 
about epistemic beliefs yielded by the interviews, one limitation is the rather small 
sample size. Such techniques are usually labour intensive and time-consuming; 
therefore, considering the limited time available for this doctorate study, only 28 
participants (teachers and students) were recruited. Wood and Kardash (2002) argue 
that this size in qualitative research represents a lack of statistical power (which they 
describe as ‘underpower’ p. 163) to generate a reliable and valid generalisation. To 
achieve greater statistical power, a larger sample size would be necessary, and the 
research design should consider other more appropriate techniques, such as 
questionnaires (The Beliefs about Learning and Teaching of History questionnaire, see 
Maggioni et al., 2004; the EQ, see Schommer, 1990; the EBI, see Schraw et al., 2002; 
the Epistemological Beliefs Survey, see Wood and Kardash, 2002). This method could 
provide easy-to-administer and objectively scorable measures.  
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Another limitation concerns the design of the questions for the interviews. Some 
questions proved difficult and challenging for the students, which might have resulted 
in distortion when analysing their personal epistemic beliefs. However, Elby and 
Hammer (2010) suggest that researchers should not assume stability in students’ 
epistemic beliefs since they can vary in different situations. Some questions were found 
to be misleading, in that the students had a tendency to guess a ‘correct answer’ to them 
(Murphy et al., 2010), which could also pose difficulties for assessing students’ 
epistemic beliefs accurately. This study also lacked diversity in the sampling strategy 
in terms of geography and type of school. Due to time constraints, the schools were all 
selected from high-profile public schools in cities; however, samples from public 
schools in the countryside or private schools could also be considered. Moreover, 
although the ethnicity factor is relatively small in the Taiwanese context, with 96.5% 
of the population being Han (Executive Yuan, 2021), a sample from minority groups 
(e.g., indigenous groups and migrant families) should also be considered to add greater 
diversity to alleviate potential methodological issues (Greene et al., 2010).  
 
The limitations concerning exploring classroom dialogue are twofold – one of which is 
also due to the sampling strategy. All the teachers voluntarily participated in this study, 
and thus, had a very strong motivation and high interest in experimenting with a new 
pedagogical approach, which could have yielded an overly positive outcome. Moreover, 
as mentioned above, the teachers were all from high-ranking schools, and in two cases 
the culture was more open than normal regarding teachers experimenting with new 
ideas. The students of these teachers were, therefore, also more likely to adapt easily to 
new teaching methods and lesson designs. All these factors might have contributed to 
a successful TPD. For possible improvement in a future study, a more inclusive 
sampling strategy might be needed.  
 
Another limitation concerns the coding scheme in this study. The aim of employing the 
coding instrument was to explore how teachers’ talk can facilitate and scaffold pupils’ 
historical thinking; therefore, the analysis primarily centred on the teachers’ actions. 
Although the students’ responses were also considered to provide a complete context 
for analysing the teachers’ talk, it is arguably more reliable to develop a holistic coding 
instrument to analyse both teachers’ and students’ talk to yield not only a better 
understanding of how whole-class dialogue can impact pupils’ historical thinking from 
their own utterances, but also to deepen the understanding of the notion of hybrid 
dialogue proposed in this study. Regarding the reliability of the scheme, although an 
inter-rater reliability measure (Cohen's kappa) was used to minimise inference levels 
and maximise the communicability among coders (Hennessy et al., 2020), the size of 
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the dataset was too small to produce strong statistical reliability. Therefore, a larger 
scale in a future study might be needed. In addition to reliability, Hennessy et al. (2020) 
stress the importance of addressing validity. The concept of validity in this context is to 
ensure the coding instrument corresponds to what is really measured. Hennessy et al. 
(2020) suggest an approach called theoretical triangulation, in which the same transcript 
of classroom dialogue is analysed using different coding schemes underpinned by 
different theoretical perspectives to yield ‘deeper, complementary insights from each’ 
(p. 8; see also Hennessy, 2020, for the example of applying three different coding 
frameworks to the same transcript). Hence, to improve upon the coding scheme in this 
study, more research is needed to address reliability and validity.  
 
Regarding the design and effectiveness of the TPD, one major limitation is the impact 
of other variables. This DBR was conducted in a real and complex educational setting; 
therefore, it was difficult to control all the variables. This issue might have 
compromised the results regarding the effectiveness of the TPD. Although the TPD was 
successfully implemented in this study in terms of increasing the teachers’ use of 
dialogue in classrooms, this programme was probably not the only factor that 
contributed to this positive result, which might be due to other variables. Future 
research, such as a large-scale RCT, might draw a more decisive conclusion about the 
effectiveness of the TPD.  
 
7.3 Contribution and future applications 
Despite the limitations mentioned above, this study still makes some major theoretical, 
methodological, and practical contributions.  
 
7.3.1 Contribution to theory and implications 
First, previous research related to personal epistemology has largely focused on 
nondomain-specific personal epistemology or domain-specific epistemic beliefs in 
science, whereas the field of historical epistemic beliefs has been relatively neglected. 
This PhD study contributes insights into the understanding of epistemic beliefs in 
history as a discipline, especially a cultural contribution. Culturally, this study fills the 
salient research gap regarding exploring epistemic beliefs in the Taiwanese context, 
particularly for the subject of history, with targeted students aged 16–18. By filling the 
gap, this study offers advice on investigating teachers’ and pupils’ personal 
epistemologies in East Asia, as well as addressing how Confucianism influenced their 
beliefs about history (e.g., viewing history as a lesson to learn from in the pattern of 
‘Mirror’ belief). All these findings and the model provide a solid foundation for future 
large-scale research to explore this topic further. Furthermore, the use of ENA could be 
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applied to other domain-specific or even interdisciplinary epistemic beliefs. For 
instance, building on the findings from this study, future research could explore how 
pupils’ epistemic beliefs impact their academic performance in history. Moreover, given 
the latest national curriculum reform (NAER, 2020), this study provides a strong 
foundation to examine whether teachers could advance pupils’ historical epistemic 
beliefs to teach historical thinking, as prescribed in the curriculum goals, which also 
require extensive future attention.  
 
Another major contribution concerns the theoretical foundation of dialogic education. 
In this study, I proposed a conceptual framework regarding hybrid dialogue informed 
by current dialogic theory (e.g., Alexander, Bahktin, Mercer, Wegerif) and synthesised 
with Confucianism (the Confucianist perspective on dialogue and ‘Midway’) and 
Taoism (the concept of Yin and Yang). This concept reconceptualises current dialogic 
theory and provides an alternative and culturally based perspective regarding 
monologue and dialogue. Three features of hybrid dialogue emerged from this study 
(namely, the hybrid of openness and the closedness, the hybrid of subjectivity and the 
hybrid nature of short- and long-term dialogue) and contribute to dialogic theory. 
Moreover, previous studies on classroom dialogue have paid little attention to domain-
specific dialogue, especially in the subject of history. A large-scale RCT could 
investigate the relationship between the quality of classroom dialogue and pupils’ 
academic achievement in history. With further adaptation, this coding instrument for 
dialogic education could also be used to analyse other disciplines, such as mathematics 
and science. In Taiwan, studies related to dialogic education are a significantly new 
field in education research, including its effect on historical thinking and other higher-
order concepts. Therefore, the findings from this PhD study could be important for 
future research with a relevant research focus.  
 
7.3.2 The contribution to methodology 
In this study, an innovative new coding instrument for historical epistemic beliefs was 
developed, but it is underpinned by previous studies. This research employed an 
alternative mixed methods approach (i.e., ENA) to explore epistemic beliefs, which 
combines the strengths of qualitative and quantitative analysis. The data collected from 
the semi-structured interviews yielded fine-grained analysis that provided rich insights 
into the complexity of personal epistemology. Moreover, using the innovative 
quantitative analysis ENA, the results identified four major patterns of historical 
epistemic beliefs, offering a pattern-based model instead of a stage-like model to 
capture the diverse dimensions of epistemic beliefs in history. 
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Data concerning classroom dialogue were collected from monthly class observations 
and then analysed using a reconceptualised coding framework informed and 
synthesised from T-SEDA (Hennessy et al., 2019), in addition to an observational 
instrument for teaching historical thinking (Gestsdóttir et al., 2018). Although T-SEDA 
has been used and adapted by practitioners in many country contexts for different 
purposes (Hennessy et al., 2021), this was the first attempt to integrate it with a domain-
specific tool. This attempt is a significant methodological contribution to the field, with 
potential applications for subject learning through dialogue in other disciplines and 
cultural contexts. The findings informed by the coding framework for analysing 
teachers’ talk in the history classroom provided a practical tool for addressing and 
investigating how teachers’ use of dialogue can facilitate pupils’ historical thinking. 
Major refinements, such as revising with the participating teachers and testing with 
inter-rater reliability, were undertaken to ensure the coding instrument is reliable for 
such analysis and investigation. This coding framework could also be applied to 
develop an observational instrument for analysing and assessing students’ historical 
thinking from their oral responses, which might be a very useful tool for promoting 
higher-order thinking as highlighted in the new national curriculum (2020). 
 
7.3.3 The contribution to practice and future application 
The TPD employed in this research contributed to the understanding of the teacher PD 
programme design for promoting dialogic education. This study drew on and confirmed 
the value of some features for an effective TPD, such as engaging participating teachers 
in a dialogic inquiry (Hennessy et al., 2011), through which teachers learn by 
participating in a professional community in which researchers and practitioners work 
together to explore professional growth in an ethos of mutual trust and respect (ibid.; 
Nind, 2014). Another effective approach for conducting TPD is through hands-on 
workshops with teachers demonstrating their own teaching practice. For instance, by 
employing the concept of DVC (see Gröschner et al., 2014), the teachers were able to 
review their own teaching practice, and that of colleagues, through a friendly but critical 
lens. The discussion also involved self-coding using the coding instrument, which 
enabled teachers to explore a deeper understanding of their use of talk in the classroom 
(Hennessy et al., 2011). This approach proved quite successful among the teachers, who 
found the experience empowering and invaluable. These findings could also illustrate 
how to design and implement an effective TPD for developing dialogic education, not 
only in history, but also in other disciplines. Finally, the pragmatic perspective 
regarding employing DBR provides a relatively innovative approach for educational 
research in Taiwan, where DBR is rarely used or explored. The tested design principles 
generated from this DBR contribute to the practical use of future teacher development 
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programmes in Taiwan. First, the DBR was tailored to the timeline for Taiwanese 
academic semesters. Second, an advantage of the design principles is the DBR’s 
flexibility, which enables researchers to adapt and tailor their research aims in line with 
teachers’ needs. This perspective could be useful for not only addressing the issues of 
conducting research in complex educational settings, but also for bridging educational 
theories and the teaching practice (Ong and Tang, 2012). The design principles 
summarised below formed part of the success for the PD programme in this study: 
l The design of the research timetable is crucial, especially when participating 

teachers already have a highly intensive class schedule. It is better to have 
workshops during the teachers’ free time at school rather than after school. For 
instance, for Taiwanese high school history teachers, Wednesday mornings are 
so-called ‘lesson-preparation periods’ when they do not have any classes. Taking 
advantage of this time was found to increase the teachers’ motivation to attend 
the workshops.  

l Practitioners are aware of their own agency in the process of research and how 
their input is valued in the study. 

l Regarding workshops, hands-on activities, such as using the coding scheme to 
code their own or other colleagues’ lessons, aided by video clips of the lessons, 
are more likely to engage practitioners than researcher-led lectures. 

l Teachers are critically engaged in reflective inquiry and open to adapting their 
own teaching practice (Hennessy et al., 2021) in a friendly but professional 
environment.  

l In-person communications and meetings are beneficial for building relationships 
between researchers and practitioners.     

 
In this final concluding remark for this dissertation, I quote Wegerif’s (2021) 
perspective on dialogic education: 
 
Educational dialogue or a ‘dialogic education’ often promotes dialogue as an end in 
itself, usually alongside other educational goals such as acquiring content knowledge. 
The phrase ‘dialogue as an end in itself ’ means that, as a result of participation in 
educational dialogue or in ‘dialogic education’, students are expected to become better 
skilled at dialogue, which means getting better at learning things together with others. 
(p. 13)  
    
By promoting dialogic education in the Taiwanese context, I am not merely proposing 
a new pedagogical approach for teaching practice; instead, this study aims to promote 
an alternative educational philosophy for the future of education in Taiwan. That is to 
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say, education is dialogue. Learning through hybrid dialogue is a process of engaging 
in short- and long-term dialogue. This hybridity can transcend the dilemma of 
traditionalist and progressionist perspectives in education. In the dialogic space within 
this hybrid form of talk, an individual learns how to become better at dialogue with 
others, which means how to become more empathetic, more open-minded, and more 
inclined to employ higher-order thinking. In line with the latest Taiwanese national 
curriculum, in which the emphasis is also on teaching pupils to become more competent 
in communication and interaction, this PhD study has laid some firm foundations for 
further exploration.    
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APPENDIX 1A: Interview Protocol (Teacher) 
 
1. Introduction 
• Thank the interviewee for participating in the study. 
• Explain that the goal of the research is to investigate epistemic beliefs about history. 
• Emphasize my interest in the interviewee’s own opinion, and that there are no right 
or wrong answers. 
• Ask permission to tape the interview, and explain that all data will be treated 
confidentially. 
 
2. Background  
• What is your age? 
• How long have you been teaching history in secondary school? 
• What higher education courses did you follow prior to teaching?  
• Why did you ultimately become a history teacher? 
 
3. Beliefs about the nature of history 
• How would you describe history as an academic discipline? 
• [Show drawing of a line with ‘art’ and ‘science’ opposite to each other] Where on 
this line would you place history and why? 
• How would you describe a good historian?  
- What is he/she able to do? 
- Does he/she follow a certain procedure? Why (not)? 
- Is he/she allowed to draw on imagination and creativity? Why (not)? 
• Is there, according to you, a difference between a historical theory and an opinion? 
Why (not)? 
• Do you think that one historical theory can be superior to another? Why (not)?  
- [If yes] Can you explain what criteria can be used to determine which theory is 
preferable? 
• Historians studying the same remains of the past sometimes draw strikingly 
different conclusions. How would you explain this phenomenon? 
 
4. Beliefs about the teaching of history 
• According to you, why should pupils be taught history?  
- What are the most important goals of the subject?  
• Which competences should students attain during the history course? 
- What kinds of knowledge should they acquire?  
- What type of skills should they become proficient in? 
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• Which pedagogical approach is most fit for teaching history, and why? 
- What is the main strength of this approach?  
- What are weaknesses of this approach? 
• Can you describe your own teaching approach during a 50-minute period of 
history? 
- Which phases can be distinguished in each lesson? 
- What are you doing during each phase? 
- What are the pupils doing during each phase? 
• How do your pupils view the subject of history? 
5. Beliefs about historical thinking and reasoning. 
• How does school history differ from historical research? 
- Are there also similarities between school history and historical research? Please 
explain why you think so. 
• What do you think historical thinking is?  
• Do you think school history should make students proficient in applying the 
reasoning skills that historians use to investigating the past? Why (not)? 
- [If yes] What should students know and be able to do? 
- [If yes] How do you teach these skills in the classroom? 
 
6. Beliefs about dialogic teaching 
• Can you tell me what do you think dialogic teaching is? 
• Do you think it’s a plausible teaching method for history class? 
- [If yes] Have you ever tried this approach in class? How? 
- [If no] What do you think the challenges might be? 
 
Part 2: Conflicting historical accounts for probing reasoning 
1. Are these accounts same or different? Why? 
2. Which one do you think is closer to the truth? Why? 
3. To what extent, do you agree or disagree with these accounts? Why? 
 
 
End 
• Say that this concludes the interview, and ask whether the teacher has additional 
comments related to the topics of the interview, or more general remarks or questions. 
• Again, thank the teacher for participating in the study. 
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APPENDIX 1B: Interview Protocol (Student) 
 
1. Introduction 
• Thank the interviewee for participating in the study. 
• Explain that the goal of the research is to investigate epistemic beliefs about history. 
• Emphasize my interest in the interviewee’s own opinion, and that there are no right 
or wrong answers. 
• Ask permission to tape the interview, and explain that all data will be treated 
confidentially. 
 
2. Background  
• What is your age? 
• Which year are you in? 
• Are you interested in history as a subject?  
 
3. Beliefs about the nature of history 
• How would you describe history as an academic discipline? 
• [Show drawing of a line with ‘art’ and ‘science’ opposite to each other] Where on 
this line would you place history and why? 
• How would you describe a good historian?  
- What is he/she able to do? 
- Does he/she follow a certain procedure? Why (not)? 
- Is he/she allowed to draw on imagination and creativity? Why (not)? 
• Is there, according to you, a difference between a historical theory and an opinion? 
Why (not)? 
• Do you think that one historical theory can be superior to another? Why (not)?  
- [If yes] Can you explain what criteria can be used to determine which theory is 
preferable? 
• Historians studying the same remains of the past sometimes draw strikingly 
different conclusions. How would you explain this phenomenon? 
 
4. Perceptions about the teacher’s teaching practice in class 
• According to you, what do you think your teacher’s teaching style is? 
- Do you think this style is fitting your beliefs about the nature of history?  
• Can you briefly describe a typical 50-minute period of history class? 
- What does teacher do during each phase?  
- What does students do during each phase? 
• To you, what is the most important component in history class? 
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5. Beliefs about historical thinking and reasoning. 
• How does school history differ from historical research? 
- Are there also similarities between school history and historical research? Please 
explain why you think so. 
• What do you think historical thinking is?  
• Do you think school history should make students proficient in applying the 
reasoning skills that historians use to investigating the past? Why (not)? 
- [If yes] What should students know and be able to do? 
- [If yes] How do you teach these skills in the classroom? 
 
6. Beliefs about dialogic teaching 
• Can you tell me what do you think dialogic teaching is? 
• Do you think it’s a plausible teaching method for history class? Why or why not? 
 
Part 2: Conflicting historical accounts for probing reasoning 
1. Are these accounts same or different? Why? 
2. Which one do you think is closer to the truth? Why? 
3. To what extent, do you agree or disagree with these accounts? Why? 
 
End 
• Say that this concludes the interview, and ask whether the student has additional 
comments related to the topics of the interview, or more general remarks or questions. 
Again, thank the teacher for participating in the study. 
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APPENDIX 2: T-SEDA 
 
The Teacher Scheme for Educational Dialogue Analysis (T-SEDA) is derived from 
SEDA (Hennessy et al, 2016), which was developed through the collaboration of British 
(led by Sara Hennessy) and Mexican scholars (led by Sylvia Rojas-Drummond) at the 
University of Cambridge. It was adapted for practitioners. It comprises a 12-category 
coding scheme and rating scales, some categories of which show significant 
relationships between dialogic teaching and student reasoning and attitudes within a 
large dataset (Howe et al., 2019); the codes have been tested intensively to ensure 
reliability and validity.  
 
The T-SEDA resource pack aims to provide teachers support to generate high quality 
classroom dialogue with the use of specialised tools including a self-audit, reflective 
cycle of classroom inquiry in any subject area, and observation templates, as well as 
the coding scheme itself. The pack – and accompanying video exemplars – can be used 
to investigate and develop classroom dialogue via teacher inquiry. Hence, in this 
research, this pack provides rich materials (all of them have been translated into 
Traditional Mandarin) for PD workshops for dialogic education. More details are 
available here: T-SEDA PACK (V7) 
 

Coding categories Contributions and Strategies What do we hear?  

(Key Words) 

IB – Invite to build 

on ideas  

 

Invite building on ideas, 

elaboration or clarifying own or 

others’ ideas 

‘What?’ ‘Tell me’, ‘Can you 

rephrase this?’ ‘Do you think?’ ‘Do 

you agree?’ 

B – Build on ideas  Build on, elaborate or clarify own 

or others’ ideas 

‘it’s also’, ‘that makes me think’, ‘I 

mean’ 

CH - Challenge 

 

Question, disagree with or 

challenge an idea or opinion 

‘I disagree’, ‘No’, ‘But’, ‘Are you 

sure…?’ 

IR – Invite reasoning 

 

Invite others to explain, justify, 

and/or use possibility thinking 

relating to their own or another’s 

ideas 

‘Why?’, ‘How?, ‘Do you think?’ 

R – Make reasoning 

explicit 

Explain, justify and/or use 

possibility thinking relating to own 

or another’s ideas 

‘I think’, ‘because’, ‘so’, 

‘therefore’, ‘in order to’, 

‘if...then’, , ‘it’s like...’, ‘imagine 

if...’, ‘could’,  
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CA - Coordinate and 

agree with ideas 

Contrast and synthesise ideas, 

express agreement and consensus 

‘I agree’, ‘I changed my mind’, ‘to 

sum up…’, ‘So, we all think that…’ 

C – Connect 

 

Make pathway of learning explicit 

by linking to contributions / 

knowledge / experiences beyond the 

immediate dialogue 

‘last lesson, ‘earlier’, ‘reminds me 

of’, ‘next lesson’ 

RD – Reflect on 

dialogue or activity 

 

Evaluate and reflect 

“metacognitively” on learning 

activity 

‘dialogue’, ‘talking’, ‘sharing’, 

‘collaborating’, ‘groupwork’, 

‘pairwork’, ‘task’, ‘activity’ 

G – Guide direction 

of dialogue or 

activity 

 

Take responsibility for shaping 

activity or focusing the dialogue in 

a desired direction or use other 

scaffolding strategies to support 

dialogue or learning 

‘How about’, ‘focus’, ‘concentrate 

on’, ‘Let’s try’, ‘no hurry’ 

E – Express or invite 

ideas 

 

Offer or invite relevant 

contributions to initiate or further a 

dialogue (ones not covered by other 

categories) 

 ‘What do you think about…?’, 

‘Tell me’, ‘your thoughts’, ‘your 

opinion’, ‘your ideas’ 
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APPENDIX 3: An observation instrument for HTR 
 
This instrument, developed by Gestsdóttir and colleagues (2018), aims to provide 
further professional development for history teachers and researchers in interest who 
wish to foster and investigate the quality of historical thinking and reasoning in their 
own teaching practice. It consists of seven categories of teaching historical reasoning 
and 33 items. The instrument has been piloted in 10 history lessons in Iceland and 
subsequently in 10 lessons in the Netherlands, which showed very strong intraclass 
correlation coefficients (ICCs) and percentage of agreement. 
 
In this research, I have adapted this scheme and integrated it with T-SEDA coding 
scheme to investigate and track participating teachers’ change of practice in dialogic 
teaching and how they foster HTR in classroom.  
 

Categories Items 

1. The teacher 

communicates learning 

objectives that focus on 

historical thinking and 

reasoning goals. 

The teacher communicates learning objectives that focus on:   

1. knowledge about historical thinking and reasoning strategies 

(e.g. how to ask questions, examine sources, construct an 

argument), second-order concepts (e.g. cause, change, evidence) 

and/or the nature of historical knowledge (e.g. in history 

knowledge is constructed, it is often insecure and not fixed) 

2. a deeper understanding of some historical phenomena (e.g. 

causes and consequences, changes, significance) 

2. The teacher 

demonstrates 

(components of) 

historical thinking and 

reasoning (without an 

explanation or explicit 

instruction) 

The	teacher	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
3.	asks historical questions, problematises	
4. provides historical context (e.g. time, place, developments, 

societal characteristics/ contextualises events, objects or actions 

of people in the past) 

5. makes clear that people in the past thought differently than we 

do now 

6. makes causal connections (identifies causes and/or 

consequences) 

7. discerns/describes aspects of change and/or continuity 

8. compares historical phenomena and/or periods (e.g. a 

comparison with the present) 

9. assigns historical significance to persons, places, events or 

developments. 
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3. The teacher uses 

historical sources to 

support historical 

thinking and reasoning. 

The teacher 

10. sources (e.g. who wrote the document?) 

11.	contextualises 
12. does a close reading of sources 

13. compares information from different sources 

14. evaluates the usefulness/reliability of sources in relation to a 

specific question 

15. uses information from a source as evidence in an 

interpretation/to support a claim uses historical documents, 

pictures and/or objects merely to illustrate the content makes no 

use of historical documents, pictures and/or objects 

4. The teacher makes clear 

that there are multiple 

perspectives and 

interpretations 

The teacher 

16.presents different historical interpretations, for example, of 

causes/consequences, changes, historical significance or shows 

that interpretations change through time 

17.presents and explores the perspectives of different historical 

actors regarding the same event/in the same period 

18. presents two or more perspectives: local/ regional/ national/ 

global 

19. presents two or more perspectives: economic/ political/ 

sociocultural 

20.makes clear that the perspective presented is only one of 

many or changes through time. 

5. The teacher provides 

explicit instruction on 

historical thinking and 

reasoning strategies 

The teacher gives explicit instructions on how to 

21.contextualise the events or actions of people in the past/take a 

historical perspective 

22. explain historical phenomena 

23. identify/describe processes of change and continuity 

24. compare historical phenomena and/or periods 

25. evaluate and use historical sources as evidence 

26. assign historical significance to a person, place, event or 

development 

27. identify multiple perspectives and interpretations 

28.formulate arguments (pro and contra) and/or use evidence to 

support view- 

6. The teacher engages 

students in historical 

thinking and reasoning 

Assignments	that	require	

29.	asking	historical	questions,	constructing	a	historical	
context,	explaining,	com-	paring	or	connecting	historical	
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by individual or group 

tasks. 

phenomena	or	concepts,	describing	aspects	of	change	and	
continuity,	assigning	historical	significance	and	
describing/comparing	multiple	perspectives	and	
interpretations	
30.	the	evaluation	of	historical	sources	
31.	argumentation:	supporting	claims	about	the	past	or	
sources	with	arguments. 

7. The teacher engages 

students in historical 

thinking and reasoning 

by a whole-class 

discussion 

A whole class discussion 

32. in which students are provoked to think/reason historically in 

order to activate prior knowledge and/or to deepen a particular 

topic 

33. in which the teacher debriefs tasks and requires students to 

verbalise (and com- pare or evaluate) their historical thinking 

and reasoning. 
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APPENDIX 4: Adapted coding framework (Version 1 & Version 2)  

T-SEDA Version Adapted Version (V.1) Adapted Version (V.2) 
Codes 

categories 
Contributions and 

Strategies 
Codes 

categories 
Contributions and 

Strategies 
Codes 

categories 
Contributions and 

Strategies 

IB 

Invite to build on 

ideas 

Invite others to elaborate, build on, 

clarify, comment on or improve 

own or others’ ideas / contributions 

IB 

Invite to build on 

ideas 

1. Invite building on ideas, 

elaboration or clarifying own or 

others’ ideas 
IB 

Invite to build on 

ideas 

1. Invite ideas responding to the 

questions initiated by teachers 

2 Invite building on ideas, 

elaboration or clarifying own or 

others’ ideas in a general area 

B 

Build on ideas 

Build on, elaborate, clarify or 

comment on own or others’ ideas 

expressed in previous turns or other 

contributions 

B 

Build on ideas by 

using historical 

sources 

1. Build on, elaborate or clarify 

own or others’ ideas by using 

historical sources 

2.  Use information from a 

source as evidence in an 

interpretation/to support a claim 

uses historical documents, 

pictures 

BH 

Build on ideas by 

using historical 

sources 

1. Build on, elaborate or clarify 

own or others’ ideas by using 

historical sources 

2.  Use information from a 

source as evidence in an 

interpretation/to support a claim 

uses historical documents, 

pictures 

CH  

Challenge 

Questioning, disagreeing with or 

challenging an idea 
CH 

Challenge and 

Question 

1. Question, disagree with or 

challenge an idea or opinion 

2. Support claims about the past 

or sources with arguments 

CHQ 

Challenge, 

disagree and 

Question 

1. Question, disagree with or 

challenge an idea or opinion 

(including from the textbooks) 

2. Support claims about the past 
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3. Invite others to challenge or sources with arguments to 

challenge or disagree an idea  

3. Invite others to challenge 

4. Ask a historical question 

which required students to 

employ higher level of historical 

thinking 

IRE 

Invite reasoning 

Invite others to explain, justify, 

and/or use possibility thinking 

relating to their own or another’s 

ideas 

IHR 

Invite historical 

reasoning 

1. Invite others to explain, 

justify, and/or use historical 

thinking relating to their own or 

another’s ideas 

HT 

Make historical 

thinking explicit to 

pupils 

1. Explicitly explain the notion 

of historical thinking 

2. Demonstrate the skills of 

historical thinking 

3. Scaffold to use academic 

disciplinary language 

R 

Make reasoning 

explicit 

Explain, justify and/or use 

possibility thinking relating to own 

or another’s ideas 

HR 

Make historical 

causal reasoning 

explicit 

1. Makes causal connections 

(identifies causes and/or 

consequences) 

2. Discerns/describes aspects of 

change and/or continuity 

TC 

Provide notions on 

time and 

continuity 

1. Discerns/describes aspects of 

change and/or continuity 

2. Describe notions of time in 

history (e.g. timeline, historical 

period, era) 

CA  

Coordination of 

ideas and 

agreement 

Contrast and synthesise ideas, 

confirm agreement and consensus; 

Invite coordination/synthesis 

CA 

Coordination of 

ideas and activity 

1. Contrast and synthesise ideas, 

express agreement and 

consensus 

2. Describe/Compare multiple 

CA 

Coordination of 

ideas and activity 

1. Contrast and synthesise ideas, 

express agreement and 

consensus 
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perspectives and interpretations 

3. Rephrase and synthesise 

others’ idea 

2. Rephrase and synthesise 

others’ idea 

3. Connect to prior knowledge 

or previous lessons 

C 

 Connect 

Make pathway of learning explicit 

by linking to contributions / 

knowledge / experiences beyond 

the immediate dialogue 

C 

Connect 

1. Make pathway of learning 

explicit by linking to 

contributions / knowledge / 

experiences beyond the 

immediate dialogue 

RD 

Reflect on 

dialogue or 

activity 

Evaluate or reflect 

“metacognitively” on processes of 

dialogue or learning activity; Invite 

others to do so 

RD 

Reflect on 

dialogue or 

activity 

1. Evaluate and reflect 

“metacognitively” on learning 

activity 

RE 

Reflect on 

dialogue or 

activity or 

evaluate on pupils’ 

response 

1. Evaluate and reflect 

“metacognitively” on learning 

activity 

2. Evaluate on pupils’ response. 

G 

Guide direction of 

dialogue or 

activity 

Take responsibility for shaping 

activity or focusing the dialogue in 

a desired direction or use other 

scaffolding strategies to support 

dialogue or learning 

G 

Guide direction of 

dialogue or 

activity or strategy 

on historical 

thinking 

1. Take responsibility for 

shaping activity or focusing the 

dialogue in a desired direction  

2. Use other scaffolding 

strategies to support dialogue or 

learning on historical thinking 

G 

Guide direction of 

dialogue or 

activity or strategy 

on historical 

thinking 

1. Take responsibility for 

shaping activity or focusing the 

dialogue in a desired direction  

2. Use other scaffolding 

strategies to support dialogue or 

learning on historical thinking 

E 

Express or invite 

Offer or invite relevant 

contributions to initiate or further a  
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ideas dialogue (ones not covered by other 

categories) 

 

 

 

CX 

Contextualisation 

1. Contextualise the events or 

actions of people in the 

past/take a historical perspective 

2. Compares information from 

different sources 

3. Evaluates the 

usefulness/reliability of sources 

in relation to a specific question 

CX 

Contextualisation 

1. Contextualise the events or 

actions of people in the 

past/take a historical perspective 

2. Compares information from 

different sources 

3. Evaluates the 

usefulness/reliability of sources 

in relation to a specific question 

 

MP 

Multiple 

perspectives and 

interpretation 

1. Present different historical 

interpretations 

2. Present and explore the 

perspectives of different 

historical actors regarding the 

same event/in the same period 

MP 

Multiple 

perspectives and 

interpretation 

1. Present different historical 

interpretations 

2. Present and explore the 

perspectives of different 

historical actors regarding the 

same event/in the same period 

3. Describe/Compare multiple 

perspectives and interpretations 

 BC 

Build up causality 

1. Invite students to build up 

causality through historical 

knowledge 

2. Explore multiple dimensions 
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of causal relation 

3. Makes causal connections 

(identifies causes and/or 

consequences) 

 

AC 

Make historical 

analogy and 

comparison 

1. Make connections to 

student’s daily life experience 

2. Compare different/ similar 

historical account 
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APPENDIX 5B: Information sheet (English Version) 

1. Research Project Title

Teacher professional development for changing epistemic beliefs through dialogic history education: A 

design-based research study

2. Invitation

You are being invited to take part in this research project. Before you decide to do so, it is important 

you understand why the research is being done and what it will involve. Please take time to read the 

following information carefully and discuss it with others if you wish. Ask me if there is anything that is

not clear or if you would like more information. Take time to decide whether or not you wish to take 

part. Thank you for reading this.

3. What is the project’s purpose?

This research project aims to propose a Design-Based Research (DBR) study, located in Taiwanese high

schools, to first explore teachers’ and students’ epistemic beliefs then to implement an intervention as 

a form of Professional Development (PD).

4. Do I have to take part?

It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you do decide to take part you will be able to 

keep a copy of this information sheet and you should indicate your agreement to the consent form.

You can still withdraw at any time. You do not have to give a reason.

5. What will happen if I take part?

You will be asked to to: 

1. Attend workshops (4 three-hour workshop in 08/2019)

2. Be interviewed (pre- and post- intervention)

3. Apply new pedagogical approach to lesson plans

4. Atten monthly group meeting

6. What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?

Participating in the research is not anticipated to cause you any disadvantages or discomfort.

However, if you feel any stress from applying new teaching approach, do let the researcher know and

you could choose not to do so.
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7. What are the possible benefits of taking part?

Teachers are expected to take advantages of PD in this research and grow personally and 

professionally. Hence, teachers will be familiar with the theoretical and practical perspectives about

dialogic teaching as well as historical thinking, which might be beneficial to ones’ professional career.

8. What if something goes wrong?

If you have any complaints about the project in the first instance you can contact the researcher

immediately. All complaints will be considered seriously and handled as soon as possible.

9. Will my taking part in this project be kept confidential?

All the information that we collect about you during the course of the research will be kept strictly 

confidential. You will not be able to be identified or identifiable in any reports or publications. Your

institution will also not be identified or identifiable. Any data collected about you will be stored online 

in a form protected by passwords and other relevant security processes and technologies. Data

collected may be shared in an anonymised form to allow reuse by the research team. These

anonymised data will not allow any individuals or their institutions to be identified or identifiable.

10. Will I be recorded, and how will the recorded media be used?

Yes, you will be recorded during interviews and class. However, if you are not comfortable with being

recorded, do let the researcher know. All the recorded media will only be used for data analysis. They 

won’t be published in any way.

11. What type of information will be sought from me and why is the collection of this information

relevant for achieving the research project’s objectives?

1. The interviews will ask you about your perceptions and beliefs about dialogic teaching and the

nature of history (including the rationale of your teaching practice).

2. In class observations, teacher-pupil dialogues will be the main data to be collected for further

analysis.

12. What will happen to the results of the research project?

Results of the research will be presented in my PhD dissertation. You will not be identified in any

report or

publication. Your institution will not be identified in any report or publication. If you wish to be given a

copy of any reports resulting from the research, please ask us to put you on the circulation list.
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18. Contacts for further information

Researcher: Chih Ching Chang

Affiliation: Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge 

Email: [email address redacted]

Tel: [phone number redacted]

18. Who else can I contact to if I have further complaints?

If you would like to speak to someone else about complaints, you can contact to the gatekeeper of 

this research:

Name: 張肇祥 老師

Affiliation: Panciao Senior High School

Tel: [phone number redacted]

Thank you for taking part in this research. 
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研究參與知情同意書
感謝您熱心參與英國劍橋大學教育學院（Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge） 
博士生：張至慶 的博士論文研究計畫。請您仔細閱讀以下文字，同意後請簽上您的大名。

■研究目的

此博士論文研究旨在共同與老師們一起探討對話式教學（dialogic teaching）在歷史思維（historical thinking）上

的影響。並透過教師專業發展的模式，與老師們一起深入探究關於老師以及學生們「知識信念」（epistemic 
belief）對於歷史教學與思維上不同的形態。 

■研究活動

（一）時間及地點： 2019 年 8 月到 2020 年 8 月

（二）參與方式： 此研究將會需要老師們出席討論、工作坊，並在每個月時研究者會到教室觀課錄影。此外

，每班有三位學生將會被選出，當成訪談的研究對象。 

■可能承受的風險及因應的措施

若您參與本研究不幸受到任何與研究相關傷害，我們將依責任歸屬負擔損害賠償。請慎重考慮是否接受參與的

風險，不要勉強。

■研究資料之保存期限及運用規劃？

1. 您所提供的資料，我們將在輸入電腦且編碼後，妥善保存在設有密碼的硬碟或電腦裡，且於多久研究結束四

年後刪除銷毀，並只使用在本研究。課堂錄影檔案也將會進行編碼，請放心此資料只會用於本研究。

2. 未來研究成果呈現時，您的真實姓名及個人資料與學生的個人資料將不會出現在報告上；若您有興趣瞭解研

究結果，完成研究後，可提供您摘要報告。

■您可自由決定參與及退出

過程中，若您感到不舒服，想要暫停或退出研究，我們會完全尊重您的意願。先前已蒐集的資料將會進行銷

毀。即便研究結束，有任何問題，都歡迎聯絡我們。

■申請專利或商業應用的利益分配

無衍生的商業利益。

■參與權益諮詢管道

若有任何疑問，歡迎來電詢問研究人員：張至慶

手機：[phone number redacted]   信箱：[email address redacted] 

■雙方簽名欄位

研究參與者：

錄音（或錄影）：□同意-錄音（或錄影） □不同意-錄音（或錄影） 

成果回饋：□無需 □研究完成請提供報告，寄至（電子信箱或地址）______________________ 

簽名：                     日期：   年   月   日

研究人員簽署欄：

□本同意書一式兩份，將由雙方各自留存，以利日後聯繫

研究人員簽名： 日期： 年 月 日

APPENDIX 6A: Consent Form (Mandarin version for teachers) 
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Consent Form to Participate in Research 
I have been asked to participate in a research study conducted by Chih Ching Chang from Faculty of Education at 

University of Cambridge. 

INTRODUCTION: Below is a description of the research procedures and an explanation of my rights as a research 
participant. I have been asked to read this information carefully. If I agree to participate, I will sign in the space provided 
to indicate that I have read and understood the information furnished on this consent form. I am entitled to and will 
receive a signed copy of this form. 

PURPOSE: This research project aims to propose a Design-Based Research (DBR) study, located in Taiwanese high schools, 
to first explore teachers’ and students’ epistemic beliefs then to implement an intervention as a form of Professional 
Development (PD). 

DURATION AND LOCATION OF STUDY: If I agree to participate in this study, my participation will last for approximately 
one academic year (08/2019-08/2020) and will take place at the high school.   

PROCEDURES: During this study, I’m aware I will have to: 
1. Attend workshops (4 three-hour workshop in 08/2019)
2. Be interviewed (pre- and post- intervention)
3. Apply new pedagogical approach to lesson plans
4. Atten monthly group meeting
I’m also aware all the activities mentioned above will be recorded for data analysis.

POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS:  I understand there are no known or anticipated risks associated with 
participation in this study.  

CONFIDENTIALITY: I understand the data collected in this study will be kept confidential unless disclosure is required by 
law. All names on this study will be pseudonymous. Raw data will only be seen only be the researcher and research 
supervisor. Video and audio files will be encrypted and will only be viewed by the researcher and supervisor on a personal 
computer in a private location, such as office or home. 

RIGHT TO REFUSE OR WITHDRAW:  I understand that my participation is voluntary.  I may refuse to participate or 
discontinue my participation at any time; there will be no penalty for doing so and I will still receive my compensation as 
explained above.  Some details of this project may not be made known to me until my session is completed. I realize at 
the completion of the session that I have the option of withholding the responses I have provided from subsequent 
analysis.  I also understand that the researcher has the right to withdraw me from participation in the study at any time. 

OFFER TO ANSWER QUESTIONS: If I have any questions about this study, I may call the researcher, Chih Ching Chang 
(Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge, Email: [email address redacted] 

*I CERTIFY THAT I AM AT LEAST 18 YEARS OLD AND I AGREE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT.

PARTICIPANT'S SIGNATURE DATE 

PERSON OBTAINING CONSENT:  
I have allowed the individual named above the time to read this consent form and have answered any questions that 
have been asked.  I will provide the participant with a copy of this consent form.   

RESEARCHER'S SIGNATURE DATE 

APPENDIX 6B: Consent Form (English version for teachers) 
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APPENDIX 7A: Consent Form (Mandarin version for students) 
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APPENDIX 7B: Consent Form (English version for students) 

Consent Form to Participate in Research 

u Project Title: Teacher professional development for changing epistemic beliefs through
dialogic history education: A design-based research study in Taiwan

u I agree that my child ………………………………………(full name of child) for whom I am a guardian 
may take part in the above University of Cambridge research project. The project has been 
explained to ................………..…….. and to me, and I have read the Information Sheet, which 
I may keep for my records. 

u I understand that agreeing to take part means that I am willing to
allow………………………………………………………………to: 

• be interviewed by the researcher
• be observed in class
• allow the interview and classes to be videotaped/audiotaped
• make her/himself available for a further interview should that be required

u Data Protection
This information will be held and processed for the following purpose(s): I understand that
any information ……………………………………. (full name of child) provides is confidential, and
that no information that could lead to the identification of any individual will be disclosed in
any reports on the project, or to any other party. No identifiable personal data will be
published.

Signature ……………………………………………….. .............. Date…………………………… 

Participant’s Name: ....................................................................... 
Participant’s Age:....................... 
Parent’s/Guardian’s Name .............................................................. 
Your relationship to participant: ......................................................................................... 
If appropriate, reason(s) why s/he cannot give written consent............................................ 
..................................................................................................................................... 
Signature of Parent/Guardian: ......................................................Date:................................ 

u OFFER TO ANSWER QUESTIONS: If I have any questions about this study, I may call the 
researcher, Chih Ching Chang (Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge 
Number:[number redacted] or Email: [email address redacted] )

Thank you for tour participation. 




